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PREFACE 

This volume de^s vHth the niTths and legends con- 

Rccted with the ancient civilization of Crete, and also 

with the rise and growth of the dvilizanon itself, while 

consideration is given to various ^sdnating and impor¬ 

tant problems that arise in the course of investigating 

pre-Hellenic habits of thought and habits of life, which 

are found to have exercised a marked influence m the 

early history of Europe. In the first two chapters the 

story of European dvilization is carried back to remote 

Paljeolithlc dmes, the view having been urged, notably 

by Mosso, that a connection existed between the dviliza¬ 

tion of the artistic cave-dwellers in France and Spain, 

and that of the Island of Minos. It is shown that ^ese 

civilizations were not, however, contemporary, but sepa¬ 
rated by thousands of years, and that in accounting for 

close resemblances the modem dogma of independent 

evolution is put to a severe test. The data summarized 

in the Introduction emphasize the need for caution in 

attempting to solve a complex problem by the application 

of a hypothesis which may account for some resemblances 

but fails to explain away the marked differences that 

existed even between contemporary dvilizations of the 
Neolithic, Copper^ and Bronze Ages. 

a 
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To enable the reader to become femilJar with the 
geological, ethnological, and archaeological evidence re¬ 

garding the earliest traces and prt^essive activities of 
man in Europe, who laid the foundations of* subsequent 

civilisations, a popular narrative is given in the first 
chapter, the scientific data being cast in the form of a 

legend following the manner of Hesiod's account of the 
Mythical Ages of the World in the and Days^ 
and of that of the Indian sage Markandeya's story of the 

Yugas in the and of Tuan MacCareH's 
narrative of his experiences in the various Irish Ages. 
Footnotes provide the necessary references. 

Consideration is also given, in dealing with Cretan 
origins, to Schliemann's hypothesis r^rding the ”Lost 

Atlantis'',and the connection he believed existed between 
the Mexican, early European, and Nilotic civilizations. 
It is brought out that the historical elements in Plato's 
legend are susceptible of a different explanation. 

Cretan ciyilization has not yet been rendered articu¬ 
late, for its script remains a mystery, but of late years 

a flood of h‘ght has been thrown upon it by the archaeo¬ 

logists, among whom Sir Arthur Evans is pre-eminent. 
We can examine the remains of the palace of Minos j 
tread the footworn stones of the streets of little towns; 
examine pottery and frame a history of it; gaze on frescoes 
depicting scenes of cverj'day life In ancient Crete, on seal 

engravings which show us what manner of ships were 
built and navigated by mariners who ruled the Mediter¬ 

ranean Sea long before the Phoenician, period, what deities 
were worshipped and what ceremonies were performed; 
we can study a painted sarcophagus which' throws light 
on funerary customs and conceptions of the Otherworld, 
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aJid stone vases which aJibrd glimpses of boxers^ bull- 
baiters, soldiers, and processions; and we can also examine 
the jewellery, weapons, and implements of the ancient 
folk. With the aid of these and other data we are en¬ 
abled to reconstruct in outline the island civilization and 

study its growth over a period embraced by many cen¬ 

turies. [c has even been found possible to arrange a 
system of Cretan chronology, approximate dates being 
fixed with the aid of artifacts, evidently imparted from 
Egypt, and of Cretan artifacts found in the Nilotic area 

and elsewhere. The idea of the “ Hellenic miracle *' no 
longer obtains. It is undoubted that Crete was the fore¬ 
runner of Greece, and that the Hellenes owed a debt to 

Cretan civilization the importance of which was not realized 
even by the native historians of ancient Greece. 

Various problems arise in dealing with the growth of 

civiUzation in Crete and the influence exercised by it in 
Central and Western Europe. These include the race 
question, the migrations of peoples from the area in which 

the agricultural mode of life was first adopted, the ques¬ 
tion of cultural contact, of trade routes on sea and land, 

of homogeneity of beliefs of common origin, and of the 
influence of locality in the development of beliefs and 
material civilization. In the pages that follow, these prob¬ 

lems are presented in their various aspects, and such 

representative evidence as is available has been utilized 
with purpose to throw light upon them. 

Headers cannot fail to be impressed by the note of 
modernity which prevails in the story of Cretan life. It 

is emphasized to a remarkable degree in Minoan art. 
In this connection the coloured illustrations in the present 

volume, by Mr. John Duncan, A.R.S.A., are of peculiar 
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interest. In preparing these designs Mr. Duncan has 

deliberately sought to follow the style of the Minoan 
artists themselves* as displayed In the relics of frescoes* 
and in pottery, seal engravings and impressioas* &c.* 
recently unearthed. The colours are conhned to those 

used by the native craftsmen, while the decorarive borders 
are essentially Cretan In character. In the Plate facing 
p. 248 a suggestive parallel is drawn between Celtic 

and Minoan patterns and symbols. It will be noted that 
the Celtic treatment of complicated patterns of common 
origin is more thorough and logical than the Minoan, 
as, for instance* when we compare No. 3, which has 
incomplete curves* with the hntshed and exact No. 4. 

The examples dealt with include a symbol of the Egypto- 
Llbpn goddess Ncith. 

The note of modernity in Cretan art inclines us per¬ 
haps to be somewhat generous and enthusiastic in our 
praises of it. An eminent archaeologist has declared that 
** it yields to none that was contemporary and hardly to 
any that came after it”. This is a strong claim* especially 

when we give consideration to the extraordinarily full 

and varied art of Egypt. In Crete, for instance* we do 
not meet with the skilled technique and psychological 
insight of some of Egypt’s notable portraiture in stone, 
nor with faces of such high intellectual and moral qualities; 

nor do we meet with the masculine energy, the disciplined 
ferocity and brilliant directness of appeal that characterize 
the finest products of Assyrian art; nor can we help 

noting the absence of the idealistic tendencies of Greek 
art, with its aim to visualize mental and spiritual impres¬ 
sions, its moral ascendancy* and its preoccupation with 
the idea of beauty of form and character. No doubt it 
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is because Cretan art b Infused with a lyrlGal carelessness 

and freedom^ ndt only in subject, but also in execution, 

that it makes a very special appeal to modern eyes. There 
are certainly notable instances of excellency in delicate 

modelling, a love of colour—who can refrain, for instance, 

from admiring the golden afternoon effects of Vasiliki 
pottery?—a delight in natural objects, a marked absence 

of formalism in the best work, and an extreme and arrest¬ 
ing grace, especially In the Ivory work. Yet it is possible 

to overestimate the artistic value of such works as the 
“Harvester Vase” (p. 212), with its liveliness of move- 

ment and expression, and to commend even its defects, 
and foiget that there are finer examples of low relief in 
Egypt, where the artists have left us in no doubt as to 
what they meant; it is possible also to infuse our art 

criticisms with archeological enthusiasm, as when, for 

instance, we gaze on the fresco of the Cup Bearer (p. 
118), which is an impression of a very ordinary, good- 

looking, young man, with formal eyes, and hand and arm 

out of drawing* Yet while, as a whole, Cretan art is very 

unequal, there are a few masterpieces which set it on a 
high level. The ivory figurine of “The Lcaper” is one 

of these (p* 48). Its Parisian elegance and Greek-like 
accuracy and beauty of modelling take the eye at once. 
It is much worn, but the unbroken parts exhibit fine 

craftsmanship. The bones and muscles of the arm and 
hand especially are expressed with the modesty and ani¬ 
mation of nature; there is none of the gross exaggeration 
so often found in Assyrian art. Another outstanding 

masterpiece is the bull's head in steatite (p. 108). We 
are struck by its fine dignity, the noble poise of the head, 

the alert eye, the mobility of the pricked ears, and the 
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combination of naturalism with simplicity, gract, and 

loftiness of treatment A contrast h presented by the 
other bull's head in plaster relief (p. 1^4)1 with the 
magnificent blaze of the great eye and the exhausted gasp 

of mouth and nostrils; the noble atumal has evidently 

Men a victim in the ring; it Is powerful and grand even 
when death takes it. Special mention may also be made 

of the goat suckling its kid, an admirable piece of r«dism 

characterized by grace and insight (p, 1 jz). 
The spirit of naturalism pulsating in Cretan art is 

also found in Palmolithic art, of which two notable 
examples, are given (p. 20) from the cave paintings. 
These remarkable relics of the Pleistocene Age are typical 

products of Palseolitbk art, the advanced condition of 
which suggests a long history, and even the existence, 
in such remote times, not only ot devoted personal study, 

but also of an organized system of training. The civili¬ 
zation reflected by such an art must have been of no 
mean order. Evidently it met with disaster during the 

Fourth Glacial Period, but subsequent discoveries may 
yet demonstrate that its influence was not wholly lost 
to mankind. 

D. A. MACKENZIE. 
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INTRODUCTION 

In relating how Crete has risen into prominence as the 
seat of a great and ancient civilization, one is remiiided 
of the feJry story of Cinderella. The arehseological narra¬ 
tive begins with the discovery made by Schliemann of 
traces of a distinctive and high pre-Hellenic culture 
amidst the ruins of the Peloponnesian citi^ of Tiryns 
and Mycenx, which he assigned to the Homeric Age. 
Evidence vtis soon forthcoming that this culture was not 
of Indigenous character, but had been imported from 
some unknown area after it had reached its highest de¬ 
velopment and was beginning to show signs of decadence 
—a sure indication of its great antiquity. A dranmtic 
search followed for the centre of origin and diffusion. 
The wonderful slipper had been found, but where was 
Cinderella^ In the end, after several claims had been 
urged, the last comer was proved to be the missing 
princess of culture, and the last comer was Crete. 
Research on that island had been long postponed on 
account of the disturbed political conditions that pre¬ 
vailed under the Turkish regime. 

A new first chapter has since been added to the his¬ 
tory of European civilization. We no longer begin with 
Hellenic Greece, or believe that Hellenic culture sprang 
full-grown into being like the ^bled deity who leapt from 
her parent's head. In this volume it is shown that the 

to BM> nu , 
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myths and legends preserved in the works of various 
classical writers regarding the sources of Grecian culture 
were well founded, and that the traditions of the “Heroic 
Age*' did not have origin in the imaginations of poets 
and dramatists. But, wise as we chance to fae, after the 
event, we need not r^rd with scorn the historians of 
a past generation who hesitated to sift and utilize such 
elusive myths as the Cretan origins of Zeus and Demeter, 
and the semi-historical references to Crete, in the works 
of Homer, Thucydides, and others, to find a sure basis 
for a convincing narrative worthy of the name of history. 

It. is only within recent years that the necessary archeo¬ 
logical data have been available which enables students of 
ancient civilization to draw with some degree of confidence 
upon the abundant but confused contents of the store¬ 
house of folk memory. 

The discovery that Crete was the birth-place of JEgean 
civilization, which radiated in the pre-Hellenic times 
throughout Europe—the little leaven that leavened the 
whole lump”—does not, however, set a limit to the work 
of research, or solve all the problems which are involved. 
Although it has been demonstrated that the Cretan leaven 
was in existence and at work at the dawn of the Egyptian 
Dynastic Age, and when the Sumerians were achieving 
their earliest triumphs in the Ttgro-Euphratean valley, 
we are still confronted with the problem of remote origin. 
The earliest settlers in Crete had, as their artifacts demon¬ 
strate, already obtained a comparatively high degree of 
Neolithic culture. Houses were built of stone as well as 
of wattles daubed with clay, a sea trade was in existence, 
for obsidian was imported from Melos, and a section of 
the community had adopted the agricultural mode of life, 
Withal, belieft were well developed and had assumed a 
fixity which remained until they were merged in the 
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accumulated mass of Grecian ijiheritauce, and suffered, 
as a result, for long ages, complete loss of identity. The 
earliest settlement of people at Knossos has been assigned 
to about 10,000 B.C., an approximate dating which is ^sed 
on the evidence of the archaeological strata. 

But the earliest traces of an artistic culture in Europe 
belong CO a still more remote age. Although during the 
vast periods of the Neolithic, or late Stone Age, there 
existed savage conununities, just as happens to be the 
case at the present day in various parts of the world, 
there were also, as in Crete, Egypt, and Babylonia, refined 
and progressive peoples who were already **heirs of all 
the Ages"—the Ages when ancient Europe passed through 
stages of climatic oscillations of such pronounced character 
that the remains of mankind are found in strata yielding 
alternately tropical, temperate, and Arctic flora and feuna. 
The period in question, the lengthiest in the history of 
civilization, is the archaeological PaJxolithic, or Early 
Stone ^c. Towards its close, for which the minimum 
dating is 20,000 b.c., there existed in Europe at least two 
races, whose cultures are referred to as Aurignacian and 
Magdalenian. A stage called Azilian links the Palaeo¬ 
lithic with the Neolithic Age^ and the continuity of cul¬ 
ture from the earliest times is now generally regarded 
as an established fact. 

The story of Cretan civilixadon may constitute, as has 
been said, the first chapter of European history. But the 
“Introduction" is derived from the Paleolithic Age, 
before and during the Foiuth Glacial Epoch of the 
geologists. 

Our introductory data are obtained from the famous 
Palieolithlc cave-dwellings of France and Spain, which are 
dealt with in Chapters I and II. No definite traces are 
yet obtainable, among the scanty human remains that 
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have been discovered, of racial types resembling those of 
early Eg)'pt or early Crete, but remarkable evidence has 
been forthcoming which not only establishes the great 
antiquity of certain artistic motife of finished artistic skill 
and even of certain customs that afterwards appeared on 
the Island of Minos and in the Nilotic and Tigro- 
Euphratean areas. 

The links with Crete are so close and suggestive that 
writers like Angelo Mosso have expressed the belief In 
the Neolithic and Cretan origin of Aurignacian and Mag^ 
dalenian art. But the geologists have established beyond 
a shadow of doubt that the civilization of which this art 
is an eloquent expression must be assigned to the latter 
part of the Pleistocene period, when the reindeer roamed 
through the valleys of France. 

Those ancient PalffioUthic hunters were skilled ardsts 
and carvers of bone and ivory. They painted and engraved 
on cave roofs the figures of animals with a realism and 
freedom which were never surpassed in Greece; they also 
carved ivory female figurines in the round which are 
worthy of comparison with similar artistic products of 
Egypt, and not always to their disadvantage. 

** The resemblances writes Mosso, “ between the 
most ancient female figures in France and the Neolithic 
figures of Crete and Egypt are very striking/’ Among 
the rock pictures of women he sees “ the girdle and the 
Egj’ptlan mode of hairdressing”. Describing a Palieo- 
lithic painting, he writes; ‘*The women’s hair floivs down 
upon their sRouIders like that of the Minoan women; 
the bosom is uncovered and the breasts much developed. 
The triangular shape of the heads indicates a hood or 
a kind of mitre. Two of them wear a bracelet on the 
upper arm near the elbow, and all have a very' slender 
waist, with the body shaped like an hour-glass,” He 
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also comments in another instance on the skirts, which 
were also characteristic of Crete.* Comparisons between 
the Cretan frescoes and the Palasolithic cave-paintings of 
Spain and France have likewise been made hy the Abb£ 
Breuil, Don Joan Cabre Aguila, and other Continental 
archaeologists. 

One of the racial types which existed during the 
Aurignadan and Magdalenian periods, or stages of cul¬ 
ture, was the Cro Magnon. It can still be traced in 
Europe, especially in the French Dordogne valley, and 
among the Berbers in North Africa, as Dr. Collignon has 
shown.* Evidence of Cro-Magnon migration in Late 
Pleistocene times has also been forthcoming from Belgium, 
while traces of their burial customs have been found in 
Moravia and elsewhere. How and by what route Auriga 
nadan influence reached Crete, after the lapse of thousands 
of years, we have as yet no means of knowing. It seems 
reasonable to assume that this civilization did not end 
without leaving heirs somewhere. The Greeks were heirs 
of Crete, and yet it Is but quite recently that this fact has 
been fully demonstrated. 

Not only has the antiquity of European art been 
established j the Paleolithic data which have been accu¬ 
mulated emphasize also the remote beginnings of certain 
magi^l and religious beliefs and practices. The sugges¬ 
tion IS thus rendered plausible that some of the wide¬ 
spread myths and folk-tales may be os old as the French 
and Spanish cave-paintings and ivory carvings. Who 
will venture, for insunce, to date the origin of that far- 
traveUed tale about the lovers who escape from the giant's 
den and throw down pebbles which become mountains 
and twigs which create forests, to delay their angry pur- 

QuXed in RipJcf"* TAr Racti pp, a ny* 
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sufir? The late Mr- Andrew Lang has shown that it is 
found in Zulu, Gaelic, Norse, Malagasy, Russian, Ifelian, 
and Japanese folk-literatures. The author “will never", 
he wrote, “be known to fame”, although, among story¬ 
tellers, he has achieved “the widest circulation in the 

world 
A now popular hypothesis, first urged by Hugh Miller, 

is usually held to olfcr a conclusive explanation for the 
wonderful resemblances between certain legends collected 
in various parts of the world- “ I have seen ”, Miller 
wrote about eighty years ago, “in the museum of the 
Northern Institution (Inverness) a very complete collec¬ 
tion of stone battle-axes, some of which have been formed 
little earlier than the last age, by the rude natives of 
America and the South Sea Islands, while others, which 
have been dug out of the cairns and tumuli of our own 
country, bear witness to the unrecorded feuds and for¬ 
gotten battle-fields of twenty centuries ago- I was a 
good deal struck by the resemblance which they bear to 
each other; a resemblance so complete, that the most 
practised eye can hardly distinguish between the weapons 
of the old Scot and the New Zealander- - . - Man in a 
savage state is the same animal everywhere, and his con¬ 
structive powers, whether employed in the formation of 
a legendary story or of a battle-axe, seem to expatiate 
almost everywhere in the same ragged track of inven¬ 
tion, For even the traditions of this first stage may 
be identified, like his weapons of war, all the world 
over-"* 

Since Miller's day experts have become so familiar 
with the stone implements and weapons of primitive 
men chat they experience no difficulty, not only in dis¬ 
tinguishing between the characteristic products of various 
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countries, but also of the 'various ages, or stages of 
culture, m one particular area. We find ourselves, how¬ 
ever, on less sure ground when we deal with traditional 
tales. Miller’s hypothesis in regard to these must still 
receive acceptance but with certain qualliications. It 
certainly accounts for striking rescmblanoes, although not 
for equally striking difFerences. If it were to be urged 
in every instance, the work of research would be stultified 
and rendered somewhat barren. "There is a well-known 
tendency", as Mr. Hogarth reminds us, "to find one 
formula to explain all things, and an equally notorious 
one to overwork the latest formula.”* 

The intensive study of the mythology of a particular 
civilization, like chat of Crete or Egypt, for instance, 
reveals marked local divergencies which arc not easily 
accounted for. It is an extremely risky proceeding, there¬ 
fore, when we find a fragment of a legend, or a clue to 
some archaic religious custom, in a cultur^ centre like 
Crete, to undertake the work of reconstruction by select¬ 
ing something from Australia, adding a Chinese idea, and 
completing the whole with contributions from Russia, 
Greenland, or Mexico. We may find similar symbols 
in different countries, but it does not follow that they 
had originally all the same significance; similar alpha¬ 
betical signs have not always the same phonetic values. 
The human mind is not like a mould which produces 
automatically the same shapes for the same purposes, 
or the same ideas to account for the same problems, in 
every part of the world. 

Myths are products of beliefs, and bclicfr are pro¬ 
ducts of experiences. They are also pictorial records 
of natural phenomena. Mankind have not had the same 
experiences everywhere, nor have they found the world 

^ lowix txd rlr p, 
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lacking in variety of contour and climate. Certain 
peoples, for instance, have achieved progress in cwliaa- 
tions based On the agricultural m<xie of life. Their 
beliefs have consequently been influenced by their agri¬ 
cultural experiences, and their myths have been given an 
agricultural significance. Before the Calendar was in¬ 
vented, the farmer who profited from the experiences 
of his ancestors, and handed on his knowledge to pos¬ 
terity, did not speak about “ploughing in spring’* and 
“reaping in autumn”, or explain the futility of sowing 
seed, say, in December and expecting crops in April. He 
framed instead a system of myths which guided the agri¬ 
cultural operations of his kin for long centuries. In 
India, which suffers at one season From great heat 
and drought, he conceived the Drought Demon which 
imprisoned the fertilizing waters in a mountain cave. 
Just when the world is about to perish, the god Indra 
comes to its rescue armed with his thunderbolt He 
attacks and slays the demon, exclaiming: 

I am the hurler of the bolt of thunder; 

For man flow freely now the gleaming waters. 

After this thunder-battle, rain descends in torrents, the 
withered grass sprouts luxuriantly, and the rice harvest 
fellows. 

In Babylonia the demon is the water-monster Tiamat, 
who enters the Euphrates and causes it to flood. She 
is slain and cut up by Merodach, who thus sets the world 
in order. Then the farmer sows his seeds. In Egypt 
the inundation of the Nile is brought about by Ra, who, 
having undertaken to destroy his human enemies, relents 
and withdraws the waters, so that seeds may be cast in 
the fertilized soil and the harvest gathered in season. 
Pious worshippers of the deities who controlled the forces 
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of nature were expected to perform ccrcinonics and offer 
sacrifices to assist or propitiate them. Thus the local 
forms of religion were shaped by local phenomena of 

which the myths arc reflections. 
Peoples who lived among the mountains and followed 

the pastoral mode of life had different experiences from 
those who found their food-supply in river valleys. In 
districts where the rainfall was regular and abundant 
they knew nothing of India’s droughts, or Egypt’s floods. 
On the other hand, they might have experiences of bind* 
ing frost, fierce blizzards, and snow-blocked passes, which 
forced them to migrate to districts where they could, 
winter their flocks and herds. Their myths were con¬ 
sequently based on experiences and natural phenomena 
which contrasted sharply with those of the Nilotic and 
Tigro-Euphratean peoples, with the result that their 
systems of religious beliefs developed upon different 
lines. Similarly, peoples who dwelt upon islands and 
along sea-coasts and gathered the harvest of the deep, 
and forest-dwellers who lived on fruits and trophies of 
the chase, formulated and perpetuated modes of thought 
which were products of their particular modes of life In 
different environments. It is obvious, therefore, that the 
mind of man did not everywhere follow “the same rugged 
track of invention'*. In different districts and at different 
periods sections of mankind achieved independent de¬ 
velopment on sharply differentiated lines, with the result 
that religious conceptions, like outstanding racial types, 
had their areas of characterization. 

Consideration should next be given to cultural in¬ 
fluence resulting from contact. The oscillations of climate 
which followed the last glacial epoch caused widespread 
migrations of peoples. Riijcial types which are still re¬ 
cognizable were already fixed; mankind at the dawn of 
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the Neolithic or Late Stone Age had attaint fiill mental^ 
and physical development. Races were distributed for 
and wide, and settlers favoured those areas which were 
suitable for their habits of life. The barriers of ice and 
snow which had separated peoples for thousands of years 
vanished before the wariii sun, and as the various races 
prospered and increased they came into contact with one 
another. Let us picture a pastoral tribe issuing from a 
region of steppe lands and entering a valley occupied by 
agriculturists. They come with a heritage of beliefs and 
customs as alien as their language to those who rear 
crops and dwell in villages. The small farmers regard 
them as demons, and go out to battle to conquer or be 
conquered. If the invaders prevail, they remain in the 
district and in time fuse with the conquered. Then the 
beliefs of the mingled peoples are fused also. The result 
is a compromise between the distinctive religions. In the 
valley the earlier faith secures ascendancy because the 
invaders have no agricultural religion and no words even 
for <‘corn” and furrow” and “ploughBut a portion 
of the conquerors follow their old habits of life as pas- 
toralists and hunters, and occupy the grazlng-iands round 
the valley and among the hills, where they find a new 
Olympus for their gods. In time a pantheon is formed 
which embraces the deities of conquered and conquerors. 

Trade springs up between irarious communities and 
the influence of culture fiows along the trade routes. 
The knowledge of how to grow corn passes from tribe 
to tribe. But the isolated hunters in a northern valley 
who become agriculturists do not simply import imple* 
ments and seeds j those who instruct them how to til! 
the soil Instruct them also regarding the ceremonies 
which are necessary to ensure growth and the har^'cst, 

^ TTut H fLT ii CTJ3 be ikull 
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So the agricultural religion of Eg)’pt or Babylon passes 
through Europe and Asia, and is adopted by peoples who 
mix with it their own peculiar local practices inherited 
for untold generations from their remote ancestors. 

In Denmark the northern huntsman and fisherman 
came into contact with the little farmers from the south, 
or tribes who had acquired the southern art of agriculture. 
They learned to sow the seed in sorrow and to beat their 
breasts when they cut the corn, and thus slew the corn 
spirit, and to return rejoicing carrying the sheaves. 
Magical ceremonies were considered to be as essentia] 
to agricultural success as ploughs and reaping-hooks. 
Consequently they adopted the magical ceremonies that 
had origin somewhere on the shores of the Mediterranean 
or in the Nile valley. So we find in Denmark the myth 
of Scef, the child god, who comes over the sea with the 
first sheaf of com, which so closely resembles the Baby^ 
Ionian myth of Tammu^, who comes as a child from the 
Underworld and the Deep every new year. 

The non-agricultural mountain-folk, who migrated 
hither and thither, knew naught of the com-child. They 
conceived of a god who shaped the mountains with his 
hammer, the thunderbolt ; each blow was a peal of 
thunder. He also hammered the sky into shape. Meteorites 
which fell from the sky were found to be of iron; it was 
consequently believed that the sky was formed of Iron, 
which became known as “ the metal of heaven Iron 
was regarded as a protective charm. It was associated 
with the great deity who slew demons. A mortal had 
only to “touch iron” to drive demons away, for by doing 
so he established a magical connection between himself 
and the hammer deity. 

Worshippers of the mountain-god went northward 
and called him Thor. In Asia Minor he was Tarku and 
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Teshub; in India, Indra, son of Dyaus; in Greece, Zeus. 
Those worshippers who reached Palestine called him 
Pathach (the Hebrew name), and those who settled in 
^Syp^ knew him as Prah, and, although thunderstorms 
are rare in Egypt, the Memphites never fbrgot the 
hammer of Ptah and the heaven of iron which he had 
beaten into shape. In time Ptah acquired new attributes. 
As the artisan-god he was credited with the invention of 
the Egyptian potter’s wheel, on which he shaped the sun 
and moon, and the first man and woman. He was thus 
localized. Yet he ever remained distinctive among the 
deities of Egypt. 

Tradition dies hard. Once an idea became impressed 
on the human mind it remained there, and new ideas 
were superimposed upon it. The Eg^'ptians achieved 
great progress as thinkers and artisans, yet they dung to 
beliefs and customs of savage origin. So did the Greeks, 
who never forgot Cronos, the bloodthirsty god who 
swallowed his children and had to be mtirdcred by his 
heir. It docs not follow, however, that this tendency 
to conserve andent beliefs and modes of thought was 
opposed to the growth of culture, or that men and women 
who perpetuated them were as ignorant and bloodthirsty 
as their primitive ancestors. In our own day an indi¬ 
vidual witJi 3 university degree may dread to spill salt, 
regard a black cat as lucky, and refuse to occupy a hotel 
bedroom numbered ij. Motor-cars and flying-machines 
cany mascots, as did the galleys of ancient Egypt, Crete, 
md Phmnicia. The writer has seen a Girton girl per¬ 
petuating a religious custom of her remote ancestors by 
attaching a rag to a tree that overhangs a «wishing well’’, 
and wishing silently her wish quite as''fervently as do less 
highly cultured members of her sex in places as far re¬ 
moved as the Scottish Highlands and the Island of Crete. 
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Superstitious practices which are familiar in our every¬ 
day lives have a long history. They have survived nearly 
two thousand years of Christian InBueticc. Who will 
undertake to date their origins? They may go back to 
the Bronze Age, the Late Stone Age, and even to the 
jRtergiadal periods of the Palisolithic Age. The follow¬ 
ing comparative notes wiU serve to illustrate the antiquity 
of at Icfist one remarkable folk-belief. 

In Upper Egypt discovery has been made of bodies 
which were buried in hot dry sands about sixty centuries 
ago. Not only have the bones, skin, hair, muscles, and 
eyes been preserved, but even the Internal organs. The 
contents of stomachs and intestines have been examined 
by Dr. Netolitzky, the Russian scientist, who ascertained 
in this way what food the ancient people ate, **The occa¬ 
sional presence of the remains of mice in the alimentary 
canals of children, under circumstances which prove that 
the small rodent had been eaten after being skinned, is 
writes Professor Elliot Smith, “ a discovery of very great 
interest, for Dr. Netolitzky informs me that the body of 
a mouse was the last resort of medied practitioners in the 
East several millennia later as the remedy for children in 

exiremis.”^ Until comparatively recently the liver of a 
mouse was in the Scottish Highlands the *‘old wife's 
cure” for children dangerously ill. The writer was in¬ 
formed regarding it in more than one locality, long before 
the Egyptian discovery was made, by women who pro¬ 
fessed to have had experience of the efficacy of the mouse 
cure. 

The ashes of a mouse baked alive used to be a cure 
for rheumatism in Suffolk. In Lincolnshire fried mice 
were given to children suffering from whooping-cough 
and quinsy. According to Henderson* a whooping-cough 

^ ^ Fttlk^Qn if NireJUrx p. E44. 
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patient in the northetn counties had to be seated on a 
donkey-j with face towards the tail* when the mouse was 
being eaten* The custom of entombing a live mouse in 
an ash-tree* to cure children or charm cattle against attack, 
prevailed in Leicestershire.* A similar custom obtained 
in Scotland, where the shrew-mouse was believed to para¬ 
lyse a limb it chanced to creep over.* The traditional 
fear of niice among women is of interest in this con¬ 
nection. Roasted mouse was, in the north-eastern coun¬ 
ties of Scotland, a cure for cold or sore tVoat 

In Egypt the mouse was associated with the lunar 
god Thoth, who cured Horus when he was bitten by the 
scorpion, restored the sight of his eye which was blinded 
by the black Set pig, and assisted in uniting the frag¬ 
ments of the body of Osiris. The mouse crouches at the 
base of his rod of destiny, on which he measured out the 
lives of men.* In Greece the mouse was associated with 
Apollo. This god was identified by the Romans with the 
sun, but Homer knew him as Smintheus Apollo, Mouse 
Apollo , who struck down the Greeks with his arrows of 
pestilence.* According to Strabo, there were many places 
which bore the Apollo mouse name.® Mouse feasts were 
held at Rhodes, Gel a, Lesbos, and Crete, According to 
a Trojan story, the settlement took place in Anatolia of 
Cretans who were advised by an oracle to select the first 
place where they were attacked by the children of the 
soih At Hamaxitus, in the Troad, a swarm of mice ate 
their bow-strings and the leather of their armour, and 
they decided to make that place their home * In India 
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the tnousc was associated with Rudrai to whom the poet 

prayed; 
Give unto me of thy medicines^ Rudra, 
So that my years may reach to a hundred^ 

Rudra, like Apollo, sent diseases, and was therefore able 

to prevent and cure them. 
The mouse feasts referred to by ancient writers may 

have been held, to ensure long life among those who, like 
the Egyptians, connected the mouse with the moon, the 
source of fertility' and growth and the measurer of the 
days of man. The Egyptian lunar god Khonsu was the 
divine physician and the love-god. All fertility deities, 
indeed, cured diseases. The King of Mitanni sent the 
image of Ishtar to Thebes when Pharaoh Amenhotep lit 
was ill. IsaiaJi refers to the mouse-eating practicei *‘Thcy 
that sajictily themselves and purify themselves in the 
gardens behind one tree in the midst, eating swine’s flesh, 
and the abomination, and the mouse, shall be consumed 
together, salth the Lord,"* When the Philistines, who 
came from Crete, were stricken by a pestilence, they 
placed five golden mice in the ark and sent it back to 
the Israelites.* Thus we find the Highland mouse-cure 
belief going back for 6000 years and reaching to the 
remotest areas settled by representatives of the Mediter¬ 
ranean race. Other superstitions may be as old, or older. 
The ancient Egyptians, like our own people, inherited 
beliefs from their savage ancestors. 

The evidence summariaed in this volume (Chapter II) 
regarding Paleolithic customs and beliefs tends to empha¬ 
size that, while mankind everywhere may arrive at similar 
conclusions under similar circumstances, some conceptions 
were handed down by tradition and distributed over wide 

^ i/tf, 11, J I# ^ Uvip [ 7i * E, 
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areas hj la'nridering peoples long before the dawn of the 
Neolithic period m Europe and Egfpt. If the mouse 
cure can be traced back for sixtjr centuries it may well 
have been known for a further sixty centuries. In Palseo- 
lithic times, at least 20,000 years ago, the spine of a fish 
was laid on the corpse when it was entombed, just as the 
“ deti '* amulet, which was the symbol of the backbone of 
Osiris, Was laid on the neck of the Egyptian mummy. 
Anthropologists have favoured the theory that the animal¬ 
headed deities of Egypt are links between animal and 
anthropomorphic deities. Animal^headed deities with 
arms uplifted in the Egyptian attitude of adoration figure 
in PalsEolithic cave-drawings. The process of change, if 
such it was, must therefore have commenced thousands 
of years before the Dynastic Egyptians became supreme 
in the Nile valley. It used to be urged that the Phmni- 
cians were the inventors of alphabetic script, but linear¬ 
ised signs “ of curiously alphabetic aspect—at times even 
in groups—are seen engraved on reindeer boms or ivory, 
or on the surface of the rock itself”, which were the work 
of Paleolithic folk in the Fourth Glacial Period. “ Certain 
signs”, says Sir Arthur Evans, from whom we quote, 
“carved on a fragment of reindeer horn, are specially 
interesting from the primitive anticipation that they pre¬ 
sent of the Phoenician aUf. ... It is interesting to 
observe that among the existing peoples of the extreme 
north of Europe, whose conditions most nearly represent 
those of the old Reindeer folk, the relics of pure plc- 
rography were preserved to modern times, ... These 
Lapp pictographs themselves belong to a widely diffused 
primirive group—illustrated by the paintings and carvings 
on rocks and other materials—which extends across the 
whole Fenno-Tataric region from the White Sea to the 
Urals and throughout Siberia to the borders of China. 
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It was probably from an early offshoot of this great fiinily 
of pictorial signs that the elaborate characters of the 
Chinese writing were ultimately evolved," Similar picto- 
graphs are found In Scandinavia, Ireland, Brittany, Por¬ 
tugal, Spain, North-West Africa, the Canaries, in the 
Maritime Alps, the Vosges, Dalmatia, In Transylvania, 
and on early Trojan artifocts,^ 

In addition to the pictographs there also passed from 
the Paleolithic into the Neolithic and Bronze Ages cer* 
tain burial customs, decorative designs developed from 
animal drawings, the custom of shaping hgurines of the 
mother goddess with female characteristics emphasized, 
and the bell-shaped skirt which found favour in Crete. 
Paleolithic pottery found in Belgium has Neolithic char- 
acterisdes. It has also been demonstrated, as stated, that 
what is known as the Azilian stage of culture links the 
cultures of the Early and Late Stone Ages. After the 
close of the Fourth Glacial Period the early pioneers of 
the Mediterranean race came into contact in Europe with 
the remnants of the Palinoliths and mingled with them 
in localities. Among a large number of skulls taken 
recently from an old Gla^ow graveyard, into which an 
Infirmary extension intruded, were a considerable sprink¬ 
ling of Palaeolithic types. The interments at this part 
were made during the i8th century and the early part of 
the tgth century. Apparently there were descendants of 
the Paixoliths among the makers of modern Glasgow. 

Certain beliefs and customs and foIk-taJcs appear also 
to have survived with the peoples of the Reindeer Period, 
among whom they were prevalent. And as the culture 
of that period (the Fourth Glacial Epoch) developed from 
the cultures of the earlier periods, it is possible that 
some surviving modes of thought may have obtained for 

^ Striftt AlittA, ff. ], 4, 
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40,000 years. The Chellean hand-aw of the Second 
Interglacial Period in France was distributed far and 
wide; it travelled across die Italian land-bridge to Africa 
and penetrated as far as Cape Colony; it was imitated in 
Asia and passed across the Behring Straits land-bridge to 
America, and reached the utmost southern limits of South 
America. It never reached Australia. Perhaps Mr. Lang's 
“ far-travelled tale ” was similarly given widespread dis¬ 
tribution at a remote period in the history of the human 
races. The culture of a particular people reached remote 
corners of the globe to which descendants of its originators 
may never have penetrated. We are familiar with this 
phenomenon even at the present day. It should be borne 
in mind, therefore, that although the mirid of man may 
have in primitive times conceived similar ideas and in¬ 
vented similar tales in various regions widely separated, 
the masses of humanity on the whole have also been more 
prone to conserve what they have acquired than to wel¬ 
come something new. Nothing impresses the student 
of comparative mythology more thin the barrenness of 
the primitive mind. New Ideas are the exception rather 
than the rule. Changes in religious ideas were forced 
upon ancient peoples either by intruding aliens or by 
the influence exercised by physical phenomena in new 
areas of settlement. Even when a change occurred the 
past was not entirely cut off. Rather a fusion was effected 
of the new ideas with the old. 

In dealing with a mythology like that of Crete, which 
has not yet been rendered articulate, for the script has 
still to be deciphered, we expect to find traces of more 
than one stage of development in religious ideas, ihd 
also of the ideas of settlers on the island of peoples from 
different cultural centres. Certain relics suggest Egyptian 
influence and others point to an intimate coiinecdoii with 
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archaic Grecjan belief. No doubt Crete mherited much 
from Egypt; and certain Greek States in which Cretan 
colonists setded borrowed much from Crete, It remains 
to be proved, however, that the Cretans, after settling on 
their island, developed on the same lines as primitive 
peoples elsewhere, or even that thej' previously passed 
through the different stages of religious culture r^arditig 
which evidence has been gleaned from various parts of 
the world. 

It is sometimes assumed that the religious history 
of the human race is marked by well-defined layers of 
thought—Naturalism or Naturism, Totemism, Animism, 
Demonology, Tribal Monotheism which with the fusion 
of tribes leads to Polytheism, and then ultimately sole 
Monotheism, All these stages may be traced in a par¬ 
ticular area. But we must not expect to find them every¬ 
where. Human thought has not accumulated strata of 
ideas in regular sequence, like geological or archcCologica] 
strata. Some peoples, for instance, have never conceived 
of a personal god, or even of distinctive animistic spirit 
groups. Mr. Risley has shown that the jungle-dwellers 
of Chota Nagpur fear and attempt to propitiate ‘*not a 
person at all in any sense of the word. If one must state 
the ase in positive terms,” he adds, “ 1 should say that 
the idea which lies at the root of their religion is that 

or rather of many Powers. . . , Closer than 
this he dow not seek to define the object to which he 
offers his victim, or whose symbol he daubs with vermilion 
at the appointed season. Some sort of Power is there, 
and that is enough for him. . . . AH over Chota Nagpur 
we find sacred groves, the abode of equally indeterminate 
things, who are represented by no symbols and of whose 
form and function no one can give an intelligible account. 
They have not yet been clothed with individual attributes," 
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they linger on as survivals of the impersonal stage of 
religion.”^ The Australian natives, on the other hand, 
and even those who are more primitive than the Chota 
NagpurjunglcKiwcUers, have a god whose voice is imitated 
by the ‘^buU roarer*’. Palscollthic man of the Reindeer 
Age, as has been said, had animal-headed deities and 
shaped, in ivory, figurines of the mother goddess. In 
Egypt and Babylonia there were composite deities, half 
animal and half human, from the earliest times of which 
we have knowledge. The Chinese have deities also, 
but have specialized as ancestor-worshippers. .Argue as 
we may regarding well-defined ‘^mental processes”, it 
must be recognized that religious phenomena all over the 
world cannot be explained by a single hypothesis, and that 
we are not justified in assuming that the same stages, or 
all the recognized stages, of development can be traced 
everywhere. There may have been Totemic beliefs in 
Crete and Greece and there may not. Until definite 
proof is forthcoming that there were, the problem must 
remain an open one. Similarly, we should hesitate to 
accept the hypotheses that patriarchal conditions were 
preceded by matriarchal and that goddesses preceded gods 
everywhere. In India the gods were prominent in the 
Vedic period; during the post-Vedic period goddesses 
ceased to be vague and became outstanding personalities 
as “Great Mothers”.* 

This brings us to an interesting phase of Cretan re¬ 
ligious and social life. From the evidence afforded by 
idols, pictorial art, symbols, and traditions it would 
appear that the goddess cult was supreme on the island. 
Priestesses were as prominent as they were at Dodona. 
In fact, women appear to have taken a leading part in 
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religious cerciiionicSj Jeremiah found was the case 

in Jerusalem, where women baked cakes which were 
offered to the “Queen of Heaven", the Eastern mother- 
goddess. “Probably in Mjnoan Crete", writes Mr. 
Hall, “women played a greater part than they did even 
in Egypt, and it may eventually appear that religious 
matters, perhaps even the government of the State itself 
as wed, were largely controlled by women. It is certain 
they must have lived on a footing of greater etjualiiy 
with the men than in any other ancient ctviliaation, and 
we see in the frescoes of Knossos conclusive indications 
ot an open and easy association of men and women, corre¬ 
sponding to our idea of 'Society', at the Miijoan Court 
unpar^elcd till our own day/’^ Among the goddess 
worshippers of Sumcria women enjoyed a high social 
status also. But among the Semites of the god cult this 
was not the case. Women were not depicted tn Assyria 
as in Crete, It was when Babylonian influences entered 
the Asspian Court that Queen Sammu-ramat—the 
Semiramis of tradition—rose into prominence. Professor 
Sayce has drawn attention to the significant fact that 
when the Semites translated the Sumerian hymns they 
transposed “women and men" (equivalent to our “ladies 
and gentlemen") into “men and women”. The law of 
descent by the female line which obtained iti Egypt and 
elsewhere among peoples of the Mediterranean race 
was probably a relic of customs which had a religious 
significance, ® 

The view has been strongly advocated that in all 
primitive communities matriarchal conditions preceded 
ptriarchal conditions, and goddess worship the worship 
ot gods. It IS not now generally accepted, however- 
some peoples seem to have been worshippers of male 

Tir Anei^xt Ne^r Eiiif ji, 48, 
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deities aiid others of female deities from the earliest 
titriHts. The fusion of the god arid goddess cults In 
Egypt and Babylonia and elsewhere was probably one 
of the results of the fusion of peoples. In some 
countries, where patriarchd peoples formed military 
aristocracicSj they may have ordered succession by the 
male line. But there is also evidence to show that they 
adopted the wiser method of marrying the heiresses of 
estates and thrones to win the allegiance of the masses. 
«Mother-rig lit” prevailed In Egypt, for instance, until 
the end. The problem involved is too complex to be 
accounted for by a single hypothesis. 

It would appear that the activities of the Cretan 
women were chiefly confined to Indoor life. As In 
Egypt, they were depicted by painters with white skins, 
while the men were, with the exception of princes, given 
red skins. Women were also more elaborately attired 
and bejewelled than men. 

In dealing with ancient civilizations It is of impor¬ 
tance to take note of burial customs. There can be 
little doubt that these have been ever closely associated 
with religious beliefs. What are known to archeologists 
as “ceremonial burials” must have been performed, it 
is reasonable to suppose, with some degree of ceremony 
with purpose either to promote the welfare of the 
deceased or to secure the protection of the living. The 
Dynastic Egyptians, for instance, mummified their dead 
because they believed that the soul could not continue 

to exist In the Otherworld unless the body were pre¬ 
served intact in the tomb. On the other hand, the 
Homeric Aghaans burned their dead, so that the soul 
might be transferred by fire to Hades, from which it 
would never again return.’ In pre-Dynastlc Egypt the 

‘ lliMd, xxni, 7J. 
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botiy was laid in a shallow grave in crouched posittort,. 
with food-vessels, implements, and weapons beside it, 
A similar custom prevailed in Babylonia and throughout 
Europe in the Neolithic and Bronze Ages. Dwellers on 
the northern sea-coast of Europe set their dead adrift in 
boats, as was Balder in the Eddie legend and Sceaf in the 
Beowulf poem. Others buried their dead in caves, threw 
them to wild beasts, or ate them. 

In some cases it would appear that the beliefs con¬ 
nected with burial were suggested by local phenomena. 
In Upper Egypt bodies are naturally mummified in the 
hot dry sands. It is possible, therefore, that the custom 
of embalming the dead may have grown up among that 
section of the Egyptian people whose reiigioxis beliefs 
were formulated in the area where the corpse was 
naturaJly preserved. They may have been horrified to 
find that bodies did not remain intact in new districts to, 
which they migrated. But the custom of burning the 
dead cannot be explained in this way. 

Burial customs may not always afford us definite dues 
regarding religious beliefs. It does not follow that the 

Egyptians, the Babylonian Sumerians, and 
the Neolithic Europeans who favoured crouched burials 
had all the same ideas regarding the destiny of men, or 
the same beliefs regarding the Othcrworld. DiflFcrent 
conceptions might be prevalent in a single country. It is 
found that in Wales, for instance, idras about the future 
state varied considerably. Folk-lore and mediajval poetry 
have references to an Underworld in which the dead con-> 
tinue to live in organiaed communities and work and 
fight as they were accustomed to do upon earth, to happy 
idands situated hr out to sea, to fiiiry dwellings below 
rivere and lakes where souls eadst like fitiries, and to the 
woods of Caledonia where shades wander about as did 
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the ancestors of the people who migrated from Caledonia 
to Wales. In one Welsh poern the Othcrworld is re¬ 
ferred to as ”thc cruel prison of the earth, the abode 
of death, the loveless hnd ”d The Babylonian Hades 
was similarly gloomy and was similarly dreaded. Ishtar 
descends to— 

The house out of which there is no eair , , , 
The house from whose entrance the light is taken. 
The place where dust » their (the souis') nourishment and their 

food mud. 

Its chiefs are like birds covered with feathers. 

But in pre-Dynastic Egypt the worshippers of Osiris, 
like a section of the Welsh folks, believed that the Other- 
world Was a land of plenty in which corn was sowed and 
crops reaped in season, A similar Paradise was believed in 
as far north as Scotland. It is referred to in a Perthshire 
fairy story, A midwife is taken to a fairy mound to 
nurse a fairy child, and is given a green fluid with which 
to anoint the eyes of the llttic one. The fairy woman 
moistens the right eye of the midwife with this fluid, and 
bids her look, **She looked”, the jiajratlve proceed Sj 
** and saw several of her fHends and acfjuamtanccs at 
work, reaping the corn and gathering .the fruit. ‘This^ 
said the fairy, *is the punishment of evil deeds.*”* In 
ancient Egypt the feiry would have said it was "the 
reward of good deeds”. 

Burial customs aifbrd us no exact evidence r^arding 
these varying beliefs, which grew up in localities and 
were Imported from one country to another. In Egypt 
the adherents of the cults of Osiris and Ra who believed 
in different Paradises mummified their dead, although, in 
the one case, happiness in the after state was believed to 

S CfttU g. ^ 
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be the reward of good conduct in this life* and, in the 
other, of those who bjf performing ccretnozites obtained 
knowledge of the formula which were the '^Open 
Sesames " required by departed souls to secure admission 
to the boat of the sun. 

Similarly, it does not follow that the cremation 
custom had the same significance at all periods. In the 
Iliad the ghost of Patroklos declares chat he will never 
again return from Hades when he has received his meed 
of fire. Modern Hindus burn their dead,’ but the soul 
may either depart to Paradise or continue its round 
through other existences on this earth. In Sanskrit 
literature the fire-^od, Agni, “the corpse devourer”, con¬ 
ducts souls to the “hind of the fathers”. The Persian 
fire-worshippers do not cremate their dead, although they 
may have done so at one time, but expose them to be 
devoured by wild birds. Of special interest is the prac¬ 
tice of the Mongolian Buriats. The bodies of those who 
die in autumn and winter arc piled up in a Jog-house in 
the midst of a forest. When the cuckoo begins to call, 
in May, this house is set on fire and the accumulated 
bodies arc cremated together. Persons who die during 
the summer are burned immediately.* That the Aryo- 
Indians had knowledge at one time of the belief Involved 
is suggested by a reference in the Mahabharata. De¬ 
scribing the heaven of Yama, the sage Narada sa}*s that 
he saw there “all sinners among human beings as also 
(those) that have died during the winter solstice”.* The 
explanation may be that there were lucky and unlucky 
hours, days, and months for death as for birth. The 

> ^ tlrt att h Rgmc XV. 1405, tit boiit, of 

jvoic imdcr maiiTli, m in Inilw kiri*i| hciit downwir^t io ittit Motfam 
Wb/D die m cWWirtf dre as* crdmttd eiktutr, buE bidfLeii, 

A w S4VI^ JirrcTTiLifa Cilrtro, p. lof* 

■SaiAj Fiirw, &Kti4Ha VIII IfinitiLmOf pi, 
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omens at birth which foretold an indlvidiiars fate were 
supposed to give Indication ot his manner of death. One 
of the Scottish midwife prophecies runs: 

Full moon, full sc% 

Great man shalt thou bc^ 
But ill deith shall thou 

Omens at death threw light on his fate in the after life. 
The Burbt custom has evidently a long history behind it. 
Perhaps it was originally believed that those who died 
in winter were doomed to exist ever aftenvards in cold 
and darkness. Such a belief imported into India would 
in time cease to have any significance. The new country 
had new terrors which supplanted the old, and influenced 
the development of rdtgious beliefs. 

Among certain peoples who did not believe, like the 
Achasans, the Aryo-Indians, and others, that the soul 
was transferred to Pamdlse through the medium of fire, 
burning was a punishment. Erring wives in ancient 
Egyptian and Scottish folk-tales are burned at the staked 
Similarly, witches were burned alive. Sir Arthur Evans 
has brought together interesting evidence regarding “ the 
revival of cremation In Europe in mediaeval and modern 
times to gel rid of vampires ".* Bodies of persons whose 
ghosts had become vampires, which attacked sleepers and 
sucked the life-blood from their veins, were taken from 
tombs and publicly burned. The vampires were thus 
prevfiitted from doing further harm. Herodotus tells 
that when Cambyses, the son of Cyrus, caused the mummy 
of Pharaoh Amasis to be burned, he disple.ised both the 
Persians and the Egyptians, “The Persians”, he says, 
“ hold lire to be a god, and never by any chance burn 

* LlfflQrvt'^i Chrmwklt p. 

Myi^ p. Mytit cmJ ^ 145, 
* JUnJau dn Cmjrrh ImwrmanarAS 1^5, Albcni^ p. 16^ 
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their dead. Indeed, this practice is unlawful, both with 
them and with the Egyptians—with them for the reason 
above mentioned, since they deem it wrong to give the 
corpse of a man to a god; and with the Egyptians, be¬ 
cause they believe fire to be a live animal, which eats 
whatever it can seize, and then, glutted with the food, 
dies with the matter which it feeds upon. Now, to give 
a man's body to be devoured by beasts is in no wise 
agreeable to their customs, and, indeed, this is the very 
reason why they embalm their dead, namely, to prevent 
them from being eaten in the grave by worms,*’^ 

The evidence afforded by the Cretan burial customs 
is of special significance. From the earliest times until 
the dose of the Bronze Age the dead were buried. Then 
cremation was introduced by invaders, who are believed 
to have been identical with the Achatans of Homer. 
The new custom had, in this instance, not only a religious 
but an ethnic significance. 

Like certain of the Paleolithic tribes in western 
Europe, the early Cretans buried their dead in caves and 
rock shelters. As caves were dwellings, this was a form 
of house-burial. House-tombs have been found in Cretan 
as in Babylonian towns. The custom is referred to in 
the Ethiopic version of the mythical life of Alexander the 
Great. That hero was reputed to have “asked one of 
the Brahmans, saying; *Havc ye no tombs wherein to 
bury any man among you who may die?* And an inter¬ 
preter made answer to him, saying: ‘Man and woman 
and child grow up, and arrive at maturity and become 
old, and when any one (of them) dieth we bury him in 
the place wherein he lived; thus our graves are our 
houses. And our God knoweth that we desire this more 
than the lust for food and meat which all men have; this 
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is our lil^ aLtid manner of dwelllitg in the darkness of our 
tombs/”* This conversation can never have taken place 
in India, but it is of interest in so far as it reflects a belief 
with which the author was familiar. 

In Palaeolithic times a cave was deserted after the 
head of the iamily was buried in it. There were also, 
however, burial-caves. The Cro-Magnon people, for 
instance, sometimes deposited whole families, or the 
members of tribes, in one of these. One cave has yielded 
no fewer than seventeen skeletons. Caves and rock- 
shelters were similarly utilized In Crete. It became cus¬ 
tomary, however, to construct chamber-tombs, which may 
have been Imitations of caves. One at Aghia Triadha, 
near Phatstos, In south-central Crete, is some 30 feet 
in diameter. The remains of no fewer than 2oo skele¬ 
tons of men, women, and children were found in it. 
Other chambers adjoimng added fifty to this number. 
Family tombs of this kind, which were entered by narrow 
passages, were sometimes circular, and developed into the 
beehive style of tomb found in Mycen$ and Tityns. 
They date back to early Minoan times (c, ^800 b,c.). 

Others were of rectangular shape, like those found near 
Knossos, The Cretans also buried their dead in terra¬ 
cotta chests, in which the bodies lay in crouched position 
as in the pre-Dynastic graves of Egypt. These lantaka 

or sarcophagi were probably of Egyptian origin. They 
have also been found in Sicily and Italy, Sometimes the 
Cretan sircophagi were profusely decorated. Like the 
tomb^ they contained vessels, seals, daggers, amuletSy.&c. 

The Cretans were worshippers of the Great Mother 
goddess who inhabited the abode of the buried dead. 
She was the Earth Mother, Caves were entrances to 
the Underworld over which she presided. In Crete, 

' r*f Ufi ^tit Grtft, E. W»n;, BuJp, p|u 131-4. 
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where no temples were erected, votive offerings were 
deposited in caves, the most famous of which were those 
on Mount Dkte and Mount Ida. According to Greek 
legend, the mother-goddess Rhea gave birth to Zeus in 
a Cretan cave. The fercHtious mother-goddesses of Eng¬ 
land and Scotland, as Is shown (Chapter 111), were cave- 
dwellers. Paleolithic artists drew and painted their 
magical figures of animals in the depths of great caves. 

Demeter of the Grecian Phigalia—the Black Ceres— 
lived in a cave, which is still regarded as sacred. This 
deity, who is believed to be a form of the Cretan Great 
Mother, was also associated with stone circles. Pausanias, 
writing of the town of Hermione in the Peloponnese, 
says that near it there is a circle of huge unhewn stones, 
and inside this circle they perform the sacred rites of 
Demeter".‘ 

Stone circles, single standing-stones, and groups of 
stones like those at Carnac in Brittany were erected at 
burial-places. Offerings were made to the dead whose 
spirits had become associated with the Earth Mother, 
These spirits might be summoned from their tombs to 
make revelations. When Odin visited the Underworld 
to consult the Vala (witch or prophetess) regarding 
Balder's fate— 

Round he rode [o a door on the eastward 

Where he knew was a witch's grave. 

He sang there spells of the dead to the Vain, 

Needs she must rise—^ corpse—and answer, * 

Folk-memories of the ancient custom 'of summoning 
the spirit of the dead still survive in rural distriecs. An 
archmologist who recently conducted investigations at a 
stone circle in northern Scotland asked a ploughman if 

’ tl, J4. S r*r ElJtr EJiii, O, Otty, i+i. 
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lie knew anythSng regardi,.g it. The answer was to this 
effect: It is said that if you walk round it three times 
^mst the sun at midnight, you will raise the devil,” 
Our demonology is the last stage of pagan mythology. 
I he summoning of the devil, or the spirits of die Under¬ 
world, was a ceremony performed for purposes of divina¬ 
tion, or CO compel the aid of infernal beings. As onlv 
one grave is sometimes found in stone circles, it mav be 
that a circle erected when a great chief, or great priest 
or priestess, died, so that the ghost might be propidated 
and called up to assist his or her kinsfolk in times of 

T ^ would thus be worshipped 
a er death hl^ a god, and especially as a guide to the 

firat Gilgamesh was a hero who 
first entered the cave which led to Paradise. So was the 

for many , and he became god of the dead, Osiris as 

Apuatu was « opener of the wnys". and similarly reigned 
in Hades. The Cretan Minos is in the 0/hsjey a law- 

foCT the^I 1" Greek mytho- 
^ guide of travellers, who conducts the soul on his 

last journey, is Hermes. His name appfeirs to be derived 

which signifies a cairn or a standing-stone, 
e Thracian ^ square Hermes ” was a pillar surmounted 

h(^d^a form which is evidently a link 
between a standing-stone and the statue of an imthropo- 
morphic deity. It may be that some of the anthro^ 

Tpri^^tr 

Tht Gr« Mother, who „o„*;ppri 

Eotoll' Pfs-Hdieoic ptopfa b Tuth-istt™ 

h! T : ■ ancestress of mankind she gathered to 
her .bode m thr Underworld the ghostr of 
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She was the source pf tlic food-supply^, which she might 
withhold at will by raising storms, causing floods, or 
sending blight and disease. It was important that account 
should be taken of her varying moods—that her inten¬ 
tions should be ascertained by means of oracles^ so that 
she might be propitiated, or controlled by the performance 
of magical ceremonies. She assumed various forms at 
different seasons and under different circumstances. Now 
she was the earth serpent, or the serpent of the deep— 
the Babylonian Tlamat—and anon the raven of death, or 
the dove of fertility; she might also appear as the moun¬ 
tain hag followed by savage beasts, or as a composite 
monster in a gloomy cavern, like the horse-headed 
Demeter of Phi^ia. The beautiful northern goddess of 
the Greek sculptors was a poetic creation of post-Homeric 
times, when her benevolent character only was remem¬ 
bered. Still, Rhea ever retaiued her lion, which crouched 
beside her throne—a feint memory of her ancient savage 
character. 

The Achaean conquerors who burned their dead were 
worshippers of the sky- and thunder-god, the Great 
Father, They believed that the souls of the dead 
ascended to a Paradise above the clouds. Hercules 
burned himself on a pyre and fled heavenwards as an 
eagle; the soul of the Roman Emperor ascended front) 
the pyre on which his image was placed, on the back of 
an eagle. The eagle was the messenger of Zeus, and the 
god himself may have originally been an eagle. The Zu 
eagle of Babylonia and the Garuda eagle of India were 
ancient deities; indeed, Tam muz, in his Nin-girsu form 
at L^ash was depicted as a lion-headed eagle. Cyrus 
clmmed to be an Achsmenlan—that is, a descendant 
of the patriarchal Akhamanish, who was reputed to have 
been protected and fed during childhood by an e:^le. 
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The double-headed ea^le of the Hittites, which now 
figures in the royid arms of Russia^ was a deity of great 
antiquity. In Egypt one Paradise was the Underworld 
of Osiris and the other the Paradise above the sky to 
which Horus ascended in the form of a falcon. Baby¬ 
lonian mythology makes references to the Paradises of 
Anu and Bel and Ishtar, to which the patriarch Etana 
ascends on the back of an eagle^ as well as to the island 
Paradise discovered by Gilgamcsh and the gloomy Under¬ 
world where souls eat dust and drink muddy water. So 
do the beliefs of mingled peoples survive in complex 
mythologies. 

The archaiological evidence of Crete and Greece 
shows clearly that the cremation custom had an ethnic 
significance. Whence then came the Achaeans of Homer 
who were the cremating people, or at any rate were 
identified with them in tradition? Professor Ridgeway^ 
has summarized a mass of Important archaeologies data 
regarding prehistoric burial customs, and writes: *‘From 
this rapid survey it is now clear to the reader that cre¬ 
mation was not developed in the countries lying around 
the Mediterranean, whilst on the other hand it was 
already practised m Central Europe, possibly even in the 
transition period from stone to bronze. But as the 
Achseans practised it at least looo s.c., there is a very 
high probability that they had come into Greece from 
Centra] Europe, where the fair-haired peoples were cer¬ 
tainly burning their dead before the end of the Bronze 
Age, or at least 1200 B.c.” He regards with favour the 
view that the ancestors of the cremating Hindus—the 
Aryans and Indo-Europeans of the philologists—migrated 
from Europe into Asia before the Iron Age. 

The theory that the Achzans were a Germanic people 

* Evlf Ap jT Grrttf, VoL I, 4.81 rr «y. 
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and that the cremation custom originated in the forests 
of Germany has not received wide acceptance. Account 
must be taken of the archaic cremation custom of the 
Mongolian Buriats which has been referred to. No 
trace of seasonal burnings have been found in Europe, 
The Achaean dead might be cremated at any time of the 
year. Were the ancestors of the Buriats in touch ac 
some remote period with a people among whom cre¬ 
mation was practised before it obtained In Central 
Europe? 

The earliest evidence yet obtained of cremation comes 
from southern France, M, Verneau, who is the authority 
on the burial customs of the Palaeolithic cave-dwellers of 
Grimaldi, has found that among the Cro-Magnon peoples 
of the Third Interglacial Period ceremonial interment by 
inhumation was the general rule. He found, however, 
a single instance of cremation. Offerings similar to those 
found with buried bodies were associated with the burned 
bones. Of course, we know nothing about the beJiefs 
regarding the destiny of the soul which obtained among 
the Cro-Magnon peoples. The majority of these, it may 
be noted, were tall, averaging about 5 feet 10 inches in 
stature. M. V^erneau, however, discovered two skeletons 
of alien type which he refers to as members of *'a new 
race’*. 

Next in chronological order, but separated by thou¬ 
sands of years, come the Early Neolithic cremating 
people of Palestine who dwelt in the Gczer caves. “One 
of the caves", writes Professor Macalister, *‘had evi¬ 
dently been used by this people .TS a place for the disposal 
of the dead. The body, placed at the sill of a chimney- 
aperture that provided a draught, was burnt, the remains 
becoming ultimately scattered and trampled over the 
whole surface of the floor. From one point of view 

iceoB} 4 
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this is unfortunate: the bones were too much destroyed 
by the action of the fire to make any very extensive 
examination of their ethnological character possible- All 
we can say is that we have to deal with a non-Semitic 
race, of low stature, with thick skulls, and showing evi¬ 
dence of the great muscular strength that is essential to 
savage life.'** We have no knowledge of the beliefs con¬ 
nected with the Neolithic cremation custom in Palestine. 

Among the Australian natives the body of the dead 
is sometimes cremated. The ashes are afterwards placed 
in a skin bag which is carried about- Various other 
funerary practices, including the eating of the corpse, 
have been recorded. The belief regarding the soul's 
destiny, among the Australian cremators, is neither Aryo- 
Indian nor Achfcan in character- 

The cremation custom of the Bronze Age had in 
Europe a precise significance as a ceremony. It was not 
a punishment, or a saf^uard against attack by vampires, 
but a process whereby the souls of the dead were enabled 
to pass to another state of existence. The cremating 
invaders swept westward and north and south and formed 
military aristocracies. In Sweden only the wealthy people 
were cremated. The evidence of British archseology 
shows that cremation and inhumation were practised in 
some districts simultaneously, and that even one member 
—perhaps the chief—of a family might be cremated while 
the others were buried. Ultimately cremation died out 
altogether jn Ancient Britain. The earlier faith prevailed. 
In southern Europe, however, it lingered on until early 
Christian times, as did mummification in Egypt. The 
fact that the Christians were opposed to these distinctive 
burial customs emphasizes that they had a religious sig¬ 
nificance. 

ji Hiitafj ^Civitmfim in Fsinfmtj py. i j, liu 
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Dr. DOrpfcld*^ has urged the h^othesis that the 
Achaeans burtiod their dead only ^hen engaged in distant 
wars, and practised inhumation in the homeland. He 
thinks that cremation arose from the custom of scorching 
bodies prior to burial for hygienic reasons. 

No traces of partial burning have been found in the 
pre-Dynastic graves of Egypt, or in the vast majority 
of similar graves in Europe. Dr, DOrpfeld refers, how¬ 
ever, to charred fragments found In tombs at Mycense 
and elsewhere In support of bis theory. Here again the 
evidence of Crete is of special importance. In the tombs 
near Knossos have been found, in addition to food 
vessels, clay chaHng-pans and a plaster tripod, filled with 
charcoal. These may have been portable hearths in'> 
tended to warm and comfort the dead, or may, on the 
other hand, have been utilized in connection with magical 
rites. Deposits of charcoal are often found in Bronze 
Age graves throughout Europe, and it is suggested that 
the food intended for the nourishment of the dead was 
cooked in the grave. On the other hand, the grave fire 
may have been Jit to charm the corpse against the attacks 
of evil spirits. As a rule, the charcoal deposits arc not very 
considerable. That fires were associated with early burials 
is suggested by the folk-belief about “death lights" which 
are seen before a sudden death takes place travelling along 
a highway, entering a churchyard,and passing over the spot 
where a grave is to be opened. Early burials took place at 
ntght,^ and the leader may have cast his torch into the open 
grave so that it might be used by the dead on the Journey 
to the Otherworld. Hermes, the guide of souls, was at 
one time a god of night and dispensed sleep and dreams. 

^ iVrnir [Ita hacwir of KkokJi 1905^ 9^ 
^Forf pifUkulifi flf the cuitMn af utm; ud li|bLi at *re Bfatl4'l 

FapmhfT VqL ir, ypr 476 ft uf. ed.f. 
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The Cretan portable fire-vessels were, perhaps, sub¬ 
stitutes for torches. Lamps are also found in graves. 
The few partial burnings in the graves of Mycenje and 
elsewhere may have been due to accidents at burials. Of 
course, it is also possible that the individuals met their 
deaths in house Itres. 

It will be seen from the evidence passed under 
review that the theory of the Germanic origin of the 
cremation custom is hardly conclusive. Evidence may 
yet be forthcoming that it persisted somewhere in Europe 
or Asia from Pal^lithic times. The evidence afforded 
by the Geaer cremation cave is suggestive in this con¬ 
nection. As cremation had during the Bronze Age a 
distinct religious significance, the theory is possible that 
it was an essential tenet of a cult formed by some great 
teacher like Buddha, Zoroaster, or Mohammed, who welded 
together his followers by the strongest ties which bind 
humanity^—^the ties of a religious faith and organization. 
The cremating peoples were conquerors. They achieved 
ascendancy over the tribes of Indo-European speech who 
had been migrating into northern India for several cen¬ 
turies between 2000 B.c. and 1200 B.c.; they have left 
traces of their influence in northern Asia to the present 
day among the Mongolian Buriats, whose earth and air 
spirits arc called Burkans or “masters**. In Europe 
they appear to have subdued a considerable part of the 
Danubian cultural area, and formed there, as elsewhere, 
a military aristocracy. It is uncertain whether they owed 
their successes to superior organization or to the use of 
iron. The Aryo-Indians, in Rig-Vedk times, used a 
metal called syai^ a word which may have denoted bronze 
or iron, or both. In Brahmanic times iron was called 
iyama aym^ “swarthy ayas", or simply syams and also 
kttnnayasa^ “black ayas", while copper or bronze was 
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known as hkayasa^ “ red ayas The Homeric Achaeans 
used bronze and iron^ but the earlier bands of Achsans 
who drifted Into southern Greece and reached Crete used 
bronze only, and, it is of signiHcance to note, did not 
cremate their dead. Possibly, therefore, the late Achsans 
were led by the cremating intruders of Thrace and had 
adopted their religious beliefs, which they fused with their 
own. Geometric pottery and iron weapons were intro¬ 
duced into southern Greece when cremation began to be 
practised there. 

The fusion of the various peoples who struggled for 
supremacy in Greece before and during the early Hellenic 
period culminated in the growth of hs historic civilization. 
But the influence of its earliest culture, that of Crete, ever 
remained. It first entered the Peloponnesian peninsula, 
and although it was overshadowed there and elsewhere 
during the long period of unrest which followed the 
Dorian invasion, it continued to develop in contact with 
alien cultures in the Anatolian colony of Ionia, which in 
turn proved to be the little leaven which leavened the 
whole lump” once again. 

So far, nothing has been said regarding the evidence 
of language, of which so much was made by the scholars 
of a past generation- But can much really be said with 
certainty in this connection? The idea that the peoples 
of Indo-European speech were of common racial origin 
and inheritors of a common stock of religious beliefs no 
longer obtains. ** I-anguagc Is shown by experience”, as 
Mr. Hogarth says, ‘*tQ be changed by conquest more easily 
than type of civilization. . . . The Turkish conquering 
minority (of Asia Minor) has imposed its tongue on the 
aborigines of Ionia, Lydia, Phrygia, and Cappadocia alike. 

^ fVliAt ^ ind KrEEii, VotL Ip ^1^ j&p ind 
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Yet the type of civilization and the futidametital cult- 
beliefs of the people arc not those of the true Turks." 
Referring to Greece) he says that “later Greek speech 
may have been fundamentally mid-European, largely con¬ 
taminated with jEgean survivals; or it may have been 
fundamentally .ffigean with mid-European intrusions, as 
our own language is fundamentally Anglo-Saxon brgely 
contaminated by the speech of Norman conquerors”.^ 

The chapters which follow begin with the PalteoUthtc 
Age in Pleistocene times, and the reader is afterwards 
presented with a popular account of the archseological 
discoveries in Crete and Greece which have thrown so 
much light on the growth of pre-Hellenic Civilization. 
Classical traditions are also drawn upon, and comparisons 
made betivcen Cretan and Greek deities. Comparative 
evidence is provided in dealing with the growth and sig¬ 
nificance of primitive beliefs, and various theories which 
have been advocated are either indicated or summarized. 
As environment has ever had a formative influence in the 
development of religious beliefs and in determining the 
habits of life of which these are an expression, descriptions 
of natural scenery in various parts of the ^gean area are 
^iven to enable the reader to visualize the conditions of 
life under which pre - Hellenic civilization grew and 
nourished. In the historical narrative the chief periods 
of the contemporary civilizations of Egypt, Babylonia, 
Assyria, and the land of the Hittites are noted, and there 
are frequent references to early Cretan connections along 
the trade routes, by land and sea, with the remote an¬ 
cestors of the peoples of the present day in Central and 
Western Europe. 

^ nd fkr fdi4^ pp. 10^-7- 
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The system which obtains among modern scientists, of 
dividing the history of the earth into geological epochs 
and the prc-history of man into cultural periods, was 
anticipated by the priestly theorists of ancient civilizations, 
who established the doctrine of the mythical Ages of the 
World. These early teachers were, no doubt, as greatly 
concerned about justifying their own pretensions and the 
tenets of their cults as in gratifying the growing thirst for 
knowledge among the located classes. When they 

t 
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undertook to reveal the process of creation and throw 
light on the origin and purpose of mankind, they exalted 
local deities in opposition to those regarded supreme at 
rival centres of culture and political influence. Many 
rival systems of a national religion were thus perpetuated. 
But the various city priesthoods of a particular country 
found it necessary to deal also with problems of common 
concern. Among other things, they had to account for 
the various races of whom they had knowledge and to 
give divine sanction to existing social conditions; nor 
could they overlook the accidental discoveries which were 
occasionally made of the relics of elder and unknown 
peoples and the bones of extinct animals. 

These mytholcgy-makers, of course, possessed but 
meagre knowledge of their country's past, and were 
accordingly compelled to draw freely upon their imagi¬ 
nations; but they should not be regarded on that account 
as merely dreamers of dreams and inventors of miraculous 
stories. Indications are forthcoming which show that 
they were not wholly devoid of the scientific spirit. They 
were close observers of natural phenomena, and sometimes 
made deductions which, considering the narrowness of 
areas available to them for investigation, were not un¬ 
worthy of thinking men. It seemed perfectly reasonable 
to the Babylonian and Egyptian scientists, who saw land 
growing from accumulations of river-borne silt, and desert 
wastes rendered cultivable by irrigation, to conclude, for 
instance, that water was the primary element and the 
source of all that existed. 

This doctrine, which holds that the Universe is 
derived from one particular form of matter, has been 
called ” Materialistic Monism ” Ultimately, when mind 
ws exalted above matter, the belief obtained that the 
'manimate forces of nature were subject to the control of 
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the supreme Mind, which was the First Cause. This 
later doctrine is known as Idealistic Monism”. It was 
embraced by various cults in Babylonia, India, and Egypt- 
In the latter country, for instance, the great god of Mem¬ 
phis was addressed: 

Ptah, the great, is the mind and tongue of the gods. , . . 
It (tJie mind) is the one which hringeth forth every successful 

issue. . . r 
It was the fashioner of all gods. . . . 
At a time when every dtvme word 
Came into existence by the thought of the mind 
And the command of the tongue.* 

In Egypt and Babylonia, where inundations of river 
valleys were of periodic occurrence, and where, at rare 
intervals, floods of excessive volume caused great destruc¬ 
tion and loss of life, and even brought about political 
changes, It was concluded that the old Ages were ended 
and new Ages inaugurated by world-devastating deluges. 

The d^uctions of the early scientists in northern 
Europe were similarly drawn from the evidence afforded 
by environment, and similarly influenced by persistent 
modes of thought They saw shoals formed and beaches 
overlaid by sand washed up by the sea from, as it ap¬ 
peared, some sand-creating source, and conceived that 
on the floor of ocean there stood a great World Mill ” 
propelled by giantesses, which ground the bodies of 
primeval world-giants into earth meal, TTis said ”, a 
saga author set forth, ** that far out, off yonder ness, the 
Nine Maids of the Island miU stir amain the host-cruel 
skerry-quern<^they who in ages past ground Hamlet's 
meal. The good chieftain furrows the hull’s lair with 
his ship’s beaked prow,”* 

1 Hhupj jj. 157- 
* TmulilJera frmn Amladt F+ Ypfk Po«elL 
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In the Eider Edda the god of the mill, who appears to 
be identical with Frey and the original Hamlet, is called 
Mundlefore, ‘‘ the handle-mover”: 

The Mover of the Handle h lather of Moon 
And the &ther eke of Sun. 

This "World Mill" caused the heavens to revolve round 
a fixed point marked hj the polar star, which was called 
•turaMat Haglif the "world-spike”. 

Believing that sun and moon rose from the ocean, 
and that therefore light came from darkness, they con¬ 
cluded that winter preceded summer at the beginning. 

Untold winters ere Earth was ^shioned 
Roaring Bergelm was boms 

His lather was Thrudgelm of Mighty Voice, 
Loud-sounding Ymcr hit grandstre.' 

In the north it was observed also that growth was 
promoted w'hcn the ice melted, and the teachers reasoned 
that the first being, Ymcr, came into existence when 
sparks from the southland, or ** poison drops from the 
sea ”, fell upon the primeval icebergs, and caused drops 
of trickling w'ater to fertilize the day. 

From Stormy-billow sprang poison drops 
Which waxed into jotiui fann. 

The Babylonians, on the other hand, who were fr mi liar 
with the part played by reeds In accumulating mud and 
binding river-banks, taught that— 

Marduk (Merodach) laid a reed upon the lace of the waters. 
He fotmed dust and poured it out beside the reed. . , . 
He formed mankind.* 

^Bergrtra uud Ttuud^dnif nHiirE-giiuUr tad Ymrfp iJhc i^nKYil varl4^aat. 

th EtJdF 4.7^ 45J And JWaitw Afyfi W PJN 1 

^ TAt Stvtm TatUa ^Cmnstt, L. W. Kii^ ;p^ ti^ 
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It majf he, too, that the ancient teachers, who framed 
creation myths and expounded local forms of the doctrine 
of the World's Ages, mingled at times with their pseudo* 
scientific deductions and brilliant imaginings dim and 
confused racial traditions of early migrations and varied 
experiences in different areas of settlement. Some of 
these traditions may have had origin before the dawn 
of the Neolithic or Ijte Stone .Age, As will be shown, 
certain customs, which are familiar to students of ancient 
civilizations, were prevalent among primitive peoples in 
the vast Palaeolithic or Early Stone Age, With these 
customs may have survived in localities legends asso¬ 
ciated with or based upon them. The possibility re¬ 
mains, therefore, that in Persian mythology there arc 
memories not only of an area of settlement among the 
mountains where severe winters were as greatly dreaded 
as exccptiotial floods in river valleys, but even of one of 
the last recurring phases of the Ice Age. A poedc narra¬ 
tive relates that the patriarch Yima, who afterwards be¬ 
came Lord of the Dead, constructed a shelter to afibrd 
safe protection for mankind and their domesticated animals 
during the “evil winter”, with Its “hard, killing frost”. 
He had been forwarned of this approaching world-disaster 
by the supreme god Ahura Mazda (Ormuzd), Perhaps 
the “ shelter " was a southern valley to which the proto- 
Persians were compelled to migrate on account of the 
growing severity of successive winters and the lowering 
of the perpetual snow-line around mountain-fringed 
plateaus they were accustomed to inhabit. It is related 
in the Avtsta^ one of the Persian sacred books, that 
“before the winter the land had meadows. , , , The 
water was wont to flow over it and the snow to melt." 
A similar prolonged winter is foretold in Icelandic 
mythology. According to the iVwe which Is a 
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patchwork of fragmentary legends of uncertain origin 
and antiquity, it will precede the destruction of the 
univense by the giants of frost and fire (lightning). “ In 
the first place will come the winter, called Fimbul winter, 
during which snow will fall from the four corners of the 
world; the frosts will be very severe, the wind piercing, 
the weather tempestuous, and the sun impart no 
gladness.*'^ 

From the Voluspa poem of the Eldtr Edda we gather 
details of— 

A SwonJ Age, A*e Age—shields are cloven, 
A Wind Age, Wolf Age, ere the world sinls. 

Then, after describing a period of universal destruction, 
the soothsayer proceeds; 

1 $ce uprising a second time 
Earth from the ocean, green anew: 
The waters fait, on high the eagle 
flies o'er the fell and catches fish.® 

Various accounts of universal cataclysms come from 
the New World. Representative of these are the legends 
of the Arawaks of North Braail regarding periods of flood, 
storm, and darkness, and those of the Mexicans, which 
deal with the destruction of early races by deluges caused 
by several succeeding suns perishing from lack of sus¬ 
tenance. 

The most highly developed doctrinal sptems of World 
Ages which have survived from antiquity arc found, how¬ 
ever, in the Mythologies of India, Greece, and Ireland. 
There is more than one account in Aryo-tndsan litera¬ 
ture of the periodic Ages called Yugas. These are em¬ 
braced in longer Ages of sufficient duration to satisfy the 

* Milkfi N»tkttA Awtkpani^ p, 451, 
* Tkt Eldtr 0, ppn jgip 195+ 
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requirements of modern geologists. Four Yugas extend 
over a period of “divine years’' equal to 4,320,000 years 
of mortals, and a thousand of the combined Yugas com¬ 
prise a “ Day of Brahmathe individualized “ World 
Soul”. The Yugas begin with the Krita or Perfect 

Age, which is White, and decline from that to the Trcta, 
which is Red, and the Dwapara, which is Yellow, to Kali 

Vuga, “ the Black or Iron Age 
Hesiod, in his fVork una Ddw, begins the Greek system 

with the perfect Golden Age, which is foDowed by the 
Silver and Bronze Ages, and the two Ages of Heroes 
and Iron, which may have been local subdivisions of the 
fourth Age, represented in India by Kali Yoga. 

Both in India and Greece, man, it will be noted, was 
believed to have relapsed from a primitive state of per¬ 
fection. The system found in Ireland, which was prob¬ 
ably imported from Gaul with the doctrine of transmigra¬ 
tion of souls and the custom of widow-burning or slaying, 
follows, on the other hand, an evolutionary process. The 
first Irish Age, that of Partholon and his race, is an Age 
of folly. It is followed by Nemed’s Age, which was dis¬ 
tinguished for cruelty, and the Age of the Fir Eolgs, 
in which the power of evil was supreme. Then comes 
the Danann Age of benevolent deities and heroes, who 
arc the reputed “ancestors of the men of learning in 
Erin”. The last Age is the Milesian, and during It 
St. Patrick reached Ireland and preached Christianity, 

This ancient doctrine of the World’s Ages, which 
may be traced in Egypt and Babylonia, where certain 
gods lived for periods upon earth as human kings, was 
adapted to suit the needs of different cults in different 
areas of localization. In India the four great castes were 
each connected with a Yu^: the Brahmans had origin In 
the White Age, the Kshatriyas (military aristocrats) in the 
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Red Age, the Vais3fas (traders and agnculturists) in the 
Yellow Age, and the Sudras (Dravidjins and pre-Dra^ 
vidiansj in the Black Age. In Greece an Age was devoted 
to the Trojan heroes, and in Ireland the Fir Boigs, 
Dananns, and Milesians were identified with existing 
racial t}^pes whom St. Patrick found there. 

One of the versions of the Indian legend of Mythical 
Ages is related by the deathless sage Markande)*a, who 
lived through all the Yugas, and was protected during 
the Deluge by the child-god Narayana, The Irish account 
was put into the mouth of Tuan MacCarcll. He had 
been a contemporary of Partholon, and afterwards existed 
for periods as a stag, a boar, a vulture or eagle, and a 
salmon. In the end his salmon form was devoured by 
the wife of King Carell, with the result that he was re¬ 
born as her son. Another sage of this class is the ^mous 
M^us of the Icelandic Bragda Mtigus saga, who renewed 
his youth periodically by casting his skin. He also figures 
in the Charlemagne romances. 

If the ancient teachers, who professed to have received 
revelations from sages like the Wandering Jew”, had 
been acquainted with the scientific data which is now 
available, their narratives of past Ages would have de¬ 
scribed greater changes than ever they conceived of. Nor 
would these be lacking either in picturesqueness or Ima¬ 
ginative appeal. The priestly sages would have no muse 
to lament with the poet: 

Do not all charms fly 
At the oiere touch of cold phtltKophyi 
Xhere wjis iui awful liaJnbdw cDnCc iii heaYen t 
Wc know her woof and texture;, she is givcit 
In the dull catalogue of commofi things. 

Even greater and more ferocious monsters than were 
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dreamt of in their philosophy might have figured in their 
wonder-compellirig and fearsome legends. Instead of the 
composite demons of Egypt and Babylonia, the Eur-Asian 
dragons, the flying serpents of the Nile valley, and the 
great snakes of ocean, they could have told of the gigantic 
reptiles of the Triassic and Jurassic sptems, the great 
mammals of the Tertiary Period, and those contemporaries 
of man in the Pleistocene Age, the hairy mammoths, 
bulky with fet and fur, the fierce woolly rhinoceroses, 
the huge cave-bears, and the immense sabre-toothed 
tigers. No ancient legend of fabled monsters surpasses 
the modern scientist's account of extinct gigantic fauna. 
Nor can the creation-myths on Egyptian papyri, Baby¬ 
lonian bricks, or Indian palm-leaf books approach in 
grandness and charm the dramatic story of the four great 
geological Ages of the World. 

The author of the Tuan MacCardl l^end would in 
our day begin his narrative with the dawn of the Pleisto¬ 
cene Age, which endured for at least 620,000 years, and 
was yet much shorter than any of the four Tertiary Ages 
—the Eocene, Oligocene, Miocene, or Pliocene. 

In the post-Pliocene, or early Pleistocene period, 
Tuan, let it be supposed, awakens from magic sleep in 
Europe. He gazes with wonder on forests of strange 
and mighty trees. Monstrous wild animals come and go. 
Several resemble elephants, and the greatest of these is 
the long-tusked mastodon of colossal bulk. Hippopotami 
snort in the rivers, on the banks of which crouch, basking 
in sunshine, ponderous Dinotheriums, resembling sea- 
cows, with downward-curving tusks and short trunks. 
Across verdurous plains gallop herds of little horses with 
divided hoofs. The dreaded sabre-toothed tiger crouches 
in the jungle ready to pounce upon its prey, 

Tuan, who alternately sleeps for long centuries and 
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wanders about the ^rth like the legendary Jew, continues 
his nairarive, ** When next I awoke”, he tclU, “1 found 
that Europe had been completely transformed. No great 
forests flourished on Its central plains j bare stretches of 
frozen ground extended far and near. From northern 
Germany to the Pole, valleys and rivers were shrouded by 
ice and seas were frozen over. Great mountain-peaks 
towered grimly above curving glaciers like rocky islands 
in a foam-white ocean. Icebergs drifted down the Atlantic 
past the coast of Spain. This was the First Glacial 
Period. 

*' When next I awoke the ice was vanishing, the rivers 
surged from the melting glaciers, many valleys were 
flooded, and vegetation flourished. In the years that 
followed 1 saw the forests extending northward from the 
Mediterranean coast, and the ocean ebbing gradually 
farther and farther away, owing to the widespread elevation 
of land, until great islands became uplands in vast plains, 
and continents linked with continents around the world. 
\ must describe Europe as it appeared to me before 1 next 
fell asleep. The Mediterranean Sea was divided into two 
great lakes when Italy became attached to a triangular 
plain which jutted out from the north African coast. 
The Strait of Gibraltar was closed, and a broad valley 
united Spain with Morocco, Corsica and Sardinia formed 
a promontory when the Gulf of Genoa vanished, and the 
Balearic Isles were mountains on a Anger of land attached 
to western Spain. The Baltic Sea became a shrunken 
inland lake, the English Channel and the North Sea had 
disappeared. The British Isles were then joined to the 
Continent, and the plains which enclosed them extended 
for westward beyond Land’s End, the western coast-line 
of Ireland and that of the Scottish Hebrides, and stretched 
north-eastward beyond the Shetland Isles to the coast of 

I 
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Norway. A “ land-bridge”, which shrank to a narrow 
neck too miles north-west of Cape Wrath, united Scotland 
and Iceland, and narrowed again ere it met the extended 
coast of Greenland. The Rivers Elbe and Rhine drained 
the broad valley which had been the North Sea, and were 
united about 150 miles eastward from the Aberdeenshire 
coast after the Rhine had received the waters of the Forth 
and Tay. The Conon poured through the valley which 
had been the Moray Firth, and, sweeping eastward past 
the Orkney and Shetland Islands, entered the sea 20 
miles westward from the mouth of the Elbe. The Seine 
cut through the valley of the English Channel, and the 
Severn united, too miles westward from Land’s End, 
with a river flowing from a long narrow loch which 
divided Ireland from Scotland, and extended southward 
to Carnsore Point in Wexford. ^ 

** Over the Eur-Afrlcan land-bridges came many of 
the great animals which 1 saw during the first period of 
the Pleistocene Age. Attracted by the genial temperature, 
even the rhinoceros came north, and with the sabre-toothed 
tiger prowled on the upland plains of England, where 1 
saw also the giant sloth, the hippopotamus^ the mastodon, 
the triple-toed horse, great tortoises, the giant fallow deer, 
the well-armoured glyptodon,' as big as an ox, and nume¬ 
rous great snakes and nimble apes. 

“ For a long period I searched in vain for traces of 
mankind, but at length I discovered a tribe of most primi¬ 
tive savages at Mauer, on the banks of the River Neckar, 
then very broad and deep, near where Heidelberg now 
stands. They hunted down the horse and the elk, and 
dreaded greatly the rhinoceros and the cave-lion. Their 
homes were among the branches of high trees. In aspect 
they were extremely repulsive: they had low, sharply- 

j RcKinliljAl die 
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retreating foreheads, squat noses, big bulging mouths, and 
chinJess jaws.' I never saw these sai'ages except in this 
First Interglacial Period. 

When next I awoke from the slumber of centuries 
I found that Europe had once more been transformed. 
The Mediterranean Sea had snapped the Italian land- 
bridge and flowed through the Dardanelles to the Black 
Sea; a blue strait separated Gibraltar from Morocco. The 
British Islands were entirely isolated. Roaring tides 
swept up and down the English Channel, and the broad 
North Sea, overswept by foam - churning tempest, was 
dotted over by innumerable icebergs. Each succeeding 
winter the ocean encroached further and farther inland, 
burying in deep sand-banks the great trunks of forest trees, 
creeping up river valleys and forming stony beaches where 
wild flowers had bloomed and birds had carolled and built 
their nests. At length the advancing billows shaped out 
a rough shore>Une round the island coasts over 40 feet 
above their present level. In time the land was re-clevated 
and the sea shrank back again. 

“The snow-line of Scottish mountains crept down 
gradually lower and lower, and glaciers appeared once 
more. Ultimately vast fields of ice jutted across the 
North Sea, and the Baltic remained frozen during the 
months of summer. Icebergs were stranded on Dogger 
Bank and drifted down the English Channel in early 
summer through veils of white fog into the Bay of Biscay 
and round Cape Finisterre. 

“ Ere 1 went to sleep again the ice-fields had obliterated 
Holland and Belgium and crept up the Elbe valley almost 
to the plain of Bohemia, where the climate was sub-arctic 

^ Tl]#Jifr-!}«M of the carlicrt wu tmini m a Mjiier feet freun 
tht hMi. sKiC llui prLiEiitffe Ormrm boLDD|cd to ej^m of dac fcaiitinf 

tasci of fiiatiRlDiJ^ Tliif' jaiir-^^fl-f hi* Simuji ciL&rji^firuj-irair 
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and tundra conditions prevailed as In northern Siberia at 
the present time. Scotland, Ireland, and Wales were ice- 
locked, and England was covered over as far south as 
Essex on the east and Gloucester on the west, except 
where the battling glaciers left bare patches in the middle 
districts and in the East Riding of Yorkshire. This was 
the Second Glacial Period. When it had reached its 
maximum, 1 wandered southward through France, then 
a dreary waste, and saw herds of musk-oxen and reindeer, 
lumbering woolly rhinoceroses, and mammoths with 
great recurving rusks and shaggy red manes. 

** I had sought shelter from a blinding dust-storm in 
a cave on a bare hill-side, and slept there. When next 
I awoke and crept forth, 1 found myself in a deep shady 
forest. It was a fragrant morning of bright sunshine, and 
although it seemed to be midsummer, the sweet spring 
season had not yet spent itself. The rivers at this, the 
dawn of the Second Inter-glacial Period, ran broad and deep, 
swollen by the melting glaciers, but they shrank gradually 
as weeks of heat and dryness went past. Wide shallow 
lakes grew smaller each succeeding summer until they 
vanished entirely, and their dark beds grew verdant ivith 
long grasses. When I went northward I found that the 
British Isles were once again a part of the Continent. 
The African hippopotamus snorted in the Thames, the 
rhinoceros lumber^ along the plains of the English 
Channel, and through the forests of the North Sea v^ley 
herds of elephants ranged as far north as the banks of the 
Forth. 1 saw many tribes of human beings. I first met 
them at Chetles, on the banks of the Seine, 8 miles east¬ 
ward from the site of Paris, The Chellean men were of 
higher type than the grotesque trcc-dwellers of Mauer. 
Their dark skins bespoke their southern origin, and they 
resembled certain tribes of Australian savages. They 
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were entirely devoid of clathing. The men carried long 
staves, which were sharpened to points, with which they 
speare^i fish and hunted the little wild horse. I saw them 

chipping flint and shaping « hand-axes'V 'vhich they used 
for a variety of purposes—cutting branches from trees, 
skinning and dividing animals, and weapons. They also 
made small flint scrapers and small flint daggers with 
rough curvied hefts. 

“ I saw these men hunting in England and in Central 
and Western Europe. They crossed over to Africa by the 
Italian land-bridge, round the rock of Gibraltar, and 
along the Palestinian coast, and they were numerous in 
Persia and India. Ere I fell asleep 1 was transported 
round the world, and saw thousands of human beings 
following the edible animals over the northern land-bridge 
from Asia to Canada, and down the western sea-coast to 
South America- Then 1 slumbered again. 

"Long centuries went past as 1 slept. When next 
I awoke I found that Europe had once a^in become 
changed. The sea was washing round the shores of the 
British Isles, and the Italian land-bridge to Africa had 
been severed- Crete was no longer a part of the main¬ 
land, and the green mountains which had towered on the 
well-watered valley connecting Greece with Asia Minor 
were islands in the -^gean Sea, The temperature had 
suffered decline. Summer was shorter and winter longer 
and of growing severity. During the warm weather the 
southern animals wandered through France, and, when 
the snow began to fall, the mammoth, the woolly rhino¬ 
ceros, and the reindeer came down from the north in 
search of food. I saw new types of humanitj' which had 

llu FlfDch udli»g|psiiEi« ill? wioudint'* 
ifter M. Boucher ile Ferthn, who hilf i emittfr mbd UentiAnl them » nijMhTc «u’ 
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arrived from Asia. TKey mingled writh Chcllean men in 
some localities, and in cithers fought with them for pos- 
session of hunting-grounds. Many tribes were isolated 
in Britain when the land was lowered and the sea advanced. 
There were Asiatics in Sussex, and I saw some camping 
on the banks of the Ouse at Pikdown, near Uckfield.‘ 
During the winter these people sought shelter in caves, 

“ The change of climate had intensified the struggle for 
existence, and sharpened the wits of men. At St. Acheul, 
at Amiens, in the Somme valley, i found the flint-workers 
displaying increased skill and producing several new 
implements which the altered conditions of lifo had made 
necessary'. Acheulian man had achieved a considerable 
degree of progress in other directions. Those tribes 
which remained in western and central Europe, owing to 
the winter season found it necessary to provide them¬ 
selves with skin clothing, but the great majority migrated 
to genial dimes, and these continued their old habits of 
life. I fell asleep at the close of this the Second Inter¬ 
glacial Period, which was longer and more genial than 

any of the others. 
«The Third Glacial Epoch was well advanced when 

next I set forth a wanderer through the vallcj'S of 
Europe, It was less widespread than the second. Two- 
thirds of England and about a fourth of Ireland were 
dear of ice, nor was the Zuyder Zee froacn during 
summer. The site of Berlin, however, was well within 
the glacial area, as was also that of T^'arsaw. The Alpine 
snow-line had crept down over 3000 feet. Yet although 
Europe resembled in some parts Greenland and in others 
North Siberia in the present Age, i saw numerous tribes 
of human beings. They were of small stature but mus¬ 
cular and active. Their heads were narrow but of great 

1 Tbe Piltd*wa ikoil ol * wnaaain wa dirtj4iftF*4 in 19 
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stzc^ and their faces, although not devoid of intelligence, 
were esceedingly rugged; their big dark tyts were over¬ 
shadowed by enormous brow ridges, they had broad 
flattened noses, projecting mouths, and chin less jaws-^ 
They made their homes in caves, and in these they lit 
fires, round which they sat to chip their flints and fashion 
their skin garments. 

*'I will describe what 1 saw when I sought shelter 
with a tribe of these people at Lc Mousder, in the 
valley of Dordogne, m south-western France. The River 
Vizire then flowed 90 feet higher than in modern rirrn^. 
I entered a cave on a damp and chilly summer day. 
Haunches of venison were being roasted on a fire-place 
constructed of upright stones, and near it several work¬ 
men were busily engaged chipping flints. They con¬ 
structed a greater variety' of implements than the men 
of the Chcllean and Acheulean Periods, and showed 
greater skill in economizing their material; flakes were 
removed at a single blow and utilized for smaller arti¬ 
facts, and when an implement was given form it was 
carefully dressed with minute chipping until it became 
an artistic product, exceedingly pleasing to the eye. 
Men took delight in their W'ork and rivalled one another 
to gain the praises of their fellows. The tailors cut 
the dried skins with their sharp hand-axes. Then they 
squatted with crossed legs to sew the pieces together into 
not unshapely gantients. They made holes, through 
which to thrust their dried thongs, with little flint awls. 
In the evening a company of hunters returned from the 
chase, dragging on a skin sledge the carcass of a musk¬ 
ox ; and when they had feasted heavily, I heard them tell 
of battles with the cave-bear, of escapes from the cave- 
lion and the dreaded woolly rhinoceros, of the slaying 

‘ Ttr NtrtflHknlul-Spj Ijirpe^ 
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of a great mammoth, and of how they guarded their food- 
supplies against the ravages of prowling hyenas, gluttons, 
and arctic foxes* Meanwhile the women busily engaged 
themselves at the mouth of the cave cutting up the body 
of the musk-ox and cleaning the skin with flint scrapers. 
Ere night fell, the chief announced that on the morrow 
they would go eastward to hunt reindeer, 1 gathered 
that these people migrated northward during the summer, 
and returned again, on the approach of cold weather, to 
their southern caves. Not infrequently they had to 
fight with other tribes who took possession of their 

winter homes. 
1 went to sleep during this period, and when next 

1 awoke 1 found that the Third Inter-glacial Period had 
dawned, The glaciers melted and again there were great 
floods in the valleys, and the ice retreated from the low¬ 
lands of Scotland. The summers In Central Europe were 
exceedingly pleasant, but never so warm as during the 
Chellcan Age, and dust-storms were of frequent occur¬ 
rence. Forests were once again flourishing, and I saw 
in the midst of them many southern animals which were 
migrating flirther and farther northward. During winter 
the mammoth and woolly rhinoceros came as for south 
as Prussia. MousterLin man was able to pursue the 
hunt high among the mountains, where he found caves 
in which to shelter himself from wild animals by night. 
He returned to the valleys when the bliaaards of winter 
drove southward the fierce and numerous beasts of prey 

he dreaded most, 
“ I saw new types of mankind. In the Dordogne 

valley were tribes of slcnder-limbcd human giants who 
were fearless warriors and mighty huntsmen. Some were 
6 feet 6 inches in height. But it was not only in 
stature that they contrasted sharply with the vanishing 
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MousteriatiSi who wert; rarely higher than 5 feet 3 inches, 
i'hey had big long heads and broad faces, high foreheads, 
deep-set brown eyes, prominent cheek-bones, sharply 
curved lips, and well-formed chins. They resembled 
modern Europeans more closely than any human beings 
I had yet met with. Their faces, tanned by wind and 
sun, were alert and keen, and, although ru^ed, were 
greatly softened when their ready smile laid bare their 
white gleaming teeth, I observed that the young men 
showed great respect for their elders. It was of common 
occurrence to see many gathered round a cave entrance 
listening to the counsel of some white-haired sage. An 
old man, who had achieved widespread renown as an 
explorer and leader of men, lived in a cave at Cro- 
Magnon, and was often approached to settle disputes 
and give advice regarding great undertakings; he was 
also skilled as a healer of wounds and a curer of disease. 
These men had greater regard for their dead than obtained 
among their Mousterlan predecessors. I once saw them 
laying to rest a slain warrior in his family burial-grotto 
at Aurignac. He was clad in his skin robe. His head¬ 
dress was adorned with a string of seanshells and round 
his neck was a collar of the perforated teeth of 3 rein¬ 
deer, the skeleton of the salmon of wisdom was laid on 
his breast, and the whole body was sprinkled with magic 
pigment. A fire was lit, and the warriors danced round 
the grave with slow, measured steps, while a sage recited 
the mighty deeds performed by the dead man. Women 
knelt near at hand, wailing a chorus of sorrow. Beside 
the warrior they laid his weapons and implements as well 
as food which had been cooked for him and water for 
refreshment; then the grotto was closed up with a large 
slab of limestone. Aurignacian man of Cro-Magnon 
type was a lover of his kind. 
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“ ! saw other tribes which had entered southern France 
at this period from Africa. At a Grimaldi cave near 
Mentone 1 dwelt for a space with a family of dark- 
skinned people with broad noses and protruding mouths. 
They resembled somewhat the mc^ern Bushmen of 
South Africa and were similarly of short stature, but 
their heads were larger and their frees more intelligent. 
Middle^ged women had enormous development of fatty 
tissue; their steatopygous figures were invariably ex¬ 
ceedingly grotesque, but were yet greatly admired.* 

“ These Aurignacian peoples worshipped the mother- 
goddess, and there were among them clever artists who 
carved out of ivory and bone, limestone and steatite, 
female figures to represent their deity. Sometimes they 
depicted the slim-waisted, long-haired Cro-Magnon 
women, and sometimes the wooUy-haired bulging forms 
of Grimaldi type. In those districts where the Bushmen- 
likc people were the slaves of the tall huntsmen a 
steatopygous woman was sometimes selected at religious 
ceremonies to represent the mother-goddess. 

** The Aurignacian artists were wont to decorate their 
caverns with figures of wild animals;, which they sketched 
in outline with pointed flints, and often coloured with 
crayons of red ochre or painted with pigment which they 
carried in bone tubes. In the deep cave of Altamira, in 
Spain, I saw a great picture-gallery in which various 
artists had exhibited their skill. One part of the vaulted 
roof was covered with lifelike representations of edible 
animals, including wild horses, deer, and boars, and else¬ 
where I saw artistic productions of similarly high merit. 
In some caves, which were constantly inhabited, were 
impressions of human hands. These were intended to 

i Two CrinuMi dlvll* wlucli luve been iiiicvV«reii luic diitiact itetnU cluneter. 
btici: tbe jlW frgtradci 
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avert the influences of the evil eye and the attacks of 
demons. Huntsmen left records of their experiences 
in summer hunting districts by inscribing symbols on 
cave walls, so that those who came nigh might know how 
they were likely to fare there. They also depicted the 
forms of monstrous demons that had to be propitiated. 

‘*Thc hunters of the Aurignacian Age were the first 
I saw using bows and arrows. In preparing the arrow- 
shafts they utilised perforated bone straighteners.* Their 
Sint implements were worked with skill far surpassing 
that of the Mousterian Age. 

How long 1 slept during this period I cannot tell. 
When next I woke up 1 found that the temperature had 
suffered sharp declme, Cro-Magnon man still inhabited 
a great portion of southern France,* but I observed also 
other types which were new to me. At Solutre, Saone-et- 
Loire, where tall and short types gave evidence of race 
intermixture, I fell in with highly-skdled artisans who 
shaped flint lance-heads of laurel-leaf and willow-leaf 
shape, and accomplished delicate secondary flaking by 
pressure with bone implements. They also made comfort¬ 
able skin clothing, which they sewed with bone needles 
which had perforated eyes.* The winters grew gradually 
longer and more severe, and the men of the Solutrcan 
Age achieved rapid progress in their conflict with the 
elements. Huntsmen favoured the horse, but slew also 
the reindeer. 

“ The Fourth Glacial Period followed, and tt was suffer¬ 
ing decline when 1 next went out to explore those districts 
that had seen so many changes. 1 awoke at La Madelaine, 
on the right bank of the Vezire, which then flowed higher 

* ThJ* imptcmcnE lui *li« allnl * “ ic m meri: pr^lmbli- 
ftriijlneflcr", * And itjll: ^nd » ctlumUigviii hjTe dcmoiueiiUd, 
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than at the present day. In this district the taD men of 
Cro-Magnon type were less numeroiiS than the stumpy 
intruders of this Ma^atcniaji Age, who had some rcscjn-* 
blance to the present-day Esquimau);. Half-breeds, how¬ 
ever, were not uncommon. The little men had. much 
more tehned and intelligent faces than the, Mousterians; 
their foreheads were large and their chins prominent, and 
they were clad in dosely-fitting skin garments to resist 
the sub-arctic climate. Like the cave-dwellers of the 
Aurignacian Age, thej' were skilled artists and artisans. 
The Grimaldi folks had migrated southward, and ivory 
carvings of the mother goddess were modelled on the 
slim-waisted female type. Artists continued to decorate 
the caves with paintings of animals, and they also engraved 
their implements and weapons, and even stones and 
pieces of slate. The bison and the wild horse were often 
depicted, but the most favoured models were the northern 
animals of this cold European Age. Mammoths w’tre 
growing scarce, for men had acquired skill in trapping 
them, and the artists engraved ivory charms with their 
bulky forms, and numerous were their studies of reindeer 
grazing on snowy plains, crouched up at bay, or panting 
in rapid flight to escape the dogs and arrows of the hunts¬ 
men, The Magdalenian artists also drew the snarling 
cave-bear, the double-homed and snouted head of the 
woolly rhinoceros, the antelope and the chamois, and the 
scampering wolf with gaping jaws. Among birds they 
were familiar with the goose and the swan, and, as they 
were accomplished fishermen, they could carve in many 
characteristic attitudes the graceful salmon and the kccn- 
cyed seal. Many huntsmen had the handles of their 
daggers fashioned to represent the animals they were wont 

to stalk and slay, 
“ During this period flint-working declined somewhat, 
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for the Fashion became prevalent of pointing lances and 
arrows with ivory and bone and reindeer horn. A great 
inventor equipped huntsmen with a new weapon—the 
barbed barton—and another provided for it a thrower 
made from reindeer horn, so that it could be thrown 
lurther and directed with surer aim. A long cord was 
attached to the harpoon, which was titili2ed to catch 
salmon and seals. This wonderful invention was the 
means of increasing greatly the food-supply. It thus 
rendered the struggle for existence less arduous, especially' 
when the tribes increased in number. 

Great changes took place when the Fourth Glacial 
Period began to decline, and more genial conditions 
became prevalent. The Magdaicnian huntsmeni migrated 
ferther and farther northwaiid as the ice area shrank in 
dimensions, because the reindeer deserted those districts 
which failed to yield them in sufficient abundance the 
lichens upon which they fed,” 

In the Gaelic legend of the Irish Ages it is stated that, 
when Tuan ended, “the auditors thanked him. . . . They 
remained a whole week talking with him.” But his 
modern narrative deals with problems which are not likely 
to be solved in so brief a space of time. It touches the 
fringes of not a few controversies which have been waged 
vigorously for a number of years, and are likely to be 
continued indefinitely. In this volume, however, which 
deals mainly with the intellectual life of early peoples, it 
is unnecessary to state in detail the various condkting 
views regarding the geological periods and the earliest 
traces of man in Europe; but a brief summary of the 
results of modern research may be given, so that the 
general reader may be familiarized with one particular 
phase of the subject which is pregnant with human 
interest. 
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In Tuui’s references to early man m Europe, six 
atages of development, or levels of culture, have bceir 

referred to. 
These are: 

1. The Cheilean, in the Second Inter-glacial Period- 
2. The Acheulian, a late phase of the Chellean, 
3. The Mousterian, in the Third Gbrial Period and later. 
4. The Aurignacian, in the Third Inter-gbdal Period and later, 
5. The Solutrean, in the late Third Litcr-glacial Period and 

later. 
6. The Magdalctiian, in the Fourth Glacial Period. 

Some archaeologists place before the Chellean, Stage 1 
the Mesviniart, and 2, the Strepyan, but others regard 
them as earlier phases of the Chellean, A still earlier 
stage, called the Mafflian, with which the Galley Hill 
(Kent) skeleton and implements were associated, has been 
taken down to the Strepyan Period of Chellean mao. 
The various stages have been subdivided into Upper, 

Middle, and Lower Periods. 
Of late years certain srientists have sought to establish 

a prc!-Palieolithic Age called the Eolithic. They thus 
place the appearance of man In the geological Tertiary 
system, not only in the Pliocene Age, which preceded 
the Pleistocene, but also back through the Miocene and 
Ollgocene Ages to the Eocene. The Tertiary stages of 
culture arc cJled Reutelian, and are as follows;— 

1, Eocene Age, Duan (Reulclian). 
2, Oligoccjie Age, Fagnian (Reutelian). 
3, Miocene Age, Centalian (Reuteliiin). 
4, pliocene Age, Kentian (Reutelbn)^ 
5, Earlj pleistocene, Thames basin (Reutelian). 

Then follow the Mesviniati and Strepyan phases of 

early Chellean culture. 
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Professor Janies Geikie confesses he is “staggered" 
by the theory that man existed in the Tertiary system of 
Ages, *' Since the Eocene Period, which must date 
back”, he says, “several millions of years, the whole 
mammalian fauna has undergone modifications and changes, 
continuous evolution having resulted in the more or less 
complete transformation of numerous types, while many 
others have long been extinct. And yet, if we accept the 
eoliths as proofs of man’s existence in Eocene and Ollgo- 
cenc times, we must admit that in this case—and in this 
case alone—evolution must have been at a standstill during 
a prodig;iously extended period. For it must be under¬ 
stood that the eoliths of the older Tertiary formations 
cannot be distinguished from those met with in the 
Miocene, Pliocene, and even Pleistocene deposits.' 

These "eoliths” are chipped flints which were either 
flaked by man or by natural causes—the movements of 
strata settling under pressure or the action of water. The 
problem is a difficult one, *‘The unprejudiced”, says 
Professor Duckworth, will maintain an open mind, 
pending the advent of more conclusive evidence than has 
been adduced hitherto,”* Professor SoUas, on the other 
hand, is convinced that not a trace of unquestionable 
evidence of man's existence has been found in strata 
admittedly older than the Pleistocene.* 

Estimates of the approximate duration of the Pleisto¬ 
cene Age vary considerably, Geikie, following Penck, 
gives 620,000 y^rs as a minimum; Rutot confines it 
to 139,000 years, and thus reduces greatly the age of 
his "eoliths”, while Sturge estimates that a single period 
of it lasted for 700,000 years. The majority of leading 
scientists, however, have of late inclined to favour Penck's 

1 ^Afjra in p, 5 ft 914), 
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system of datings and to allow 400,000 years as^ a 
mitiimum for the Paleolithic or Early Stone Age, which 
b^ins with the first stages of Chellean culture. The 
dawn of the Neolithic, or Late Scone Age, is dated in 
southern Europe and Palestine at roughly 10,000 b.c. 

In the next chapter consideration will be given to 
those traces which survive of the religtous and magical 
beliefs of the Paleolithic peoples, and it will be shown 
that the evidence accumulated has an important bearing 
on the problems raised by Cretan and prc-Hcilenic dis¬ 
coveries, as well as upon the study of the myths and 
legends of Babylonia and Egypt, and those of peoples 
less renowned but no less important from the point of 
view of the student of comparative mythology. 



CHAPTER II 

Palasolkhic Magic and Religion 

life of Palwlitiiic Man—Evidence frofn PpeKni-diy Suvuges 
—Palzdlithic Man pro^rtMive anil big-bniinc4—Bushmen ind Cio-Ma^oa 

Culture—Chronology* of Aiuigmdna PcritMl—The InspintiDn cf Priididve An 
—StcatopytOiu Fi^Euinn of Cavenclv^EUeTi^ BabylonlaDip MbIick^ and Egyp- 

turn—Tht PflmicIvE Morher-goddeu—Wajp-waiited Females in Fertility 
!DaDce^—Hand Irnpresinmi iq Cnvcs—Fingcr^mndlaiion^T'hr Endim Evil- 

ryoCHarm^Fodt-pridt Lore—Atitinal PiCEures ai Totemt—Evidence of Aus^ 

iralia—Magdalen bn An—Charmed Weapons—Palwiitbic Ceremonial Buriali 
—Omamenti as Cbaimt^MagiC and RcEigian—Antiquity of Animal-beaded. 

Dddid—Origin of ibe Nude Goddess—The Aortgnaciaji Claim, 

It will be recognized at the outset, in dealing with the 
intellectual life of the Paleolithic Europeans, that little or 
no evidence can be derived from chinless jaws or skulls 
with protruding brow rtdges, and that the arti&cts of the 
ChcUean and Acheulian phases of culture assist us only 
in so far as they aflford evidence regarding habits of life 
and growing skill in craftsmanship. Not until we reach 
the Mousterian stage, in the Third Glacial Epoch, and find 
that the cave-dwelling hunters of reindeer and mam- 
moths practised the ceremonial burial of the dead, is there 
any sure indication that the Faiseolithic mind was suffi¬ 
ciently concerned regarding the great problems of life and 
death as to formulate definite beliefs regarding the destiny 
of mankind. But It would be rash to draw far-reaching 
conclusions from negative evidence. The results that 
accrue from the comparative study of beliefs and customs 
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renders highly improbable the hypothesis that Chellean 
anti Acheulian men of the Second Inter-gUdal Period 
took no thought of the morrow because they were on 
a plane of lower intellectual development than, for in¬ 
stance, the backward Australian savages who practise 
elaborate ceremonials and perpetuate myths which were 
anciently the products of speculative thought. Indeed, 
there is no savage tribe on the globe at present which can 
be said to be devoid of its intellectual life. 

It is quite possible that the Chellean folks were even 
more advanced than some of the existing types of primi- 
tive peoples. This view is supported by the evidence 
obtained of their distinct progressive tendencies. Stages 
of development can be detected in Chellean culture which 
was raised to the Acheulian plane, and the increasing 
number and excellence of the artifacts show dearly that a 
further distinct advance was achieved when the Mous- 
terian phase had fully developed. It is found, by the 
examination of surviving Mousterian skulls, that despite 
his rugged facid characteristics the Paleolithic European 
was a big-brained man. Of course, sktdl capacity, espe¬ 
cially in individual cases, cannot be regarded as proof of 
intellectual power. Still, the tact remains that the really 
progressive races in the world at present arc those en¬ 
dowed with the most liberal cranial capadty. The early 
inhabitants of Western Europe may, therefore, have sur¬ 
passed as thinkers, as they certainly did as inventors, 
those surviving remnants of ancient races to whom they 
are usually compared. The Grimaldi skulls of the Auri- 
gnacian period may have Bushmen characteristics, but 
they give indication of greater intellectual development 
than can, be credited to those Ul-fated and interesting 
African nomads who, prior to coming into contact with 
the white races, at whose hands they have sufiered so 

(VWB) 
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shamefully, had not advanced much beyond the Aurigna- 
cian and Magdalenian stages of culture. The Bushmen 
appear, In fact, to have remained through long ages in a 
state of arrested development after breaking away from 
the ancient progressive races from whom the elements of 
their dvUization were derived. Possibly they even degene¬ 
rated in the interval. 

It is probable that the Cro-Magnon peoples of the 
Aurignacian stage of culture represented the race of un¬ 
known origin which e^tercised so marked an influence on 
those of their contemporaries who were in touch with 
them. They had the largest brains of any of the ancient 
peoples. Indeed, according to the ethnologists, the skull 
capacity of their women was greater than that of the 
average male European in the present age. 

This Aurignacian stage of culture, which some date 
approximately at 20,000 B.c. and others at 301,000 b.c,, 

aflbrds ample indications not only of intellectual activity, 
but also a marked degree of refinement of thought and 
feeling. As has been shown in the “Tuan MacCarrell" 
story of the Pleistocene Age, the Cro-Magnon cave-dwellers 
of the Late Third Inter-gladal Epoch were accomplished 
draughtsmen and ivory-carvers. They had an Art history 
which must be regarded as a reflection of thetr social 
history. Apparently they had solved the problem of 
securing their food-supply with a minimum of effort and 
had therefore leisure to cultivate the Arts; this triumph 
they achieved by inventing new implements and improv¬ 
ing those inherited from the Moustcrian Epoch, Withal, 
as one cave-picture shows, they possessed domesticated 
cattle which the women engaged in herding. Conse- 
quendy they had advanced from the hunting to the pas¬ 
toral stage of civilization. 

Their activities in the sphere of Art began with rude 
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chiliil^h efforts and culminated in the production of 
realistic drawings and carvings in the roundj and even of 
decorative designs which stand comparison with those of 
later and more complex civilizations. It was considered 
incredible, when discovery was first made of their cave- 
pictures, that Palaeolithic man could have been endowed 
with either such intense artistic insight and feeling or 
technical skill as these gave evidence of. 

An interesting problem arises in connection with the 
artistic products of the Aurignacian and Magdalcntan 
stages of culture. Were they connected with ceremonials, 
and therefore symbolic of religious and magical beliefs; 
or should they be considered simply as the expression of 
an Art movement which had been gradually developed 
for long ages by accomplished flint-knappers who, in pro¬ 
ducing exquisitely flaked artifacts of symmetrical propor¬ 
tions, displayed that infinite capacity for taking pains 
which amounts to genius ? 

There can be no doubt that the finest Auiignacian 
figurines wrought in stone and bone and ivory were con¬ 
scious impressions of feminine beauty of form, and that 
the artists of the Cro-Magnon race were as devoted lovers 
of Art for Art's sake as those who at a later period 
shaped the exquisite Solutrean flint lances of laurel-leaf 
and willow-leaf design. The absence of male figurines, 
however, suggests that the art of this remote period was 
fostered as a cult product, and that we should regard 
these studies of nude women as rdigtous symbols. This 
inference appears to be corroborated by the finds of 
grotesque steatopygous figurines, some of which display 
no inconsiderable degree of skilful craftsmanship. It is 
difficult to believe that when ardsts selected as models 
women with enormously developed hips and thighs the 

was purely an aesthetic one; their ob^ous desire 
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was to exaggerate sexuaj characteristics for some special 
reason. 

The evidence derived in this connection from other 
cultural areas is of undoubted value and interest. In 
Babylonia terra-cotta figurines, with accentuation of the 
female parts ”, represented Ishtar in her character as the 
goddess of love and passion,^ The steatopygous figurines 
which have been found in the prehistoric “sanctuaries” 
of Malta were associated with perforated axe amulets and 
other magical or religious ornaments. In some of the 
pre-Dynastic graves of Egypt occur figurines of two 
tj'pes: those of slim-waisted women and those of steato- 
pygous females with short beards.’ It is not improbable 
that the Aurignarian, like the early Egyptian figurines, 
were tribal forms of the ancient love goddess and that the 
original “ bearded Aphrodite” had a racial significance. 

In addition to these figurines there are other evidences 
of the practice of religious ceremonials in the remote 
Aurignacian Age. In a cave at Cogul, near Lerida, in 
Spain, a quaint painting depicts several females, with 
“ wasp waists ” and beU-mouthed gowns reaching to their 
knees, dancing round a nude male figure, A phallus 
image of this culture stage has also been discovered. 

Further light is thrown on Aurignacian beliefs by the 
Imprints on cavern walls of human hands with mutilated 
fingers. Some hands had been first smeared with pig¬ 
ment and then impressed on the naked rock; others had 
been held against damped rode and dusted round with 
either red or black substances. Not a few of the fingers 
show that one or more joints had been removed either by 
accident or design, 

* RtHgiiMi iw Ba^ienti* omJ Marrii pjs, i tt uf,. 
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The practice of finger-mutilatton obtained among 
Bushmen, certain Australian tribes, and commutiities of 
Canadian Indians. Independent Investigators have ascer¬ 
tained that it was usually associated with burial customs 
and the ravages of disease. Bush women sacrificed a joint 
of the little finger when a near relation died, and Canadian 
natives acted similarly during times of pestilence “ to cut 
off deaths’*. Finger mutilation in Australia was, among 
other things, occasionally a mark of csste.^ 

References are made to finger-mutilation in Gafelic 
stories. Afler or before great heroes performed deeds 
of valour, fighting against monsters or f^ous rivals, they 
fell into profound slumber. Heroines had to awaken 
them by cutting off a finger-joint, a part of an car, or 
a portion of skin from the top of the head. In the story 
of Conall Gulban a **great man” came to carry off the 
lady called “ Breast of Light ”, while Conall, her lover, 
lay asleep. ” Fear would not let her cut off the little 
finger,” it is stated, **and she could not awaken Conall,”' 
This savage practice had evidently a magical significance. 
It may have been intended to renew strength and prolong 
life, and perhaps also to ward off threatened perils. In 
the latter case it may have been associated with the cere¬ 
mony of purification. Among many primitive peoples 
those who dug graves or touched the dead were under 
taboo for varying periods, and not allowed to touch indi¬ 
viduals or even handle their own food; in some instances 
they had to be fed by friends until the purification cere¬ 
mony was completed. 

Hand lore is as widespread as it is varied. Magical 

^ Set Tf^wlt /h fJU /jiirntfr b/" Swiintm jt/rka, W. J. V&U 11-, pr fil [1844)1 

TAf fl/ Swaf* Afrka, G* St^w* ng (1905); Aijwr h ikf AVaI- 

W^arw Tri^ ^ Coiuti/iii «*eatiitJie of the Britiik AiKciAtiina [J ^ f ? 1 
Amim l/kNirf% W. J. SoUiij pp. ftKfr [1911}# 
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signs were made by postunng certain £nger& “Children,” 
says an old English wrlterj^'to avoid approaching danger, 
are taught to double the thumb within the hand. This 
was much practised whilst the terrors of witchcraft re¬ 
mained. ... It was the custom to fold the thumbs of 
dead persons within the hand, to prevent the power of 
evil spirits over the deceased.”^ In India the upper finger- 
joints are lucky, and the lower unlucky. Consequently 
the former only arc used at prayer-counting. Throughout 
Europe much attention was paid to the fingers. The 
small finger was spat over for luck, and the forefinger 
of the right hand was supposed Co be poisonous, and In 
the treatment of wounds was never utilised. It used to 
be considered unlucky to pare finger-nails on certain days. 
At any time finger-nail parings might be used by witches 
to work evil spells against individuals. Some mothers 
still hesitate to cut baby’s finger-naiis in the first year of 
life, and bite them oft instead. The Scandinavian dead, 
who were buried with unpared nails, and therefore with¬ 
out ceremony, suftered torture in the Otherworld. The 
ship in which the demons sailed to wage war against the 
gods at Kagnarok was made of the naiUparings of wicked 
persons, and was called NaiifaTi a name derived from 
ttagi, a human nail. The fate of an individual was, and 
is still, believed by patrons of “ palmists ” to be indicated 
by the markings of the hand. Much attention used to 
be paid to dots on finger-nails; yellow spots foretold 
death, white spots gifts, and black spots bad luck. Hands 
were spat upon to seal bargains and bring luck, and kissed 
upon in connection with Pagan religious practices. 

The Aurtgnacian custom of leaving imprints of hands 
on rocks is prevalent in modern times in Australia and 
elsewhere. In India it is part of a luck ceremony. 

^ Buiwrj ^ 'YaL 11^ p. 4^ 
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“ During a marriage among the Madigas (Tclugur 
Pariahs)”, writes Mr, Edgar Thurston, a well-known 
investigator, ^‘a sheep or goat is sacrificed to the marriage' 
pots. The sacrificer dips his hand in the blood of ^e 
animal, and impresses the blood on his palms on the wall 
near the door leading to the room in which the pots are 
kept. This is said to avert the evil eye. Among the 
Tclugu Malas, a few days before a wedding, two marks 
are made, one on each side of the door, with oil and 
charcoal, for the same purpose. At Kadur, in the Mysore 
Province, 1 once saw Impressions of the hand on the 
walls of Brahman houses. Impressions In red paint of 
a hand with outspread fingers may be seen on the walls 
of mosques and Mohammedan hidings.”^ In many 
Eur-Asian folk-^tales the “Great Hand” is the only 
visible part of a destructive demon. 

Those Indians who still charm their houses with hand 
imprints also trace wavy and interlacing lines in front of 

their doorsteps and on cither side of the part approaching 
it. Similar lines are found on Bushman paintings of 
hunting-scenes and in Aurignadan cave-pictures in France 
and Spain. They may have been intended to snare 
demons as well as to cast a spell over wild animals. The 
hieroglyphics representing the name of a Pharaoh were 
surrounded by cartouches which were “name charms”. 
On some of the sculptured stones of Brittany human 
footprints are depicted surrounded by meandering and 
serpentine lines. Perhaps these “ luck lines ”, as they 
may be called, were inscribed with purpose to secure 
magical protection for individuals setting out on a 
journey. Primitive peoples rarely entered upon new 
undertakings without performing luck ceremonies. It 
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is recorded in a minute of Dingwall Presbytery, dated 
5th September, 1656, which refers to the prevadence ot 
superstitious practices in a western parish of Ross-shire, 
** that future events in reference especial!ie to lyfe and 
death, in taJceing of Journey Is, was cxspect to be mani¬ 
fested by a holl of a round stone quherein they tryed the 
entering of thair heade, which if they could doe, to witt, 
be able to put in thair heads, they expect thair returning 
to that place, and filing they considered it ominous”. 
The writer in his boyhood took part with his contempo¬ 
raries in performing various luck ceremonies which were 
evidently of remote origin. Before dangerous cliffs were 
dimbed an ash-tree, named the rock tree ”, was visited, 
and each individual ascertained, by throwing a stone into 
a hollow in the trunk, whether he could safely under¬ 
take the proposed enterprise or not. If a stone darted 
sideways, the boys shouted, “The danger goes past!” 
but if it returned to the feet of the thrower it was taken 
as a sign of ill luck for that day, and he turned home¬ 
wards. A large flat stone, called “the spitting-stone”, 
was spat upon by those that remained. The compact 
was thus formedj where one went everybody had to go. 
When a rocky chasm had to be leapt over, caps were first 
thrown to ensure that the owners would similarly cross 
lightly and land safely; those whose caps fell short refused 
to attempt to leap, and made a long and safe detour. 
When a rainbow appeared against a rain-cloud passing 
at a distance, the boys charmed away the threatened 
shower, which would render the rock slippery and more 
dangerous, by “ breaking ” the gleaming arch of colours. 
This they accomplished, as they believed, by laying on a 
boulder a withered sprig of grass, which they snapped 
with a single blow delivered by a small stone grasped 
tightly In the right hand, as Paleolithic man grasped his 
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“hand-axe”. It was noted that the upper part of the 
rainbow faded simultaneousljr. Hands were spat upon 
when a specially difficult portion of rock had to be nego¬ 
tiated, and it was believed that danger was averted from 
trickling water by wetting the tip of a finger and moisten¬ 
ing the lips with it. A sacred well was invariably visited 
for an inspiring and strengthening draught of charmed 
water, and much reverence was shown for the wonderful 
skimming flies which were supposed to cleanse it of mud 
after it was disturbed. Luck-drinking was not uncommon 
in other days. Grose says: “ There is a kind of beverage 
called * foot ale' required from one entering on a new 
occupation”.* The “first-footing” ceremonies in Scodand 
and elsewhere on New Year’s Day are the occasion for 
much eating and drinking. The familiar phnise, “putting 
one's foot in it ”, appears to have an interesting history. 
' ** It is a world-wide superstition ”, says Professor 
Frazer, “that by injuring footprints you injure the feet 
that made them."* If, then, these line-surrounded foot¬ 
prints on the Brittany stones were not intended to pro¬ 
tect individuals who visited them to perform magical 
ceremonies, they may have been inscribed to restrict the 
wanderings of the ghosts of heroes buried underneath. 
The primitive folks perhaps thought that when footprints 
were thus "snared” by “luck lines”, ghosts were pre¬ 

vented from troubling the living. 
A naked human footprint, which is not surrounded by 

these meandering and interlacing lines, survives on fine 
undisturbed sand on the Boor of an Aurlgnacian cave 
(Altamira), near drawings of panting trout and a wounded 
bison.’ In this case the Palfcolithic cave-dweller may 

'' Brand'! Vol. ^31J- 
* ri# BcMgA (The htigtc Art), VoL 1., pp. mm xif. ProfcHur Fiiift fivEi 
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h»ve ensured Kis luck by connecting hinjself ceremonially 
with the animals he desired to obtain. “ May luck follow 
in my footsteps,” he may have exclaimed, as Highland 
boys, who, as they set out on bird-nesting expeditions 
were wont to say as they figured out eggs on a dusty 
highway: “May 1 get this and this and more." 

Other signs, which appear to be magical also, are rows 
of dots. These figure in Australian and Rush man draw¬ 
ings and paintings. They figure likewise on or beside the 
artistic products of the Aurlgnadan Age, and sometimes 
are arranged in such a manner as to suggest constellations. 
More elaborate enigmatical signs, resembling birds in 
flight, fish, twigs, battle-axes, &C.3 appear to be primitive 
hieroglyphics. 

Some anthropologists suggest that the animals depicted 
by the Palsolithk artists, in caves and elsewhere, were 
tribal or family totems. The following view is highly 
suggestive. “All the beasts thus represented (in caves),” 
says Professor Fraaer, “appear to be edible, and none of 
them to be fierce <»rnivorous creatures,* Hence It has 
been ingeniously suggested by M. S. Reinach that the 
intention of these works of art may have been to multiply 
by magic the animals so represented. ... He infers that 
the comparatively high development of prehistoric art in 
Europe . , , may have been due m large measure to the 
practice of sympathetic magic." 

Professor Frazer, quoting from Messrs, Spencer and 
Gillen,* shows that the native Australians perform magical 
ceremonies “to multiply the kangaroos and emus". 
“ The men of the emu totem in the Arunta tribe proceed 
as follows. They dear a small spot of level ground, and, 

^ t^Ai§ tre ducted OD itaon, biit rridcncc lui fdttbnHniDf ih^tc 

dlfflu It h PomIHh? ihl tic pnmjlJTc htmten icutzd sdM «il th# flcih pt liw 

ind riuDDcei^ 
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opening veins in their arms, they let the blood stream out 
until the surface of the ground, for a space of about three 
square }rards, is soaked with it. ’When the blood has 
dned and caked, it forms a hard and fairly impermeable 
surface, on which they paint the sacred design of the emu 
totem, especially the parts of the bird which they like 
best to eat, namely, the fat and the eggs. Round this 
painting men sit and sing, . , The men of the kan¬ 
garoo totem perform a similar ceremony. They inscribe 
figures of kangaroos on a rocky ledge, which they also 
decorate with “alternate vertical stripes of red and white 
to indicate the red for and white bones of the kangaroo 
The rock is reputed to be inhabited by kangaroo spirits 
which are waiting for mothers, and they are supposed to 
be driven out when human blood is poured over the 
ledge.' 

M. S. Rcinach's theory regarding the magical signi¬ 
ficance of Aurignadan art seems to be confirmed by a 

piece of chance evidence which has been recorded quite 
recently (1913). The Count Andreas Begouen, the 
French archsologist, has on his estate in the district 
of Montesquieu-Aventes a cavern known as the Tus 
Ditboubert. It had long been known to bear traces of 
occupation during Palaeolithic times. Paintings could be 
distinguished on the walls, but few finds of importance 
were made in it until the count broke through a mass 
of stalactites that concealed an inner cavern. In this 
secluded part the Count discovered that Pala^Iithic man 
had begun to work day at a remote period. At the base 
of one of the walls were curious little day figurines of 
animals in a wonderful state of preservation. “One”, 
says a French writer, “was a male bison and another a 
female. The first was 26 indies long and the second 

1TA* SprgA The Mjfic Art''][p VqL pp. S third cditiiHL, 
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30 inches. They were almost intact, although cracked 
by the drying of the clay. Excavations on the floor of 
the cavern revealed a great number of bones of the bison, 
but no signs that the place had been used as a dwelling- 
place or as a kitchen by the cavc-dweUers.” In this eerie 
cave the Palseolithic folk had evidently conducted mys¬ 
terious ceremonies. But for what purpose? the Count 
wondered. “ It was an old peasant who gave him his due. 
‘ It is a charm,' said he, when his eyes fdl on one of the 
relics. Questioned regarding his statement, this man 
went on to tell that the p^sants of the neighbourhood 
have an ancient custom which they believe enables them 
to catch the foxes which raid their chicken-yards. They 
made, he said, a day image of a fox which they rubbed 
with the blood of a fox, and then concealed among the 
rocks at certain places. Close to it they buried the car¬ 
cass of a fox. Then they set traps near by, and towards 
these foxes were drawn by the magical influence of the 
modelled fox and were invariably caught.*' It is unneces^ 
sary to emphasize the importance of this evidence. Similar 
practices were widespread long centuries after the Pai®o- 
lithic folk flourished in southern France, The Baby¬ 
lonians and Egyptians shaped waxen and clay images of 
demons and th^t them into a Are so as to injure or destroy 
the beings they thus depicted. Magical images were also 
made in Greece and Rome, and they are still being pro¬ 
duced in various parts of the world. The Scottish High¬ 
land (orp ebrtadh (‘^clay body”) was an image of an indi¬ 
vidual whom the maker desired to afflict or slay magically.^ 
Pins or nails were stuck into it so that the victim might 
suffer pain, and it was placed in running water so that he 
might ‘‘waste away”. Images of fish, turtle, and dugoug 

pp. Tli-c cuitm b im f^ obwktp. 
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**were made by the islanders of Torres Straits and taken 
with them when they went fishing, with the idea that the 
Image lured the real animal to its destruction; and men of 
the dugong clan, who were symbolically decorated, made 
mimetic movements with a dead dugong to constrain others 
to come and be caught-"^ The Palseolithtc anists may 
have utDJzed the fragments of slate, stone, &c., on which 
animals were depicted for a similar purpose. 

The Bushman cave ^pictures clo^y resemble the 
Aurignaciati in many details, and even retain certain 
mannerisms displayed by the ancient European artists. 
But no direct evidence has been forthcoming that they 
have, or had, a magical significance. It is possible, how¬ 
ever, that those natives who were question^ in this con¬ 
nection may have been as reticent regarding their secrets 
as most superstitious peoples usually are. In Scotland, 
where there are many archaic survivals, it is believed that 
a charm may be broken If its purpose is revealed. Secrecy 
is necessary for its success; it conserves energy and pre¬ 
vents the working of counter-charms. Not unfixqucntly 
in the past Highlanders have misled investigators who, 
because of their inquisitiveness, were regarded with sus¬ 
picion, and in consequence earned for themselves a repu¬ 
tation for evasiveness and duplicit}'. 

During the Magda!enian phase of civilization, in the 
Fourth Glacial Epoch, there was a great art revival. Arcdt 
and sub-arctic fauna were depicted in a variety of forms 
with artistic feeling and a degree of faithfulness which 
betokens close and even trained observation of animals. 
Decorative designs display overflowing artistic fancy. 
Everything the Magdalenian craftsmen touched he ren¬ 
dered beautiful. Handles of weapons were carved out of 
bone, horn, or ivory to represent wild animals, which 
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were skiRlilty posed so as to combine utility with artistic 
excellence. Dccoia^tion was evidently, as M, Plette has 
insisted, generated primarily by the imitative instinct.^ 

Magdalenian art, like the Aurignacian, appears also 
to have derived inspiration from custom and belief. 

Every weapon has its demon," runs an old Gaelic axiom. 
In the Indian epics, the M.Ahahkirata and the Rdaidyatia^ 

the spirits of celestial weapons appear before the heroes, 
to whom they are gifted by deities, in attitude signifying 
thdr willingness to render obedient and helpful service. 
When we find Magdalenian dagger-handles carved to 
represent charging mammoths or scampering deer, it 
may be inferred that their owners believed that these 
possessed the strength and prestige of the one animal and 
the swifrness and sureness of the other. Discovery has 
also been made of what appears to have been the Mag¬ 
dalenian *‘bull roarer". In Australia this implement is 
used to invoke spirits at initiation and other ceremonies, 
and elsewhere to raise the wind, that is to compel the 
attention of the wind-god. The Egyptian slstrum 
similarly summoned the god when it was tinkled in 
temples. 

Ceremonial burials, which are sure indications of the 
existence of religious beliefs, took place, as has been in¬ 
dicated, as early as the Mousterian or Middle Paleolithic 
Period, and also in the later Aurignacian Period. Some¬ 
times the dead were covered over with stones In their 
cave homes, which were then deserted. Sometimes 
artificial cave^ or grottoes, were utilized as family or 
tribal burial-vaults. Certain of the skeletons appear to 
have been unfleshed and afterwards sprinkled over with 
ochre and ashes. Stone chambers were also constructed 
to protect the dead. 

^ rAgi dM Xfm. 
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The corpse was usually laid on the right side* with 
the legs crouched up, the head resting on the right arm 
and the left arm extended* Occasionally, however, the 
arms appear to have been crossed. These postures suggest 
sleep, but it must have been believed that the dead 
would awake, for weapons and implements were left in the 
tomb, as well as cooked food. The deceased was also 
adorned with personal ornaments, which were evidently 
charms. Apparently he had need of protection, per¬ 
haps against demons. Strings of periwinkle shells were 
placed on the head of deceased, and were evidently worn 
also by the living. This custom in itself is sufficient to 
suggest that in these remote rimes belief in magic was 
wdl developed and exceedingly prevalent. Primitive 
peoples wear charms for a variety of reasons—to bring 
luck, to ward off disease, to cure, to give strength and 
inspire courage, to acquire the particular attributes they 
admire in the object^ and so on. The periwinkle, which 
so greatly attracted the Paleolithic Europeans, was not 
necessarily regarded as “a thing of beauty and a joy for 
ever’'. It is only in modern times, when the significance 
of an immemori^ custom has faded, that personal orna¬ 
ments are selected on account of their purely decorative 
qualities, their rarity or cost* Our remote ancestors were 
intensely practical, and in adorning their bodies expected 
to derive some benefit from what they wore. The virtue 
of the periwinkles was supposed to pass to the warriors 
who charmed their heads with them, just as the virtue of 
the crawfish toe with which Cherokee women have been 
wont to scratch their babies' hands was supposed to pass 
to the child thus treated, and give him in after life a 
powerful grip.^ It appears to have been believed that the 

* ^ ^ Anufkn f. jo8« (WaJitUf- 
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heads on which the periwinkle shell lay would be as diffi¬ 
cult to injure and as quick to avoid attack as the heads qt 
these elusive sea-snails. The Irish hero CuchuUin wore 
pearls in his hair. As frail pearls were protected by oyster 
shellsj they possessed protective virtue for those who 
wore them. In this manner the ancient believers 5n 
magical charms were accustomed to reason. 

Palaeolithic hunters also wore necklaces of deer’s teeth, 
and these were fixed round the necks of the dead at 
burials. They were probably charms for swiftness of foot 
and endurance. Ahacan natives select for necklaces the 
claws of leopards, which arc supposed to impart to them 
the fierceness and cunning of these dreaded animals, and 
they believe that weariness is unknown to those w'ho have 
anldets of tortoise legs. When certain South American 
tribes go to battle they charm their bodies with the tusks 
of the courageous and irresistible peccary. 

Some anthropologists separate magic from religion, 
and define the former as a process whereby the service of 
the god is enforced, and the latter as a process to secure 
by appeal and obedience the goodwill and favours of the 
god. Another theoiy' is that magic was a mrans of leaguing 
oneself with the evil powers as opposed to the religious 
adoration of, and ceremonial connection with, the good 
powers. Among the most primitive peoples it is recog¬ 
nized that there is a right and a wrong way of obtaining 
supernatural aid. Individuals, like Faust, might form a 
compact with the devil and obtain favours denied to pious 
folk, who, however, secured ftiJl reward for their piety in 
the after-life. 

The believer in magic in primitive times had no well- 
defined and systematized philosophy of life. He appears 
to have had a vague conception of wo rid-pervading Power 
which issued from a hidden and inexhaustible source, and* 
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he endeavoured to "tap” the supply. This Power was 
manifested in many directions and in many forms. Here 
it specialized as the quality of strength or endurance, and 
there as cunning or keen-sightedness. It might also 
specialize as a curative influence, or be developed as a 
multiplying and exceedingly fertile agency. This hidden 
Power was also more potent at one season than another. 

As man’s mind developed, and he rccc^ni^cd his 
various deficiencies and needs in a world full of peril, 
he proceeded to increase his capabilities of acquiring a 
meed of this universal Power. He feasted on the body 
of a strong animal to increase his own strength, on a 
cunning animal to acquire more cunning, and, believing 
that life was in blood, sought to prolong his life by drink¬ 
ing blood. But he also believed that the virtues of an 
animal, for instance, were not only in its flesh and blood, 
but also in every part of Its body. He picked up and 
stuck in his hair the feather of an eagle, believing that the 
feather would Impart to him the keen-sightedness of that 
efficient bird of prey. His own clothing, his footprints, 
his saliva, his hair, his nail-parings, and so on, were so 
closely connected with himself that he could be injured or 
benefited if any of these things were brought into contact 
with magical energy. A man could be injured or 
hampered by injuring or hampering his footprints, by 
muttering spells over his nail-parings, by mixing his saliva 
with something infected with the energy of evil. There 
was another way of " tapping” the universal Potver. It 
could be directed into certain channels by ceremonies, or 
by uttering potent words. Herein the belief is involved 
that a god or animal can be mesmerized by force of 
example and will-power. If it was desired to catch a 
deer, the hunter performed the part he wished the deer to 
play; he ran and then fell as he wished the deer to fall; 

U3IM> ^ 
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fishermen acted the part of fish by wriggling as if into a 
net, or towards baited hooks. Sailors whistled to raise 
the wind, and ceased whisding when it blew hard enough. 
Ceremonies were similarly performed to bring on rain in 
season, and so on. 

It appears to have been recognized at an early period 
that there were two kinds of magic—the one kind brought 
good luck and the other bad luck. By effecting a cere¬ 
monial connection with the source of good-luck magic, 
mankind prospered. Wdls were lucky, and those who 
visited them wished for what they desired and left some 
article to ensure the constant supply of desired energy; 
certain trees were sources of good luck, and certain trees 
were sources of bad luck. An individual might guard 
himself against the infiucnce of bad luck by throwing a 
stone, as when, for instance, he threw one on a burial- 
cairn, or the spot where a disaster had occurred, or by 
spitting when an unlucky name was mentioned or an un¬ 
lucky animal passed by. 

Religious beliefs, it is argued, developed when man¬ 
kind rose to a higher intellectual plane and recognized 
that the world is subject to Intelligent control—that there 
is a Divinity '* which shapes our ends, rough hew them 
how we will”. It must be recognized, however, that 
when this hypothesis is given practical application it has 
to be subjected to qualifications. In civilized communities, 
like those of Babylonia and Egypt, the highest religious 
conceptions were associated with the crudest magical beliefs 
and practices. Deities were supposed to exercise control 
over the supply of “ Power”, but they might also be 
influenced by it themselves. In Babylonia the chief god 
of a pantheon attained his position by becoming possessed 
of the “Tablets of Fate”; he directed Power into certain 
channels, but another and older god usually genemted 
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Power. Merodach, for Instance, was king of the deities, 
but he had to co-operate with his father, Ea, the “Great 
Magidan *’ of the g^s. Ea generated Power bf utilizing 
fire and water. There are also traces of the atident belief 
that the moon was the supreme fountain-head of Power, 
creative, curative, fertilizing, and sustaining, and it was 
iadividualized as the bi-sexual drity Nannar (Sin), who 
was the Father and Mother in one. In Scotland and Ire¬ 
land the moon was never individualized, and the moon 
remained simply as a magical crucible. 

We may separate magic from religion, but this was not 
done by the early peoples who believed in both. They 
were fused in the common stock of inherited beliefs and 
ideas. The elements of religion can be detected in com¬ 
munities where magic is promineat, and the elements of 
magic can be traced in well-developed religious systems. 
It would appear that in the Palseolithic Age this con¬ 
fusion existed also. Primitive man was neither logical 
nor consistent. He embraced and perpetuated contra¬ 
dictory beliefe. Intensely conservative, he continued to 
cling to old ideas even after he embraced new ideas which 
were intended to supplant those which had become 

obsolete. 
Religious ideas appear to have had origin when man¬ 

kind were faced by crises. There came a time in every 
primitive community when it had to be recognized that 
magic failed them, A calamity visited charm-protected 
homes, charmed warriors fell in battle, starvation con¬ 
fronted a family or a tribe which had performed all the 
ceremonies required for procuring the food-supply. Man¬ 
kind had to face disaster with faith and courage, and In 
doing so he faced the unknown. “ Religion”, says Mr, 
R. R, Marett, “ is the faring of the unknown. It is the 
courage in it that brings comfort. . , . The courage in- 
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volved in all live religion normally co-exists with a certain 
modesty or humility.''‘ 

This religious feeling necessitated the recognition of 
supernatural will. It brought to the stricken heart a 
dim conception of a divine individuality which acted 
voluntarily and tn response to human appeals. The god, 
or chief of the gods, was not controlled by Power in the 
same way as mankind were. As this Jdei developed it 
was believed that good luck came from the god, the 
friend of man, and bad luck from the demon, the enemy 
of man. It was necessary to win the frvour of the god 
and secure protection against the demon. 

Magic, on the other hand, gave no recognition to a 
supreme controlling will It was rooted in the belief 
that the world was governed by natural laws. Those 
who practised it attained some success, but they generally 
failed because of their ignorance of natural laws. Their 
ideas about Power were based on the science of their 
times. They endeavoured to "harness" it as their 
descendants have "harnessed" the Niagara Falls, and 
to attract it from a recognized source as a wireless tele¬ 
graphic instrument attracts vibrating waves of electrical 
currents. In dealing with the elements they acted vainly, 
but often cunning!)', for rain-making ceremonies, for 
mstancCj were never practised except when rain was 
expected. The wily magicians rarely attempted the im¬ 
possible. They Invariably achieved success, however, 
when they sought to influence individuals. The primi¬ 
tive folks lived in a world of terror. Many minds were 
unstable; there were few who had not deranged nervous 
systems, Magicians achieved fkr-reaching results by 
sheer "make-believe". It was no difficult task for them 
to secure the co-operation of those whom they undertook 
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to injure or cure, by hypnotic suggestion. At the present 
day many of the members of primitive communities are 
found to be exceedingly prone to hysteria, and these, of 
course, are excellent subjects for the magician. A savage 
who is prepared to face a lion or a Maxim gun, may 
shiver at the glance of a magician who works up excite¬ 
ment by performing a dance or some awesome and 
mysterious ceremony with purpose to influence the dis¬ 
tribution of Power, 

When, therefore, we find a particular community with 
individualized gods or demons, it may be recognized that 
they have conceived of supernatural Wills which exist 
apart from magical energy. All acts performed to in¬ 
fluence these Wills in the interests of mankind are 
religious acts. A m^cal ceremony may thus be per¬ 
formed in a religious spirit. Some of the ancient peoples, 
however, performed religious acts in dealing with the 
gods, and practised magic when undertaking to baffle 
demons, ‘‘Those of the gods”, said Isocrates, “who 
are the source to us of good things have the title of 
Olympians ; those whose department Is that of calamities 
and punishments have harsher tides; to the first class 
both private persons and states erect altars and temples; 
the second is not worshipped either with prayers or burnt 
sacrifices, but in their case we perform ceremonies of 
riddance.”^ In India the ritualistic Brahmans performed 
magical acts to prevent the demons intercepting sacrifices 
intended for the gods. Egyptian priests practised magic 
to influence the gods, although they also made offerings 
to them, and those of Babylonia did likewise. The 
fusion of religion and magic gave rise to many complex 
practices and systems of belief. 

The Palaeolithic folks had their gods or demons, or 

^ ZKCTBi[c:i^ 11^ 
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both, as veil as their magital beliefs. Aoimal-headed super¬ 
natural beings were depicted in cave-drawings^ with hands 
and arms uplifted in the Egyptian attitude of adoration, 
or dancing the “dance of fertility” like the “goat-men" 
(satyrs) of Babylonia and the animal-headed deities of 
the wandering Bushmen. The fertility dance was 
“magical”; the dancer was a supernatural being, a reli¬ 
gious conception. 

In Babylonia the oldest ddties are indistinguishable 
from demons. Even the benevolent Ea, who instructed 
his worshippers how to erect buildings, dll the soil, 
and frame humanitarian laws, had his demoniac form. 
The PalEcolithic gods were apparently half demons also, 
“destroyers" as well as “preservers”, “enemies of man” 
as well as “friends of man", “bringers of calamitj''" as 
well as “bestowers of blessings”. 

In shaping their gods the early people made them 
ideals of what they sought most or feared most. The god 
of the athlete was a giant big as a tree, who threw great 
boulders farther than a human being could fling a pebble; 
the goddess of love was a lawless wanton who revelled in 
exaggerated love-matches, and her lovers were numerous 
as those of Ishtar and her kind. She was worthily de¬ 
picted as a steatopygous female, who was the ideal of 
reproducing motherhood, or as the slim beauty who 
charmed impressionable males. The god was a super¬ 
man and the goddess a superwoman. 

But the idea of gods was also affected by precon¬ 
ceived beliefs. Worshippers of animals, who believed that 
their ancestor was a particular animal, associated them 
with their anthropomorphic deities. Ea, the culture^od 
of Babylonia, was clad in the skin of the ancestral fish, 
whose virtues he had acquired by performing a sacrifice. 
The priest of a totemic cult similarly enclosed himself in 
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the skin of the incestrAl animal of his tribe or family, 
which provided the food-supply, or he wore a mask to 
represent the combination of the totem and the tribe in 
himself. Another theory which accounts for animal- 
headed deities is that they are a link between, human 
gods and animal gods; man progressed from the worship 
of the "Great Beast** to the “Great Man’* by degrees, 
the process being an evolutionary one. The problem is 
a difficult one, no doubt. But however we may attempt 
to solve it we have to deal with the fact that in the Aud- 
gnacian Age in southern and western Europe there were 
animal-headed gods. These therefore did not b^n to 
be either in Egypt or Babylonia. The process, if there 
was a process, was well advanced ere the Tigro-Euphra- 
tean valley was rendered habitable for man, or the proto- 
Egyptians had begun to sow grain and reap harvests, 
A prolonged Age of culture had prepared for the builders 
of future civiUaadon a tangled jungle of beliefs which 
they were to inherit and perpetuate; along with the 
decorative designs, &c-, invented before and during the 
Fourth Gladal Epoch. Even the fashions of attire were 
fixed in the early period. The bell-mouthed skirts, 
hanging from wasp waists, which have been associated 
with Cretan civilization, are displayed in Aurignadan 
cave - paintings. Even the Assyrian goddess's postures 
are earlier than Assyrian civilization. An ivory carving 
of Ishtar as an Egyptian goddess has been discovered at 
Kuyunjik. “The Egyptian character of the figure”, 
writes Mr, L. W. King,^ "leaps to the eye. , , . In 
fact, everything about the figure is Egyptian with one 
exception—the positiun of the hands. The fact that the 
goddess holds her breasts at once betrays her Asiatic 
character. ... The type, in fact, is characteristic of 

^ ^ArtkMv^e^j V0L I, Pet 1I„ prp. 107 
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western Asia and eictends also into the ^can.” The 
type and the pose are also characteristic the Auri- 
gnacian Age; some steatopygous hgures carved in ivory 
similarly hold their breasts with their hands. **It is sciU 
uncertain adds Mr, King^ whether the nude goddess 
is to be traced to a Babylonian, Anatolian, or .^gean 
source," She may have survived from Aungnacian 
times among the descendants of scattered Paleolithic 
peoples who mingled with later immigrants into Europe 
at the dawn of the Neolithic Age. In the next chapter 
it will be shown that traces of an ancient goddess cult 
survive in various areas, and that certain of these were 
peopled by Paleolithic folks in post-glacial times, who met 
and fused with the earliest settlers of the Mediterranean 
Race. 
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No PaJjEolitlilc skulls have been yet discovered in Crete, 
although traces have been forthcoming of an early stage 
of culture not unlike the Azilian, As the island was at 
one time connected with the mainland, it may be that the 
hones of the early races and the animals associated with 
them lie buried in the iEgean Sea, which, during the 
Inter-glacial periods, was a broad plain watered by noble 
rivers and covered by dense forests. The extensive land 
depression along the North African coast has similarly 
hidden from us the secrets of prehistoric Libya. 

In Malta, where ancient sites favoured by man were 
liable to less disturbance by builders than in Crete, skulls 
of the middle Paleolithic periods have been discovered. 
There are eleven specimens fiom Hal Sadieni in the 
Valetta museum, ^me arc of mixed types, but two 
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ha^ve distinct Moustcrian characteristics and especially the 
protruding brow ridges which distinguished the men of 
the Third Glacial Period. 

One skull from Hagiar Kim has negroid traits and 
appears to link with those found In the Grimaldi cave 
near Mentone- As has been stated, steatopygous figures 
have been taken from Neolithic Maltese graves and 
sanctuaries^ a sure indication that the Aurignacian proto- 
Bushmen were known to the early settlers of the Medi¬ 
terranean race. Some of these figures are nude and 
others wear the Bounced gown usually called “Cretan", 
and it is of Interest to note here that they are associated 
among burial relics with perforated axe amulets of polished 
stone. No Cro-Magnon skulls have been discovered in 
Malta, but some race quite as tall must have mingled 
there with the early Neolithic folk. A male skeleton 
found at Santa Verna measures 5 feet 9 inches in length. 
“ The man was of a noble type," writes an excavator; 
“ he must have stood 6 fret high, his skull is massive 
and shapely, the jaws and teeth arc even and regular, and 
the limbs powerful." ‘ The Mediterranean Neolithic man 
was of slight build and medium stature. 

The earliest Cretans were of the Mediterranean racial 
type, but among them were alien broad-heads. Ere the 
Neolithic folks settled on the island they came into con¬ 
tact, apparently, with mountaineers from the north, or 
descendants of Palsolithic races. Steatopygous figurines 
have been found in Cretan Neolithic strata. 

In Egypt there was no hiatus between the Pali^olithic 
and Neolithic Ages. Not only have steatopygous figur¬ 
ines been found in pre-Dynastlc Egyptian and Nubian 
graves, but also flints which show that the artifacts of the 
later period were developed from those of the earlier. A 

* Mala artJ ikt Mtdiirrrwaa Raet^ R- ?1 ft 
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reference to the "Smiting of the Troglodytes" on the 
Palermo stone of the First Dynasty may refer to descend¬ 
ants of the Paleolithic cave-dwellers. 

Palestine, the high road from Egypt into eastern 
Europe, has yielded numerous relics of the early stages 
of culture. Chellean and Acheulian dints "have been 
picked up on the maritime plain, in yet greater numbers 
on the plateau south of Jerusalem, and in considerable 
quantities in the region to the south of Amman, east of 
Jordan. Some have also been discovered fer to the south. 
In the region of Petra.” Professor Macalister, from 
whom we quote, notes that " Pal^lithlc man in Palestine 
missed, however, the higher developments attained by his 
brother in France". Mousterian cave-settlements in Phoe¬ 
nicia have yielded characteristic flints and bone instru¬ 
ments, including needles. Dr. Max Blanckenhorn has 
assigned the date 10,000 B.c. to the earliest Neolithic 
settlement In this region. Sherds of pottery have been 
discovered in the Phcenician cave of Harajel “side by 
side with the bones of extinct fauna, especially the woolly 
rhinoceros”. In the natural Gczer caves of a later age 
finds have been made of “rude pottery, ornamented with 
coarse moulding or roughly painted red lines; flint flakes, 
knives and scrapers; millstones; rounded stone pebbles, 
that could be used for a variety of purposes—heartli 
stones; heating stones; missiles; polishers, dec.”, and “an 
amulet or two of bone or slate, perforated for suspen¬ 
sion".^ 

In France the most remarkable link l>etween the 
Paleolithic and later ages is frirmed by the Cro-Magnon 
racial type which first appeared in the Dordogne valley in 
the Aurignacian Period, before the Fourth Glacial Epoch, 
The “ most curious and significant trait" of these people 

^ A m FdJalimf pp. 9 ff wp. 
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is that they have long heads and broad faces: that is, 
they have skulls with Mediterranean characteristics and 
faces which resemble those of the broad-headed Armenoids 
of the mountains. Summarizing the evidence of Dr. Col- 
lignon regarding the present-day inhabitants of the Dor¬ 
dogne valley, Professor Ripley says; “The people we 
have described above agree in physical characteristics with 
but one other type of men known to anthropologists. 
This is the celebrated Cro-Magnon race, long ago identi¬ 
fied by archseologists as having inhabited the south-west 
of Europe in prehistoric times." Varieties of the t)'pe 
have occurred owing to the proximity of other races, but 
it is still common and easily detected. Individuals with 
the Cro-Magnon skull and “dlsharmonic face "are also 
found among present-day Berbers,^ Skeletons of Cro- 
Magnon man of the Palajolithic Period have been found 
as far north as Belgium. Dr. Schllz finds traces at the 
present time of Cro-Magnon man throughout western 
Europe, and believes that even the Neanderthal-Spy 
(Moustertan) type has also left a slight but recognizable 
impress.* The high average stature and weight of the 
Scottish people, which has long puzzled ethnologists, may 
be due to a strong Palseolithic intermixture in early Neo¬ 
lithic times. The evidence obtained from the Glasgow 
graveyard, referred to in the Introduction, js suggestive' 
in this connection. 

Interesting evidence has been forthcoming at Mas 
d'Azil, in France, of the transition period between the late 
Paleolithic and early Neolithic culture. This stage of 
culture is called Azilian, It was of long continuance. 
Artifacts called “Azilian" found in Scotland may have 
been separated by a considerable period of time from those 

' 7if Jt«n ^ Emrtff, pji. 
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discovcretl at Mas d’A^il, Cro-Magnon and Magdalentan 
men lived through and survived the Fourth Glacial Epoch. 
Then during the subsequent period of minor oscillations 
of climate the reindeer and other animals of the chase 
migrated northwards. These were followed^ It would 
appear, hj the huntsmen, a proportion of whom, however, 
remained behind and adopted new habits of life. As the 
Cro-Magnon folks of the Dordogne valley had domesti¬ 
cated animals, they no doubt found the struggle for exist¬ 
ence in the homeland less arduous than their contempo¬ 
raries, the small men of Magddenian culture, who were 
hunters and fishermen and naught ebe. 

Subsequent to the Fourth Glacial Period there was 
a re-elevation of land, and the Magdalenian wanderers 
were able to walk over the bed of the English Channel. 
The reindeer entered the British Isles also and survived 
in Scotland until the Middle Ages. A deer-horn imple¬ 
ment, carved with a scene of the chase, which was picked 
up on the slopes of Ben W3rvis, was shown to the writer 
shortly after it was discovered. It lay for several years in 
the vestibule of a Dingwall hotel, but unfortunately has 
gone amissing. It appears to have been a relic of Paljeo- 
lithic culture of the late period which must be assigned 
to it in northern Highlands. The carving had Magda¬ 

lenian characteristics. 
Professor James Geikie shows that after the Fourth 

Gladal Epoch genial conditions prevailed in Scotland. 
This is the period of the great forests, relics of which are 
embedded in peat mosses. He terms it "Lower Fores- 
tlan A cold period followed and glaciers once again 
descended from the mountains, and some of these were 
not melted before they touched the sea. The forests 
decayed and the peat formed above the great trees which 
perished as each succeeding winter grew colder and each 
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succe«ding summer shorter and wetter. Meanwhile the 
land sunk and the sea washed round the 45 to 50 feet 
beaches. Another Inter^gladUl Period followed, during 
which the forests again flourished. It constitutes Geikie’s 

Upper Forestian ” Epoch. The Ust, or sixth, Glacial 
Period followed, with its small and local glaciers, during 
which the land sunk again, and the later peat beds covered 
great ^len trees. Thereafter the present Age was in¬ 
augurated by the raising of the land to more or less its 
present level with a gradual improvement of the climate. 

Traces of man in the Axilian stage of culture have 
been found in Scotland.* The MacArthur cave, which 
overlooks Oban, was inhabited when the sea was 30 feet 
above its present level, and the Highland trc^lodytcs 
—the earliest visitors—who were hunters and fishermen, 
left behind bone and horn implements, including the 
Azilian harpoon invented during the Magdalenian stage 
of culture of the Fourth Glacial Epoch in southern France, 
At Stirling harpoons of the same type were utilized at a 
period when whales spouted not far from the casde rock. 
Of late an interesting cave-dwelling, excavated at Rose- 
markic in the Black Isle, has yielded a variety of bone and 
other implements, and human remains. A large fire-place, 
with upright smoke-blackened stones and surrounded fay 
a cobbled floor, was laid bare. The cave is situated about 
15 feet above the present sea-level. 

Associated with these caves and other early settle^ 
ment^ chiefly on the ridges of the old coast-lines, are 
heaps of shells. These have been fiund as far nor^ as 
Caithness.* 

Those early settlers, of the “river-bed” race, are 
' For rulia tinea of PilKjUlhic wun i« Tir Saw Afu iw Brit^ ni fre- 
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believed to be of the same mixed stock, surviving from 
Pal^litbic times, as the famous “beach-combers” of the 
Danish “kitchen middens’*. When the earliest Medi¬ 
terranean racial pioneers of the Neolithic Age entered 
these islands, they met and mingled with the troglodytes 
who are referred to in Gaelic folk-tales.^ 

“ It may quite well be”, says Professor James Geikie, 
“ that Neolithic man appeared in southern Europe before 
Palseolithic man had vanished from the Pyrenean i^ion, 
and the two races may possibly have here come into con¬ 
tact.” Most archffiologists have abandoned the old hiatus 
theory. Dr. Robert Munro argues, after reviewing the 
latest evidence, that in Europe there was “no break in 
the continuity of human occupation from late Paleolithic 
to Neolithic times", and accepts Dr. Keith’s view that 
“ PaliEolithic blood is as rife in the British people of to¬ 
day as in those of the European continent Dr. Keith 
finds everywhere in England numerous representatives 

of the “river-bed” Pal^ioUthic folks. 
The Neolithic folks, who came into contact with the 

remnants of thePaiEolithic races in various parts of Europe, 
were representatives of the widespread Mediterranean or 
Brown Race. They were men of medium stature, with 
long heads and high but narrow foreheads, refined frees, 
dark eyes and hair, and slim bodies. Their brunette com¬ 
plexions suggest that their area of characterization was 
on the North African coast. Some ethnologists incline 
to the view that the homeland of this stock was Somali¬ 
land, the Punt of the Egyptian records, which, like Arabia, 
favoured the production of a larger population than it 
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yf3s capable of sustaining permanently. In Egypt they 
adopted the agricultural mode of life long before the 
dawn of history. Periodic follt-waves, drifting westward 
and east, entered Europe across the Straits of Gibraltar 
and through Palestine and Asia Minor by the coast-line 
route. In the process of time they overspread southern, 
central, and western Europe, and entered the British 
Isles. Probably they crossed over to Ireland from Scot¬ 
land. Their burial customs indicate that their religious 
beliefs were well developed prior to the period of " folk- 
wandering ”. The Neolithic graves in Europe and Afnca 
are constructed on similar lines, and the great majority 
of the skeletons they contain are remarkable for their 
uniformity of type. «So striking*’, writes Professor 
Elliot Smith, "is the family likeness between the early 
Neolithic peoples of the British Isles and the Mediter¬ 
ranean and the bulk of the population, both ancient and 
modern, of Egypt and East Africa, that the description 
of the bones of an Early Briton of that remote epoch 
might apply in all essential details to an inhabitant of 
Somaliland,”^ 

It is not necessary to assume that they waged a war 
of extermination against the Falsolithic huntsmen and 
fishermen of Europe, so as to account for their ultimate 
auperiority of numbers. Their pastoral and agricultural 
m^c of life made it possible for them to live in larger 
cotnmunities and prosper in smaller areas than the Pako- 
lithic huntsman, whose activities had necessarily to extend 
over wide stretches of country. At any rate, they never 
overcame the Dordogne valley men of Cro-Magnon type. 
It is possible that in districts in western Europe, as well 
as in the British Isles, the Neolithic and late Paheolithic 
peoples formed mixed communities. Dr. Robert Munro 
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suggests that the latter became the servants and “clod¬ 
hoppers” of the agriculturists. 

The Neolithic, like the late Palsoltthic peoples, were 
goddess-worshippers. They believed that the “Great 
Mother” had given origin to the world, the gods, the 
demons, and the races of mankind. In the various coun¬ 
tries in which early Neolithic civilization was developed 
traces still survive of this early belief, and It will be found 
that the conception of the “ Great Mother ” is as varied 
as were the degrees of culture attained by the separated 
communities of common stock. Primitive ideas appear to 
have persisted longer in isolated districts where ethnic 
disturbances were least frequent and habits of life less 
liable to undergo change. 

In Crete there were three outstanding forms of the 
mother-goddess—the snake-goddess, the dove-goddess, 
and the “ lady of wild creatures These may have been 
dil^rcnt forms of an original deity, or representative of 
a group composed of mother and daughters. As in 
Egypt and Babylonia, it is found that the one goddess 
tends Co absorb the attributes of the other. It is pos¬ 
sible that the Mother was supposed to manif^t herself 
in different forms, at different seasons, and in different 
districts, and that one of the results of local ritualistic 
development was to emphasize a particular form of the 
original deity. But there can be no doubt that the con¬ 
ception of the Mother was an essential part of the Cretan 
&ith. 

The great goddess was depicted wearing a flounced 
gown suspended from her slim waist, round which a girdle 
is clasped (Chapter VI). The upper part of the body is 
bare, and she has enormous breasts. Sometimes she stands 
on a mountain top, guarded by two great lions, and some¬ 
times she is seated beside trees or plants. In addition 
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to the lions, her wild include the wild goat, the 
horned sheep, the bull, the red deer, the snake, and the 
dove; and among the symbols associated with her are 
the horns of the bull, the double axe, the sacred pillar, 
the moon crescent, and a staff or wand. She was appa¬ 
rently a goddess of death, battle, fertility, and the chase. 
Offerings were made to her in a mountain-cave she was 
supposed to inhabit. 

It must be recognized at the outset that this ancient 
deity, like others of her kind, was not necessarily an 
attractive personality. Our conception of her must not 
be based solely on Greek sculpture, for instance. She is 
believed to be identical with Rhea, the mother of Vesta, 
Deraeter, Hera, Hades, Poseidon, and Zeus, and that 
deity was depicted by Phidias as a benign mother of great 
dignity and tenderness and beauty. The original mother 
was worshipped and propitiated because she was feared. 
She was the Fate who measured the lives of men, who 
sent disasters as well as blessings, and was associated with 
lions and snakes as well as doves and deer. Withal, she 
was a voluptuous wanton. Like the Babylonian Jshtar, 
who was the lover of Gilgamtsh in one hour and his 
unrelenting enemy in the next, she was fickle and change¬ 
able as the wind and the seasons. She gloried with 
callous heart in her power to destroy, and was untouched 
by tender emotions for mankind, when—- 

Looking over wasted lands. 

Blight and famine, plague and earthquake, roaring deeps and fiery 

Clan^ng^fights, and flaming towns, and sinking ships and praying 

Greek mythology, in which the beliefs of various ethnic 
elements were fused, and savage traditions were ultimately 
transformed by philosophic speculations, survives to us 
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tnsinly as the product of a cultured Age. But the poets 
and artists did not divest it wholly of its primitive traits. 
It is now gencraJljr recognized that the savagery of Cronus 
is not mere symbolism, or the wrath of Artemis, who 
required the sacrihee of a bcaudful maiden, simply a myth 
based on natural phenomena and not a reflection of “old 
unhappy lar-oiF things”—a reminiscence of primitive 
rites performed to propitiate a bloodthirsty deity. 

In those parts of ancient Europe in, which ancient 
rites were perpetuated till a comparatively late period the 
worship of pagan deities was a gloomy memory. The 
Irish Croinm Cruaich put prostrated hosts under “ deadly 
disgrace" before his golden image— 

To him without glory 
They would kill their piteaus, wretched oflspring, 
With much wailing and peril, 
To pour their blood around Cromm Cruaich. 

Milk and com 
They would ask from him speedily 
In return for one-third of their hedthy issue: 
Great was the horror and the scare of him,^ 

The mother-goddess of ancient Europe was similarly 
remembered as a devourer of children. She survives in 
English folk-lore as a fierce demon. In Leicestershire 
she is Black Ann is, who b associated with the Easter 
“hare hunt”, and has a “cat Anna" form. The earliest 
reference to her appears in the following extract from an 
eighteenth-century title-deed: “All that close or parcel 
of land commonly called or known by the name * Black 
Anny’s Bower Close V’ 

It must not be assumed, however, that Black Annis 
was a comoarativcly recent importation. She appears to 

^ CM{ MjtM mnJ p. 
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be of as great antiquity as the customs associated with 
her name. It is impossible to limit the age of these and 
other customs and beliefs which survive to the present 
day, not only in rural districts, but even in cities and 
among the cultured classes, after so many centuries of 
Christian teaching. If they have persisted so long, in 
spite of the combined influences of Church, printing-press, 
and school, like rank weeds among flowers, for how long 
a period, it may be asked, did they flourish before they 
were condemned and shown to be unworthy of civilized 
communities? There can be little doubt that some have 
been inherited from the earliest settlers in these islands, 
who brought from the Continent in one of the Inter-glacial 
Epochs, and ag^n in the Late Stone Age, the prototypes 
of the charms like the lucky pigs which now dangle from 
watch-chains and the mascots that figure on motor-cars 
and aeroplanes as they once figured on coracles, and boats 
hollowed from trunks of trees. 

It is not to be marvelled at that the ancient goddess 
should be remembered in Leicester district. The city’s 
name is fragrant with ancient memories. It was called 
after Llyr, the British sca-god,‘ who became the Xing 
Lear of the l^cnd on which one of Shakespeare’s great 
dramas was based, "He (King Lear) it was", wrote 
Gwffrey of Monmouth in the twelfth century, "that 
budded the city on the River Soar, that in the British 
is called Kacrlcir, but in the Saxon Leicester fLeir- 
Chester)."* ^ 

Black Annis Bower was a cave upon the Dane Hills,* 
which, during the past century, became filled up with 

^ j?p. ijji ft 
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earth« Over the cave grew an oak-tree, in the branches 
of which the hag was wont to conceal herself so that she 
might pounce out unawares and seize hiLman victims, 
especially children. A local poet has immortalized the 
hag and her cave; 

An i^jc, the pride of all ihe mossy ddJ, 
Spreads iis broad arms above the stony cell} 
And many a hush, with hostile thorns arrayed. 
Forbids the secret cavern to invade. 

Here Black Annis " held her solitary reign, the dread and 
wonder of the neighbouring plain'*. Shepherds attributed 
to her the loss of lambs, and mothers their loss of children. 
According to a local writer, the children of a past genera¬ 
tion **who went to run on Dane Hills were assured that 
Black Anna lay in wait there to snatch them away to her 
‘ bower V 

Oh the gaunt maid the franitc mother cursed**, 

sang the poet, who has left the following interesting 
description of the hag:— 

'T is said the soul of mortal man recoiled 
To view Black AnniV eye^ so tierce and wild. 
Vast ulons, foul with human flesh, there grew 
In place of hands, and features livid blue 
Glar’d in her visage; whilst the obscene waist 
Warm skins of human victims close embraced.^ 

She appears to be identical with the ** Yellow Muilear- 
teach” of Gaelic legend: 

Her Ace was blue bbek of the lustre of coal, 
And her bone-tufied tooth was like red rust. 
In her bead was one deep pool-like eye 
Swifter than a star in a winter sky,* 

* Cimy Fili-Art (L<3ceftctih7re ind Rutliad];, by C. }. fliUMm, VoL f, LotMtao, 
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Another description of her runs: 

The name of the dauncless spectre 
Was lie Md-oed, wiite^m^cd Muileartcach^ 
Her fcicc was dark-grey' of the hue of cools, 
The teeth of her jaw were slandng fed^ 
There was one flabby eye in her head 
That quicker moved than lure pursuing mackerel. 
Her head bristled dark and grey, 
Like scrubwood before hcor-frost. 

But the ScotO“lrish hag did not wear *^warm skins of 
human victims*'. 

Oscar caught 
The embroidered skirt that was round her haAy- 

Thcy took the apple from the wretch^ 

She had also a “girdle’' like AphroditCp^ In India there 
i is a ferocious goddess, who resembles Annis of Leicester, 

This is Black Kali* She is usually depicted dancing the 
“dance of ferdhty^*, like the Aurlgnacian and Bushman 
deities* Modem artists have given her normal eyes, but 
have retained also the primitive forehead eye. She wears 
a necklace of human or giant heads, and from her girdle 
dangle the hands and skins of victims* It would appear 
that Kali, whose body was smeared with the sacrificial 
blood, was a form of the earth-geddess; her harvest form 
was Jagadgauri, the yellow woman; while as the love and 
fertility deity she was the beautiful Lakshmi or Sri, she 
was Durga as the goddess of war.* The Greek goddess 
Demeter was black at Phigalia (Chapter VIII), but the 
ancient black statue of her was onl^ a metnory in the days 
of Pausanias. No doubt the rites associated with her 
worship were abandoned when “old times had gone and 
manners changed”. Still the memory of Black Dcmeter 

* a*/ if Cffiie TriidiiMw^ Vol* JV, pp. 14^ tt up (Lefldoc^ 
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survived as the mother of Persephone, the young corn- 
goddess, The “Green Demcter" was the green corn, 
and the “yellow Demcter” the ripened harvest grain. As 
the Roman Ceres her name is perpetuated in cereals— 
the gifts of the goddess.^ 

The Libyan goddess Neith was depicted with a green 
fiice. Her symbols included the “shuttle” or thunder¬ 
bolt, the bow and arrows of deities of fertility, lightning, 
rain, and war. In Babylonia, where the demoniac forms 
of gods and goddesses were perpetuated in metrical charms 
and incantations, the “Labartu” (Sumerian “Dimmc”} 
was a female demon. She resembled the English Annis 
and the Scoto-Irish Mullearteach, This primitive god¬ 
dess haunted mountain and marsh, and devoured stray 
children who were not protected against her by wearing 
magical charms attached to neck-cords. The Egyptian 
Sekhet-Hathor was similarly a destroyer. In her primi¬ 
tive lion-headed Sekhet form, crowned with the solar disk 
and ur«us serpent, she was sometimes depicted with a 
naked dagger grasped tightly in her right hand, and 
sometimes with a magic wand. Isls-Hathor, who personi¬ 
fied all the goddesses of Egypt in late times, is referred 
to significantly in a Philae text as follows;— 

Kindly is she as Bast (the cat-goddess) 
Terrible u die its Sekhet.’ 

The association of the Cretan mother-goddess with 
trees and mountains will be dealt with more intimately 
in a later chapter. Here, however, it is of interest to 
note that the demoniac English deity. Black Annis, was a 
tree as well as a cave deity. Offerings of children were 

1 the Cwfl md iJic WntS"), VftL I, pp. 35 ffwf* (ibird 
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probably made to her in the archeological Hunting Period, 
as they were to the Irish Cromm Cruaich In the Agri¬ 
cultural Period in retiim for milk and corn. The oak 
in Leicestershire was reverenced as the habitation of the 
goddess. In Chamwood Forest the **copt oak” was a 
** trysting-place in olden time”. It was long ”a place of 
assembly. . . . Swain motes (courts for the common 
people) were held for regulation of rights and claims on 
the forest." In the Highlands Gaelic-speaking people 
who attend a court at the present day refer to it as a 
**mote”. Trials were conducted at these assemblies, and 
it is not surprising to find that near the Leicestershire 
“swain’s hill" is situated “Hangman’s Stone”, “Royal 
Oak Day” (May 29th) is the “ May Day” for Leicester¬ 
shire children. 

In early times the maypole^ usually made of oak, was 
the symbol of authority and justice, as well as of fertility. 
“The column of May ”, suggests one writer on the subject, 
“ was the great standard of justice in the Ey Commons, 
or Fields of May, Here it was that the people, if they 
saw cause, deposed or punished their governors, their 
barons, or their kings." When the maypole was brought 
from the forest the youths and maidens joined in singing 
songs, of which the chorus was: “ We have brought the 
Summer home".^ Scrimmages took place between youths 
who were attired to represent winter and spring. A 
seventeenth-century writer says that *‘a company of 
yonkers, on May-day morning, before day, went into 
the country to fetch home a maypole with drumme and 
trumpet, whereat the neighbouring inhabitants were af¬ 
frighted, supposing some enemies had landed to sack 
them. The pole being thus brought home and set up, 
they began to drink healths about it till th^ could not 

* QuDlfd la Vet 1, pp. 
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stand so steady as the pole dtd/*^ The maypole customs 
and the ”motes'’ held under oak-trees are evidently 
relics of tree-worship. Probably the human representative 
of the Cretan goddess^ seated below her tree, dispensed 
justice and ushered in the season of fertility and growth, 
like the May Queen. 

In Scotland, where there are “motes” also, it is found 
that certain “church lands” were anciently associated 
with magical and religious ceremonies.^ Twisting paths 
leading to wells and hillocks remain os “ rights of way”. 
It is of Interest to find, too, that the habit of swearing by 
the earth was also prevalent. In a Gaelic story it is 
related that when the heroes formed a compact to avenge 
insults and injuries suffered by one of their number they 
“lifted a little piece of earth and shouted ‘Vengeance’". 
They thus effected a ceremonial connection with the 
Earth Mother, In Greece “the most current formula 
of the public oath, when a treaty was to be ratified or an 
alliance cemented, was”, writes Dr. Famell, “the invoca¬ 
tion of Zeus, Helios, and Ge (the Earth Mother). And 
doubtless", he adds, “ one of the earliest forms of oath 
taken was some kind of primitive communion, whereby 
both parties place themselves in sacred contact with some 
divine force.”* 

Ge or Gaia was a vague and ancient deity who was 
sometimes identified with the “earth snake”. She was 
the mother of Titans, Cyclopes, and Hecatonchelres. 
Similarly the Scoto-Irish hag known as “Callleach" (old 
wife), “Grey Eyebrows", “ Muileartcach”, &c., was 
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mother of the gknt$ (Fomorians) who had monstrous 
fcirms^ and against whom gods and mortals waged war. 
A black Iamb was offered to Gaia, The Caillcach was 
apparent])^ offered the “black boar”, or the “green 
boar”, slain by the heroes of folk-tales. 

As the Earth Mother was sworn by, she must have 
been conceived of as an active forces capable of assuming 
concrete form. Rhea, Demcter, Artemis, and other 
deities were probably forms or manifestations of her at 
various seasons. 

The Cailleach, with blue-black face and roaring 
mouth, appears to have been recognized in her Muil- 
eartcach form as the spirit of tempest on sea and land. 
As the mountain-spirit of the Hunting Period she moved 
restlessly among the hills, followed by herds of wild 
animals, including deer, goats, and swine. In her right 
hand she grasped a “hammer”, or “magic wand”, like 
the gigantic Cretan goddess on her lion-supported moun- 
trin-peak. When standing-stones were struck with the 
“magic wand”, they were immediately transformed into 
giant warriors, fully armed and ready for battle. After 
throwing away this, her symbol of fertility and authority, 
the Cailleach herself was transformed into a standing- 
stone “looking over the sea”. She was also associated 
with rivers and lakes and overflowing wells. 

This hag, who, according to one folk-tale, “existed 
from the long eternity of the world”, was not only 
the mother of giants but also the ancestress of the 
various tribes of mankind. In Ireland she appears to 
have been the earlier Danu, the mother of the Danann 
gods and people, and Anu, the mountain-hag associated 
with “the Paps of Anu”. As the “Old Woman of 
Beare” she had “seven periods of youth one after 
another”, writes Professor Kuno Meyer, “so that every 
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mm who had lived with her came to die of old age, and 
her grandsons and great-grandsons were tribes and races”*' 
In several stories she appears before a hero as a repulsive 
hag and suddenly transforms herself into a b^utlfiil girl. 

As the patroness of wild animals the CalUeach re¬ 
sembles Artemis, whom Browning, like certain of the 
Greek poets, idealized and consequent!j robbed of her 
primitive savage character. 

I died in Hell o*er my pale people peace, 
On Earth, I, caring for the creatures, guard 
Each pregnant yellow wolf and fbicbitch sleek 
And every feathered mother’s callow brood, 
And all that love green haunts and loneliness. 

Artemis oo^ionally appeared in the form of a hare, a 
hind, or a bear. As a goddess of the chase she might be 
depicted seated on the back of a stag or standing with 
bow in hand beside a hill surmounted by a boar’s head. 
Human sacrifices appear to have been offered to her, and 
myths were formed in the process of time to justify the 
substitution of wild animals for girls and tads. Spartan 
boys were flogged and sprinkled with blood at rites con¬ 
nected with Artemis worship. As a wind-goddess she 
demanded the sacrifice of Agamemnon s daughter when 
the fleet assembled at Aulis in Boeotia ready to sail 
against Troy. The Scoto-Irish Caitleach had similarly 
control over the winds, as had also the hags who “ brewed 
breezes” on Jochgrimm mountain in Tyrol. Artemis 
haunted the mountains Erymanthus and Taygetus and 
the banks of the River Eurotas in Laconia. It was in 
Crete that she was fabled to have slain the giant Orion 

because he loved her. 
It will be seen that the idea of the mother-goddess 

IniJ p. 
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prevailed in ancient times from India to Ireland and 
throughout Egypt. Although she was closely assodated 
with the Mcditernuieati or Brown Race, which included 
the Neolithic Europeans, the proto-Egyptians, the Su- 
raerians, Southern Persians, and Aiyo-Indians, she was 
also a conspicuous figure in the Late Paleolithic Period. 
Long before the ideal types oF her had evolved in Greece, 
she was a terror-inspiring conception among the common 
people. In Isolated areas, which were untouched by 
Greek idealism, her memory was perpetuated as a re¬ 
pulsive and blood-thirsty hag who terrorised the people 
and demanded annual dues of human and animal victims. 
She was associated with the worship of stones, trees, wild 
animals, wells and rivers, mountains and mounds. As 
an earth-goddess she was a deity of death, destruction, 
fertility, and growth; hunters preyed on her docks and 
had accordingly to propitiate her; pastoralists made 
offerings to her to secure the supply of grass, and the 
agricultural peoples rccognlacd her as the mother of the 
corn-spirits, male and female. She reflected the culture 
of various stages of human development, and she assumed 
the character of the various communities who developed 
the ritual of her worship; she also mirrored the natural 
phenomena of the different countries in which she re¬ 
ceived recognition. Yet she was never wholly divested 
of her primitive traits. As in Aurignacian times, she 
remained as the Mother who was the ancestress of all and 
the source of good and evil, or luck and misfortune. In 
Crete she was well developed before the earliest island 
settlers began to carve her images on gems and seals or 
depict them in frescoes. She symbolized the island and 
its social life and organization. The Cretans, according 
to Plutarch, spoke of Crete as their motherland and not 
their fatherland. 
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As the mother-goddess in her various forms reflected 
the habits of life and the degree of civilization attained by 
her worshippers, it is possible also that the prominence 
given to the female principle in religious life caused women 
to be held in higher esteem than among the peoples of the 
god cult. Mr. J. R. Hall, in his Anmnt iit the Far 
East^ referring to the social status of the women in Crete, 
says that ” it is certain they must have lived on a footing 
of greater equality with men than in any other ancient 
civilization. . . . We see in the frescoes of Knossos con¬ 
clusive indications of an open and free association of men 
and women, corresponding to our idea of * Society’, at the 
Minoan Courts unparalleled till our own day.” Cxsar 
remarked on the matriarchal conditions which prevailed in 
certain parts of ancient Britain. Among the Scottish 
Piets descent was reckoned by the female line, as in the 
royal iamilies of Egypt and southern European states. 
It is possible that in Aurignadan times the women 
of the tribes similarly exercised considerable influence. 
They appear to have been prominent in the perform¬ 
ance of magical and religious rites. Indeed, it is the 
opinion of some anthropologists, like Bachofen, that 
women exercised a greater influence than men in develop- 
ing primitive religious ideas. Wherever”, he comments 
** gyn^cocracy meets us, the mystery of religion is bound 
up with it, and lends to motherhood an incorporation of 
some divinity.” * The evidence gleaned from certain folk¬ 
tales suggests that women trained young huntsmen and 
warriors to perform feats of strength and skill. When the 
Irish Cuchullin visited Alban, to complete his military 
education, he was tested by an Amazon. Brynhild, of 
Iceland fkme, like Brunhild of the Niheluttgen/ieeif over¬ 
came many warrriors ere she was won. 

^ Dm p. XTi 
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The comparative evidence dealt with in this chapter 
emphasizes the latt that in dealing with the Cretan and 
pre-Hellenic deities account must be taken of the primi¬ 
tive modes of thought which are traceable in the accumu¬ 
lated myths and legends attached to them. In the process 
of myth-making many influences were at work. Histori¬ 
cal happenings had to be dealt with as well as the experi¬ 
ences of everyday life in a new environment. The growth 
of civilization changed the character of religious bclicls 
also. When old savage practices were abandoned^ myths 
were framed to justify innovations, as when, for instance, 
the innocent girl Iph^enia was to be sac rifled to Artemis 
but was substitute by a stag. It was related that the 
goddess carried her off in a doud and decided that she 
should become a priestess. The practice of offering up 
strangers in sacrifice obtained probably when a coramuxiity 
began to abhor the Idea of offering up one of its own 
members. 

In the next chapter it will be shown how the study of 
ancient myths has led to the discovery of those traces of 
ancient civilization in Crete and the iEgean which has 
made it possible to reconstruct two thousand years of 
pre-Helicnic civilization. 



CHAPTER IV 

History in Myth and Legend— 

Schliemann's Discoveries 
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Myccn^an Gravei—**Agamemnon"* Tomb**—A Famoui TelegTsma—Later 
EacaTationi—Schiicniaiin*j Scheme to ceplon: Ln Crete—Death of the Fptoaou* 
Ex carat or. 

The knowledge possessed by European scholars a gene¬ 
ration ago regarding pre-Hellenic civilization was of 
slight and doubtful character. Histories of Greece 
devoted small space to the Heroic Age. These usually 
began by stating that Greece was so called by the Romans, 
that it had been anciently known as Hellas and embraced 
several States—Attica, Arcadia, Achaea, Bocotia, &c.—and 
that the term Hellas had wider significance than was 
attached to it in modern times, having been used to 
denote the country of the Hellenes wherever they might 
happen to be settled, so that Cyrene in North Africa and 
Miletus in Asia Minor, for instance, were as essentially 
parts of Hellas as Arcadia or Bmotia. It was also recog¬ 
nized that the Hellenes were not the earliest inhabitants 
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of Greece proper. Before these invaders entered into 
possession of the country it had been divided between 
various "barbarous tribes”, including the Pelasgi and 
their congeners the Caucones and Lelies. ThirlwaU, 
among others, expressed the view " that the name Pelas- 
gians was a general one, like that of Saxons, Franks^ or 
Alcmaimi, and that each of the Pelasgian tribes had alv? 
one peculiar to itself". The Hellenes did not extermin¬ 
ate the aborigines, but constituted a military aristocracy. 
Aristotle was quoted to show that their original scat was 
near Dodona, in Epirus, and that they first appeared 
in Thessaly about 1384 b,c. It was believed that the 
Hellenic conquerors laid the foundation of Greek civili¬ 
zation. 

Grotc, on the other hand, declined to accept the theory 
that the Pelasgians constituted the sole indigenous ele¬ 
ment in Greece. “ In going through historic^ Greece ", 
he said, ** we are compelled to accept the Hellenic aggre¬ 
gate with its constituent elements as a primary fact to 
start from. ... By what circumstances, or out of what 
pre-existing elements, the aggregate was brought together 
and modified, w*e find no evidence entitled to credit. 
There are, indeed, various names affirmed to designate 
the ante-Hellenic inhabitants of many parts of Greece_ 
the Pelasgi, the Lelies, the Kuretes, the Kaukones, the 
Aones, the Temmikes, the Hyantes, the Telchines, the 
Boeotian Thracians, the Telebo®, the Ephyri, the Phlcgyse, 
&c. These are names belonging to legendary, not to 
historical Greece-Extracted out of a variety of conflicting 
legends by the logographers and subsequent historians, 
who strung together out of them a supposed history of 
the past, at a time when the conditions of historical evi¬ 
dence were very litde understood. That these names 
designated real nations may be true but here our know- 
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Iwige ends. We have no well-mformed witness to tell 
ns of their times, their limits of residence, their acts, or 
their character; nor do we know how Jiar they are identi¬ 
cal with or diverse from the historical Hellenes, whom 
we are warranted in calling, not the first inhabitants of 
the count!}', but the first known to us upon any tolerable 
evidence/' The attitude assumed, by this cautious his¬ 
torian regarding the Pelasgians is still defensible in these 
days when different archseologists apply the term in 
diferent ways, one holding, for Instance, that the Pelas¬ 
gians were the .^geajis of Mediterranean race, and another 
that they were a late '*wave” of prc-HeJlenic conquerors, 
Grote insisted that all Herodotus knew about the Pelas- 
gians was that they occupied a few scattered and incon¬ 
siderable townships in historical Greece and spoke a 
barbarous language/ He pointed out, however, that 
our term “barbarian" does not express the same idea as 
the Hellenic word, “which involved associations of re¬ 
pugnance", although derived from it. “The Greeks”, 
he explained, “^oke indiscriminately of the extra-Hel¬ 
lenic world with il its Inhabitants whatever might be the 
gentleness of their character and whatever might be their 
degree of civilization ", All non-Hellenes were, as the 
Chinese put it, “ foreign devils ", 

Historians who were more inclined than Grote to 
attach weight to folk-traditions were yet unable to gather 
much from those of the Hellenes regarding their origin, 
except that they professed to have come from “the East” 
and claimed to 1^ descendants of an eponymous ancestor 
called HelJen. The story of this patriarch and his family 
b given in the Hesiodic version of the World’s Ages myth. 
When Zeus resolved to destroy the wicked Bronze Race 
by sending a great flood, he spared Deucalion and his wife 
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Pyrrha, who took refuge in an ark. According to one 
tradition, this couple, on praying to Zeus, were enabled 
to repeople the devastated world by throwing over their 
shoulders stones which were transforirjed into human 
bein^, These were ‘*thc Stone Folk". Another 
tradition made Deucalion the ancestor of the whole Greek 
race, through his son HcUen, who had three children, 
named Dorus and ^olus, the ancestors of the Dorians 
and .Pollans, and Xu thus, whose sons Achajus and Ion, 
were the progenitors of the Achscans and lontans. 

The period that elapsed between the early sctdement 
of the Hellenes and the siege of Troy was called the 
Heroic Age, after the fourth Hesiodic Age of the World, 
or the Homeric Age, during which the civilization depicted 
in those great epics the l&ad and the Odyssey had full 
development. 

) Historians parted company when they came to deal 
with the prehistoric period. Thirlwall was inclined to 
sift historical matter from the legends. Grote, however, 
was frankly sceptical, «That which I note as Terra 
Incognita he said, “ is in his (ThirlwaD's) view a land 
which may be known up to a certain point, but the map 
which he draws of it contains so few ascertained places as 
to differ very Htde from absolute vacuity,” ' Dealing 
with the Trojan war, he declared that, “though literally 
believed, reverentially cherished, and numbered among 
the gigantic phenomena of the past by the Grecian public, 
it is in the eyes of modern enquiry essentially a I^nd 
and nothing more ”, His answer to the question as to 
whether the war ever took place was: “ As the possibility 
of it cannot be denied, so neither can the reality of it be 
affirmed”,* We who are “wise after the event” may 
rail at Grote, but it must be remembered that he wrote at 

' Hiiipjj tf Crtni, VoL II, p. 3sS. V*l. I, 
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a time when little was known regarding ancient Egypt, 
Babylonia, and Assyria, except what could be derived fix)m 
classical writers and Biblical references. He, however, 
rcc<^mzed that the myths had a psychological if not a 
historical value when he wrote 1 “ Two courses, and two 
only, are open : either to pass over the myths altogether, 
which is the way in which modern historians treat the old 
Bridsh fables, or else to give an account of them as myths; 
to recognize and respect their specihe nature, and to 
abstain from confounding them with ordinary and certi¬ 
fiable history. There are good reasons for pursuing the 
second method in reference to the Gredani myths, and 
when so considered they constitute an important chapter 
In the history of the Grecian mind, and, indeed, in that of 
the human race generally.” ^ He did not agree with those;, 
however, who ^Heved that the Homeric picture of life 
was wholly fictitious. Indeed, he drew, like others, upon 
the epics for evidence regarding customs and manners of 
life in eirly Greek times, although he held they contained 

** no historied facts 
It was generally recognized that the petty states of 

Greece were ruled over by hereditary chiefs, whose power 
was limited by a military aristocracy. Piracy was an 
honourable occupation,” as one writer put it, **ajid war 
the delight of noble souls,” Some historians added, on 
the authority of Thucydides,* that the commencement of 
Grecian civilization might ^ dated from the reign of 
King Minos of Crete, who had cleared the iEgcan Sea of 
pirates. Grote could not, on the other hand, believe that 
the Minos legends had any historical value. "Here we 
have ”, he wrote, ” conjectures derived fiom the analt^ 
of the Athenian maritime empire of historical times, sub- 

^ Hhe*jy trjfjrawp VflL U FF 
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stituted in place of the fabulous incidents and attached to 
the name of Minos."' 

It should not surprise us that the so-called "doubting 
Thomases" among the historians hesitated to make use 
of myths and legends. Grotc held that if he were to pro¬ 
ceed with a view to detect a historical base in the stories 
of Troy and Thebes, he would be compelled to deal 
similarly with the mji^s of “ Zeus in Crete, of Apollo 
and Artemis in Delos, of Hermes and of Prometheus ”. 
If Achilles was to he taken seriously, although he was of 
supernatural origin, what of Bellerophon, Perseus, Theseus, 
and Hercules ? These would also have to be " handled 
objectively 

In time the estponents of the new science of Compara¬ 
tive Mythology, which at its Inception was based chiefly 
on philological evidence, attracted much attention and Im¬ 
pressed not a few serious students of classical history with 
their theory that classical legends were renderings of im¬ 
memorial reh'^ous myths, the gods and goddesses having 
been transformed into human heroes and heroines. In 
Greek mythology”, it was contended, **each diflerent 
aspect of nature had many didferent names, because a few 
simple elements crystallized into many difTcrent forms. 
This is why there are so many gods and goddesses.” As 
much may be granted, although, as is now believed, the 
view » somewhat narrow. But when the theory was 
given pracdcal application it led to rather too sweeping 
conclusions of rather fanciful character. Zeus ”, wrote 
one authority, is married to many different wives. The 
bright sky must look down on many lands. His visits to 
different countries are thus explained. . , . Achilles is 
child of the sea-goddess; so the sun often appears to rise 
out of the water. His bride is torn from him, and he 

^ Aij4u7 of Vah I, p |tl. 
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sulks ill his tent*, sq the sun must leave the dawn and be 
hidden by dark clouds. He lends his amour to Patroclus 
except the spear; none other can wield the spear of 
Achilles: so no other can equal the power of the sun’s 
rays” And so on until the absurdity concluded with; 
“Achilles tramples on the dead body of Hector, but 
Hector is of dark powers, though noble in himself ^ so 
a blazing sunset tramples down the darkness, finally, 
Achilles is slain by an arrow from a Trojan. He is 
vulnerable only in the heel, but the arrow finds him there. 
So the sun is conquered by the darkness in his turn, and 

disappears, a short-lived brilliant thing. 
The hero of the Oi^JSsey met a similar fiite. “ Ody sseus 

is the sun in another character, as a wanderer, and his ad¬ 
ventures describe the general phenomena of daytime from 
the rising to the setting of the sun. . . . His journey is 
full of strange changes, of happiness and misery, success^ 
and reverses, like the lights and shadows of a gloomy day.” 

The ///fli/, as a narrative, was regarded with contempt. 
“There is nothing noble or elevated in the gods or 
heroes ”, remarked one solar-symbolist, who referred to 
himself as “ one of the advanced thinkers ”. Everyone 
knows", he went on, with unconscious htnnour, *‘that 
the //W is a poem which tells two stories: of a war 
between the Greeks and Trojans to recover a Grec^ 
woman named Helen, who had run away from her lawful 
husband with a Trojan hero named Paris, and carried a 
great treasure with her; also of the anger of Achilles, a 
Grecian hero, and the dreadful consequences it brought 
upon the Grecian army encamped upon the plains around 
Troy.” A physical explanation of this “petty I^end 
had to be sought for. Professor Max Mdller declared: 
“ The siege of Troy is a repetition of the daily siege of 
the East by the solar powers that are robbed of their 
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brightest treasures in the West". One of his critics and 
followers, Mr. Cox, remarked with much Justification 
that this ^ *' not quite plain ", but he only added to 
the confusion by urging a new hypothesis, Few will 
venture to deny", he remarked, with the characteristic 
confidence of the theorist, “ that the stealing of the bright 
clouds of sunset by the dark powers of night, the weaty 
search for them through the long night, the battle with 
the robbery as the darkness is driven away by the ad¬ 
vancing chariot of the lord of light, are favourite subjects 
with the Vedic poets.” So was Greece robbed of its 
heroes and Troy swept out of existence. If such a war 
took place , Mr, Cox argued, ** it must be carried back 
to a lime pr^eding the dispersion of the Aryan tribes 
from their original home.” 

But while these and other examples of what Mr. 
Andrew L^ng has characterized as “ scholarly stupidity" 
impressed not a few prominent men, a small band of 
students strenuously declined to regard the Homeric 
legends as products of traditional myths «based on the 
various phenomena of the earth and heavens". One of 
these was the self-educated merchant, Hem^' Schliemann, 
whose faith in Homer led him to make discoveries which 
have thrown a flood of light on early iEgean civilization, 
and incidentally shattered forever the theories of the 
solar mythologists. “The Trojan War” he wrote in 
iBySj “has for a long time past been regarded by many 
eminent scholars as a myth, of which however they vainly 
endeavoured to find the origin in the Vedas. But in 
all antiquity the siege and conquest of Ilium by the 
Greek army under Agamemnon was considered as an, 
undoubted historical fact, and as such it is accepted by 
the great authority of Thucydides.’ The tradition has 

^ TktttyJidis^ S, lOp 
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even retained the memory of many details of that war 
which have been omitted by Homer, For my part, I 
have always firmly believed in the Trojan War; my fiiU 
faith in Homer and in the tradition has never been shaken 
by modern criticism, and to this faith of mine I am in¬ 
debted for the discovery of Troy and its treasure.”^ 

The story of Heinrich Schliemann’s life is a fitting 
prelude to an account of his epoch-making discoveries in 
Asia Minor and Greece which “ led up ”, as Mr. Hawes 
says, ^*to the revelations in Crete from 1900 onwards . 
He was born on 6th January, 1822, in the little German 
town of Neu Buckow, in the duchy of Mecklenberg- 
Schwerin, and was scarcely twelve months old when his 
father, a Protestant clergyman, removed to Anka^hagen, 
near Waren, At this village the future archseobgist, who 
was a precocious child, received impressions before he was 
ten years old which influenced his whole life and prompted 
him to achieve renown as a pioneer in the domain of pre- 
Hellenic research, Ankershagen was enveloped in an 
old-world atmosphere; it was indeed an ideal “homeland", 
with its antiquities, legends, and superstitions, for one of 
Heinrich Schliemann’s temperament and mental leanings. 
The summer-house in the manse garden was reputed to 
be haunted by the ghost of his father’s predecessor. 
Pastor von Russdorf, and near at hand was a small pond 
out of which each night at the stroke of twelve a spirit 
maid was believed to rise up, grasping a silver cup in her 
hand. In the village a ditch-surrounded mound—one of 
the kind called a Hunengrab, or “ Hun's gmve’'—had 
attached to it a story about a great robber who buried in 
It his favourite child in a golden cradle. L^ends^ of 
similar character are told regarding “giants’ graves” m 
these islands. Treasure was also s^d to lie concealed 

* p. 
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under a round tower in the local land-proprietor’s garden, 
“ My feith in these treasures was so great”, Schltcmann 
wrote in after years, “that whenever I heard my father 
complain of his poverty, I expressed my astonishment 
that he did not dig up the silver bowl or the golden 
cradle and so become rlch.”^ 

An ancient castle also made a strong appeal to the 
boy's imaginadon. It was supposed to have the usual 
long underground passage leading to somewhere, and to 
be visited nightly by awesome spectres. At one time, 
the legend ran, it was the abode of a notorious robber 
knight, Henning Bradenkirl, who buried his treasure and 
committed suicide when, rc^'ciation having been made of 
his designs on the life of the Duke of Mecklenberg, his 
stronghold was besieged by that great nobleman. Hen¬ 
ning found no rest in bis grave, and it was whispered 
among the young folks that time and again he had thrust 
out one of his legs with purpose apparently to visit the 
spot where his hoard was concealed. “1 often begged 
my father”, Schltcmann has told, “ to excavate the tomb, 
in order to see why the foot no longer grew out.” This 
belief that there was a kernel of truth in ancient legends 
caused him ultimately to search for traces of ancient Troy, 
and open the graves of heroes who, according to classic 
narratives, had been buried with their armour and rich 
ornaments. “ My firm faith in the tradltrons”, he wrote 

*S77i “made me undertake my late excavations in the 
Acropolis (of Mycen®) and led to the discovery of the 
five tombs, with their immense treasures,”® So the boy 
was father of the man 

The impecunious clergyman of Ankershagen cast over 
the mind of his son, Heinrich, the romantic glamour of 
classic myth and legend. The nursery stories he related 

• Ihn, Yp. 1 n Iff. »p. 3JJ. 
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were not of elves and giants, but of the last days of 
Pompeii and Hercubneum, which were thai being ex¬ 
cavated and greatly talked about, and of the great deeds 
of Homer’s heroes on the windy plain of Troy. 

It was a memorable day in Heinrich’s life when he 
received as a Christmas present, in his eighth year, an 
illustrated child’s history of the world—one of those 
popular works which stimulate young minds with the 
desire to acquire knowledge. An engraving depicted the 
last scene in the siege of Troy. The topless towers of 
Ilium ” were wrapped in flames, and amidst the smoke 
and confusion the wounded warrior .ffineas was seen 
taking flight, carrying his father Anchises on his broad 
back, and leading by the band his son Ascanius. From 
that hour the spectacle of mighty Troy haunted the mind 
of the little German boy, and the Trojan War became as 
femiliar to him as if it had been waged on the village 
green and Ankershagen, instead of Troy, had been sacked, 

Heinrich faded in his attempts to impress his boy 
friends with glowing versions of Homer’s narrative, but 
he infected with his enthusiasm the minds of two girl 
companions. One of these, Minna Meincke, a farmer’s 
daughter, promised to marry him when she grew up, and 
assist him to discover the Hun robber’s golden cradle, 
the silver cup of the pond nymph, the treasure concealed 
by Henning, and to accompany him to the land of dreamf 
to explore the ruins of ancient Troy. Strange to relate, 
half a century afterwards, not Minna, but another who 
became Mrs. Henry Schliemann, actually did help her 
husband in hts famous excavations, and one of the results 
of their joint bbours was the finding of the most valuable 
treasure any archseologists have ever had the luck to 

uncover, 
Heinrich’s father intended to give him a classical 
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education, but fell into finajicial difficulties, with the 
result that when the boy was fourteen he became appren¬ 
ticed to a village grocer. At nineteen he injured himself 
when lifting a heavy cask, and went to Hamburg, where 
he secured a situadon as a cabin-boy on a brig bound for 

Venezuela. The vessel, however, was wrecked on a 
sand-bank off the Island of Tcxel during stormy weather, 
but fortunately the crew escaped in a small boat. 
Heinrich afterwards secured a situation at a Hamburg 
warehouse. Having a good deal of leisure time at his 
disposal, he studied languages with so much success that 
he acf^uired a wonderful knowledge of Dutch, English, 
Spanish, French, Italian, and Portuguese. 

At twenty-four he was employed by the firm of 
B. H. Schroder & Co., and, having by this time obtained 
a knowledge of Russian, he was sent to St. Petersburg. 
He prospered there and began to trade on hb own 
account, dealing chiefly in indigo. At forty he found 
himself a millionaire. Ere he retired, however, he 
studied modern and ancient Greek and Latin under 
Professor Ludgwig VOn Muialt. 

Having wound up his affairs, he began to travel ex¬ 
tensively. For several months he resided in China and 
Japan, and wrote on his return his first hook La Chint 
tt La Japon^ which was published at Paris, where he 
settled down to study archeology. The time was draw¬ 
ing nigh when he could visit the scenes of Homeric glory, 
and make search for traces of ancient Troy and the graves 
containing treasure. He was resolved to realize the 
dream of his boyhood, which he had treasured during the 
years so full of business anxieties and cares, ** Father," 
he had once said, when his childish eyes were fascinated 
by the engraving of Troy, “if such waDs once existed, 
they cannot possibly have been completely destroyed; 
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vast ruins of them must still remain, but they are hidden 
beneath the dust of ages/' His father had shaken his 
head, but, to pleasure the lad, admitted that it was possible, 
and then agreed that when they were able to do so they 
would both search for and excavate the ruins of the famous 

city. 
In [868 Schliemann paid bis first visit to the scenes 

of his future triumphs and wrote a book enatlcd Ithaia^ 
the Pehpoitnesus, and Trey^ in which he ran counter to the 
theories of those contemporary scholars who believed that 
Troy had existed, by locating its site, not on an inland 
summit near Bunarbashi, but farther north and near the 
seashore on the top of the hillock of Hissarlik. He 
also announced where he believed the graves of the 
Atreidse at Mycense could be located. For this original 
treatise he received his doctor’s degree at Rostock. 

In the spring of 1870 Dr. Schliemann put his 
theories to the test by banning to dig at Hissarlik. 

At the depth of 16 feet the first wall was laid bare, 
and he was then fijily convinced that success would 
crown his efforts. Accordingly he made preparations for 
excavation work on an extensive scale. The Turkish 
authorities hampered him gready, however, and it was 
not until late In the following year that he could proceed 
with the work. In the following year a great depth had 
been reached, but although a broad trench laid bare a 
series of walls and a fine piece of Greek sculpture, no 
definite conclusions could be reached from the results, 
promising and sugg^tive as these were. Work was re¬ 
sumed early in 1B73, when the weather was so cold that 
“of an evening”, wrote Dr, Schliemann, “we had rtotblxig 
to keep us warm except an enthusiasm for discovering 
Troy”, The weeks went past, and at length Fortune 
smiled and the dreams of boyhood began to find rich 
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realization. One day, during the dinner hour, when no 
workmen were near. Or. Schliemann and his wife dis¬ 
covered a treasure hoard of gold and diadems and daggers, 
silver jars and copper vessels and weapons, which they 
hurriedly carried off and concealed. Its mere monetary 
value was not far short of j£iooo. During the winter 
Dr. Schliemann wrote an account of his discoveries which 
was published in tx>ok form under the title Trajan 
^tsliquifies. He had cut through several successive towns 
on ^e hillock of Hissarjik, The second city from the 
bottom was named by him “Homer's Troy"; he called 
its largest building "Priam’s Palace", and the hoard he 
had discovered with his wife, “Priam’s Treasure”. Most 
archaeologists now believe, however, that the sixth city, 
which was much more extensive than the second, was the 
capital celebrated by Homer. 

Schliemann’s theories were ridiculed by the "authori¬ 
ties " in every country in Europe. He was a “rank out¬ 
sider ” and regarded with suspicion by the theorists who 
were convinced that Troy could not possibly have been 
situated at Hissarlik. Comic papers made fun of him as 
a dreamer of vain dreams, but a few open-minded scholars 
were profoundly Impressed and anxious for more infr^rma- 
tion. Schliemann was not discouraged either by learned 
criticism or superficial ridicule. What concerned him 
most was the attitude assumed by the Turkish Govern¬ 
ment, which was not entirely free from the suspicion or 
blackmailing propensities. Operations at Hissarlik had 
to be suspended, but the undaunted pioneer did not 
waste his time. He turned his back upon Troy and was 
led to Mycen®, in Greek territory, by the ghost of Aga¬ 
memnon. There and at Tiiyns his excavations resulted in 
the discovery of traces of a culture similar to that found 
in the sixth city at Hissarlik. The results of this arch^o- 
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logical “campaign*’, which was carried on during 1876-7, 
were published in Mjctna in 1876, A preface contri¬ 
buted by the bte Mr. W. E. Gladstone contains several 
passages whicli reflect the interest which was aroused 
throughout Europe at the time by Schliemann’s work. 
“When the disclosures at Tiryns and Mycena; were 
announced in England,” wrote Mr. Gladstone, “ nay own 
first impression was that of a strangely bewildered admira¬ 
tion, combined with a preponderance of sceptical against 
believing tendencies, in regard to the capital and dominat¬ 
ing subject of the Tombs in the Agora. 1 am bound to 
say that reflection and fuller knowledge have nearly 
turned the scales the other way. ... I find, upon perus¬ 
ing the volume of Dr, Schliemann, that the items of 
evidence, which connect his discoveries generally with the 
Homeric poems, are more numerous than 1 had surmised 
from the brief outline with which he favoured us upon 
bis visit to England in the spring.” ^ 

Tiryns, now called Pal^ocastron, was, according to 
Pausanias, named after Tiryns, a son of Argos. It was 
the reputed birthplace of Hercules, and famed for Its 
Cyclopean walls. “The circuit wall,'* wrote Pausanias, 
“which is the only remaining ruin, was built by the 
Cyclopes, It is composed of unwrought stones, each of 
which is so large that a teani of mules cannot even shake 
the smallest one: smaU stones have been Interposed in 
order to consolidate the large blocks.” * 

MycenE was also reputed to have been built by these 
giant artisans, who numbered seven, and came from 
Lycia. It was probably on account of this legend that, 
as Schliemann suggested, the whole of the Argolis was 
referred to by Euripides as “Cyclopean land”. Similarly, 
many ruins in Asia Minor and Mesopotamia were credited 
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by traditloti to Semirami while the Egyptian Sesostfis 
was supposed to have erected gigantic works in various 
localities. This habit of accounting for ancient remains 
as the handiwork of mythical and semi-mythical persons 
was of great antiquity and widespread character. Fairies 
and elves and giants were supposed to have erected 
dolmens and stone circles. Gaelic-spcakittg people in 
Lewis at the present day, for instance, refer to the stand¬ 
ing stones at CaUernish as TursachaH^ a name which 
has been derived fiom the Norse word TAarr, a giant 
or goblin. In Cumberland another circle is associated 
with the memory of the mythical giantesses “ Long Meg 
and her daughters”. Several promontories in diflerent 
localities have been credited likewise to fairy artisans who 
were endeavouring to bridge over an arm of the sea. 
Thor, according to the Teutonic wonder-tales, formed 
valleys by smiting a mountain range with his great hammer, 
while the “Flint Hills” were formed by the fragments 
he shattered from the great flint boulder flung towards 
him by a giant enemy, in Scodand numerous hillocks 
are referred to as spillings from the creel of the giantess 
(Cailleach) who erected mountain houses for her children. 
This custom of attributing not only hills, but also build¬ 
ings, to supernatural agencies has survived even into 
Christian dracs. Not a few ruins of early chapels in 
these islands have still associated with them folk-tales 
about fairy builders, who accomplished their work In a 

single night. 
Schliemann did not attach historical importance to the 

legends of Hercules, who was reputed to have held sway 
at Tiryns for a prolonged period. Indeed, like Max 
Mailer, he was kdlned to regard the flimous folk-hero 
as a sun-god. But he was convinced that the Cyclopean 
walls were of great antiquity, and engaged in systematic 
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excavations, with purpose to obtain cviderice which would 

connect the dvitization of Tiiyns with that of his Homeric 
Troy. He found a number of terra-cotta female idols, 
with exaggerated breasts, and terra-cotta cows, which had 
evidently a religious significance. These he connected 
with the goddess Hera, Examples of primitive pottery 
were also brought to light, including hand-polished black 
vases and bull^ jars. When he reached the prehistoric 
strata he collected obsidian knives, whorls of blue and 
green stone, See. In some places he found the remains 
of walls built on the rock and of water conduits of 
rough unhewn stones. The stones of the ancient Cydo- 
pean wall measured about 7 feet long and 3 feet thick 
in most cases, but some were of even greater dimen¬ 

sions. 
At Mycen^ “situated In the depth of the horse- 

feeding Argos”, as Homer sang,' SchHemann's early 
researches were more productive. Here he set out to 
prove his theory that the graves of the Atncid^ were 
situated not outside but inside the citadel wall. He 
found that the wall revealed three different methods of 
construction, which he assigned to three separate periods. 
These are the Cyclopean, in which large boulders were 
secured by small blocks; the Polygonal, with accurately 
hewn joints; and the RccUngukr, in which the blocks 

were “dovetailed”, 
■ In the north-west corner he cleared the famous “Lion's 

Gate ”, It measured 10 feet 8 inches in height, and was 
9 feet 6 inches wide at the top, and 10 feet 3 inches at 
the bottom. The great lintel, which excited admiration, 
was found to be 15 feet long and 8 feet broad. At this 
jioint the wall, constructed on the Rectangular system, is 
composed of stones 6 and 7 feet in length, many of which 

^ UX, 15^. 
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are notched to lit into the corners, or jutting pointy hewed 
in others. This system of rough ** dovctailit^ is char¬ 
acteristic of Hittitc buildings. The Euphrates River wall 
at Carchemish, the oldest known engineering construction 
in the world, which has been utilized by the engineers in 
connection with a “Bagdad railway " bridge at this point, 
is a characteristic example of the Rectangular style of 
architecture. 

Above the great lintel of the principal entrance to the 
Acropolis of Mycena: lies the great limestone slab sculp¬ 
tured in relief, on which two lions rampant, heraldically 
opposed, rest their forepaws on the “altar” with its 
shapely pillar ^'crowned by a curious capital, composed of 
a HUet, moulding, roll, and abacus". Similar lion and 
pillar groups have been found by Professor Ramsay in 
Phrygia. In one instance the goddess Cybele takes the 
place of the pillar. “ The idea of the Hons as guardians 
of the gate arose ”, Professor Ramsay considers, “ in a 
country where Cybele was worshipped, and where the 
dead chief was believed to be gathered to his mother, the 
goddess. . . . The Phrygians adapted an old heraldic 
^pe to represent the idea. ... In the interchange of 
artistic forms and improvements in civilization which 
obtained between Phrygia and the Greeks, the lion type 
passed into Mycenfe during the ninth, or more probably 
the eighth century b.c.”^ 

Schliemann's guide to Mycenae was Fausanias, who 
wrote*; “ Amongst other remains of the wall is the gate 
on which stand lions. They (the walls and the gate) are 
said to be the work of the Cyclopes, who built the wall 
for Proteus at Tiryns, In the rubs of Mycen* is the 
fountam called Ferseia, and the subterranean buHdings of 

^ yitsTmd if tMd VoL V, 24X1 
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Atreus and hia children, in which thcj stored their trea¬ 
sures. There is the sepulchre of Atreus, and the tombs 
of the companions of Agamemnon, who on their return 
from Ilium were killed at a banquet bf -^gisthus. The 
identity of the tomb of Cassandra is called in question by 
the Lacedaemonians of Amyclte. There is the tomb of 
Agamemnon and that of his charioteer Eurymedon, and 
of Electra, Tcledamus and Pclops were buried in the 
same sepulchre^ for It is said that Cassandra bore these 
twins, and that, while as j^et infants, they were slaughtered 
by ^gisthus together with thdr parents. Hellanicus 
(495-411 E.C.) writes that Pylades, who was married to 
Electra with the consent of Orestes, had by her two sons, 
Medon and Strophius. Ciytemnestra and iEgtsthus were 
buried at a little distance from the wall, because they were 
thought unworthy to have their tombs inside of it, where 
Agamemnon reposed and those who were killed together 

with him.” 
This passage bad been misinterpreted by certain 

writers, and Schliemann insisted, before he began to dig, 
that the wall referred to was not the city wall, as they 
believed, but the wall of the Acropolis. The dty, besides, 
he argued, was in ruins in Pausanias's day (170 a.d,), 
and he might not have seen the remnants of the smaller 
dty wall. Schliemann put his theory to proof by sinking 
a number of shafts, and then undertaking extensive ex¬ 
cavations. When he had cleared away the debris from 
the Lion^s Gate, some of which had been cast there when 
the Argives captured the Acropolis in the fifth century b.c., 

he found evidence that the dty had been partially rc- 
occupied after its fall, although Diodorus Siculus’ and 
Strabo’ had made statements to the contrary. 

Schliemann penetrated to the lower and earlier city of 

»XJ,«S. lVIU,p.37*. 
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Mycense and there made discovery of great “ beehive 
tombs", which were the Treasuries " of Pausanlas. 

Schliematin excavated also five shaft tombs^ and be¬ 
lieved they were those of Agamemnon and his companions, 
who on their return from Troy were murdered by Clytcm- 
nestra and her paramour ^gisthus. They were of similar 
construction, and the burials appeared to him to have 
been simultaneous. “ The five tombs of Mycenae, or, at 
least, three of them," he wrote, “contained such enor¬ 
mous treasuries that they cannot but have belonged to 
members of the royal family." Thousands of pounds 
worth of antique valuables were discovered in these 
mysterious underground chambers. 

An immense impression was made all over Europe on 
the publication of the following characteristic telegram 
which Schliemann dispatched to the King of Greece, 
announcing his great discovery. 

i6ll (3 Sri) iSyd. 

^^With extreme jojr 1 announce to Your Majesty that 
I have discovered the tombs which tradition, as echoed 
by Pausanias, designates as the sepulchre of Agamemnon, 
of Cassandra, of Eurymadon and their companions and 
their comrades, aU slain during the repast by Clytemnestra 
and her lover ;Egisthus. These tombs were surrounded 
by a double parallel circle of plaques, which can only have 
been erected in the honour of great personages. I have 
fiiund in the sepulchres immense treasures in the way of 
archaic objects of pure gold. These treasures of them¬ 
selves are enough to fill a large museum which shall be 
the most marvellous in the world, and which. during 
centuries to come will draw to Greece thousands of visitors 
from every country. As I work purely for the love of 
science, 1 make naturally no claim to these treasures. 
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which I give with the liveliest enthusiasm intact to Greece, 
May it be God's will that these treasures will btecome the 
corner stone of an immense national wealth. 

“Heinrich Sculiemann,” 

It is not believed nowadays that Schliemann located 
the tombs of Agamemnon and his followers^ but hap¬ 
pened instead on those of royal personages who flourished 
in a dllFerent age. The authority of Pausanias is not 
sulfident to settle the problem. When that distinguished 
writer visited the ruins of My cense over a thousand years 
had elapsed dnee Troy had l^en, Agamemnon bulked 
prominently in folk-imagination^ and was identified with 
the memorials of forgotten rulers. The process involved 
is a familiar one. In our own country King Arthur has 
similarly had attached to his memory the deeds of mythical 
beings who dwelt in Fairyland or selected high hUls as 
their seats^ while in the Highlands as recent a hero as 
Prince Charlie has been associated with hidtng-placeSj in 
districts he never visited, as far north as Caithness. 

But Schlicmann's confident statement regarding the 
tomb of Agamemnon ” need not detract from the value 

of the services he has rendered to arch^logy. In making 
search for traces of the heroes of his boyhood he achieved 
wcU-deserved renown as the pioneer who “ opened to us 
the door into one of the sealed chambers of the past”. 
He has caused early Greek history to be rewritten, and 
it is due to his example and triumphs that it is now 
possible to present a partial reconstruction of several 
thousand years of .Sgean civilization. 

It is indiiettly to Schliemann, too, that we owe the 
late Mr. Andrew Lang’s famous sonnet on Homeric 
Unity. 
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The sacred keep of llion h rent 
By &hait and pitj foiled waters wander slow 
Through plains where Simois and Scamandcr went 
To war with gods and heroes long ago. 
Not yet to tired Cassandra, lying low 
In rich MyeciMj do the Fates relent: 
The bones of Agametonon are a show, 
And ruined is his royal moniunent^ 

The diisi and awful treasures of the Dead, 
Hath Learning scattered wide, but vainly thee, 
Homer, she meteth with her tool of lead, 
And strives to rend thy songs; too blind to sec 
The crown that burns on iliine Immorta] head 
Of indivisible supremacy. 

Flu shed with his Mycenaean successes, Sdiliernann was 
ready to return to Troy in the summer of 1878. But his 
difBeuJdcs with the Turkish otiidais delayed him. These, 
however, were overcome on his behaif by another femous 
explorer, Sir Austen Henry Layard, of Assynan fame, 
who happened to be at the time British Ambassador at 
Constantinople. ** I fulfil a most agreeable duty”, Schlie- 
mann wrote in his //wr, “in now thanking his Excellency 
publicly and most cordially for all the services he has 
rendered me, without which 1 cotild never have brought 
my work to a close.” 

While waiting for his firman from the Turkish 
Government, Schliemann began operations on the Island 
of Ithaca, and discovered on Mount JEtos a king’s palace 
and nearly two hundred houses of Cyclopean construction, 
1 hen he proceeded to Troy, where he was hampered for 
a time by a Turkish commissioner. In the following 
year Professor Virchow joined him, and he received visits 
also from other scholars of repute. In 1880 he published 
his great work /AW. Dr. DOrpfeld joined him in 1S82, 
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Bnd together they operated chiefly in the city which has 
now been identifled with Hotner^s Troy. In 1SS4 the 
results of later exploration were recorded in Schliemann's 
Troja^ to which a preface was contributed by Professor 
Sayce. The tireless excavator then resumed operations 
at Tiryns, where an andent palace was discovert. The 
work was continued here in the following year by Dr. 
Dorpfeld, who wrote several chapters In Schliemann's 
next book, to which a preface was contributed by Pro¬ 
fessor F, Adler, 

Schliemann next turned attention to Egypt, where he 
excavated with Virchow with much success, and he desired 
also to operate in Crete, on Knossos Hill, but the political 
conditions on the Island made systematic archaeological 
work in that {Quarter an impossibility, while the Turkish 
Government showed no enthusiasm regarding his pro¬ 
posal. It was not considered desirable that the islanders 
should be reminded of the greatness of their ancestors. 

He had therefore to abandon his scheme to make search 
in Crete for “the original home of Mycensan civiliza¬ 
tion ", 

In 1890 Dr, C, Schuchardt, Director of the Kestner 
Museum, in Hanover, published his critical work on 
Schliemann's excavations, in which he wrote: “ Dr. Schlie¬ 
mann is now in his sixty-ninth year, but his activity and 
love of enterprise show no signs of decay. We may still 
look to him for many additions to science, and we hope 
to thank him for disclosing the heroic age of Greece in 
the periods of its prime and of its decadence, which may 
perhaps be found in Crete, the land of Minos.”^ 

On 26th December in the same year, however, Schlie¬ 
mann expired suddenly in Naples. His body was taken 
to Athens and buried in the Greek cemetery near the 

^ Criculilfii bjf Ep SctLcn, |i. £ 
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Ilissos, a lofty mojiument being erected to his memoiy, 
“He lies”, writes Mr. Sellers, "in the land he loved so 
well; but the example of noble ambition and patient 
research which he set before the world will long abide 
as a living spirit, not only among archaeologists, but 
among all who anywhere in the dvili^ed world have 
caught something of his devotion and enthusiasm for 
classical learning and antiquity.” 

Among the honours conferred upon the great man 
during the dosing years of his life was the d^ree of 
D.C.L., of Oxford and the fellowship of Queen's College. 
The Royal Institute of British Architects awarded him 
a gold medal, in which he took great pride. It is of 
interest to note that he was a naturalized Atnerlcao 
dtizen. 



CHAPTER V 

Crete as the Lost Atlantis 

Qu«t for Home of Fre-Hellenlc Cdtore—The Cla«—Mjth 
of the liOit Adantji—ScbHemaiin'i Reravfcihlc SfiqiiHt—Hii Grudmi^a 
RociTiehcfl^—Siippi»«i CatiticcdoQ of Eg^'ptiAii with Ceatnl Amcdcua Civil- 
uadon—Viewi of regardlDg i Submerge*! Coiid:iieiit—Geikic vcnu« 
Hull—ETiideflOe of New and Old World Fauna—ThE Rice Fmbleni—F£bcd\ 
Atlandft Nanaiire—Lou lilaiid idEnd^ed with Crete—Sea Trade* Faiioai^ and 
BuU Fights—Greek and LihTao Ttididon*—How the Lou AElantii 
Ottgiiuied—Le^ad of Zeui uad Europ^f—Watcr-biilE and Water hone Stortet 
~The Legend tiy Miooi lod Osini—The Minotaur^—Sroiy ol D^aloi ami 
Bahyld&lau and Indiio F^ttcii-^Athcfii iud Crete—The llkEAetn Legend— 
Value of Tndidou. 

AtTHOUGH Schlieminn’s theories regarding Priam's trea¬ 
sure and Agamemnon's tomb aroused a storm of criticism, 
it had to be rccogniicd that he discovered traces of a 
brilliant pre-Helienic civilization which had flourished in 
Greece and Asia Minor for many long centuries. The 
problem as to where it had originated, however, remained 
obscure, and towards its solution not a few skilled arche¬ 
ologists began to direct their energies. Indeed, the quest 
soon became hot and fest. The cumulative evidence of 
classical writers seemed to point to Crete, Homer, 
Hesiod, Strabo, Thucydides, and Herodotus had per¬ 
petuated traditions regarding King Minos, the great law¬ 
giver, who had cleared the ^gean of pirates. He Was 
reputed to have been a son of Zeus, and that deity, 
according to one legend, had been born in a Cretan cave. 

n 
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Schliemajiii gave serious consideration to these dues, and 
had endeavoured, as has been stated, to make arrange¬ 
ments to ciccavate at Knossos^ He also conducted re¬ 
searches with Virchow at Sais, In northern Egypt, but 
no discovery was made to indicate that pre-Hellenic 
civilization had emanated from the land of the Pharaohs 
in its fully-dcvdoped form. The larger problem appears 
to have engaged his mind: Where did Egyptian civiliza¬ 

tion originate? 
Ere he died Schliemann formulated a bold theory to 

account not only for early northern European and North 
Ah'ican civilization but also that of Central America as 
welL It was based on Plato’s myth of the Lost Atlantis, 
He was convinced that this great island had had real 
existence, and that colonies of its Inhabitants settled in 
Mexico, Egypt, and Greece at a remote period, ijitro- 
ducing into these countries a full-blown culture. 

Here, again, as will be shown, Schliemann had intui¬ 

tive perception of a basts of fact embedded in the debris 
of tradition. Had he lived long enough he would no 
doubt have adjusted his view in the light of those dis¬ 
coveries which have been made during recent years, and 
accepted Crete as the mysterious Island referred to by 
Plato. 

The Atlantis theory appealed as strongly to the great 
pioneer’s Imagination during the last months of his life as 
did his Troy theory in the days of his boyhood. But the 
frailties of old age oppressed him, and he realized that he 
could never put it to proof. He desired, however, that 
the work should be undn*taken by one of his kinsmen, 
and committed his secret to writing, enclosing his manu¬ 
script in a sealed envelope inscribed as follows-— 

This can be opened only by a member of my famrly who 
solemnly vows to devote his life to the researches outlined therein. 
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Not long before he expired he asked for a pencil: and 

piece of paper and wrote: 

Confidential addition to the sealed envelope. Break the owl- 
headed vase. Pay attention to the contents. It concerns Atlantis. 
Investigate the cast of the mins of the temple of Sais and the 

ImportanL It proves the system. 

This last document was enclosed, and afterwards deposited 
with the other in one of the banks of France by the party 
to whom both were entrusted. A large sum of money 
was set aside to defray the expenses of the mysterious 

undertaking. 
In 1906 Dr. Paul Schliemann, a grandson of the 

great discoverer of pre.-Hdlenic civilization, vowed to 
devote his life to the researches referred to in the sralcd 
envelopes, and made himself acquainted with their con¬ 
tents. A few years later he contributed to certain news¬ 
papers in New York and London a signed statement,* 
in which he made a revelation of his grandfather's last 

bequest. 
The first paper said: 

Whoever opens this must solemnly swear to carry out the work 
I have left unfinished. I have come to the conclusion that Atlantis 
was not only a great territory between America and the West 
Coast of Africa and Europe, but the cradle of all our civilization 
as well. There has been much dispute among scientists on this 
matter. According to one group the tradition of Atlantis is purely 
fictional, founded upon fragmentary accounts of a deluge some 
thousands of years before the Christian era. Others declare the 
tradition wholly histoncal, but not capable of absolute proof. 

Dr. Schliemann's papers are of lengthy character. 
Briefly stated, they set forth that he found at Troy a 

* ll jppoml lA Latdi* (whieii hji lEnCv to eJiiH) oh 

cemetery in Chacuna valley* 
Nigbt approaches—Lebewohl 
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bronze vase containing fragments of pottery, images, 
and coins of “a peculiar metal", and “objects made of 
fossilized bene**. He added: “Some of these objects 
and the bronze vase were engraved vtth a sentence in 
Phmnlclan hieroglyphics. The sentence read, ‘From 
the King Chronos of Atlantis*," 

Ten years later, when in the Louvre, Paris,, he ex¬ 
amined a collection of objects taken from Tiahuanaco, in 
Central America, and “discovered pieces of pottery of 
exactly the same shape and material, and objects of fos¬ 
silized bone which reproduced line for line those 1 had 
found", Schliemann wrote, “in the bronze vase of the 
‘Treasure of Priam'”, Among these objects was an owl¬ 
headed vase. He also professed to have read, or to have 
had read to him, extracts from Egyptian papyri preserved 
in the Museum at St. Petersburg which made reference 
to the “Land of Adantis*', whence had come the an-' 
cestdrs of the Egyptians “3350 years ago" and the 
“ sages of Atlantis " who flourished during a period of 
“13,900 years". Another Inscription, discovered near 
the Lion’s Gate at Mycens, set forth that Thoth was 
a son of a “priest of Atlantis" who “landed after many 
wanderings in Egypt. He built the first temple at Sais, 
and there taught the wisdom of his native lantL" 

Dr, Paul Schliemann has broken open the “owl¬ 
headed vase" at Paris, referred to in his grandfather’s last 
memorandum, and states that he found in it a coin or 
medal of “ silver-like metal ” inscribed in Phxntdan as 
follows: “Issued in the Temple of Transparent Walls", 
He claims, also, to have made discoveries in Egypt, 
Mexico, and elsewhere which justify his grandftther's 
theory, “1 have reasons", he has written, “for saying 
that the strange medals were used as money in Atlantis 
forty thousand years agcu." 
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The first question which arises in connection with 
the late Dr* Schliemann's theory hi Did the '^Lost 
Atlantis'* ei^er have existence in fact? On thb point 
Professor James Gcikic has written as follows:— 

“Geologists have often speailabcd a$ to a former conncttioiv 
between die Old World and the New. Tho^e can be little doubt| 
indeed, that such a land connection did obtain between Asia and 
£urc^ at a g»lo^caIl]r recent date, and it is quite possible that 
there may have been a land bridge dso between Europe and Nordi 
America by way of the Fattle Isknds^^ Others have suggested 
the former existence of a land bridge further south* They suppose 
that the North Atlantic may have been dry land-—traversed from 
west to east by a Mediterranean Sea—of which the existtng Medi¬ 
terranean and the Gulf of Mexico are the remaining pordons. 
But the facts which have suggested chat peculation have been 
otherwise accounted for* AU chat is definite and certain is that 
there has bten considenible loss of land so far as Europe is con^ 
cerned* Our conUDenr formerly extended further westward. 
But I know of no geological evidence that puts it beyond doubt 
that the Attancie basin is the site of a drowned continents On 
the contrary^ such evidence as we have leads rather to the belief 
that the Atlantic basin, like that of the Pacific, is of prime val 
origin.” * 

That veteran geologist, Frofesor Edward Hull, takes 
a different view of the probleoij and has written: 

“The tradition of Atlantis* beyond the Pillars of Hercults* can 
scarcely be supposed to have originated in the mind of man with¬ 
out a basis of reality* In the centre of the North Atlantic Ocean 
rise from the surface the Azores volcanic islands, the summits of 
a group of islands rising from a platform corresponding to the con- 
rinenul platform of Europe on one hand and of America on the 
ocher. The rise of the level of the ocean bed, amounting from 
7000 to 10,000 feet, as shown hy the soundings on the Admiralty 

1 Chip!^ L 
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charts would have reduced the depth of the ocean by so much, 
and have extended the land areas to an extent which would have 
brought Atlantis within navigable distance of both continents for 
early inhabitants using canoes. We tnow from our investigations^ 
that this cievation occurred during the post-tertiary period,* and at 
a presumed date 9000 or 10,000 b.g. If we add looo years of 
our era, the question arises: Would not this lapse of time have 
been sufiEcient to account for the subsidence which the r^on in 
question underwent in order to restore the land and sea to their 
present limits f Of course, this would deptend on the rate of sub¬ 
sidence. But, at anyrate, the result, as regards Atlantis, would 
have been the submergence under the ocean, with the exception 
of IB prewni islands. The glacial period, when much of Europe 
and the British Isles was covered by snow and ice, can scarcely 
lave been farther bach than io,ooo yois, and this is presumably 
the age of Atlantis.” ^ 

Dr. Scharfl^ Director of the Natural History NIuseiiiu, 
Dublin, is also a believer m the “Lost Atlantis". He 
has been led to the cotidusloti, in his studies of the 
migrations of animals between the continents of America 
and Europe,* that a land bridge once crossed the Atlantic 
Ocean between Southern Europe and the West Indies. 
"It probably became disconnected", he says, “in Miocene 
times. Since^ then this land once more became united 
with our continent, and may not have been finally severed 
until the Pleistocene period. United with the West 
Indies and Central America in early Tertiary times, it 
probably subsided partly during the Oligocene period* 
and later, leaving only a few isolated peaks as islands in 
the midst of the vast ocean which has since replaced it," 

It will be seen that scientific opinion is divided re- 

A of rnn^Hurub] the Olimeeiir leritti Anm 
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garding the existence of a mid-Atlantic continent. If, 
however, the views of Hull and ScharflF are accepted, they 
cannot be held to prove that Plato’^s Atlantis was situated 
beyond the “ Pilkis of Hercules Schliemann's hypo¬ 
thesis, as expounded by his grandson, renders it necessary 
to assume that this lost country, “which used the ancient 
medals as an equivalent of labour, had a more advanced 
currency system than we have at presentIf such was 
the case, it appears strange that no traces of the high civili¬ 
zation have survived on those islands which are referred 
to as the “few Isolated peaks " of the submerged continent. 

The particular race which is supposed to have come 
from AtWtis has yet to be identihed. Was it represented 
in Europe by ChelJcan man ? The Chellean “hand axe” 
has been traced from France to South Africa, through 
Asia, across the “land bridge” to North America, and 
southward through South America. It never reached 
Australia or New Zealand. But Chellean man was a 
savage, not much more advanced, indeed, than were the 
Tasmanians. Cro-Magnon man, on the other hand, had 
achieved a high degree of culture, but no traces either of 
his physical type or of his cave drawings have been dis¬ 
covered in the New World. Besides, his culture developed 
from the Chellean through the Acheulian and Moustcrian 
stages, as has been fully demonstrated. He cannot there¬ 
fore be claimed for Atlantis. Nor can Mediterranean man, 
who had spread through Egypt and along the North African 
coast, and had settled in Southern and Western Europe, 
as well as in Mesopotamia, before the age of metal. There 
are no aboriginal representatives of his type in America. 

Have the settlers from Atlantis vanished entirely in 
the New and Old Worlds? Did they perish like the 
mythical elder races of Mexico, India, Babylonia, Greece, 
and Ireland ? 
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Another insurmountable difficulty is the ^ct that 
copper ivas not utilized in Egypt and Central America 
at the same early period. The Egyptians and Sumerians 
worked that me(^ at about 3000 B.c. In Crete the 
Bronze Age was inaugurated between 3000 B.c. and 
z8oo B,c., and in Great Britain before 1500 a.c. The 
American peoples did not begin to utilize metal until a 
considerable period after bronze had been supplanted by 
iron in Europe. "Most students of American archae¬ 
ology are agreed that the Mexican and Peruvian bronzes 
are not of any great antiquity,^ and that the Bronze Age 
must have been over in China long before it began in the 
New World.”* 

In Dr. Heinrich Schliemann's day the antiquity of 
Central American civilization was greatly exaggerated. 
We now know that the Maya did not develop their 
culture on the Mexican plateau much before the eighth 
century of the Christian era, and that the Aztecs arrived 
about I zoo A,o.; the later Mexican confederacy had 
flourished for only a century before It was shattered by 
Cortez.* Most of the resemblances which have been 
noted between the Egyptian and Central American civili¬ 
zations are of a superficial character. 

Plato’s legend regarding the " Lost Atlantis ” was of 
Egyptian origin. It is related in the Timaus and Critlai, 
A certain Solon visited Sais, where he *' was very honour¬ 
ably received ” by the priests of the goddess Neith. One 
of the eldest of these spoke with contempt regarding the 
" puerile fables " of the Greeks, and said : " You are un¬ 
acquainted with that most noble and excellent race of men 
who once inhabited your country, from whom your whole 

1 Muttuni GaLiz ta Arttifvldft ^ pp., 
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present state are descended^ though only a small remtiant 
of this admirable people is now remaining''. He went 
on to say that, according to Egyptian annals, Athens once 
overcame “a prodigious force ”, when “a mighty warlike 
power, rushing from the Atlantic sea, spread itself with 
hostile fury over all Europe and Asia”. The nairadve 
continues: 

** That sea [ths Atlantic] was then navigable, and had an island 
fronting that mouth which you in your tongue call the Pillais of 
Hercules; and this island was larger than Libya and Asia put to* 
gethcr 5 and there was a passage hence for trai^dlers of that day to 
the rest of the islands, as well as from those islands to the whole 
opposite continent thai surrounds that the real sea^ . ^ . In this 
Atlantic island, then, was formed a powerful league of Kings, who 
subdued the entire island, t^cthcr with many others, and pans 
also of the Continent| besides which they subjected to their rule 
the inland pare of Libya, as lar as Egypt, and Europe also, as for 
as Tyrrhenia, The whole of this force, then, being collected in 
a powerful league, uridertook at one blow to enslave both your 
country and ours, and all the land beside that lies within the 
mouth. This wa$ the period, Solon, when the power of your 
state (Athens) was univ-ersally celebrated far its virtue and strength; 
for surpassing alt others in magnanimity and military skill, some¬ 
times taking the lead of the Greek nation, at others left to itself 
by the defection of the r^t, and brought into the most extreme 
d^ger, it still prevailed, raised the trophy over its assailants, kept 
from slavery those not as yet enslaved, insured likewise the most 
ample liberty for all of us without exception who dwell within the 
Pillars of Hercules. 

Subsequently, however, through violent earthquakes and deluges 
which brought desolation in a ^glc day and night, the whole of 
your warlike race was at once merged under ihe earth ; and the 
Atlantic island itself was plunged beneath the $ca and entirely dis¬ 
appeared ; whence even now that sea is neither navigable nor to be 
traced out, being blocked up by the great depth of mud which the 
subsiding island produced.”* 

* The ScctioB VL 
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An anonymous contributor to the was the first 
to draw attention to the remarkable resemblance between 
Plato's Atlantis and the island of Crete. His theory that 
the Egyptian priest's legend was based on traditions re¬ 
garding Cretan sea-power and the raids of piratical bands 
on the Egyptian coast during the Nineteenth and Twen¬ 
tieth Dynasties has found general favour among prominent 
archxologists. 

Crete, one of the largest islands in the Mediterranean, 
is about i6o miles long, and varies in breadth from about 
35 miles in the middle to lo between Retimoand Sphakia, 
and only 6 miles in one place between the Gulf of 
Mirabello and the coast 'of Hierapetra. Deep gulfs indent 
its northern coast, and its southern shore is rugged and 
rock-bound> A ridge of hills extends from east to west, 
culminating about the centre in well-wooded Mount 
Psiloriti, the ancient Mount Ida, which rises to a height 
of about 8t59 feet. Strabo called the hills in the western 
part of the island Leuca Ori, or “ the white mountains ”, 
In the south-west the mountains almost fringe the shore. 
The ancient capital was situated at Knossos, near Candia, 
on the north. In ancient days the island was four days' 
sail from Eg^'pt and two from Cyrenaica, It may well be 
said of Crete, as of Atlantis, that there was a passage 
hence for travellers of that day to the rest of the islands, . 
as well as from those islands to the whole opposite 
continent ”, 

In the Crifias* Plato says of Atlantis; 

"The whole region was said to be exceedingly lofty and pre¬ 
cipitous towards the ^ and the plain about the city (r Knossos), 
which encircles it, is itself surrounded by mountains sloping down 
to the sea, being Icvd and smooch, all much extended, three • 
thousand stadia in one direction, and the central part from the 

^ Ftbruii^, 1909, *5«lioa Kill. 
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ica above two thousand. And this district of the whole isknd 
was curiictl towards the soutli, and in an opposite direction from 
the north. The mountains around it, too^ were at that dme 
celchratcd, as exceeding in number, size, and beauty all those of 
the present ame, having in them many hamlets enriched with 

viUa^"' 

In Atlantis also, as in Crete, the prosperity of the 
island kingdom depended on its sea trade. They (the 
island kings) were “rulers”, Solon was informed, “in the 
sea of island (? the jEgean), and, as we before said, yet 
further extended their empire to all the country as far as 
Egypt and Tyrrhenia 

During recent years archEeologists have discovered 
that a great civilization — the earliest in Europe — 
flourished in Crete for many long centuries before the 
rise of Mycenie and Tiryns, It was already well de¬ 
veloped ere the pyramids near Cairo were erected, and 
before the dawn of the Twelfth Dynasty a palace had 
been built at Knossos. Some time during the Eighteenth 
Dynasty, and ere the fomous Akhenaton was born, Crete 
was overrun by raiders, who displaced the native rulers, 
as the Egyptian Pharaohs had been displaced at an earlier 
period by the Hyksos. This calamity was sudden and 
overwhelming, and must have made a deep impression on 
those states which had commercial relations with the 
famous island kingdom. Its sea traders had intimate 
relations with Egypt for many centuries. Evidence has 
been forthcoming that they visited the Delta coast as 
early as at least the Old Kingdom period. During the 
time of Queen Hatshepsut and Thothmes III they were 
depicted on the walls of Theban tombs, and were known 
as the Kheftiu and “Princes of the Isles in the midst of 
the Great Green Sea But no reference was made to 
them after the middle of the Eighteenth Dynasty. The 

<efiii«> 11 
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Cretan sea traders vanished entirely, and their place was 
taken ultimately by the Phoenicians. 

In the Atlantis legend there are several pointed re¬ 
ferences to a civilization closely resembling that of Crete, 
We read of busy harbours and far-travelled merchants, of 
a king's palace, like the palace of Knossos, which was 
built of stone, and of private and public baths; ** the 
king's baths ", says Plato, “ and those of private persons 
were apart", and there were ** separate baths for women 
Crete was funous for its sacri^cial bud fights ; so was 
Atlantis; and it is suggestive to find that on both islands 
the method obtained of capturing the animals without the 
aid of weapons, Plato says of Atlantis in this connec¬ 
tion: 

**As there were bulls grazing at liberty in the temple of 
Poseidon, ten men only of the whole number, after invoking the 
god to receive their sacrifice propitiously, went out lo hunt swotd- 
less, with stavffi and chains, and whichever of the bulb they took, 
they brought it to the column and slaughtered it.”^ 

Plato’s legend used to be regarded by European 
scholars as «wholly mythical". It would now appear, 
however, that it had a genuine historical basis. 

Solon visited Egypt over a thousand years after Crete 
had been divested of its ancient supremacy as a maritime 
power, and the aged priest of Sais evidently repeated to 
him traditions regarding it. Whether he was Informed, 
or concluded from the Egyptian references, that Atlantis 
was situated beyond «the Pillars of Hercules ” Is quite 
uncertain. It was “the island farthest west", and this 
“ would well describe Crete ", Hawes suggests, “ to a 
home-staying Egyptian of the Theban Empire" 

W hen Crete was suddenly overwhelmed by invaders 

^ Tkt Crifistj Sccu'oR XV^ 
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at the height of its power and prosperitjr, and its sailors 
and traders vanished from the Mediterranean, many wild 
rumours must have obtained currency. It need not sur- * 
prise us to find that some believed the island itself was 
plunged beneath the sea"*, and that in time the age dmng 
which flourished its kings and seafarers and bull-baiters, 
** won its way to the mythical , as Thucydides says In 

another connection. 
Plato had no idea that Crete was so “ old in story 

and that its andent Inhabitants were the pioneers of civili¬ 
zation in Europe, although he may have believed, like 
Herodotus, that the island was at one time “wholly 
peopled with barbarians (non-Hellenic folk). He had 
even less knowledge of tlie Atlantic Ocean, otherwise he 
could not have believed that navigation beyond the Pillars 
of Hercules was hampered by the mud-banks which 

marked the site of the “lost Atlantis". 
It is possible that the Egyptian legend was influenced 

by the ancient folk-tale, “The Shipwrecked Sailor . This 

hero sojourned on an island which afterwards vanished in 
the midst of the sea * Or, perhaps, some Egyptian navi¬ 
gator, who set out on a voyage to Crete, at a period sub¬ 
sequent to the fell of Knossos, went oflF his course and got 
into trouble with sand-banks. On his return home he 
may have told as marvellous a story as the “ shipwrecked 
sailor”, believing that the island he sought had really 

been submerged. 
The priest of Sais appears also to have mingled with 

his legend of Atlantis Information derived from traditions 
and records regarding the settlement of Europeans on the 
North African coast, and the sea-raids during the reigns 
of Meiieptah and Rameses 111/ when, as one Egyptian 

■ Egj^si^ MpA Mmd pp. if 173^ 
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record sets forth^ ** the isles were restless^ disturbed 
among themselves'’. Certain tribes from these isles, 
who had established themselves in Libya, actually pro¬ 
vided mercenaries for the army and fleet of Rameses III 
to drive back the “late comers'*,* As Plato says of the 
conquerors from Atlantis, they had “subjected to their 
rule the Inland parts of Libya, as far as Egypt", 

It will thus be seen that Schltemann was not astray 
when he identified Plato's Atlantis as the cradle of ^gean 
civilization. Had he been able, as he desired, to excavate 
in Crete, he might have changed his mind regarding the 
real significance of the Giteco-Egyptian myth. 

The poets and historians of ancient Greece had pro- 
served several suggestive legends regarding Crete. They 
had much to say regarding its King Minos, who flourished 
before the Trojan war. According to Strabo® he resided 
at Knossos, and made just laws which were afterwards 
borrowed by the Greeks. Thucydides* states that he 
was the first to have a navy, and that he cleared the 
jEgean of pirates. The poet of the Odyssey says: 

There is a land amid the wine-dark sea 
Called Cretei rich, fhiitful, girded by the waves; 
She boasts unnumbered men and ninety towns . , . 
One city in extent the rest exceeds, 
Knossos; the dty in wbicli Minos retgned^— 
The King who 'gan to reign in bis ninth year 
And converse held with Zeus.* 

Minos was fabled to be the son of Zeus by a human 
mother, the beautiful Europe, daughter of Agenor, King 
of Phoenicia, The legend sets forth that one day 
Europ6 was bathing with her maids, when Zeus beheld 
and fell in love with her. He changed himself Into a 

^ BcEwt^D I too lAd I 150 -LiL X. * I, 4. 
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bull, whose conwrly form and tameness attracted the attctr- 
tion of the princess. She advanced towards the animal, 
and was so fascinated by it that she mounted on its back. 
When she did so, the bull rushed into the water and 
swam to Crete. There she became the mother of Zeus s 
three sons, Minos, Rhajdamanthus, and Sarpedon. 

This story resembles the Scottish kelpie or “water- 
horse’' stories. When a human being mounts on the 
back of one of these supernatural animals, he or she finds 
it impossible to dismount, and is carried away to a dark 
loch. Sometimes the “ water-horse ” makes love In 

human form. 
Herodotus states that “certain Greeks, who would 

probably be Cretans, made a landing at Tyre, on the 
Phoenician coast, and bore oflF the Kings daughter, 
Europi,” *■ He suggested that Europe may have been 
so called after the Tyrian princess, and had been name- 

less before her time.* 
Minos was supposed to have received his code of 

Jaws from his father Zeus, whom he visited in his cave 
on Mount Ida while the people were assembled round its 
base.* When he died he became, like the Egyptian 
Osiris, a judge in Hades. Ulpses related in the OJjrsSiyj 
in the account of his visit to the land of shades: 

There saw I Minos, offspring famed of Jove (Zeus) j 
His golden sceptre in his hand, he sat 
Judge of the dead} they pleading, each in turn. 
His cause, some stood, some sat, filling the house. 
Whose spacious folding gates were never closed.* 

It was related of Minos—the later king of that name 
—that his succession to the Crebm throne was disputed. 

• HirtJimut I, i. ’ IV, 4S> *Strahet 47*. 

Oiwpc^f twu-t 5CJ, 6^70<>, 
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To emphasize his divine right, he stated that the gods 
would grant him anything he desired. Accordingly he 
invoked Poseidon, god of the deep, to send him a bull 
from the ocean, which he promised to offer up in sacrifice. 
When, however, the animal appeared he was so greatly 
fascinated by its beauty that he substituted another. 
Poseidon was wroth, and caused Minos to be punished 
by causing his wife, Pasiphatf, to give birth to a monster, 
half bull and half man, called the Minotaur, 

It was necessary to build a special residence for the 
Minotaur, to whom sacKbcIal offerings had to be made. 
Minos accordingly employed Daedalus,^ a skilled Athenian 
artificer, on his return from Egypt, to construct a labyrinth 
at Knossos, similar to the one situated near Lake Mterls. 
When the work was accomplished Minos had Dscdalus 
confined tn the Labyrinth, but he was secretly liberated by 
Queen Pasiphatf. Then he procured wings for himself 
and his son Icarus. Together they flew over the iEgean, 
but Icarus soared so near the sun that the wax with which 
his wings were fastened to his body melted, and he fell 
into the Icarian Sea, to which his name was given. 
Diedalus alighted without mishap at Cumae in Italy, 
where he erected a temple to Apollo, to whom he dedi¬ 
cated his wings.* 

Icarus thus met a similar fete to Etana, of Babylonian 
feme, Nimrod in the Koran legend, and the son of the 
eagle giant Garuda, in the Indian epic Rttmayatia, Etana 
and Nimrod ascended on the backs of eagles, whose 
pinions were burnt by the sun. The Indian eagle was 
similarly punished for its presumption.® 

Dxdalus afterwards took refuge in Sicani (Sicily), 
where Cocalus was king. Minos fitted out a great 

‘ r*Miy£Ai, 1^4. a Bi»k VL 
* MjtJk ^p. ft uf. 
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expedition and visited Sicily in pursuit of D®dalus, whom 
he desired to put to death. There he was treacherously 
murdered by Cocalus or his daughters. A temple erected 

to his memory was dedicated to .Aphrodite. 
Minos had previously decreed that every year Athens 

should send to Crete seven youths and seven maidens 

to be devoured by the Minotaur. 
This punishment was imposed upon the Athenians 

because they had jealously murdered AndrogeoSj son of 
Minos and Pasiphae, who had surpassed all his opponents 

at the Panathenaic games. 
For two years this tribute of human lives was paid 

by the subject city. But at length the hero, Theseus, 

vowed his life to sell 
For his dear Athens, which he loved so well, 
So that funereal ship might sail no more 
Freighted with living death to Creta’s shore.^ 

In the third year he sailed with the sons and daughters 
of the noblest families in Athens. On his arrival in 
Crete he was informed that he must enter the Labyrinth 
naked and alone, and there be devoured by the Minotaur/ 
He Invoked the goddess Aphrodite, who caused a beauti¬ 
ful Cretan maiden to fall in love with him. This was 
Ariadne, daughter of Minos. She secretly gave Theseus 
a magic sword to slay the Minotaur, and a clue of thread, 
with the aid of which the hero could be enabled to extri¬ 
cate himself from the Labyrinth. As he passed along the 
winding and intricate passages he unwound the due. He 
slew the Minotaur, and thus delivered Athens from its 
tribute. On his return voyage he was accompanied by 
Ariadne, whom, however, he deserted at Naxos. 
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It is believed that this legend is reminiscent of a 
period when Athens was subject to the rule of Crete, and 
it had to provide male and female toreadors for the buU- 
ring at Knossos, According to the exponents of the solar 
myth theories, Minos was the sun and Pasiphafi the moon, 
or the Minotaur was the sun, and the Labyrinth the sky 
by night, its windings being the course followed by the 
moon. 

Hesiod, Homer, Thucydides, and Herodotus make 
reference to only one Minos, the son of Zeus, the great 
lawgiver. But Diodorus^ and Plutarch* tell of a second 
Minos, who was the oppressor of the Athenians and the 
king who obtained the bull from Poseidon, Certain 
archaeologists arc of opinion that Minos was not a personal 
name, but a royal tide which was used as is Pharaoh in 
the Bible, and that each Cretan ruler may have been a 
Minos, as each Egyptian king was an Osiris, Others 
hold that Minos became as popular a throne name 
Ramescs m Egypt and C«sar at Rome. 

It was chiefly because persistent Greek legends gave 
recognition to Crete as the source of pre-HcUenic culture 
and religion that archEologists desired to excavate on that 
island. In the next chapter it will be found that when 
opportunity came to test tradition in this regard the 
results obtained exceeded the most sanguine expectations. 

‘IV. 6ft, 



CHAPTER VI 

The Great Palace of Knossos 

Diicoverlcs in Crete—Hoa? *+Ta(lfired Legenv^t” have been *'ie- 

rksthel'”—DraniAtie Re^'cLtii^ins aX KncHm—FTmUds Fr«ca of the Cup- 
bever—Pre-Hellenic Peopks not B^bjnans—The Kheliiu of the Egyptttfl 

Tfidi^Phnnidfltii' Blue Dj’e catne from Crete—BJue Robes of ^Toit Atlantic" 
Peqple^—ThcThronE and Council Chamber of Minot^How Men were j udged 
—Platter Relief of Sacred Bull—rTracei of Eatlai^ Palace—A Vjsk to the 

Knauon—“ Wwdeu WalU*' of the Iiknd Kingdom—Offielal* Religioui, and 

Domcitic Quanen—FrttcoM is Qdks's Megarou—Bom^ and Dancing in 
the *+ Theairal Area Dralnt^e Sjttcmi of Crete and Surncria—Pbiacia,nt 

of Homer at the Cmmni—^G1ii13|ps» of Palace Life from the Oifyug^—Votire 
OifciingB in Shrinei and Cares—How Qyeen Victoria bnuoufed an Ancient 

Custom—Sacred AnimAU and Symbols—Snake Godd^s and Priestess—How 

Cretan Ladled wej?e dressed—Gr^ and Maltese GiOtees—The Star Form of 

lilt. 

*'The andent history of Crete", it used to be customary 
to write, “ begins with the herpic or fabulous times. 
Historians and poets tell us of a king called Minos, who 
lived before the Trojan War, Then comes the well- 
known story of the Minotaur, Theseus, and Ariadne.” 
The solar symbolists disposed of the various legends as 
poetic fictions. 

The controversy aroused by the discoveries of Schlle- 
mann at Mycens and Tiryns was being waged with 
vigour and feeling when a native Cretan excavated at 
Knossos a few great jars and fragments of pottery of 
Mycenxan character. The spot was afterwards visited by 
several archseologists, including Dr. Schliemann and Dr. 
Dorpfeld, and a preliminary investigation brought to 

ilb 
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light undoubted indlcadons that the remains of an ancient 
palace, partly built of gypsum, lay beneath the accumu¬ 
lated debris of ages. It was impossible, however, to 
make satisfactory arrangements with the local proprietors 
or the Turkish Government. The view expressed by 
Mr. W, J, Stillman, that the ruins were those of the 
funous Labyrinth, did not attract much attention. 

In 1883 some peasants in the eastern part ot the 
island happened upon ancient votive objects in the Dic- 
ttean cave, which they had been in the habit of utilizing as 
a shelter for their goats. These they put on the market, 
and as there was a great demand for them, a brisk trade 
in Cretan antiquities sprang up. ArchBeologlsts were 
again drawn to the island, and. excavations which did not 
produce great results were conducted in front of the cave. 
This made the peasants redouble their efTotls to supply 
a growing demand, and as they met with much success 
the archeologists became more and more impressed by 
the possibilities of the island as an area for conducting 
important research work. In 1894 Sir Arthur Evans and 
Mr. Hogarth paid a visit to Crete, and examined both the 
site of Xnossos and the Dictxan cave. The times were 
Inauspicious for their mission, for the island was seething 
with revolt against the Turkish authorities. Sir Arthur, 
however, was able to effect the purchase of part of the 
Knossos ground, having become convinced that great 
discoveries remained to be made. What interested him 
most at the time were the Indications afforded by mysteri¬ 
ous signs on blocks of gypsum of a system of hitherto 
unknown prehistoric writing. It was not, however, until 
1900 that he was able to acquire by purchase the entire 
site of Knossos and conduct excavations on an extensive 
scale. 

During the interval, further investigations were con- 
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ducted by different archxologlsts at the Dictaean cave, 
which b double-chambered. Inscribed cablets and other 
finds came to light, but all research work had to be 
abandoned in 1897, when it was found that the upper 
cave was blocked with fallen rock. The political unrest 
on the island, besides, made it unsafe for foreigners to 
pursue even the peaceful occupation of digging for ancient 
pottery and figurines of bronze and lead. 

In [900, however. Sir Arthur Evans operating at 
Knossos, and Mr. Hogarth at the Dlctsean cave, achieved 
results which more than fulfilled their most sanguine 
hopes. What they accomplished was to reveal traces of 
an ancient and high civilization, of which the Mycenaean 
appeared to be an oilshoot. No such important discovery 
had been made since Schliemann, twenty - five years 
previously, unearthed the graves he so confidently 
believed to be those of Agamemnon and his companions. 
**Here again’', as Mr. Asquith said at the annual meeting 
of the subscribers to the British School at Athens,^ scepti¬ 
cism received an ugly blow. Legends”, he added, which 
had become somewhat ragged and tattered have been 
decently reclothed. The mountain on which Zeus was 
supposed to have rested from his labours, and the palace 
in which Minos invented the science of jurisprudence, are 
being brought out of the region of myth into the domain 
of possible reality.” 

Sir Arthur Evans went to Crete as a trained and 
experienced archseolc^ist, and was assisted from the be¬ 
ginning, in March, 1900, by Dr. Duncan Mackenzie, 
who had already distinguished himself by his excavations 
on the island of Mdos, and Mr, Fyfe, the British School 
of Athens architect. A large staff of workers was em¬ 
ployed, and by the time the season's work was concluded 

I Loadoot jotb Ottabefj, [9^0^ 
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in June a considerable portion of the Knossos palace was 
laid bare. 

Among the roost remarkable finds were the wall 
paintings that decorated the plastered walls of the palace 
corridors and apartments. These did more to arouse 
public interest in pre-Hellenic civilisation than even the 
burnt city of Troy or the gold masks of kings in the 
graves at Mycenae. Here were wonderful pictures of 
ancient life vividly portrayed, of highly civilized Euro¬ 
peans who were contemporaries of the early Biblical 
Pharaohs, and lived in splendour and luxury long cen¬ 
turies before Solomon employed the skilled artisans of 
Phoenicia to decorate his temple and palace. And what 
manner of people were they ? Not rude barbarians 
awaiting the dawn of Hellenic civilization, but men and 
women with refined faces and graceful forms, whose cos¬ 
tumes resembled neither those of the Egyptians, Greeks, 
nor Romans. There was a note of modernity in this antique 
and realistic art and the manners of life it portrayed. The 
ladies with their pulfed sleeves, narrow waists, and fiounced 
skirts, might well have walked, not from a Cretan palace, 
but some Paris sohtt of the ’eighties and 'nineties. 

In his first popular account of his excavations. Sir 
Arthur Evans gave a vivid description of his dramatic 
discovery of the fresco named the “cup-bearer”. 

“The colours", he wrote, “were almost as brilliant as 
when laid down over three thousand years before. For 
the first time the true portraiture of a man of this mys¬ 
terious Mycena^n race rises before us. There was some- 
thing very impressive in this vision of brilliatit youth 
and of male beauty, recalled after so long an interval to 
our upper air from what had been till yesterday a for¬ 
gotten World. Even our untutored Cretan workmen felt 
the spell and ^scination. 
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“They, indeed, regarded the discovery of such a 

painting in the bosom of the earth as nothing less than 

miraculous^ and saw iti it the *icon of a saint 1 The 

removal of the fresco required a delicate and laborious 

process of under-plastering, which necessitated its being 

watched at night, and old Manolis, one of the most 

trustworthy of our gang, was told off for the purpose. 

Somehow or other he fell asleep, but the wrathful saint 

appeared to him In a dream. Waking with a start, he 

was conscious of a mysterious presence; the animals 

round began to low and neigh, and there were visions 

about; he said, in summing up his experiences 

next morning, ‘The whole place spooks I ’ ” ‘ 

This life-sized figure of a youth remains in a wonder¬ 

ful state of preservation from the thighs upwards, and is a 

feature of Candla museum. He carries in front a long 

pointed vessel, adorned with silver and gold, with “wine 

foam” at the brim, one raised hand grasping the handle 

and the other dutching it at the tapering end. His face 

is finely depicted In profile, the well-proportioned features 

are quite modern, and he is dean-shaved; the forehead 

is ample, the eyes dark, and the hair black and curly. 

Sir Arthur Evans thinks the skull Is of “brachycephalic" 

(broad-headed) type; others regard it as “mesacephalic" 

(medium). Round the neck is a necklace of silver, and 

there is an ear-ring iti the only ear shown, which appears 

to be mounted with a blue stone. There is an armlet 

on the upper part of the right arm, and a bracelet w’lth 

what appears to be a seal round the left wrist, which looks 

just like the “ wristlet-watch " worn at the present day. 

The body is well developed, and the waist tightened by 

a girdle. He wears a closdy-fitting loin-dot h, which is 

richly embroidered. 

^ Alantkfy Rnttnvt pu 04^ 
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Before the famous figure was reached, the excavators 
had laid bare a paved corridor nearly 4 yards wide. The 
left wall retained traces of plaster which had been decor¬ 
ated with a continuous fresco of a procession of male and 
female dignitaries. None of the faces, however, sur¬ 
vived. It was noted that the figures resembled closely 
those of the Keftiu" depicted in Egyptian tombs. 

An interesting feature of these and other frescoes was 
the evidence they afforded of the use of a blue dye 
among the Cretans. Some male figures wore bright-blue 
robes, and others white robes bordered with blue. Ap¬ 
parently the Phoenicians were not the first to utilize the 
famous dyes which have long been so closely associated 
with them. Proofs were subsequently forthcoming to 
place this belief beyond doubt, l^ng before the Phoeni¬ 
cians supplanted the Cretans as sea-traders the islanders 
produced bright-blue garments, which were worn, It would 
appear, on special ceremonial occasions. It is of interest 
to note in this connection that the inhabitants of Plato's 
Atlantis had a similar custom. After the bull was sacri¬ 
ficed, and the sacred cup deposited in the temple of the 
gods, and '‘the fire round the sacrifice had been cooled, 
all of them dressed themselves in beautiful dark-blue robes 
.. .and then mutually judged one another as respects any 
accusations of transgressing the laws. After the acts of 
judgment were over, when day came, they inscribed their 
decisions on a golden tablet, and deposited them as 
memorials, together with their dresses.'*^ 

A hoard of inscribed clay tablets was discovered by 
Evans in a bath-shaped terra-cotta receptacle within a 
small chamber. These were embedded in charcoal, indi¬ 
cating that they had been placed in a wooden box which 
at some period was destroyed by fixe. 

‘ Tie Ctimit S«c. XV 
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As tKe work of excavation made progress, many 
remarlKible discoveries were made In that first season 
which appealed to the imaginations of saentists and 
workers alike. The ’glimpses of life afforded by frag¬ 
mentary frescoes set the ghosts of vanished Cretens 
walking once again; the wind rustling through the dis¬ 
interred ruins by night seemed “ like light frotfalls of 
spirits*^ passing up and down the stately corridors; the 

past ** out of her deep heart spoke - By day 

There screaiiK!*! a sunlight vapour, like the standard 

Of some ^thcrial host; 

Whilst from all the coast 

Louder and loader, gathering round, there wandered 

Over the oracular woods and divine sea 

Prophes^ings which grew ajrciculatei 

The prophesy tugs of the excavators were no vain 
dreams; with dramatic swiftness they were revealed 
almost as soon as they were conceived. Coiifidently 
search was made for tangible evidence ^at this palace 
had been occupied by the legendary Minosj or one of 
the kings who bore that name or title, when his very 
council chamber was unearthed, and the most ancient 

throne in Europe brought to light. 
In the heart of the palace this priceless relic of an 

antique dvllliation had lain buried in debris all through 
the ages that saw the coming and going of Homer’s 
heroes, the rise and fall of Assyria, the fading beauty 
of Babylon, the flickering loveliness of Egypt, Persian 
splendour, the glory of Greece and the grandeur of 
Rome. The kings that sat in it had long faded into the 
region of myth and fancy; it was bdieved by wise scholars 
that they never existed at all. And here was the royal 

throne to tell another story I 
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The “Throne Room”wM situated between the upper 
part of the spacious central court of the palace and the 
“long gallery" of the western wing, it was entered, 
howevefj from the court alone. Those who sought the 
presence of the king had first to pass through a small 
ante-room about seven yards square, the rubble walls of 
which, the excavators found, had been plastered with dajr 
and faced with stucco made beautiful by artists who were 
skilled draughtsmen and brilliant colourists. 

Stone benches were ranged round the walls of the 
council chamber, and between two of these on the north 
side stood the gypsum throne of the king on a raised 
slab. Here sat the Minos surrounded by his high 
officers of state. There is seating accommodation for 
about twenty on the benches. 

The throne, which was found intact, is of graceful 
form. It presents an interesting contrast to that on 
which the statue of the Egyptian King Kafra of Pyramid 
fame is seated. Its back, which is higher and less severe, 
has an undulating outline, and resembles somewhat an oak 
leaf. The base broadens downward from the seat, which 
is hollowed to fit the body comfortably, and the sides are 
gracefully carved, the “ double moulded arch " in front 
resembling “ late Gothic" designs. 

To this chamber may have been led such a wanderer 
as brave Ulysses, who desired to accelerate his return to 
his native home. He would have found the grave 
Minos enthroned amidst his councillors, who sat “side by 
side on polished stones", and perhaps heard him soeak 
like the Phieacian king in the Odjsseji^ 

Chiefs and Senators f 1 speat 
The dictates of my mind, therefore attend. 
This guest, unknown to me, hath, wandVing found 
My pabce, either from the East arrived. 
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Or from some nation on our western side. 
Safe conduct home hc askS} and our consent 
Here wishes ratified, whose quick return 
Be it our part, as usual, to promote; 
For at no time the stranger, from what coast 
SoeV, who hath resorted to our doors, 
Hath long complained of his detention here. 
Haste_draw ye down into the sacred Deep 
A vessel of prime speed, and, from among 
The people, fifty and two youths select, 

■ Approved the best; then, lashing last the oars. 
Leave her, that at my palace ye may ma^ 
Short feast, for which myself will all provide. 
Thus I enjoin the crew, but as for these 
Of sceptred rank, I bid them all alike 
To my own board, that here we may regale 
The stranger nobly, and let none refuse. 
Call, too, Demodocus, the bard divine. 
To share my banquet, whom the gods have blest 
With pow’rs of song delectable, immatch’d 
By any, when his genius once is fired.^ 

Opposite the «high seat” of Minos in the “Throne 
Room” was a shallow tank with stone breastwork. Its 
use is uncertain. The theory that ambassadors and others 
washed here while awaiting the king Is not convincing; 
there were bath-rooms elsewhere in the vast palace in which 
travel-wearied men could refresh and cleanse themselves. 
Perhaps !t was simply part of the decorative scheme. 
Fish may have been kept here to give a touch of realism 
to the scenes painted on the stucco-plastered walls. 
Traces survive of a riverside fresco, with reeds and 
grasses and budding flowers beside flowing waters, which 
must have imparted to the chamber an air of repose. On 
either side of the door were two gleaming griffins, crested 
with peacock’s plumes, “showing”, says Sir Arthur Evans, 

* Coikpcf'i Vin* 
iz <i3aoi> 
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that this Indian fowl was known to the East Mediter¬ 
ranean world long before the days of Solomon A 
flowery landscape formed a strangely-contrasting back¬ 
ground, with ferns and palm-trees fringing the soft blue 

stream. 
Before this chamber was swept by the fire which 

destroyed the palace, it must have been at once stately 
and bkutiful. No doubt the benches were strewn with 
richly-embroidered rugs and cushions to complete the 
britliant colour scheme of which fragmentary traces 
survive. The throne appears to have been richly deco¬ 
rated, *‘The whole free of the gypsum", writes Sir 
Arthur Evans, “had been coated with a fine white plaster 
wash, and this again coloured in various ways. The seat 
showed distinct remains of a brilliant red colour, A 
minute examination of the back disclosed the ftet that 
fine lines had been traced on it such as are also visible 
on the wall frescoes, a technical device, borrowed from 
Egyptian practice, for guiding the artist's hands. It 
would appear, therefore, that the back of the throne had 
been once decorated with an elaborate colour design/'^ 
The paved floor was also^ apparently, set in a border of 
gypsum covered with plaster and richly adorned. 

Another interesting early find was the “wine cellar" 
of the palace—or rather the “cellars". In the lengthy 
corridors were found intact rows of great jars from which 
wine was drawn by the “ cup-bearers " for the feast, and 
oil was likewise stored. Worthy of special mention is 
also the painted plaster relief of a bull which dignified the 
wall of one of the chambers, “It is life-sized, or some¬ 
what over", its discoverer wrote at the time. "The eye 
has an extraordinary prominence. Us pupil is yellow and 
the iris a bright-red, of which narrower bands again 

^ Tkt Ammtdl if tkd BririiA SeAttoi Mi AdktMif Vol, VI, 
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appear encircling the white towards the lower drcum- 
ference of the ball. The horn is of grcpish hue, . . , 
Such as it is, this painted relief is the most magnificent 
monument of Mycenaean plastic art that has come down 
to our time. The rendering of the bull, for which the 
artists of this period showed so great a preditectionj is full 
of life and s'pirit. It combines In a high degree naturalism 
with grandeur, and it is no exaggeration to say that no 
hgure of a bull at once so powerful and so true was 
produced by later classical art.’'‘ 

The first season’s discoveries made it evident that 
the palace had been of great dimensions and splendour. 
Nothing was found to indicate that it flourished after the 
Mycenaean period. It had evidently been destroyed by 
fire in pre-Hellenic times, before the thirteenth century 
B.c, Traces were also found of a still earlier palace, below 
which were the layers of the Neolithic (Late Stone Age) 
period. Regretfully Sir Arthur Evans had to suspend 
operations in June 1900 on such a promising site, owing 
to the malarious conditions and distressing dust-douds 
raised by the south wind from Libya. Nine brief weeks, 
however, had revealed enough to satisfy even so fortunate 
an archaeologist as Sir Arthur, who had the luck of 
Schliemann combined happily with richer experience and 
technical skill. No doubt could any longer remain that a 
great pre-Homeric civilization had flourished in Crete, 
and that Minos had been rescued from the fiuryland of 
the solar symbolists to take his place once again among 
the mighty monarchs of the great days of old. 

Were it possible for us, by waving the wand of a 
magician, to conjure before our eyes this wonderful jjalace, 
ss it existed when Queen Hats heps ut reigned over Egypt 
and Thothmes 111 was fretting to seize the reins of 

if ^ BriecfA VbL VJ, 51-3^ 
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power, we should be first of all impressed by the moder¬ 
nity of its aspect. 

We are guided from the sea-shore, like the hero of 
the who visited the dwelling of Alcinous, the 
Pheeaciac king, by a goddess in human guise. At a 
frvourable point of vantage on the poplar-fringed high¬ 
way, we are afforded the first glimpse of the palace of 
Knossos. It is situated beside a river’ on a low hill in 
the midst of a fertile valley, about 3^ miles from Candia. 
The dominating feature of the kndsrape is sacred Mount 
Juktas, with its notched peak. It seems as tf the ** ham¬ 
mer god" had intended to shape the iTtountain like an 
Egyptian pyramid, and, having finished one side, abandoned 
the task soon after beginning to splinter out the other. 

The palace, which is approached by paved roadways, 
has a flat roof and forms a rough square, each side being 
about 130 yards long. No walls surround it. Crete, 
like *'old England", is protected by its navy—^its “wooden 
walls". The Minos kings have suppressed the island 
pirates who were wont to fell upon unprotected towns 
and plunder them, and hold command of the sea.* 

Wc enter the palace by the north gate, passing groups 
of soldiers on sentry duty, A comparatively smdl force 
could defend the narrow way between the massive walls 
which lead us to the great Central Court. Note these 
little towers and guard-houses, from which they could 
dischaige their arrows against raiders. There are dark 
dungeons beneath us, over 20 feet deep, in which prisoners 
are fretting their lives away, thinking of “ Fatherland, of 
child, and wife, and slave", and “the wandering fields of 
barren foam" on which they had ventured to defy the 
might of Minos, 

* The rifcr uiot l« flow nrircr iLe ptilicv i[CiC thia it tj^ n prwent. 

^ 1, 1-4. 
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The Central Court it) the middle of the palace is over 
60 yards long and about 30 yards wide. On the eastern 
side are the private apartments of the royal family^ but 
these are not entered from the Court, but along maiy 
corridors which arc elsewhere approached- The first door 
on the western side leads us through an ante-room to the 
Throne Room. Farther down, and near the centre of 
the Court, is the shrine of the Snake goddess. Behind 
it are the west and east Pillar Rooms and the room con¬ 
taining temple repositories; these apartments appear to 
have a religious significance. Farther south is the large 
“ Court of the Altar”. We pass out of the Court at the 
northern end, and penetrate the western wing of the palace. 
We find it is divided about the middle by the "Long 
Gallery”. Walking southward, we pass, on the right, 
numerous store rooms, until we reach an entrance leading 
to the sacred apartments behind the shrine of the Snake 
goddess. It has already dawned upon us that we are in a 

labyrinthine building, if not the real Labyrinth with its 
intricate and tortuous passages through which the ^mous 
Theseus was able to wander freely and extricate himself 
from with the aid of the clue given to him by the princess 
Ariadne. One apartment leads to another, and when our 
progress is arrested by blind alleys we turn back and find 
it difficult, without the help of a guide, to return to the 
Long Gallery that opens on the zigaag route hack to the 
Central Court. The eastern wing is similarly of mazy 
character. In the southern part of it are reception rooms, 
living-rooms, bedrooms, and bath-rooms. These include 
the "Hall of the Colonnades”, the " HalJ of the Double 
Axes”, the "Queen's Megaron”, and the "Room of the 
Plaster Couch”,* Stairways lead to the upper stories. 

The rooms assigned to the ladles are approached 

^ Time oKhes ajnan fiven to the iputmccLU bf Sit Arthur Eyink 
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through a dark “dog*s-leg corridor". We enter the 
“Queen’s Megaroti" and are silenced by ib wonderful 
beauty. The paved floor is overlaid with embroidered 
rugs, and has a richly-coloured **surround" of painted 
plaster. Frescoes adorn the wails. Here is a woodland 
scene with a briliiantly-plumaged bird in flight. On the 
north side is the whirling figure of a bright-eyed dancing 
girl, her long hair floating out on either side in rippling 
bird-wing curves, her arms responding to the rise and fall 
of the music. She leans slightly forward, poised on one 
foot. She wears a yellow jacket with short arms, with a 
zigzag border of red and blue. Other dancers are tKpping 
near her. Beyond these are the musicians,^ We are 
reminded of one of the scenes on the ^mous shield of 
Achilles:—^ 

There, too, the skilful artist's hand had wrought, 
With curious workmanship, a mazy dance. 
Like that which Daedalus in Knossus eist 
At falr-hair’d* Ariadne's bidding frained. 
There, laying on each other's wrist their hand. 
Bright youtlis and many sui Cor'd maidens dani^; 
In fair white linen these} in tunics those 
Well woven, shining soft with fragrant oils , . , 
Now whirl'd they round wiih ninible practised feet, 
Basy, as when a potter, seated, turns 
A wheel, new fashioned by bis skilful hand. 
And spins it round, to prove jf true it run; 
Now fcady tno'v’d in well-beseeming ranks, 
A numerous crowd, around, the lovely dance 
Survey'd, delighted.^ 

Another fresco is a picturesque study of sub-marine 
life. Fish dart to and fro above the ocean floor about 

* OnljF ^ae 4iH3cipg figure h^i lurriTcd at tiiii ftmtth 
* Or “ AflAilEir af ihe tJtna 

^ XVJtE, (TT tttaiUtiMji 
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two great snouted dolphins, the air bubbles darting from 
their fins and tails to indicate that they are in motion,^ 

In the Queen’s Megaron the Cretan ladies are wont 
to chatter over their needlework during the heat of the 
day. They admire the works of art on the walls, and 
discuss the merits of the various diat^ghtsmen who reside 
elsewhere in the palace. Note how little furniture they 
require. They won’t have anything that is not absolutely 
necessary in their rooms, and what they have is beautiful. 
The charm of wide spaces appeals to them. A broad 
fresco must not be interrupted by ornaments that might 
distract attention from such a masterpiece. It is sufficient 
in itself to fill a large part of the room. 

Visitors who mive dusty and weary are conducted 
to the bath-room, which is entered through a door at the 
north-west corner. Its walls are plainly painted, but 
relieved from the commonplace by a broad dado of 
flowing spirals with rosette centres. Portable tubs are 
provided, and attendants spray water over those who use 

them. 
We pass from this, the south-eastern, to the north¬ 

eastern wing, and find it is occupied by artistic craftsmen 
who are continually employed in beautifying the palace. 
Art is under royal patronage. Here, too, arc the rooms 
of musicians. Farther on are the butlers; these provide 
the stores for the cooks, who occupy the domestic quarters 
south of the Queen’s Megaron and benrath it. 

Once again the guards permit us to walk along the 
corridor of the north entrance, and we turn from their 
guard-houses and sentinel-boxes to visit the “Theatra! 
Area” at the north-western corner of the palace. On 

1 Time dDlphim rcic^blE doKijr tb« cle^Aciti^ an 

Kul^urrd dovcA bid cvfdcntEj i Piuhaih 

t4Ui of i thefficLcf wbtdi bdd la IlibJ « pn4 m i daviu. 
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two sides arc tiers of stone steps on which spectators seat 
themselves. One Is the royal “grand stand and it has 
accommodation for about 2oo people; the other is reserved 
for young people. The crowds stand round about in a 
circle behind the wooden barriers. Sometimes the attract 
don is an athletic display. Boxers and wrestlers are 
popular. Here* too* the dancers display their skill when 
the king calls upon them to “tread the circus with 
harmonious steps Their dances have a religious 
significance. 

Turning southward from the Theatml Area we walk 
along the broad west court outside the palace. It is 
paved and terraced. Almost the whole of this outer 
portion of the western wing is occupied by stores, and 
the court Is the market-place. Here come the traders 
who sell their fruit and vegetables and wares; and here 
too those who pay their taxes in kind. Officials and 
merchants pass to and fro; here is a great consignment of 
goods from Egypt which is being unpacked. The scribes 
are busy checking invoices, and issuing orders for its dis¬ 
posal. A group of young people gather round a sailor, 
who is accompanied by a native Egyptian, and fills their 
ears with wonderful stories regarding the river Nile and 
the great cities on its banks. 

Our steps are directed to the southern side of the 
palace. Here is the door leading to the “Court of the 
Altar" and other sacred rooms. Farther on is the 
“Court of the Sanctuary " in the southern part of the 
cast wing. Workmen are busy near us extending the 
palace beyond the royal apartments. 

Wc have now taken a rapid survey of the great square 
palace of Knossos, There are many details, however, that 
have escaped our notice. The Cretans were not only 
great builders, but also experienced sanitary engineers. 
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An cJEcellent drainage system waa iaine.-oiT the reiparkable 
features of the palace. Terra-Cotta dram-pipes, Tvhich 
might have been made yesterday, connect, watcr-dushed 
closed ^*of almost modem type", and bath-roonis with a 
great square drain which workmen could enter to efiect 
repairs through “ manholes”. Rain water was iritroduoed 
into the palace, and its flow autoraatifially controUed. 

Crete, however, was not alone in ahticipafing modern 
sanitary methods. Long before the Late Mihoan period, 
which began about 1700 a.c., the Sumero-Babybniatjs 
had a drainage system. Drains and culverts have Been 
excavated at Nippur in stratum which dates before the 
reign of Sargon I (f. 1650 B.c.), as well as at Surghul, 
near Lagash, Fara, the site of Shunippak, and elsewhere, 
it is uncertain, however, whether the Cretans derived their 
elaborate drainage system from Sumeria. What remains 
clear, however, is that on the island kingdom, and in 
cities of the Tigro-Euphratean valley, the problem of 
how to prevent the spread of water-borne diseases had 
been dealt with on scientifle lines. 

A glimpse of such a palace as that of Knossos, if not 
of this palace Itself, is obtained in the and in that 
part from which quotation has been made in dealing with 
the “ Throne Room 

Ulysses (Odysseus), the wanderer, is cast ashore on 
the island of Schcria, the seat of the Phacacians, " who of 
old, upon a time, dwelt in spacious Hypereia”. Dr. 
Drerup' and Professor Burrows* have independently 
arrived at the conclusion that Scheria is Crete, Hypereia 
being Sicily, “ and that the origin of the Odyssey is to be 
sought for in Crete Burrows adds; “ It can be at once 
granted, that attention has been unduly concentrated on 
Ithaca, Lcukias, and Corcyra, while the numerous refer- 

t (] 953)^ pp. I Jo £t wf. * Tif I im CrrH (1907), pp. 107 ft 
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ences in the to the topography of Crete have 
been neglected Dr, Drerup draws attention to a most 
suggestive passage in the seventh book, in which the 
secret b ‘*Iet out". Tlie Ph^cian King, Aldnous, 
promises that his seamen will convey the shipwrecked 
stranger to his home, even though it be much farther 
than Euboea, which ”, he explains, “ certain of our men 
say is the farthest of lands, they who saw it, when they 
carried Rhadamanthus of the feir hajr, to visit Tityos, son 
of Gaia”,* Now Rhadamanthus was the brother of the 
Cretan King Minos. ^‘ What was he doing in Corcyra?" 
asks Professor Burrows, “The PhiseacUns," adds the 
same writer, “themselves mariners, artists, feasters, dancers, 
are surely the Minoans of Crete.” 

Ulysses (Odysseus) is found on the sea-coast by the 
princess Nausicaa. She provides him with clothing and 

food, and says— 

Up strangEr I seek the city, I will lead 
Thy steps towards my royal father’s house 
Where Phajacia's nobles thou shall see. 

Her proposal is to lead him to her father's farm, where 

he will gaze on the safe harbour in which 

Our gall^t barks 
Line all the road, each sationed In her place. 
And where, adjoining close the splendid fane 
Of Neptune,* stands the forum with huge stones 
From quarries hither drawn, constructed strong, 
In which the rigging of their barks they keep 
Sail cloth and cordage, and make smooth their oars. 

She Intends to leave him at this point, fearing that the 
sailors might ask, “Who is this that goes with Nausicaa?” 

I It], 191-iaOj XIX, roe, jjS. 
■ SttUhcT and Lui^i p 11J. ' PoKldoa in the enjiuL 
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and cast imputations on her character. Apparently the 
gossips were as troublesome in those times as in our own. 

She ^ds naively; 
1 shaiild blame 

A virgin gtiilty of such conduct much^ 
Myself) who reckless of her parent'^s will 
Should so familiar with a man toitsort. 
Ere cclebratian of her spousal rites* 

The princess then advises the wanderer to make his 
way from the royal home farm to the palace:— 

Ask where Aldnntis dwells, my valiant sire. 
Well known is his abodr^ so that with ease 
A child might lead thee to it. 

When he is received "within the court he shauld at once 
seek the queen, her mother* 

She b^ide a column sit§ ' 
In the hcartb^s blasiie, twirling her fleecy threads 
Tinged with sea purple, bright, magnificent! 
With all her maidens orderly behmd. 

If he makes direct appeal to this royal lady he will be sure 
to “win a g^ad return to hts island home^'. 

The wauderer is much impressed by the gorgeous 
palace of the Phxacian king, towards which he is led by 
the grey-eyed goddess Athene, who assmned the guise of 
a girl carrying a pitcher. He pauses on the threshold, 
gazing with wonder on the inner walls covered with brass 
and surrounded by a blue dado. Doors are of gold and 
the door-posts of silver^ He has a glimpse of a feasting 
chamber; the seats against the wall arc covered with 
mantles of “subtlest warp”, the ‘^work of many a female 
hand*** There the Ph^cians are wont to sit eating and 
drinking in the flare of the torches held in the hands of 
golden figures of young men. 
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Fifty h^dnuidens attend on the Kmg and Queen. 
Some grind the golden corn in milktoncs. Others srt 
spinning and weaving with fingers 

Restless as leaves 
Of lofij poplars fluttering in the bie«e. 

So doscly do they weave liiien that oil wiH fall off it. 
Just as the Phsradan men are skilled beyond others as 
mariners, so are the women the most accomplished at the 
loom. The goddess Athene has given them much wisdom 
as workers, and richest fancy. 

Outside the court)^ard of the palace is a large garden 
surrounded by a hedge. There grows many a luxuriant 
and lofty tree. 

Pomegranate, pear, the apple hlushiog bright, 
The honied fig, and unctuDus olive smooth. 
Those fruits, nor winter’s cold nor summer’s heat 
Fear ever, fail not, wither not, but hang 
Perennial . , . 
Pears after pears to fidl dimensions swell, 
Figs foUow figs, grapes dust’ring grow again. 
Where dusters grew, and (every apple stript) 
The boughs soon tempt the gath’rer as before. 
There too, well-rooted, and of fruit profiise, 
His vineyard grows . . . 

On the garden^ verge extreme 
Flow’rs of all hues smile all the year, arranged 
With neatest art juibcious, and amid 
The lovely scene two founmins welling forth^ 
One visits, into every part diffiis’d 
The garden ground, the other soft beneath 
The threshold steals into the palace court. 
Whence ev*iy citizen his vase supplies^ 

The wanderer, having gazed with wonder about him, 
enters the palace. He sees men pouring out wine to 
keen-eyed Hermes, the slayer of Aigos, before retiring 
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for the night. Athene again comes to his aid, and wraps 
him in a mist so that he passes, unseen by anyone, until 
he reaches the queen. He tells her of his plight, and asks 
for safe conduct to his native land, and the great lady 
takes pity on him. The wanderer is given food and 
wine. Before he retires to rest he relates to King Alcinous 
how he' was cast on the island shore and conducted to the 
farm by the princess. Recognising that the girl has com¬ 
promised heiWif, his majesty offers her in marriage to the 

stranger, promising 

House would I give thee and possessions too 
Were s-uch thy choice^ 

He adds, however, that if he prefers to return home no 
man in Ph^cia shall by force detain theeThe 
wanderer’s decision is, *' Grant to me to visit my native 
shores again”. So the matter ends. Odysseus is con¬ 

ducted to 
a fleecy couch 

Under the portico^ with purple rugs 
Resplendent, and with suras spread beneath 
And over all with cloaks of shaggy pile. 

The king and queen retire to an "inner chamber”. 
Next morning the king and his counsellors assemble 

as indicated in the description of the Throne Room of 
Knossos palace, and arrangements are completed to give 
Odysseus a safe conduct home. Before he goes a feast 
is held, at which "the beloved minstrel”, Dcmodocus, 
sings of the Trojan war. Then a visit is paid to the 
" Theamd Area ”, where athletes display feats of strength. 
A young man challenges the stranger boastfully. Roused 
to wrath by his speech, Odysseus says: 

1 am not, as thou sayest, 
A novice in these sports but took the lead 
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In all, while youth and strength were on my side* 
But 1 am now in. bdiiik of wrrow held. 
And of misfortune^ having much endured 
In war, and hudedng the botst^rous waves. 

Hcj however, flung a quoit and broke all records- Then 
he challenged the young man who taunted him 

To box, to wrestle with me, or to run , * , 
There h no game athletic in ihc use 
Of all mankindi too difficult for me. 

The challenge is not accepted, however. Then the king 
says: 

We boast not much the boxerV skill, nor yet 
The wrestler's; but light-footed in the race 
Arc we, and navigatoni well informed. 
Our pleasures are the feast, the harp, the dance; 
Garments for change, the tepid bath, ihe bed. 
Come, ye Pharactans, beyond others skilled 
To tread the circus with harmonjous steps, 
Come play before us 5 that our guest arrived 
In hb own country, may inform his friends 
How far in seamanship we all ocel, 
In running, in the dance, and in the songJ 

In thes^ passages we probably have^ as some authorities 
think, real Cretan memories. It is uncertain whether or 
not actual Cretan poems were utilised in the OJyssey. 
Professor Burrows suggests that the glories of the palace 
of Aldnons ^*were sung by men who had heard of them 
as living realities^ even if they had not themselves seen 
themj men who had walked the palaces (Knossos and 
Phsestos) perhaps, if not as their masters, at least as 
mercenaries or freebooters”.® 

It will be noted that Alcinous says the Ph^cians do 

^ Extnfti from Lbc 0^^, B<Kki Vtl «Kt VTII {Cflwpcf* tnuolitioEi}. 
1 7^ Omrmn p. 1*5. 
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not boast much of the skill of their boxers. Yet the 
Cretan pugilists arc found depicted in seal impressions, 
on vases, &c, suggesting that they were regarded with 
pride as peerless exponents of the ” manly sport”. It 
may be, however, that In the last period (Late Minoan 
111) the island boxers were surpassed by those among the 
more muscular northerners, who were settled in Crete in 
increasing numbers, "Late Minqan Ill”, writes Professor 
Burrows, a long period, and marks the successive 
stages of a gradually decaying culture,” The “ Cretan 
memories" in the Homeric poems “refer to Late Minoan 
111”.^ Apparently the islanders were still famous as 
skilled mariners, while their dancing was much admired; 
but as athletes and warriors they had to acknowledge the 
superiority of the less cultured invaders who had descended 

on their shores. 
Reference has been made to the sacred rooms in the 

great palace of Knossos. Unlike the Egyptians, the 
Cretans erected no temples. Their religious ceremonies 
were conducted in their homes, on their fields, and beside 
sacred mountain caves. Sir Arthur Evans discovered in 
the south-eastern part of the palace, near the ladies* rooms, 
a little shrine which could not have accommodated more 
than a few persons. 

Another shrine was entered from the Central Court 
to the south of the Throne Room in the ifcstem wing. 
It would appear that this part of the palace was invested 
with speciJ sanctity. In one of the apartments were 
found superficial cists in the pavement. The first two 
had been rifled. Then an undisturbed one was located 
and opened. It contained a large number of what ap¬ 
peared to be deposits of religious character—vessels con¬ 
taining burnt corn which had been ofiered to a deity or 

* Tk* jOfifMwi#! m Cnir^ fp, 
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to ubkts, libation tables, and so on. Fragments 
of fiiienicc (native porcelain^ had figures of goddesses, cons 
and calves, goats and kids, and floral and other designs. 
A number of cockles and other sea-shells ardficiaUy tinted 
in various colours also came to light. Apparently these 
dsts answered the same purpose as sacred caves in which 
religious offerings were plac^. 

This custom of eFecting a ceremonial connection with 
a holy place still survives in our ow'n country. Portions 
of clothing are attached to trees overhanging wishing and 
curative wells, and coins and pins are also dropped into 
them. Pin wellssometimes called “Penny wells”, 
are not uncommon. In some cases nails are driven into 
the tree. Special mention may be made of the well and 
tree of Isle Maree, on Loch Maree, in the Scottish county 
of Ross and Cromarty, It was visited on a Sunday in 
September, 1B77, by the late Queen Victoria. Her 
Majesty read a short sermon to her gillies, and after¬ 
wards, with a smile, attached an offering to the wishing 
tree. Such offerings are never removed, for it is believed 
that a terrible misfortune would befall the individual who 
committed such an act of desecration. In ancient Egypt 
offerings were made at tombs, and in Babylonia votive 
figures of deities mounted on nails were driven into 
sacred shrines. 

Seal impressions, which have been found in the Cretan 
palace cists, are of special interest. Among the designs 
were figures of owls, doves, ducks, goats, dogs, lions 
seizing prey, horned sheep, gods and goddesses. Flowers, 
sca-shells, houses, &c., were also depicted. One clay 
impression of a boxer suggests that it was deposited by 
the pugilist himself to ensure his good luck at a great 
competition in the Theatral Area. The shells suggest 
that sailors desired protection. One sea] of undoubted 
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maritime significance shows a man in a boat attacking a 
dog-headed sca-monster. The flora] seals were probably 
offerings to the earth mother in Spring. No doubt the 
cow suckling Its calf and the goat its kid were fertility 
symbols. 

The faience relief of the wild goat and its young is 
one of the triumphs of Cretan art. It is of pale-^reen 
colour, with dark sepia markings. The animals are as 
lifelike as those depicted in the Palaeolithic cave-drawings. 
One of the kids is sucking in crouched posture, and the 
other bleats impatiently in front. The nimble-footed 
mother has passed with erect head and widely-opened 
eyes. She is the watchful protector and constant nourisher 
of her young—a symbol of maternity. The cow and calf 
is also a line composition. Commenting on these. Sir 
Arthur Evans says that " in beauty of modelling and in 
living interest, Egyptian, Phcenician, and, it must be added, 
classical Greek . . . are far surpassed by the Minoan 

artist”. 
Among the marine subjects in faience is one showing 

two flying fish (the ‘*sea swallows ” of the modern Greeks) 
swimming between rocks and over sea-shells lying on the 

sand. 
Nothing, however, among these votive deposits can 

surpass in living interest the faience figures of the 5nake 
goddess and her priestess. The former is a semi-anthro- 
pomorphtc figure with the ears of a cow or some other 
animal. The exaggerated car suggests ** Broad Ear*', one 
of the members of the family of the Sumerian sea^d Ea, 
She may have been thus depicted to remind her wor¬ 
shippers that she was ever ready to hear their petitions. 
On the other hand, it is not improbable that she had at 
one time the head of a cow or sow. Demeter at Phigalia 
was horse-headed, and there were serpents in her hair. 

tfliosr 13 
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This goddess of Crete has a high head-dress of spiral 
pattern, round which a serpent has enfolded itself, and 
apparently its head, which is missing, protruded in front 
like the uneus on the Egyptian «helmets” of royalty. 
Another snake is grasped by the head in her right hand 
and by the tail in the left, and its body lies wriggling 
along her outstretched arms, and over her shoulders, 
forming a loop behind, which narrows at her waist and 
widens out below it. Other two snakes are twined round 
her hips below the waist. These reptiles are of green 
colour with purple-brown spots. Evidently they are 
symbols of fertility and growth of vegetation. The god¬ 
dess is attired in a bellnshapcd skirt suspended from her 
“wasp waist”, and a short-sleeved, tight-fitting jacket 
bodice, with short sleeves, open in front to display her 
ample breasts. Her skin is white, her eyes dark: she 
wears a necklace round her neck, and her hair falls down 
behind but only to her shoulders^ facing gatfaered up in a 
fringed arrangement at the back of the head. 

The priestess, or votary, has her arms lifted in the 
Egyptian attitude of adoration. In each hand she grasps 
a small milling snake. A stiff girdle entwines her 
narrow waist. Unfortunately the head is missing. The 
jacket bodice is similar to that of the goddess, and the 
breasts are also ample and bare. "The skirt”, writes 
Lady Evans, "consists of seven flounces listened ap- 

parentlyona ‘foundation’, so that the hem of each flounce 
falls just over the head of the one below it. .. . Over 
this skirt is worn a double apron or ‘ polonaise' similar 
to that of the goddess, but not falling so deeply, and not 
so richly Ornamented. The main surface is covered with 
a reticulated pattern, each reticulation being filled with 
horizontal lines in its upper half. The genera] effect is 
that of a check or small plaid. . . , The whole costume 
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of both figures seems to consist of garments carefi^y 
sewn and fitted to the shape without any trace of flowing 

draperies.’ 
Among the symbolSj which had evidently a religious 

sjgniflcancei are the horns of consecration , the sacred 
pillars and treeSj the double axe, the ** swastika (crux 
gammata), a square cross with staff handles, and the plain 
equal-limbed cross. These are represented on seals, in 
fetence, and on stones. Sir Arthur Evans sugg^ts that a 
small marble cross he discovered-—^he calls it a fetish cross 
_occupied a central position in the Cretan shrine of the 
mother goddess. A cross of orthodox Greek shape ”, he 
says, “was not only a religious symbol of Minoan cult, 
but seems to be traceable in later offshoots of the Minoan 
religion from Gaza to Eryx”. He adds: “It must, more¬ 
over, be borne in mind that the equal-limbed eastern cross 
retains the symbolic form of the primitive star sign, as we 
sec it attached to the service of the Minoan divinities. . . . 
The cross as a symbol or amulet was also known among 
the Babylonians and Assyrians, It appears on cylinders 
(according to Professor Sayce^ of the Kassitc period), 
apparently as a sign of divinity. As an amulet on As¬ 
syrian necklaces it is seen associated, as on the Palaikastro 
(Crete) mould, with a rayed (soW) and a semi-lunar 
emblem—in other words it once more represents a star.” 
The Maltese cross first appears on Elamite pottery of the 
Neolithic Age: it was introduced into Babylonia at a later 
period. In ^^ypt it figures prominently in the famous 
floret coronet of a Middle Kingdom princess which was 
found at Dashur, and is believed by some authorities to 

be of Hittite origin. 
If the Cretan cross was an astral symbol, it would 

appear that the snake or dove goddess was associated, like 
1 «/ Uf SrMii St)htl <tr Aiitnif VtL EK, fjs 74 it uj. 
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the Egyptian Isis and the Babylonian Ishtar^ with Siriua 
or some other star which was connected with the food 
supply. The rising of Sirius in Egypt coincides with the 
beginning of the Nile flewd. It appears on the ** night of 
the drop The star form of the bereaved Isis lete 
the first tear for Osiris^ and as the body moisture of deities 
has fertilizing and creative properties^ it causes the river 
to increase in volume so that the land may be rendered 
capble of bearing abundant crops. Osiris springs up in 
season as the rejuvenated corn spirit. 

Other sites in Crete will be dealt with in the chapters 
which follow. But before dealing with these in detail^ 
it will be of interest to glean evidence from the general 
finds regarding the early stages of civilization on the 
island and the first peoples who settled there, and also 
to compare the beliefs that obtained among the various 
peoples of the ancient race who, having adopted the 
agricultural mode of life, laid the foundations of great 
civUizatlons, among which that of Crete was so brilliant 
an example. 



CHAPTER VIT 

Races and Myths of Neolithic Crete 

The Cite-dtwlltrt of Citm—Aiiliea Stiffc of Cuttcit-Ttc NwUihie 
Folk-Obildlin oWined from Meloi—NcoUiHc Find* at Knonos and 
—Irfimd inhflMted at tO,oM of the Meditcnaflem The 
ETidcnee of £w1y E|rypf^ G«Te»^M!Bi^ii» from North 
Eiwopc—Appeartnceof Aoawlwu in Crete—The AgneuUnnit* and towed 
PtatoftlHW—RacUl Rdigiooi Beliefs in Seotland and Cmse—The % anoui 
Cult* of Zet»—PoUtieal Significance of Zetn Wonhip—^Legend of the C^n 
Zew—Tbi Tomli of the God—Tnditioaal Holy Plnci# a^opnatW by fcaily 
Chratiatts—Cretan Zeus like Oiii’u, Adonis*Tammib, Atdi, and o^ef Yooog 
Gods—Kings » Incantations of Deittn—Egyptian and Greek M^tictsm 
Demeteraod Dionyiiw—Totemie AnimalaTabooed^Kg Sacred tij E^t and 
Crett^The Sacred Goat—BuU Cult of Kooiso*—Links between Libya and 
Ctett--Tbe DoublMxe Symbol—Maltese Story of “Axe Lujd“—Etymology 
and Labytinih—Neolithic Houses in Crelc-^nrvivail of Piil*olttlji£ TtadiUoni 

ud Ciiitonw sflfil TypM—Re%iotii Bofrowuig. 

Who were the earliest inhabitants of Crete and whence 
came they? The problem is involved in obscurity, but 
certain su^estivc facts may be stated which throw some 
light upon it. As already indicated (Chapter III) no 
bones of Palseolithic man have been discovered on the 
island. Signor Tarameili, an Italian excavator, recently 
explored, however, the interesting grotto of Miamu, which 
was inhabited by early settlers who appear to have been 
either in the Late Magdelenian or the Aaillan st^e of 
culture. The deposit of the partly artificial cave yielded 
on examination a number of bone heads of weapons and 
bone spatulas, somewhat like the ** spoon-shaped celts 

113 
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of the Swiss lak<>'dweliings and the Rhone valley, which 
were probably utilized by huntsmen for scooping out 
marrow from the bones of roasted animab. Evidently, 
therefore, Crete had been occupied at a remote period by 
cave-dwellers. The lower grotto deposit was overbid by 
Bronze Age remains. 

During the long interval which followed the last glacial 
epoch, there was a gradual and general subsidence of land 
round the Mediterranean as elsewhere. But after Crete 
had become detached from Greece, it still remained for a 
period of uncertain duration connected with Asia Minor, 
where there were, no doubt, communities of cave-dwellers 
as in Phoenicia and Palestine. These ancient folks of the 
Cretan grotto of Miamu may have been Isobted from 
their congeners on the mainbnd like the beachcombers" 
of the "kitchen middens" in England and Scotland. We 
cannot say whether they became extinct or not. It is 
possible that the seafaring pioneers of the Neolithic Age 
found inhabitants on the island. 

The earliest traces of the Neolithic folk have been dis¬ 
covered in the vicinity of the mountain village of Magasa. 
Among the relics were polished stone axes, numerous 
bone awb, and fragments of coarse pottery belonging to 
a similar stage of culture to that which obtained among 
the Neolithic, cave-dwellers of Gezer, Palestine, who, as 
has been indicated, made pottery also. Apparently the 
Magasa settlers came from the north in their many-oared 
galleys, resembling those depicted on the painted pre- 
Dynastic pottery^ of Egypt. As much is indicated by the 
finds of obsidian flakes. Neolithic man, it may he ex¬ 
plained, not only constructed knives, saws, arrow-heads, 
and other small implements from flint found in chalk 
deposits, and chert nodules embedded in limestone, but 
also from obsidian, which is the glassy” variety of 
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volcanic rock^—hardened lava—known as liparite,^ the 

“ frothy " variety being « pumice-stone Now, there 
is no obsidian In Crete. The only source of it in the 
jEgean is the Island of Melos (now Milos, or Milo), 
where the frmous statue of Venus de Milo was dis¬ 
covered. Evidently an early Neolithic dviliaation had 

local development in the Cyclades^ amidst 
ihc ^Tinkled isles, 

Lily on lily, that oerlacc the sea, 
And laugh their pride when the light wave lisps '"Greece . 

Obsidian artifacts have been found in various islands 
of the jEgcan, as well as on the mainland at Mycen^ 
and elsewhere, on the island of Cyprus, and as far ^st- 
ward as Malta, where it was imported, apparently from 
Melos, to be worked, for flakes as well as knives have 
been found, and also in Sicily. Schlicmann discovered 
knives and flakes of obsidian in «the four lowest pre¬ 
historic cities at Hissarlik". He remarked regarding 
them at the time: "AH are two-edged, and some are so 
sharp that one might shave with them The Jews stdl 
use flint and obsidian knives in religious ceremonies. 
Obsidian implements have idso been taken from Neolithic 
strata near Nineveh. In Egypt* during the Old Kingdom 
Period, the beaten-copper statues of Pepi 1 and his son 

were given eyes of obsidian. 
When Knossos and Phaestos were first selected as 

settlements, the Cretans had advanced into the kter stage 
of Neolithic culture. Their obsidian kiiiv« were finely 
wrought, and have been found associated with serpentine 
maces, axes of diorite and other hard stone, and, as it is 
of special interest to note, clay and stone spindle whorls, 
indicating that the art of spinning was well known. 

I So ailed liter tie Kiiit.Cir*t»ll3iic «ck nWUetl u liT»freiD tie ehief teleiao n( 
lie Lipiri lUindh * Srownis^i “Cleen", P- 
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It has been stated that the beginning of the Neolithic 

Age has been dated approximately to^ooo b.c* The Cal¬ 

culation has been arrived at by the comparative study of 

the stratified deposit at Knossos. The layers of the his¬ 

toric period are about t8 feet deep. Below these are the 

Neolithic layers, through which a depth of about 20 feet 

has been reached. Roughly about 3 feet was accumulated 

every thousand years. Allowing for variation in the 

deposits, the minimum date 10,000 e.c. appears to be 

safe; even 12,000 a.c. or 13,000 b.c. is possible. There 

Is no trace in the first layer of a culture so low as that 

of Magasa. The earliest “folk-wave*’ which reached 

Knossos came isith a form of culture which had been 
developed elsewhere. 

Unfortunately no human remains have been unearthed 

in the Neolithic deposit to afford evidence regarding the 

lyial affinities of these pioneers of civilization. Ethnolo¬ 

gists are of opinion that they were representations of the 

Mediterranean race, and arrive at their conclusion on the 

following grounds; The huge majority of the skulls found 

in Bronze .Age graves are long, and are similar to those 

taken from Neolithic graves in Greece and elsewhere 

throughout Europe, especially in the south and west, as 

well as those from the pre-Dynastic graves of Egypt. 

The average stature of the Minoan Cretans was about 

5 feet 4 inches. In the early Bronze Age there was a 
broad-headed minority. 

It has been found that, as Dr, Collignon says, 

“when a race is well seated in a region, fixed to the 

soil by agriculture, aedimatbed by natural selection, and 

sufficiently dense, it opposes an enormous resistance to 

absorption by the new-eomers, whoever they may be”. 

This view finds conspicuous support in the permanence 

of the Cro-Magnon type of mankind in the Dordogne 
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valley. An interval of at least 20,ocxj years has not altered 
particular skull and face forms there. In Eg)'pt at the 
present day the fellaheen resemble to a marked degree 
their Neolithic ancestors. Ethnologists explain in this 
connection that physical characteristics are controlled by 
the females of a commiinity. Intrusions of males as 
traders, settlers, or conquerors may have been productive 
of variations, but the tendency to revert to the original 
type has operated to a marked degree, the “unfits" being 
eliminated by local diseases from generation to generation. 
In those districts, however, where settlers of alien tj-pe 
were accompanied by their wives and families, ethnic 
changes have been more pro no o need. It is not surpris¬ 
ing to find. In this connection, that m a country like 
Great Britain primitive types should be found to be sdll 
persistent. The majority of the invaders who crossed the 

seas were evidently males. 
Since Sergi first roused a storm of criticism by ad¬ 

vancing his theory of the North African origin of the 
Mediterranean race, a considerable mass of data has 
been accumulated which tends to confirm his conclusions, 
Egypt has provided evidence which sets beyond dispute 
the fact that once a racial type had been fixed it persisted 

’ for many thousands of years with Httle or no change. 
The problem as to why some heads are long and some 
arc broad still remains obscure. All that can be said is 
that certain peoples developed in isolation during untold 
ages their peculiar physical characteristics, which changes 
of food and location have failed to alter. 

Numerous graves were found during recent years in 
Upper Egyp* which the bodies have been preserved 
for a space of at least sixty centuries—“not the mere 
bones only ", says Professor Elliot Smith, “ but also the 
skin and hair, the musdes and organs of the body; and 
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even such delicate tissues as the nerves auid brain, and, 
most marvellous of all, the lens of the eye. Thus ”, he 
adds, are able to form a very precise idea of the 
structure of the proto-Egyptian.” This distinguished 
ethnolo^st’s description of the early inhabitant of the 
Nile valley is of special interest: “The proto-Egyptian 
was a man of small stature, his mean height" was ‘‘a 
little under 5 feet 5 inches in the flesh for men, and 
almost 5 feel in the case of women. , , , He was of very 
slender build, for his bones are singularly slight and free 
from pronounced roughness and projecting bosses that 
indicate great muscular development. In fact, there is 
a suggestion of effetninate grace and frailty about his 
bones, . , , Like all his kinsmen of the Mediterranean 
group of peoples, the proto-Egyptian, when free from 
^ien admixture, had a very scanty endowment of beard 
and almost no moustache. On neither lip were there 
ever more than a few sparsely scattered hairs, and in 
most cases also the cheeks were equally scantily equipped. 
But there was always a short tuft of beard under the 
chin.” The burial customs and the ceramic and other 
remains of the Mediterranean peoples were of simitar 
character everywhere.* 

In some pre-Dynastic Egyptian graves the dead were 
wrapped in “ flaxen doth of considerable fineness It is 
probable, therefore, that the spindle whorls ft>und in Crete 
were invented in Egypt. The brunette complexion of 
the Mediterranean Neolithic folk was probably acquired on 
the North African coast whence they spread into Europe. 
As ships were depicted on Egyptian pre-Dynastic pottery, 
it is possible that companies of them crossed the Mediter¬ 
ranean Sea. The great majority entered Europe, how¬ 
ever, across the Straits of Gibraltar, and by the Palestine 

* 7^ pp, 41 ctuf. 
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and Asia Minor route, along the ancient «way of the 

Philistines 
The stomachs of some of the naturally mummified 

Ex>dies have been taken out, and when thetr undigested 
contents were submitted to examination, discovery was 
madc^ among other things, of fish bone and scales, fiag~ 
ments of mammalian bones, remains of plants used as 
drugs, and husks of barley and millet. The Meditenunean 
folks who remained in E^t were evidently a^culturists, 

stock-breeders and fishermen, and non-vegetarians. 
A people who had adopted the agricultural mode of 

life were able to occupy more limited areas than huntsmen 
or pastoralists. Europe must have been thinly populated 
at the dawn of the Neolithic Age, when the Mediterranean 
peoples began to “peg out claims" in its valleys, round 
its shores, and on green inviting islands. The Cretan 
pioneers were undoubtedly agriculturists. They grew 
peas and barley, and ground their meal in stone mortars 

and querns; they fenced their land, and must therefore 
have had land kws; and they kept herds of sheep, cattl^ 
pigs, and goats. The fig- and olive-trees were also culti¬ 
vated. In short, they had imported to Crete the agricul¬ 
tural and horticultural civilization which the i^yptians 
credited to Osiris and Isis, before they had begun to carry 
on a sea trade with the home country. Evidence has also 
been forthcoming that the Neolithic peoples of western 
Europe and the British Isles were similarly agriculturists. 
Sometimes the teeth taken from graves are found to be in 
a ground-down condition. This was partly due to the 
deposit of grit in limestone and sandstone mortars and 
querns, which mixed with the meal,^ The Neolithic folk 
who utilized soft stones for nulling must have been as 

I The writer mil » frieml eoce Wued i linici(g(te md ildrtXJiMd thu h 
u uudl flit MM • Uueeyeurtiy in ilwlat nkinulm 
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fatnilor as some of tKeir modern descendants with the 
agonies of toothache and indigestion. 

The minority of broad-heads in the early Minoan 
period in Crete may have been survivals from Palaeolithic 
timeSj or the descendants of slaves. It is more probable, 
however, that they represented an infusion of traders and 
artisans from Asia Minor. Professor Elliot Smith, who 
believes that the Egyptians were the first to work copper, 
suggests that *^‘the broad-headed, long-bearded Asiatics", 
of Alpine or Armenoid t}'^pe, learned of Its usefulness 
by contact with the Egyptians in Syria”, and passed on 
their acquired knowledge to other peoples. Referring to 
Crete in particular he says; “Wecan have no doubt these 
people (the Armenoids) b^an to make their way into 
Crete, from Anatolia perhaps, at the time when the diffu¬ 
sion of the knowledge of copper was beginning",’^ At a 
much later period the artisans of North Syria and Anatolia 
were famous as metal-workers. One of the results of the 
wars waged by Egypt, after the expulsion of the Hyksos, 
was the introduction to the Nile valley of coats of mail, 
gilded chariots, gold and silver vases, and other articles 
which were greatly priacd. “At this period", writes 
Professor Flinders Petrie, “the civilization of Syria was 
equal or superior to that of Egypt. . . . Here was luxury 
frr beyond that of the Egyptians, and technical work 
which could teach them, rather than be taught.”® Many 
thousands of prisoners were also taken, and, when tribute 
was arranged for, the Pharaoh made it a condition that 
his vassals should send “the foreign workmen" with It. 
Kings and noblemen also received wives from Syria and 
Anatolia. During the Eighteenth Dynasty the tjqiica] 
Egjqjtian face, as a result, underwent a change. The 
upper and artisan classes b^ame half foreigners. As at 

» Ti, Ettrlj Etfpauu, If. 17J, 173. ’ j Himpy ^£uft, Vol, W, pji 14S, 147. 
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the preseiit dayi however, the peasants were unaiFect^ by 
the alien infusion, and they constituted the large majority 

of the inhabitants. 
The broad'bcads represent an ancient stock which had 

an area of characterization somewhere in Central Asia. 
They were apparently separated, during the Late Gladal 
and Inter-glacial Periods, for many thousands of years 
from the fair northerners and the brunette Mediterrane^s 
—long enough, at any rate^ to develop distinctive physical 
characteristics, and also, it would appear, distinctive modes 
of thought. They were mainly a pastoral people, and 
dung to an upland habitat along the grassy steppes. In 
contrast to the lithe and slight agriculturists from North 
Africa, they were heavily bearded and muscular; they al^ 
induded short and tall stocks. During the Neolithic 
Period these broad-heads were Altering Into Europe, but 
it was not until the early Copper Age that their western 
migrations assumed greatest volume. 

Evidence as to the source of early Cretan culture and 
the homeland of the pioneer seeders may be obtained, not 
only by studying physical characteristics, but also early 
rdigious beliefs. There is nothing so persistent as 
** Immemorial modes of thought*’. At the present day 
it is possible to find, even In these islands, small com¬ 
munities descended from alien settlers, who have for long 
centuries lived beside and never mixed with the descen¬ 
dants of the aborigines. Round the east coast of Scotland, 
for instance, the fisher-folks in not a few of the small 
towns are ctidogamous—they rarely marry outside their 
own kindred; and they not only speak a different dialect 
from their neighbours, but have difFerent superstitions. 
So distinctive, too, are their physical trdts that they are 
easily distinguished in certain localities. 

In ancient times peoples of difierent origin lived more 
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strictly apart than is the case nowadays, Herodotus and 
other Greek writers sought for dues as to tribal origins by 
making reference to burial customs and religious beliefs. 

The Carians maintain they are the aboriginal inhabiiaii& of 
the part of the mainknd where they now dwell, and never had 
any other name than that which they still bear; and in proof 
of this they show an ancient temple of the Carian Jove in the 
country of the Mylaslans.^ 

There is a third temple, that of the Carian Zeus, common 
to all Carians^ tn the use of which also the Lydians and Mysians 
participate, on the ground that they are brethren,* 

One of the interesting phases of Cretan religion was 
the worship of the local Zeus. The deity must not be 
confused, however, with the so-called Aryan or Indo- 
European Zeus of the philologists of a past generation. 
The name Zeus is less andent than the deities to whom, 
it was applied. It is derived from the root meaning 
“bright” or “shining". In Sanskrit it is Dyaus, in Latin 
Diespiter, Divus, Dio vis, and Jove, In Anglo-Saxon Tiw, 
and in Norse Tyr; an old Germanic name of Odin was 
Divus or Tivi, and his descendants were the Tivar, The 
Greeks had not a few varieties of Zeus, These included: 
“ Zeu^ god of vintstge ", “ Zeus, god of sailors," Bald 
Zeus”, *‘Dark Zeus" (god of death and the underworld), 
“Zeus-Trophonios” (earth-god), “Zeus of thunder and 
rain ", “ Zeus, lord of flics ”, “ Zeus, god of boundaries ", 
*'Zeus Soter", as well as the “Carian Zeus" and the 
“Cretan Zeus". The chief gods of alien peoples were 
also called Zeus or Jupiter, Merodach of Babylon was 
“Jupiter Beius " and Amon of Thebes “Jupiter Amon ", 
and so on. 

The worship of Zeus, the father-god, had a political 
significance. He was imposed as the chief deity on 
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various Pantheons by the Hellenic conquerors of prehis¬ 
toric Greece, but local deities su fife red little or no change 
except in name. Dionysus might be called Zeus, but he 
still continued to be Dionysus, the son of the Great Mother, 
and did not become Zeus the self-created father-god. 

The legend of the Cretan Zeus is as follows t It had 
been prophesied by Uranus and Gala that Cronos would 
be displaced by one of his own children. He endeavoured 
to avert this calamity by swallowing each babe that was 
born to his wife, Rhea. After he had thus disposed of 
five of his family, Rhea went to Crete, and in a mountain 
cave there gave birth to Zeus. She then returned to her 
husband and presented him with a stone dressed up as a 
babe, which he swallowed, 

Rhea was assisted by her priests, the Curetes, who 
danced a war or fertility dance, and her child was fostered 
by nymphs (the Cretan ‘'^mothers"), who gave him honey, 
SO that Cronos would not hear his cries. Milk for 
nourishment was provided by the goat Amalthea. $0 
strong was the child that soon after birth he broke off one 
of the goat’s horns, which be presented to the nymphs: 
it afterwards became known as Cornucopia, the “ horn of 
plenty", because it became filled with whatever its owner 
desired. 

When Zeus grew up he rescued his brothers and 
sisters from the stomach of Cronos, and also took forth 
the stone which had been substituted for himself: this 
stone became sacred to his worshippers. Afterwards he 
deposed his father and sat on the throne as chief deity. 
Like other ancient gods, he reigned for a time and then 
died. His grave was pointed out in Crete, as several 
classical authors have testified.^ Perhaps It was on 

» DiiiJarMi Siialmt III, Slj Ciciro, Dt unir<t Ul, it, I’tln- 
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in early times adopted the agricultural mode of life adopted 
also the religious practices associated with it. Persistent 
folk-legends in Greece pointed to Egypt as the fountain¬ 
head of agricultural religion. Diodorus Siculus says that 
the mysteries of Dionysus are identical with those of 
Osiris, and that the Isis and Demeter mysteries are the 
same also, the only difference being in the names applied 
to the deities.^ Osiris”, says Herodotus, “is named 
Dionysus (Bacchus) by the Greeks.”* 

The Cretan Zeus-Dionysus links not only with Osiiis, 
but also with Tammuz of Babylon, Ashur of Assyria, Attis 
of Phrygia, Adonis of Greece, Agni of India and his twin- 
brother Indra, the Germanic Scef and Frey and Hcimdal, 
and the Scoto-Irish Diarmid. Each of these deities was 
apparently a developed form of a primitive culture-god, 
who was a deity of love, fertility, and vegetation; he 
5]mibolized the grass required by pastoralists, the fruit of 
wild and cultivated trees, the spring flowers, and the 
corn; in short, he was the provider of the food-supply, 
and he was the life-principle in the food. 

In prc-historic times, when the migrating peoples had 
a vague conception of the mysterious Power which con¬ 
trolled the Universe and the lives of men, they did not 
give concrete and permanent form to the deities they 
worshipped and propitiated and controlled by the per¬ 
formance of magical ceremonies. They believed that the 
Power was manifested in various forms at different periods, 
and existed in all forms at one and the same time. Osiris 
appeared among men as a wise king who introduced agri¬ 
culture and inaugurated just laws; he was at the same 
time the moon and the young bull, goat, or boar, who was 
given origin by a “ ray of light ” issuing from the moon. 
He was the ancestor of men and edible animals; he was 

* ]!r f44. 
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the “vital spark” or life-essence in all that grewj he was 
the Nile which fertilized the sun-parched desert. Each 
Pharaoh was an Osiris, smd each pious individual who 
died became one with Osiris in the agricultural heaven 
which he attained by obeying the Jaws of Osiris. Thus 
Proclus says, in reference to the Greek mysteries; ** The 
gods assume many forms and change from one to another; 
now they arc manifested in the emission of shapeless light, 
now they are of human shape, and anon appear in other 

and dififerent forms 
The Cretan gcad was the son of the Great Mother 

who has been identified with Rhea, Apparently he also 
became her husband. Osiris was the son of Isis, or of 
Isis and Nepthys—“ the bull begotten of the two cows 
Isis and Nepthys ”, and he was also at once the husband 
and father of Isis. Tammua was the son and spouse of 
Ishtar, and the later Adonis the lover and son of Aphrodite. 

The goddess Demeter and the god Dionysus, her son, 
were said to be of Cretan origin. According to Firmicus 
Maternus, Dionysus was the illegitimate son of King 
Jupiter of Crete, and was hated by Queen Jujio. On 
one occasion, when Jupiter prepared to leave the island, 
he appointed Dionysus to reign in his place. Juno plotted, 
during her husband’s absence, with the Titans, who lured 
the young prince away and devoured him, Minerva, his 
sister, however, rescued his heart and gave it to Jupiter 
on his return, and that high god enclosed the heart in a 
case and placed It in a temple which he erected, so that It 
might be worshipped. Other myths of similar character 
are told regarding the young god who was mangled like 
the Egyptian Osiris. One variation states that Jupiter 
had the heart pounded in a mortar and given to Semele, 
who, after eating it, gave birth once more to Dionysus. 

* ^ 
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In the Egyptian Anpu-Bata story, Bata, who i& 
evidently a primitive god resembling Osiris, exists in 
various forms at different periods. His soul enters a 
blossom, and when the blossom is destroyed the soul 
enters a sacred buUj the bull is slain and the soul is 
enclosed in two trees; the trees are cut down, and a chip 
having entered the mouth of the Pharaoh’s wife, that 
lady gives birth to a child who is no other than the 

original Bata. 
The identiheation of the god with an animal suggests 

totemism. In one of the early culture stages it was 
believed that the spirit of the eponymous tribal ancestor 
existed in a bull, a bear, a pig, or a deer, as the case might 
be. Invariably the animal was an edible one—the source 
of the food-supply, or the guardian of it, Osiris, in one 
part of Egypt, was a bull and in another a goat. He 
appears also to have had a boar form. Set went out to 
hunt a wild boar when he found the body of Osiris and 
tore it in pieces. 

The sacred animal was tabooed for a certain period of 
the year, or altogether. In Egypt the pig was never 
eaten except sacrificially. Herodotus says: ‘*The pig is 
r^rded among them (the Egyptians) as an unclean 
animal, so much so that if a man in passing accidentally 
touch a pig, he instantly hurries to the river and plunges 
in with all his clothes on. Hence, too, the swineherds, 
notwithstanding that they are of pure Egyptian blood, are 
forbidden to enter into any of the temples, which are open 
to all other Egyptians; and further, no one wIU give his 
daughter in marriage to a swineherd, or take a wife from 
among them, so that the swineherds arc forced to inter¬ 
marry among themselves. They do not offer swine in 
sacrifice to any of their gods, excepting Bacchus (Osiris) 
and the moon, whom they honour in this way at the same 
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time, sacrificing pigs to both of them at the same full 
moon, and afterwards eating of the flesh. ... At anjr 
other time they would not so much as caste it. * 

According to one of the Cretan legends regarding 
Zeus-Dionysus, as related by Athenseus,* the animal 
which nourished with its milk the young god of the 
cave was a sow. Wherefore all the Cretans consider 
this animal sacred, and will not taste of its flesh; and the 
men of Praesos perform sacred rites with the sow, making 
her the first offering at the sacrifice/'* The pig taboo 
extended as far as Wales, Scotland, and Ireland, and is 

still remembered.* 
Dionysus was also associated with the goat, as we have 

seen. A day impression of a gem from Knossos shows 
an infant sitting beside a horned sheep.® Possibly we 
have here another form of the legend. The various 
animals may have been totemte. Different tribes claimed 
descent from different animals which were associated with 

the culture-god whom they adopted. 
It would appear that the bull tribe achieved ascendancj'^ 

in Crete, for the horns of that animal, a piece of ritual 
furniture", which Sir Arthur Evans refers to “by antici¬ 
pation” as "the horns of consecration”, is the commonest 
cult objective on pottery, frescoes, gems, std^, and altars. 
The horns were evidently a symbol of the god of fertility. 
It would appear that before Zeus-Dionysus was depicted 
in human shape he was worshipped through his symbols 
or attributes. 

Another symbol of the god was the 8-form shield. 
In North Africa it Is found associated with the Libyan 

* ir, 47+ * VII, tJt 
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goddess Keith, who was a Great Mother with a fatherless 
son. On Mycen^n and Cretan signets and seals this 
shield is sometimes shown with human head and arms. 
It was used by one of the Hittitc tribes, and may be 
identical with the Beeotkn shield. A similar pattern also 

appears as an ornamental moti ve on a bronze belt of the 
latest Bronze or earliest Hallstatt period in Hungary”.' 
The so-called spectacle marking ” on the Scottish sculp¬ 
tured stones, which sometimes appears upright and some¬ 
times longwise, may have been an S-form shield of sym¬ 
bolic signthcance—an attribute of the god or goddess of 
fertility. 

The double axe was another distinctive symbol of the 
Cretan god. In Malta cettiun folk-talcs make reference 
to "Bufies”, which is believed to signify “ Axe-land ”, 
situated somewhere beyond the Sahara. Axe-land”, says 
Mr. R. N. Bradley, " must be one of the original homes 
of the axe, and therefore possibly of Neolithic culture.”* 
Votive stone axes, perforated for suspension, are common 
in Malta, Cyprus, and other Mediterranean islands. On 
the sculptured stones of Brittany the double axe appears 
as a symbol or hieroglyph, and it is sometimes grasped by 
an outstretched hand.* In Crete the double axe with long 
handle was depicted between the ** horns of consecration ” 
in outline on stones of pillars of [Xilaces and the Dictxan 
inner cave, and mside houses, apparently as a charm. It 
figures on a gold signet from Mycense in elaborate form, 
beside a goddess, seated beneath a vine. On the upper 
part of the signet the sun and crescent moon are enclosed 
by “water rays’*. Hovering high on the left is the 
8-form shield with human head, an uplifted arm with a 

* firpEiih MuKuai GmtJi, 7^ 
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stafF'or spear in the hand, and a single leg below. The 
goddess is approached bf votaries, who make offering of 
flowers including the iris and h]?acinth. On a gem froih 
Knossos the "goddess grasps the double axe in her ^hand, 
as she does also on a mould from PalaikastrOj-and pthcr 
objects found elsewhere. Sir*Arthur Evans i^^of opinion 
that bdiyrinth’* is derived from lahiyi^ the Lydian (or 
Carian) name for the Greek double-edged axe.^ “ The 
suffix in -nth has been conclusively shown", says Pro¬ 
fessor Burrows, *' to belong to that interesting group of 
pre-Hellenic words that survives both in place-names like 
Corinth (Corintkos) and Zakynthos . * . and in corffhion 
words that would naturally 1^ borrowed by the invaders 
from the old population," Some of these are the words 
for **barley-cake", **basket", “hedge -sparrow", and 
“worm”. “The similarly formed word for ^mouseV 
he adds, “which remains as the ordinary Greek word,-. . . 
is quoted by the Greek grammarians as a Cretan word,"* 

Words like “absinth" and “hyacinth"’are ^Uarly 
survivals that have been borrowed. Professor Burrows 
thinks, however, that laura^ tavra^ or lahra^ signified 
“passage". Laburinthos would- thus mean place of 
passages ", He notes that “ the early Eastern Church 
called its monasteries L^urai, or Labri as they were some¬ 
times spelt. The name must have been originally given, 
either from the cloisters round them, or because of the 
long passages, with the monks’ cdls leading ofFthem; but 
this does not seem to have been consciously felt, and the 
word was used for the monastery as a whole. The name 
indeed is still seen in The Lavra, a monastery at Mount 
Athos."* 

The Cretan Zeus was, as a deity of v^ctation, asso- 
H 

' /tfaru/ fl/’ XXI^ pp. *t w|. 
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dated with tree- and water-worship. In the myth about 
Cronos swallowing the stone there is evidently a memory 

of stone-worship also. 
It would appear that more than one folk-wave entered 

Crete during the thousands of years 'which were covered 
by the Neolithic Period. At Knossos the earliest settlers 
constructed wattle huts, plastered with mud, and were 
well advanced in civilization. The Magasa folks, on the 
other hand, who produced fewer and cruder artifacts, had 
more substantial houses. They built low walls of stone, 
and erected a timber framework, which they enclosed in 
bricH. A similar architectural method appears to have 
obtained among the Anatolian Hittites in historic times. 
Inside the Magasa house walls were plastered, and the flat 
roofs were made of plastered reeds. Both these sections 
of Cretans, as has been shown, obtained obsidian from 
Melos, and worked it beside their d\i*ellings, as the finds 
of flake testify. Whether, however, either or both of 
them were contemporaries of the dwellers in the artificial 
cave at Miamu is uncertain. It is suggestive, however, 
to find that the historic Cretans had sacred caves like the 
Hittites, the prehistoric people of Phoenicia, and the 
French and Spanish Paleolithic folk of the Aurignacian 
and Magdalenian stages of culture. Did they adopt certain 
of the religious customs of the descendants of the Palaeo¬ 
lithic folks who survived on the island? Or was there 
among the earliest settled a community of Libyans of 
mingled stock ? The Cro-Magnon type survives till the 
present day on the North African coast, where it has been 
Identified by Collignon and Bertholon among the Berbers.^ 
It may be that there were tall men among the Cretans, 
who were distinguished as warriors, as was Goliath among 
the Philistines. The Philistines were of Cretan origin, 

^ Ki|ple)r'A ^ p, 177. 
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Some of the athletes depicted on vases and frescos appear 
to have been above the average stature. It is of snterCTt 
to recall, too, in this connection, that the slim waists that 
distinguished the Cretans were characteristic also of the 
Aurignacian cavc-dwdlers. This custom of waist-tighten- 
ing may have survived from the archeological Hunting 
Period. In Gaelic stories there are references to the 
“hunger belt”. It is possible, too, that the Cretan girdle 
had a religious significance, like the “prayer Wt” of 
Russia. Sir Arthur Evans found at Knos^s snake girdl« 
which had been deposited as votive offerings in a sacred 
place. Two snakes enfolded the hips of the snake-god¬ 
dess. Aphrodite's girdle compelled love. The Germanic 
Brunhild’s great strength lay in her girdle. The dw^ 
Ijiurin was subdued when his girdle was wrenched off by 
the heroic Dietiich> Ishtar wore a girdle. 

As has been indicated also (Chapter II), the bw- 
mouthed skirt worn by the Minoan women was similar 
to that of the Cro-Magnon women depleted in the Auri- 
gnacian caves 10,000 years ere the Neolithic folk settled 
In Crete. The gowns of the Egyptian women were of 

the “hobble” pattern. 
Crete, of course, could not have maintained a large 

population of hunters. There can be little doubt that its 
inhabitants were not numerous at any period prior to the 
introduction of agriculture. As the great bulk of its 
historic population were of Mediterranean type, it would 
appear that North Africa was the source of the high 
dvUization which obtained at Knossos during the Late 
Neolithic Period. The religion of the Cretan a^leulturiste 
resembled in essential details that of the Egyptians. Their 
chief deity w-as the Great Mother, whose son died, like 
Osiris, a violent death. No doubt religious, borrowing 

» Mjii W 
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took place when the Cretans traded with Egypt, and that 
the traditions preserved by Herodotus and other writers 
in this connection were not without some foundadon. 
But, as there existed so dose a resemblance between the 
fundamental beliefs of the separated peoples, it is impos¬ 
sible to discover to what extent Cretan religion was 
influenced by Nilotic. The Sumerian Tammuz myth, 
which also resembles the Osirian, was fully developed at 
the dawn of history, and Merodach, a fusion of Tamtnuz 
and Ramman, had for one of his names Asarl, which has 
been identified with Asar (Osiris). 

A conclusion which may be suggested is that the 
various sections of the Meditciranean race had, prior to 
their migrations to suitable areas of settlement from the 
North African homeland, adopted a system of religious 
beliefs which was closely associated with their agricultural 
mode of life, and passed it on afterwards to the peoples, 
who learned from them how to till and sow the soil and 
reap the harvest in season. The myths of the Phrygian 
Attis and the Germanic Scef are probably relics of cultural 
contact in bvgone ages. 



CHAPTER Vni 

Pre-Hellenic Earth and Corn Mothers 

uid Foli-btLiefir—Legieniii Egyptian Inflcimcc! m 
Creie—Primitive Spirit Groupi u “Holy Motion"*—Evidence Moiieni 
Greece—Goddesici as Fair^ Qu^eem—The Groi Moibcr of God^ Demotti* 
■ rtii Mankind—Twin Ddtici anil Bisetual Deitic*~-Ciilt of Self-aeated Cresi 
Fasher—Stii^rs qf Pivil iaatinTi reflected m RidJgious Beliefr—Fcinete Dciunns 
of Modern Greece^—The Prc-Hdiefiic and Hellenic Forpii nf Rlwi, ** Mother 
oF the Gods"—The E^ptlaa *+Moihere" Ndth and Earth Mother *t a 
Serpent—Dcnwiicr as ihe Barley Mother ^—Rhea and the Cretan Snake^ 
goddesi—The Eleusinian MyatcHei—The Mystcnce of Crete and Egypt-^iiis 
and Dcmetcr_The Corn and Eirth Goddessa of India—Demctcr-Fcric- 
phone Myth—In Antiquity and Sigailicanoe—The Later Tammui-Aiinnli 
Myth—The Demeter of Phigalia—Pre^Hellenic Colt of the Earth Mother— 
Ftuion of Myths of the Huncing Pastoral and Africnltural Periodi—Owris 
and Minn*—Osirit and the Minotanr-^EponyEnui Ancestor ai a Son ol Earth 
—Minos and FeUigiiis—Fifsr Mah of ^Losl Atlaniii ^-^Tribal Forms of 
Anirnal-hcadrd Gods. 

In a previous chapter* it has been shown that, during 
the Late Palaeolithic and Neolithic Periods, the worship 
of a goddess of maternity, who was at once a destroyer 
and preserver, obtained among tribes of Eurafnean and 
Eurasian peoples, and that memories of her primitive 
savage character have been perpetuated in these islands in 
folk-tales and place-names until the present Age, The 
past similarly lives in the present in Crete and Greece, 
where it is still possible to find traces of the iioating 
material from which Homeric and Theslodic Mythology 

‘ Owpief m* 
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wai framed. Herodotus pondered over this aspect of the 
problem and wrote : ^ 

Whence the gods severally sprang, whether or no they had 
existed from eternity, what forms they bore—these are questions 
of which the Greelcs knew nothing until the other day, so to 
speak, for Homer and Hesiod were the first to compose Thepgonies, 
and give thetr gods their epithets^ to allot them that seveial offices 
and occupations, and describe their forms; and they lived but four 
hundred years before my time as I believe.* 

Herodotus received his information regarding the literary 
conception of the deities from three priestesses of the 
Dodonxans, who also sdd; 

black doves flew away from Egyptian Thebes, and while 
one directed its flight to Libya, the other came to them. She 
alighted on an oak, and sitting there begin to speak with a human 
voice, and told them that on the spot where she was, there should 
thenceforth be an oracle of Jove (Zeus). They undeistood the 
announcement to be from Heaven, so diey set to work at once 
and erected a shrine. The dove which flew to Libya bade the 
Libyans to establish there the oracle of Ammon (Amon), 

In Egypt Herodotus was given a different version of the 
legend. The priests of Jupiter (Amon) at Thebes said : 

Two of the sacred women were once carried off from Thebes 
by the Fhcenictan^ The story went that one of them wss sold 
into Libya, and the other into Greece, and these women were the 
first founders of the oracles in the two countries. 

Herodotus also held that the names of some of the deities 
came from Egypt. 

In early times the Petasgi, as I know by information which I 
got at Dodema, oficred sacrifices of all kinds, and prayed to the 
gods, but had no distinct names or appellations for them, since 
they had never heard of any. They aiied them gods (flfoi, 

* litTtJtlMij tl. JJ-J. * Tkit El durinc the ccqtoff 
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disposers)^ because they had disposed and ananged all things in 
such a beaucifuL order. After a long lapse of time the names 
of the gods came to Greece from Egypt, and the Pela^ learnt 
them, only as yet they knew nothing of Bacchus, of whom they 
firef heard at a much later date. Not long after the arriyal of 
the names, they sent to consult the oracle at Dodona about them. 
This is the most ancient oracle in Greece, and at that time there 
was no other. To their question, “whether they should adopt 
the names that had been imported from the foreigners?" the 
oracle replied by fecommending the use of the names of the gods, 
and from them the names passed afterwards to the Greeks.’ 

These statements seem to bear out what the results of 
modern research tend to emphasiw; that the systematized 
mythology was a creation of priests and poets, and had a 
political as well as a religious significance. The most 
ancient conceptions and beliefs were perpetuated, how¬ 
ever, by the masses of the people, and may still be win¬ 
nowed from existing folk-beliefs and stories. 

In Crete the dove and seqjcnt goddesses appear to 
have evolved from primitive spirit groups. These were 
first conceived of as mothers. ** The prominence of the 
idea of maternity in the Cretan religion ", says Mr. Far- 
ticll, *‘is illustrated by the Cretan cult of *Mcteres’, the 
* Holy Mothers ’ who were transplanted at an early time 
from Crete to Engyon in Sicily.'** 

In modern Greece the memory of the spirit groups 
still survives. Nymphs and Nereids haunt mountains 
and valleys, oceans and streams, and are ruled over by 
the “Queen of the mountains", the “Queen of the 
shore ", or primitive forms of the owl-headed Athene or 
the beautiful and blood-thirsty Artemis. They are, in 
short, exceedingly like our fairies, who obey the commands 
of Queen Mab. Some of the Celtic goddesses exist in 

1 51. ^ of tAf Saixt, VoL ELI,. >95% 
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groups: “Proxim® (the kinswomen); Dervon® (the oak 
spirits); Niskai (the water spirits); Mair®, Matron®, 
Matres or Matr® (the mothers); Quadrivi® (the god¬ 
desses of cross-roads). The Matr®s, Matr®, and Matron® 
are often qualified by some local name. Deities of this 
type appear to have been popular in Britain, in the neigh¬ 
bourhood of Cologne, and in Province. ... In some 
parts of Wales * Y Mamau (the mothers) is the name for 
the ftiries." ^ The “ seven Hathors ” of Egypt who pre¬ 
sided at birth were similarly «mothers" and “fates". 
The “ Golden Aphrodite" of Greece was chief of the 
“deathless fates". Demeter's priestesses, the earthly 
representatives of her nymphs, conducted a religious 
ceremony at weddings, as a Cos inscription shows.* 
Fairies in our folk-talcs are so fond of pretty children 
that they endeavour to steal them, and, when they are 
successful, substitute changelings. The Greek Nereids 
have, according to modern folk-belief, similar propen¬ 
sities.’ 

Ancient and modem evidence tends to emphasize the 
widespread prevalence among the peoples of the Mediter¬ 
ranean race of the belief in the female origin and con¬ 
trol of life. The primitive “queens" appear to have 
developed into goddesses, who were differentiated in 
localities to accord with human experiences and habits 
of life. Among the goddesses one was regarded as the 
Great Mother, who gave birth to the chief deities, male 
and female, the demons and the ancestors of mankind. 
“One is the race of men ", sang Pindar, “with the race 
of gods; for one is the mother that gave to both one 
breath of life; yet sundered are they by powers wholly 

< CtJtif Prer. Anwy]^ 41, 
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diverse, in that mankind is as naught, but heaven is 
builded of brass that abideth ever unshaken." ‘ 

Sometimes the Great Mother is of dual personality. 
The Egyptian sisters Isis and Nepthys were both mothers 
of Osiris, as has been indicated—the progeny of the two 
cows Isis and Nepthys ", In the Indian epic the Mihah^ 

kiratay the monarch Jarasandha was simil^ly reputed to 
be the joint son of the two queens. The two parts of 
his body were united by Jara, the household genius, after 
birth, and his name signifies ** united by Jara".* Two 
goddesses were associated with the Sumerian god Tam- 
muz. These were Ishtar and Belit-sheri. Ishtar was his 
“mother”, and he became her lover; Belit-sheri was his 
“sister”. Isis was at once the “mother”, “sister”, 
“ wife ", and “ daughter ” of Osiris. Demeter and Kore, 
and Demeter and Persephone were Greek pairs who had 
similar functions. The model of a Mycensean shrine dis¬ 
covered by Schliemann is surmounted by two doves which 
were, no doubt, sister goddesses. Images of goddesses 
holding a dove in either hand have also been found. 

Another mystic conception was that the Great Mother 
was bi-sexual. The Libyan Neith was occasionally depicted 
as androgyne, Isis was the Egyptian “bearded Aphrodite ”, 
“the woman who was made a male”, as one of the reli¬ 
gious chants states, “ by her father, Osiris The Baby¬ 
lonian Ishtar and the Germanic Frej'a were likewise double^ 
sexed. This Idea that deities were abnormal and super¬ 
human applied not only to godde^cs. One of the Orphic 
hymns sets forth: 

Zeus ww the first of all, Zeus last, the lord of lightning; 
Zeus was the head, the middle, from him all things were created; 
Zeus was Man and again Zeus was the Virgin EtcrnaL 

* Fiadlu'^ Vl, t^aoted bf Livioa id p. 

■ rif Eurdm ^ JWjf Dwiiit p- 4^ WttdtsED of the Em" Serin,; 
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Adonis similarly was “ both maiden and youth The 
Babylonian Nannar (Sin), the moon-god, was “father” 
and “mother" of gods and men. So was the Syrian 
Baal. In India Shiva is sometimes depicted with the 
right side female and the left male. The Persian Mithra 
was a god and goddess combined. Herodotus, in fact, 
appears not to have known that he was other than a 
female deity. He says the Persians worshipped Urania, 

which they borrowed from the Arabians and Assyrians. 
Mylitta is the name by which the Assyrians know this 
goddess, whom the Arabians call Alitta, and the Persians 
Mithra 

At what remote period this conception became pre¬ 
valent it is impossible to ascertain. It may have had 
origin in the PalecoUthic Age, when bearded stcatopy'gous 
female figurines were carved from ivory similar to those 
found in the pre-Dynastic graves of Egypt. Traces of the 
doctrine involved arc found among the Esquimaux, whose 
artifacts so dosdy resemble those of the Magdalenian stage 
of culture, and among certain North American tribes. An¬ 
other view is that the conception resulted from the early 
fusion of god and goddess cults, and of the rival funda* 
mental ideas connected with them. Babylonia may have 
been the region from which the mysti^ doctrine was 
transferred to India on the one hand and Syria on the 
other. According to Richard Burton,* “the Phoenicians 
spread their androgynic worship over Greece ”, 

In contrast to the conception of the peoples of the 
goddess cult, that life and the world was of female origin, 
was that of the peoples of the god cult, who believed that 
the first Being was the Great Father. The Scandinavians, 
or a section of them, believed that Ymcr was the earth 
father, and that the underworld deities had origin from 

» 1, ,51, 1 r*, TAgumJ Afjiii tnJt VoL X, p. 2], (,SSSy 
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the perspinitioix of his armpits, while the demoris sprang 
from his feet. One of the several creation myths in India 
sets forth that the world-giant Purusha was, like Ymer, 
the source of all life. The highest caste, the Brahmn, 
sprang from his mouth, the second, the Kshatrlya, from 
his arms, the third, the Vaisya, from his thighs, and 
the fourth, the Sudra, from his feet,^ In Anatolia the 
Armenoid Hatd were frther-worshippers. During the 
period of their political supremacy their Lord ot 
Heaven ”, a sky and atmospheric deity with solar attri¬ 
butes, was all powerful, ‘‘With the Hittites , says 
Professor Garstang, “ fell their chief god from his pre¬ 
dominant place, , . . But the Great Mother hved on, 
being the goddess of the land. Her cult, modmed in 
some cases profoundly, by time and changed political 
circumstances, was found surviving at the dawn of Greek 
history in several places in the interior,"* Zeus of the 
Hellenic Greeks was similarly a father god and was im¬ 
posed, as has been indicated, on the pre-Hellenic inhabi¬ 
tants of Greece after conquest. In Egj-pt Ptah, the 
of Memphis, who wielded a hammer like the Hittitc 
fiither god, and was, therefore, a th undercr also, was a 
**perfect god”. At the beginning he built up his body 
and shaped his limbs ere the sky was fashioned and the 
world set in order, «No frther begot thee", a priestly 
poet declared, "and no mother ^ve thee birth, Thpu 
didst fashion thyself without the aid of any other being,”* 

There is no trace of beliefs of the father cult in Crete. 
The Hellenic Zeus, as has been shown, was little more 
than a name on the island. It was applied to the young 

god who was the son of the Great Mother. 
The various representations of the Cretan goddess 

I Mjti Ofj Ligimf, t> 5^ GaJdtsi, pp, fj, i«. 
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suggest that, if they had no totcmic stgndicanoe} she was 
supposed to assume various aspects at diJFercnt seasons 
and under diderent circumstances. As the Lady of 
Serpents she may have been the goddess of the Under¬ 
world, and as thje Lady of Trees and Doves, the goddess 
of birth and fertility. She was also a mountain-goddess 
who wielded an axe or wand. It is possible that she was 
never sharply defined, and was closely associated with the 
vague spirit group of mothers—the “meteres”, over 
whom she may have presided as “ queen 

All the ancient deities reflected the habits of life of 
their worshippers, and retained traces of savage con¬ 
ceptions after they assumed bcnevotciit attributes among 
cultured peoples. The Cretan Great Mother was evidently 
the goddess of the Neolithic folk who adopted the agri¬ 
cultural mode of life and kept domesticated animals. She 
was the earth mother and the corn mother, and the pro¬ 
tector and multiplier of flocks and herds. As the Neo¬ 
lithic folk were also huntsmen, their goddess was associated 
with wild animals. She had evidently existence before 
Osiris taught hts people how to sow grain and cultivate 
fruit-trees. When we find her guarded by lions it becomes 
evident that she was the dreaded being who had to be pro¬ 
pitiated, like Black Annis of Leicester. This savage aspect 
of her character must not be lost sight of. It still survives 
in Greek folk-belief. The mother who gave origin to 
demons as well as gods was evidently, like the Baby¬ 
lonian Tiamat and the blood-thirsty Ishtar, possessed of 
primitive demoniac traits. The peasants of Greece at the 
present day remember Lamia, the Queen of Libya” 
who was loved by Zeus, Her children were robbed by 
Hera, and she “took up her abode in a grim and lonely 
cavern, and there changed into a malicious and greedy 
monster, who in envy and despair stole and killed the 
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children of more fortunate mothers Another kind of 
Lamia, the Cello, transforms herself into a 6sh, a serpent, 
a kite, or a skylark, and devours babes also. When one 
of these demons is slain, no grass grows where her blood 
falls,' In Gaelic folk-tales no grass grows under whin- 
bushes or holly-trees, because the Cailleach has touched 

the ground there with her hammer. 
The Cretan mother-goddess appears to have possessed 

the attributes of the various goddesses who were differ¬ 
entiated in classic mythology. The pre-Hellcnic Mother, 
one of whose names appears to have been Rhea, was taken 
over by the Greeks and given a place in the Olympian 
group. Her original character became vague. She wp 
^Ted on a throne beside which her lion crouched in 
repose, and her ancient functions were performed by her 
children: Hcstla, who resembled the Roman Vesta; 
Demeter, who resembled the Roman Ceres; Hera, who 
resembled the Roman Juno; and the gods Zeus and 
Poseidon, her sons, who link with the Roman Jupiter 
and Neptune. Her husband was the savage Cronos, who 
devoured his children like so many other primitive deities 

in various lands. 
But the Hellenic Rhea, although called the “ Mother 

of the Gods”, was not a self-created being, but the 
daughter of Gaia, the earth mether, and Uranus, the 
sky father, who equate with the Aryo-lndian Dpus, and 
Prithivi, the sky father and earth mother of Indra. In 
Egypt, on the other hand, the mother goddess was Nut 
of the sky, and the father the earth-god Seb. The Libyan 
Neitb, however, who appears to have been a form of Nut, 
was an earth, sky, and atmospheric goddess. Her wor¬ 

shippers made her declare: 

1 pm what has been, what is, and what shall 
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and tKose of Nut said of that Great Mother; 

She hath built up life from her own bocly« 

It would appear that the pre-Hellenic and Cretan 
Rhea was at once Gaia, Demeter, Artemis, and the earlier 
Aphrodite, and that she was originally Identical with the 
pre-Hellenic Athene and Artemis, and the Phrygian 
Cybele. 

Gala was vaguely defined, yet belief in her was wide- 
spread» She was a divine prophetess, a fate, a power 
behind the gods. Like all primitive deities, including the 
Sumerian Tiamat, she had to be propitiated or fought 
against. Apparently one of her incarnations was the 
Ddphian snake, others being snakes of different cults 
which were oracles. The priestesses who drank the blood 
of bulls and entered sacred caves to prophesy were believed 
to hold commune with the earth mother, the divine re- 
vealer. The wisdom with which serpents were supposed 
to be endowed was of great antitjuity. They were also pro¬ 
tectors of tribes and households, and symbols of fertility. 
In Egypt Isis and Nepthys had serpent forms. The tute¬ 
lary goddess of the Delta was Uaait, the winged serpent, 
and oracles were ascribed to her. She was the guardian of 
the child Horus when Set sought for him with murderous 
intent. Snakes, “dragons*’, and worms” were pro¬ 
tectors of hidden treasure. Sacrifices were offered to 
these blood-thirsty monsters, so that they might be pro¬ 
pitiated, cither as protectors of households or givers of 
crops and edible animals. The ancient custom of slaying 
a ^human being or animal when fbundation-stotics were 
laid or seeds were sown appears to have been connected 
with the belief that the earth genius must be sacrificed 
to so that her goodwill and co-operation might be 
secured. In the snake-goddess of Crete we should 
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recognize, it would appear, the anthropomorphic form 

of the primitive Gaia. 
The earth mother who possessed stores of hidden 

treasure was, as Ancsidora, **she who sends up gifts » One 
of her gifts was the food-supply. She provided grass for 
flocks and herds, caused trees to blossom and bear fruit, 
and to her agricultural worshippers gave rich harvests. 

The specialized form of the goddess most closely 
associated with crops was Dcmeter. JVfr^r signified 

mother’*, but the meaning of the prefix is uncertain. 
According to W, Mannhardt was the Cretan word 
for “barley”, and the goddess was the “ Barley Mother”.* 
Others hold that the prefix is a dialectic variant of the 

word for “earth”. 
But although the etymology of her name may remain 

doubtful, her real character Is otherwise revealed. Melanip- 
pides and Euripides identified her with Rhea when they 
called her “mother of the gods”, and the fact that the 
** earth snake ” was invariably associated with her shows 
that she shared the attributes of Gaia, th e elder “ mother , 
and resembled closely tbc snake-goddess of Crete, She 
was associated with tree-worship, and the story was told 
that she punished Erystchthon by causing him to suffer 
dreadful hunger for cutting down trees in her sacred 
grove. In one of the hymns she is petitioned to gift the 
apple crop. As tree-goddesses were also water-goddesses, 
it is interesting to find that springs were dedicated to her 
in Attica and elsewhere, and that Euripides referred to 
her wanderings over rivers and the ocean. This poet 
also associated her with mountains, so that she must have 
been a guardian of animals like the primitive Scoto-Irish 
Cailleach, and a mountain-goddess like the Cretan “lady" 
who was depicted on the summit of a high peak. 

* Mvikelepuki pp. 1^1 wi uf* 
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It was chiefly, however, as a provider of the food- 
supply that Demeter was addressed. She was asked for 

of Cattle and com and fruit, and bulls and cows were 
^mfleed to her. Consequently she was a deity of fer¬ 
tility and a love-goddess. The pig was also sacKficed to 
her as to other earth spirits. As has been stated, pork 
was tabooed in Crete, and appears to have been eaten 
sacrificially only. Demeteris contiectiort with the under¬ 

world emphasizes her character as a Fate—a goddess of 
birth and death, who controlled and measured the lives of 
mankind. 

Demeter s great festival was called the PJeusIna, the 
legendary explanation being that it was first celebrated at 
Eleusis, in Attica. One of its features was the mystic 
ceremony of initiation. Little is known regarding the 
Eleusinian mysteries. It would appear, however, from 
stray literary references to, and sculptured scenes of^ the 
ceremony performed, that it was of elaborate character. 
The candidate f^ted, and bathed in the sea with a young 
pig which was to be sacrificed. Having thus been purified, 
he entered the sacred place, where he drank of a posset 
prepared from the '*first fruits'—barley or grapes. For 
a time his head and shoulders were covered by a doth, so 
that he could not see what was happening about him. 
Probably he was terrorized. A priest instructed him, and 
he performed symbolic acts, and took vows. 

The ceremony appears to have had a religious signifi¬ 
cance. “Whoever goes uninitiated to Hades", says Plato, 
J will lie in mud, but he who has been purified and is 
fully initiate^ when he comes thither will dwdl with the 
gods’V 

Accotding to Diodorus Siculus,* the Cretans professed 
that they gave the mysteries to Greece, and that they 

1 69 t 77, 
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were perforiTied opcjily on their islitid smd coiiifnuiiicited 
to everyone in ancient times. The same writer sa]?s that 
the Cretans received the mysteries from Egyptj the 
mysteries of Isis being the same as those of Dcmeter and 
the mysteries of Osiris the same as those of Dionysus.^ 
Plutarch expresses a similar view.* Herodotus, referring 
to the festival at Busins, in the Delta, says that "it is 
in honour of Isis, who is called in the Greek tongue 
Demeter *'.* Apparently there were strong resemblances 
between the mysteries of Isis and those of Dcmcter. 

It does not follow, however, that the Cretans had no 
anthropomorphic goddess, and knew naught of the 
mysteries until they began to trade with Egypt across the 
McdltcfTanean Sea. The resemblance between Isis and 
Demeter may have been due to both Egyptians and 
Cretans having inherited similar beliefs from their common 
ancestors in the area where the Mediterranean race was 
characterized. As much is suggested by the feet that 
there existed apparently in Crete, and undoubtedly in 
pre-Hellenic Greece, an ancient myth in which Demeter 
is associated, not with the young god Dionysus, who links 
with Osiris, Attis, and Tammuz, but with a young goddess. 
This myth did not survive in Egypt; that, however, it 
existed there at one time is suggested by the close asso¬ 
ciation of Isis and Nepthys, the joint mothers of Osiris. 
In India the story of Sita, who was an incarnation of 
Lakshmi, is suggestive in this connection. This heroine 
of the RAmdyana^ having served her purpose on earth, 
departs to the Underworld. 

The enJth was rent and partedj and a golden throne 3JQse^ 
Held aloft by jewcUed Nagas* as the l^vts enfold the rosCj 
And the Mother® in embraces held her spotless, smless child. 

* Jar ft ^ IJ, 59- 
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Then they vanished together. ** In the aneient hymns of 
the says Romesh C. Dutt, Sita is simply the 
goddess of the field furrow which bears crops for men. 
We find how that simple conception is concealed in the 
RdmJjiitJta, where Stta* the heroine of the epic, is still born 
of the field furrow, and after all her adventures returns 
to the earth.” * 

The daugh ter of Demc ter was Kore - Persephone. 
The ancient legend regarding the abduction of the young 
goddess is as follows. 

It chanced that one day Persephone, daughter of 
Demeter, was wandering in a flowery meadow gathering 
lilies and violets, roses and crocuses, and hyacinths and 
narcissuses. Suddenly the earth opened, and Pluto, god 
of Hades, appeared, seated in a golden car. Seizing the 
maiden, he carried her off. Her cries were heard by the 
goIden-halred Demcter, who assumed a dark mantle and 
wandered over mountains, rivers, and oceans, searching in 
vain for her daughter. On the tenth day she met Hecate, 
who conducted her to the sun-god. This all-seeing deity 
informed Demeter that Pluto had carried off Persephone 
with the consent of Zeus. On hearing this, Dcmeter 
withdrew from Olympus, and she vowed never to return 
until her daughter was restored to her. She also cast a 
blight upon the earth, and men ploughed and sowed in 
vain; no barley grew, nor did trees yield fruit. The 
goddess retired to Eleusia, and the king's daughters found 
her sitting at the Maiden's Well below an olive-tree. 
Celeus, the king, received her hospitably, and she became 
the nurse of his sons Triptolcmus and Demophon. She 
desired to make Demophon an immortal, and put him 
one night in a fire; but his mother screamed aloud, with 
the result that the speU was broken, and he perished. 

' The imdciiud inta l£n|3d|i tenc (Trmpte Cluiic:!, 
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Similarly, Isis thrust into the fire the infant son of the 
King of Byblus, whom she had been engaged to nurse, 
when searching for Osiris.’ Dcmeter compensated the 
parents for their loss (or sacrifice) by giving Triptolemus 
seeds and instructing him in the art of agriculture. She 
also conferred upon him a chariot which was drawn by 
winged dragons. Pausanias says that she instructed 
Triptolemus and his father in the performance of her 
rites and mysteries.® 

Many stories were related regarding Demeter’s wan¬ 
derings. One was that she fled from Poseidon as a mare, 
and that he assumed the form of a stallion. She after¬ 
wards became the mother of the horse Arelon, which had 
the gift of speech. Hesiod, however, makes Medusa the 
spouse of Poseidon iii his horse form and the mother of 
the winged Pegasus. 

In Phigalia Pausanias® saw the cave “ sacred to Black 
Demeter”, Here she was fabled to have dwelt for a 
time sorrowing for her daughter. Meanwhile the blight 
remained upon the earth, and mankind were perishing 
from famine. The gods searched for, and Pan discovered, 
her hiding-place. Then Zeus sent the Fates to her, and 
when he was informed that she would not remove the 
blight until Persephone was restored to her, he com¬ 
manded that she should be released by Pluto. The god 
of Hades accordingly restored Persephone to her mother. 
She was brought from Hades by Hermes, and was received 
with glad heart by her mother, who at once restored 
fertility to the earth. 

Zeus, however, had made it a condition of Persephone’s 
release that she bad not eaten aught in Hades. To secure 
her return, Pluto gave her a pomegranate seed before 
her departure, and when this fact was revealed the young 

' ^ ^ YllZ, 42. 
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goddess had to return again to the gloomy Undcr^vorld. 
Once more Bemeter sorrowed, and cursed the earth in 
her wrath. A compromise had, therefore, to be effected, 
and Zeus decreed that Persephone should spend one-third 
of each year on earth with her mother, and the remaining 
two-thirds with Pluto in Hades. 

In this Demeter-Persephone myth the young goddess 
plays the same part as Tammua and Adonis, who spent 
part of the year on earth with one goddess, and part of 
the year in the Underworld with the other. She is not 
slain and dismembered like these gods and the Egyptian 
Osiris, The part of Osiris Is taken by Triptolcmus, who 
received the grain seeds from Demeter, as Osiris, the dei¬ 
fied king, received them from Isis. It is evident, therefore, 
that if the Cretans and pre-Hellenic Greeks borrowed the 
mysteries from Egypt, they did so before the Osirian 
myth was fully developed—that is, before the migration 
from North Africa of the tribes of the Mediterranean 
race. It is unnecessary to assume that the earliest agri¬ 
cultural settlers in Greece and Crete had no knowledge of 
the Mysteries. Even the Australian savages have their 
initiation and other rites. 

It is evident that the primitive form of Demeter in 
Arcadia bore a close resemblance to the repulsive hags of 
England and Scotland, Like the snake-goddess of Crete, 
she retained in her symbols her early demoniac traits. 
Pausanias^ tells that In the cave of Phigalia the ancient 
figure of the Black Demctcr was of wood; it was seated 
on a rock and had a mare's head,* which had above it the 
figures of snakes and other monsters, She held a dolphin 
in one hand and a dove in the other. When this statue 

*111* re^t, Cf Ihc iDcrf Suioq of [he oU nit ud tin 
aone edit at uividEn, 
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accidentally burnt, the Pbigalians neglected the festivals 
and ceased to offer up sacrifices. Then a terrible famine 
afflicted the land. An oracle was consulted, and the 
people were inforined that they were being punished for 
forgetting that Demeter had introduced among them the 
cultivation of corn. 

Professor Frazer,* dealing with the form of the myth 
as it is given in the Homeric Hymn fo regards 
Demeter and Persephone as personifications of the corn 
—the former as the old corn of last year and the latter 
as the seed torn in autumn and sprouting in spring. 
Persephone's period in Hades was the period in wbi^ 
the sprouting seed remained under the earth.* The Black 
Demeter appears to have been the personification of the 
barren earth in winter, the Green Dcmeter the goddess 
of growing corn, and the Yellow Demeter the harvest 
deity. In their seasonal festivals the ancient agriculturists 
rejoiced and sorrowed alternately in sympathy with the 
goddess. 

It would appear that the various names of the ancient 
earth mother were in tum individualized as separate 
deities. “As pre-Homeric oils hoots of Gaia*', says Dr. 
FamelJ, “we must recognize Demeter, Persephone, and 
Themis.*'® Themis was the Titan who became the second 
wife of Zeus. Kore appears, tod, to have been originally 
identical with Demeter. “From the two distinct names**, 
Dr. Farnell considers, two distinct personalities arose. 
. . . Then as these two personalities were distinct, and 
yet in function and idea identical, early Greek theology 
must have been called upon to define their relations. 
They might have been explained as sisters, but as there 

* Qcildiw MvmgM {“Spirit* of th« C^fit aod Wild’*), Vol. 11, fp. 37 
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was a male deity in the background, and IDemetcr^s name 
spoke of maternity, it was more natural to regard them as 
mother and daughter. And apart fkim any myth about 
Demeter’s motherhood, Persephonc-Kore might well have 
been a very early cult tide, meaning simply the girl- 
Persephone, just as Hera, the stately bride mother, was 
called, *Hera the prl' at Stymphalos . . , or the jfacts 
could be brought into accord with another supposition. 
‘ Kore’ may have been detached from such a ritual name 
as Demeter-Kore, * the girl-Demeter 

In Crete, therefore, the snake-, dove-, and mountain- 
goddesses may have been seasonal forms of the Mother 
Earth, Until the inscriptions are read, however, it cannot 
be said with certainty whether or not they developed Into 
separate personalities. All that can be said is that the 
legends which associate Rhea and Demeter with Crete 
are highly suggestive in this connection. Athene, a pre- 
Hedenic goddess, who was associated with the ubiquitous 
earth-snake, may have been a specialized form of Gaia 
^so, ^ Like the Libyan Neith, she developed as a war- and 
fertility-goddess, and was identified with that deity by 
Herodotus and other writers. The animals sacrificed to 
her were the bull, cow, sheep, and pig, and, once a year, 
the tabooed goat. 

What appears to be certain is that in pre-Hdlenic 
Greece and Crete, and elsewhere throughout Europe:, the 
Earth Mother was worshipped and propitiated from an 
early prc-histonc period. Her mpteries were performed 
in oves, as were also the Paleolithic mysteries. In the 
caves there were sacred serpents, and it may be chat the 
prophetic priestesses who entered them were serpent- 

Cave worship was of immense antiquity. The cave 

Cmia tj Ortik VoL Vp. 119- £4. 
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was evidendy regarded as the door of the Underworld, in 
which dwelt the snake form of Mother Earth, Swine 
were sacrificed to her, a custom which appears to have 
had origin in the Archseological “ Hunting Period *. In 
the Scoto-Irish Fian (Fingalian) stories the love hero, 
Dtarmid, the Adonis of the pre-J^riculturaJ peoples, is 
slain by the boar leader of the swine-herd of Mala Lith, 
“Gray Eyebrowsthe dark-visaged Cailleach (Old Wife), 
who was the mother of men and demons and wild animals. 
This legend may be a reminiscence of human sacrifice. 
Dcmctcr s pig, like Athene's goat, was perhaps of totemic 
origin. The boar dan and the goat dan would have made 
blood offerings to their totems, as do the Australian Kan¬ 
garoo and Witchetty-grub tribes to theirs, to secure the 

food-supply. 
In the ** Pastoral Period” sacrifices of buUs and cows 

must have become prevalent. The goddess was then the 
cow mother, who caused the herds to multiply, and pro¬ 
vided them with grass, Hathor, the Egyptian goddess, 
had the body of a woman and the head of a cow. In one 
of the archaic versions of the Osirian myth Horus cuts 
off the head of his mother Isis, and the moon-god Thoth 
replaces it with a cows head. Isis had also a serpent 
form, being evidently an earth-mother in origin. 

When agriculture was introduced, the various tribes 
recognized their earth-black and grass-green mother- 
goddess In a new form—the harvest-haired corn spirit. 
But she still retained all her immemorial attributes: she 
did not cease to be the earth-snake, the hag huntress 
among the mountains and in valleys, the cow goddess of 
grassy steppes and green oases, and the spirit of fig-tree 
and olive and vine. Around her, too, hovered the ani¬ 
mistic groups who were remembered in after time as 
nymphs and fiiiries. She also retained her association 
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with the animal forms she assumed in season as the deity 
of fertility. There were serpents in her hair, a dove in 
one hand and a dolphin in the other, like the Dcmeter of 
the rave of Phi^ia Withal, she was the standinff-stone 
which was visited at certain phases of the moon by women 
who prayed for ofEpring. In the Scoto-Irish legend, the 
Oillrach, after the period of spring storms, transforms 
herself into «a gray stone looking over the sea". In 
India goats are sacrificed to the stone of the goddess 

which stands below a sacred tree. The legend 
o t e birth of the CreUo Zeus h of special interest In 
this connection. Cronos swallowed a stone, believing it 
was Rhea s son, and it was afterwards set up as a sacred 

The original Zeus was evidently wor¬ 
shipped as a stone pillar—the pillar which enclosed his spirit, 
or the spirit of Ills earthly representative, the priest-king. 

The earliest form of the agricultural myth, judgmg 
Tom the Demeter-Persephone I^nd, appears to havf 
een one m w*hicb goddesses only were concerned. All 

th^e ceremoni^ performed were based on the experiences 
of the sorrowing and wandering mother, the dark woman 
who concealed herself in a cave, and the abducted daughter 
condemned to pass part of the year in the Underworld 

it IS possible that the Osirian legend, in which foe 

Cr Ji’ ^ foung god, came to 
Crete from Egj^pt by an indirect route—perhaps with a 
community of late mvaders from Syria or Anatolia. After 

Osins uught the E^tians the art of agriculture he 
wnt abroad on a mission of civilization, and when he 
^ slam, and set a^ift in a chest, Isis voyaged to Byblus 

rixovcr his body. This may be a memory of the 

Cretan ki^ who resembles Osiris as an earthly king and 
Wgiver. became, like his prototype, ajudge of foeS 
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His mother, Europe, a princess of Phicnicia, who was 
abducted by the Zeus buU, may have been a form of the 

cow Isis. 
The Minotaur may have been a still more primitive 

form of Osiris. That god* as Apuatu, his earliest known 
form, was "the opener”. He was therefore identical 
with the animal-headed Anubis, The mother of the 
Minotaur was Pasiphae, the tjueen. Like the Egyptian 
Queen Isis, she appears to have had originally a cow form, 
which gave rise to the legend that Daedalus constructed 
for her the image of a cow, which she entered. The 
legend that the Minotaur was slain by Theseus may have 
displaced an earlier myth about the slaying of the corn- 
god in his bull form. In the Anpu-Bata Egyptian story 
the sacred bull is slain so that its spirit may enter its tree 
incarnation. The Apis bull was periodically sacrificed in 
early times. 

Although human sacrifices were offered to the Mino¬ 
taur—the victims, no doubt, of the bull-ring—that fact 
need not be urged against the identification of the blood¬ 
thirsty monster with Osiris. It is not improbable chat 
the primitive Osiris was a bull-headed man like the 
Minotaur, which in one of the Cretan seal impressions 
is depicted seated on a throne below a tree conversing 
with a priest; its close resemblance to Anubis and 
Sebek is highly suggestive of ^yptian origin,’ Professor 
Breasted has proved, from the evidence of the early Pyra¬ 
mid texts, that Osiris had at one rime as unsavoury a 
reputation as the Cretan Minotaur, He calls him *‘a 
dangerous god", and adds: " The tradition of his 
[Osiris's] unfavourable character survived in vague re¬ 
miniscences long centuries after he had gained wide 
popularity. At that time [the prehistoric period] the 

1 Tif Stiati Mi Vti. VII, f. tt. 
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dark and forbidding rcabn which he ruled had been 
feared and dreaded. In the beginning, too, he had been 
local to the Delta, where he had his home in the city of 
Dedu, later called Busiris by the Greeks. His transfor¬ 
mation into a friend of man and kindly ruler of the dead 
Cook place here in prehistoric ages."^ 

Osiris in his later form was a deified ruler, who 
received knowledge of the art ot agriculture from the 
earth-goddess, like the Greek Triptolemus. His violent 
death, with dismemberment, is suggestive of the sacrifice of 
the old king so that his spirit might pass to his successor. 
There can be little doubt that human sacrifices were at 
one time prevalent among the peoples of the Mediter¬ 
ranean race, although they were forbidden ultimately in 
Osirlan texts. Iris ano Demeter, as has been shown, 
burned children before they revealed to mankind the art 
of agriculture. Dr. Farnell favours the view that the 
ancient custom of human sacrifice has survived as a 
ntemory In the legend which relates that the daughters of 
Cecrops, having been driven mad by the goddess Athena, 
fiung themselves down from the rock of the Acropolis of 
Athens. Of similar character is the tradition that the 
first lot of maidens who were sent from Locris to be 
priestesses and handmaidens in Athena's temple were skin 
and burnt, their ashes having been afterwards cast from a 
mountain into the sea, “ It is clear”. Dr, Farnell com¬ 
ments, “ this is no mere story of murder, but a reminis¬ 
cence of peculiar rites.”* 

Europe, as bride of Zeus, was probably, like Pasiphae, 
wife of Minos, a developed form of the Earth Mother. 
Minos and the Minotaur may similarly be regarded as 
forms of Osiris, the former an eponymous patriarch whose 

^ D^vfhpmtmt §f MitJ {19I 
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spirit passed from king to son, and the latter as a link 
between the animal apd anthropomorphic forms of the 
tribal deity, who was also the eponymous ancestor. Ac¬ 
cording to PauKxnlas’ the Arcadians believed that the first 
settler in their land was Pclasgus, the eponymous ancestor, 
apparently, of the Pelasgians. Asius, he says, referred to 

him as follows:— 

Divine Pclasgus on the tree-ckd hills 
Black earth brought forth, to be of mortal race. 

“And Pelasgus”, he proceeds, “when he became king 
contrived huts that men should be free from cold and rain, 
and not be exposed to the fierce sun, and also garments 
made of the hides of pigs, such as the poor now use in 
Euboea and Phocis. He was the inventor of these com¬ 
forts. He, too, taught people to abstain from green leaves 
and grass and roots that were not good to eat, some even 
deadly to those who eat them. He discovered also that 
the fruit of some trees was good, especially acorns.”* 

A similar legend is related by Plato regarding the 
patriarch of his Lost Atlantis, He states that on the hill 
above the palace (Knossos) lived “one of those men who 
in primitive dmes sprang from the earth, by name Evenor. 
His wife was Leucippe. They had only one daughter, 
named Clito". Clito became the wife of Poseidon, and 
the ancestress of all the tribes.* 

Minos, like Pelasgus, was evidently a semi-divine 
patriarch. Sir Arthur Evans shows that the “tomb of 
Zeus” was at one time called the “tomb of Mtnos". 
This “seems to record a true religious process”, he says, 
“ by which the cult of Minos passed into that of Zeus".* 

Probably the legend of the birth of Minos was appro- 

^ VI[li f, ^ Ctuhj. hy R. Shilltle, Va]. 
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priated by the Zeus cult. The child was suchled, accord¬ 
ing to one legend, by^ a sow, and to another by a goat— 
totemic animals, 'perhaps, from whom the food-supply 
was received. A Knossos seal impression depicts a child 
suckled by a horned sheep. Sir Arthur Evans refers, in 
this connection, to the legends of the son of Akakaliis, 
daughter of Minos, being suckled by a bitch; of Miletos, 
“the mythical founder of the Cretan dty of that name", 
being nursed by wolves; and of the fabled suckling of the 
Roman twins byashe-wolf. “There is", he says,“some 
interesting evidence of a cumulative nature, which shows 
that Rome itself was indebted to prehistoric Greece for 
some of the oldest elements in her religion,”^ The 
Indian heroine, ShakuntaJa, was guarded at birth by 
vultures, as Semlramis was by doves, while the eagle pro¬ 
tected Gilgamesh and the Persian patriarch Akhamanish, 
In Egypt Horus was nourished and concealed by the 
serpent-goddess Uazit. 

All the eponymous heroes had probably animal forms 
at the earliest period. Serpents figure prominently In the 
winged disk of Horus, suggesting the fosion of the fiiicon 
and serpent clans of Egypt. The young god was usually 
depicted with a falcon's head and a human body, and he 
was an eponymous ancestor. In the bull-headed Minotaur, 
therefore, it would appear that we have a survival of an 
early form of a Cretan Osiris or Horus, the link between 
the bestial deity and human beings. 

The Minotaur, however, was not the only man mon¬ 
ster who received recognition in Crete. At Zagros Mi. 
Hogarth discovered a large number of clay sealings de¬ 
picting man-stags, man-lions, man-goats, eagle-wo men, 
goat-women, and so on. One of the forms of the Sumerian 
Tammuz-Ningirsu was a lion-headed eagle, 

I JfMLTu/ ^ NtfJtMk SnSttf VflL XXIp ppr xuS, 11^ 
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It may be that, before the li^etidary Minos established 
his empire, Crete was divided into petty states, each of 
which bad its separate animal-headed god or goddess. 
These deities may have been originally totems. Ti\ hen 
the totem was slain the priest-king was ^pped in its 
skin, as was the Sumerian Ea in the skin of the fish. 
The priest-king was an incarnation of the totem. If the 
custom of depicting deities partly in bestial and partly in 
human form arose in this way, it was of exceedingly re¬ 
mote origin, for, as we have seen (Chapter II), there were 
animal-headed deities in the Late Paleolithic Period. 

Greek legends regarding Crete take no account of 
the stag- and eagle^headed monsters. The Minotaur 
with bull’s head and forelegs and human body and legs 
overshadowed them all. This feet is highly suggestive* 
Possibly the explanation is that the bull clan of Minos, 
which was established at Knossos, attained political su¬ 
premacy over the whole island, with the result that its 
Minotaur became the chief deity. This would account 
also for the myths regarding the sea-bull forms of Poseidon 
and 2!cus, and the notorious ccreraonlcs associated with 
the bull-ring at Knossos, The Minos clan may have 
invaded and conquered the island. Some authorities are 
inclined to regard Minos as a conqueror. Plato says of 
Atlantis that it was governed by a warrior class which 
lived separately in the more elevated parts, and had 
” common rooms of entertainment'V 

The same writer goes on to say that after a hull was 
captured at the annual festival, the people gathered round 
the fire in which it was sacrificed, to judge transgressors of 
the laws inscribed on a certain column.* The laws were 
probably those which were credited to Minos, 

The conclusions which may be drawn from the evi- 

> rif Srction V Ii * fW, ^ctdJaii XV* 
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dcnce available are as fbUows: Traces survived in Cretan 
religion of various stages of culture. New settlements 
were effected on the island from time to time by peoples 
of common origin, who introduced advanced systems of 
religion which were grafted on to the old. The worship 
of the Earth Mother was ever pre-eminent. At first she 
was the culture deity who instructed mankind. Then 
the tribal hero whom she favoured was elevated to the 
Pantheon, the living king being his incarnation on earth, 
while the dead king was his incarnation in the Underworld 
as the judge of the dead. As this deified hero displaced 
an earlier man-monster, who was the son of the mother 
goddess, and her earthly representative, the legend arose 
that the hero had actually slain him.' Minos, who hated 
the Minotaur, may have been the original of the legendary 
Theseus, That is, Theseus may have been a real king 
who released Athens from the sway of the Minoan kings 
and absorbed the Minos-Herades myth of Crete. The 
Minos dan came, perhaps, like the legendary Europe, 
from the Syrian coast, where it had adopted the later 
Oslrian faith. After Crete traded directly with Egj'pt 
cultural infiuences filtered across the Mediterranean. It is 
unlikely, however, that the religion of the Cretan people 
as a whole was so profoundly alFcctcd by the imported 
beliefs of the rival cults of Eg)'pt and Libya as they were 
by those of kindred peoples who settled on the island 
and exercised direct political influence there. In pre- 
Hellenic times the Minoan kings colonized parts of Greece, 
and traditions of Crete's cultural influence survived long 
after the Homeric Age, although the splendour of its 
ancient civilization became a blurred and laded memory 
which in time was associated with the Lost Atlantis. 

* Tie ticriStiU iliTin) of tli« ucred inimil pury bifc iIms iVTitcf in lie lefcoil. 



CHAPTER IX 

Growth of Cretan Culture and Commerce 

Ctcun Ofi^n of CifiUxstioa—The Hiitojic Pcnodf-^irtm «id 
Egyptikn Chnuotogio—EgyptUn EtSdcnce of Early iSiuppitag—Pottery u 
£f idenK of RacuJ DrUia^Aiiaiier —The Ubyani ud Early Creraoi 
—^Eddeace of Importod S«>«hdls^—Phyiicai Fcatoro of Cnte^— 
Air-ctuTeori^—Why w^gtao Madaen sailed by Night—Horneric Referencet 
to Night Voyigei-^Fertility of Crete—lu Natural Beatitiei—Life on Sea-eoait 
and che Muantaiu—^Corn and Wine Harvetu—Surplui Pcoduca for 
Early Cotntnerte—^L'mpsa of Early Minoan Tlm«—ReUtmai with Egypt 
ia ^miaid Fenod—Siory of the Stone Jais—to VEniiolt of Potter^ Wbcel-^ 
Borrow! dgs from Egypt—Cretaa Cexmmie Devdopiooitt—Pcobien of Sea 
Kouioi—CretaDi u Ha-acba aad Kdtlor 

The discoveries in Crete have proved conclusively that 
its pre-Hellenic culture was of great antiquity and local 
growth. It had developed with unbroken continuity 
from Neolithic times, and so pronounced was its indi¬ 
vidual character that it could borrow from contemporary 
civilizations without sufiering loss of identity. 

Cretan civilization was immensely older than Myce- 
nxan. Indeed it had reached its “Golden Age" before 
Mycens a^umed any degree of importance as a cultural 
centre. This fact has compelled archicologisis to select 
a new name which could be appropriately applied to it- 
Professor Reisdi favours “jEgcan", and, all things con¬ 
sidered, this generic term appears to be the most appro¬ 
priate. It takes into account the obscure influences which 
were at work during the lengthy Neolithic Period, when 
independent communities were settled on various islands 

wt 
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and on points on the mainland and had begun to trade 
one with another. The Island of Mdos^ for instance, as 
we have seen, was exporting obsidian and importing in 
exchange apparendjr the products of other localities. The 
influence of environment was directing into new lines the 
common form of culture derived from the North African 
homeland by the predominant race. 

Mycenxan civilization is placed in its proper perspec¬ 
tive by referring to it as a late stage of ^gcan. On the 
other hand, Cretan was an early and local form of it. ‘*ln 
Crete”, says Mr. H, R. Hall, “it first developed, then 
spreading northwards it absorbed the kindred culture of 
the islands, and perhaps the Feloponnese; then it won 
Central Greece north of the Isthmus from its probably 
alien aborigines, becoming there * Mycenaean', and finally, 
when Us own end was near, forced its way^ into Thessaly, 
having already reached the Troad in one direction, Cyprus 
(and Philistia later) in another, Sicily and Messapia in 
another." ^ 

Sir Arthur Evans has divided the history of ^gean 
civilization in Crete into three main periods, named after 
the legendary king, or Dynasties of kings, called Minos. 
These are: 

Early Minoati. 
Middle Minoan. ' 
Late Minoan. 

Each of these periods has also been divided into three 
Stages: Early Minoan 1, Early Minoan 11, Early Minoan 
111, and so on to Late Minoan HI. 

The Minoan Age begins with the introduction of 
bronze, which occurred, however, long after ^gcan civili¬ 
zation had assumed distinctive form. Crete was then 

> Tit /arnMt ejEfypdtt Vol. I, p. ll I (April; 1914). 
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able to borrow and adapt to Its own use the inventions 
of other countries, and yet maintain the individuality of 
its local institutions and art products. The introduction 
of bronze stimulated its industries, but caused no more 
change in its national characteristics than has been effected 
in China by the introduction of electric lighting in our 
own day, 

Cretan archaeologists as a whole are agreed as to the 
order and relative duration of the various historic periods, 
and most of them have adopted the system of Sir Arthur 
Evans. Nor do they differ greatly regarding the approxi¬ 
mate dating of these. It has even been found possible, 
although the local script cannot yet be read, to frame a 
provisional chronological system based on the Berlin 
system of minimum dating, so as to fit the story of Crete 
into the history of the ancient world. Important clues 
have been forthcoming in this connection. From an early 
period trading relations existed between the island king¬ 
dom and the Delta coast, and various manufactured articles 
were consequently exchanged, as well as wheat and barley, 
oil and skins, and other perishable goods. The discovery 
in the deposits assigned to different and well-marked his¬ 
toric phases, of Egyptian products in Crete and Cretan 
products in Egypt, has made it possible for archeologists 
to ascertain which periods in either country were contem¬ 
poraneous. 

With the help of Egyptian synchronisms writes 
Mr, H, R, Hall, **we know that the Minoan civilization 
was nearly, if not quite, as old as the Egyptian, ... If we 
date the beginnings of Egyptian history about 3500 b.c., 

we have not long to wait before we find Indisputable 
traces of connection between Egypt and Crete.”* 

Early Minoan I begins, therefore, some time after the 

* TA# JtfliJhid/ VftL I, pp. 11IJ? [April, 
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legetidaiy Pharaoh Mena united by conquest Upper and 
Lower Egypt and founded the First Dynasty, and before 
the great pyramids near Cairo were erected* About the 
same period the Sumerian civiliaation of Babylonia was 
beginning to flourish, and the Hatti tribe of the Hittite 
confederacy had established itself in Anatolia, 

Early Minoan II extended from about the period of 
the Fourth to that of the Sixth Egyptian Dynasty; that 
is from the Pyramid Age till the dose of the Old King¬ 
dom Period, 

Early Minoan HI covers the dark age of early Egypn 
tian history extending from the Seventh till the Seventh 
Dynasties. 

Middle Minoan I commenced early in the Eleventh 
Dynasty Period. Middle Minoan II flourished during 
the part of the Twelfth and part of the Thirteenth Dy¬ 
nasties; and Middle Minoan III came to an end during 
the early period of the Hyksos occupation of Egypt, 

The Late Minoan Period was the ‘^Golden Age" of 
Crete, It began before the Hyksos were expelled from 
Egypt^ and attained its highest splendour during the 
Eighteenth Egj'pttan Dynasty. During Late Minoan IT, 
Thothmes III of Egypt received gifts from the island 
kingdom as well as from the Hlttites. Late Minoan III 
was an age of decline. Foreigners were in occupation of 
Crete, and the mainland towns of Tiryns and Mycena 
were flourishing and influential, j^gean civilization had 
thus reached the Mycensean stage. Iron was coming into 
use; the sixth city of Troy had been built. It was the 
Age of Homer’s heroes. At the dose of the Myecn^n 
period of the i£gean Age the northern conquerors of 
Greece were inaugurating the Hellenic era, “The so- 
called rnirade of the rise of Hellenism, early in the first 
millennium b.c,, is to be explained”, writes Mr, D, G. 
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Hogarth,^ ‘‘by the re-invigoration of aboriginal societies 
settled for long previous ages in the vEgean area, and 
possessed of an anctettt tradition and instinct of culture. 
, , , This process was chiefly due to the blood and jn- 
flucnce of an immigrant population of less impaired 
vigour, which had long been cognizant of and participant 
in the mid-European culture, and was itself, both In origin 
and development, related to the elder society of the 
JEgean area/’^ 

At what period Crete began to trade with Egypt it is 
as yet Impossible to ascertain with certainty. Professor 
Flinders Petrie* found, In the lowest levels of the temple 
at Abydos, black pottery which he concluded came from 
Crete on account of its close resemblance to fragments 
discovered by Sir Arthur Evans in the Late Neolithic 
deposits of Knossos. He also characterized as .£gean 
several vases and pieces of painted pottery discovered in 
tombs of the First Dynasty, He maintained further that 
the Cretan and other foreign imports were brought to 
Egypt in the galleys depicted on pre-OynastIc vases. 

This view has not found general acceptance. It has 
been urged that the galleys were ordinary Nile boats. 
“They have deck shelters’', writes Mr. Hall, “just like 
the model funerary boats of the Middle Kingdom tombs, 
and they carry women on board. On one vase a woman 
is depicted waiting, with her hands above her head; it 
may well be that they actually represent the ferry boats 
of the dead. They carry purely Egyptian emblems. 
Now, we know of the Egyptians that they were never 
seafarers; they disliked the sea, and they held the seafaring 
inhabitants of the Delta coast in abomination; it was never 
the Eg^^ptians who went to Crete in the early days or 
later. . . . Finally, the boats are represented amid ostriches; 
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or^es, mounUinSi and pdm-trees: that ts to say, they arc 
sailing on the Nile with the desert hills and their denizens 
on either hand.”' 

AH that seems certain in this connection is that ship¬ 
ping was already well advanced in pre-Dynastic times. 
There is no evidence to show whether the seaferers on 
the Delta coast, or in Crete, possessed superior galleys 
to those used by the navigators of the Nile. No doubt 
they did. The Cretans who went to Melos for obsidian 
must have found it necessary to build galleys capable of 
withstanding the buffetings of wind and wave in the 
Mge^n Sea. In feet, the early settlers could not have 
reached Crete unless they had superior craft to the pre¬ 
historic dahabeejrahs and feluccas of the Nile, It is 
possible, therefore, as Professor Flinders Petrie thinks, 
that oil and skins were carried across the Mediterranean 
from Crete in pre-Dynastic times, and exchanged for the 
corn and b^ns of E^L But on this point the evidence 
afforded by the pottery cannot be held to be conclusive. 

The dark pottery with geometric designs belongs to 
a class of widespread distribution. Specimens with similar 
decorations, but of different texture, have been found as 
far apart as Anau by the Pumpelly expeditions, which 
conducted important researches in Russian and Chinese 
Turkestan, at Susa, the ancient capital of Ekm, in Persia, 
at Hittite sites at Sakje Geuzi in North Syria, in Cappa¬ 
docia and BoghazTcOi, and at points in the Balkan Penin¬ 
sula. The black pottery of prc-Dynastlc Egypt and 
Neolithic Crete may, therefore, have come from Anatolia. 
Some hold, indeed, that it has an ethnic significance. Mr, 
Pumpelly s view is that the Central Asian oases were the 
sources of Western Asiatic culture, but the evidence he 
brings forward in this connection is of somewhat slight 

*/oTfMf tf HiOmt Simdin, VoL XXV, pp. JM 
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character and hardly justifies his theory that Egypt and 
Babylonia derived their knowledge how to grow barley 
and wheat, and actually received certain breeds of domes- 
ttcated animals, from this part of the world. As we have 
seen, cattle were domesticated in southern France in the 
Aurignacian period of the Paleolithic Age, before the 
Fourth Glacial Epoch. 

Mr. Pumpelly* has, however, demonstrated that 
climatic changes which took place in the Transcaspian 
oasis caused the early civilization, of which he discovered 
important traces, to vanish entirely. The “Kurgans" 
were buried by drifring sand, and the agriculturists and 
pastoralists had therefore to migrate in search of “ fresh 
woods and pastures new". It may be that their move¬ 
ments are indicated by the various finds of black pottery. 
Communities of the wanderers may have settled in Elam 
and Anatolia, and drifted into Egypt through Syria, and 
towards Crete through the Ballons. Professor Elliot 
Smith says that *‘a definitely alien strain made its appear¬ 
ance in the people of Egypt during the Early Dynastic 
period, and left its indelible impress in their physical 
traits for all time. The heterogeneous features appear in 
a form so pronounced as to justify the positive assertion 
that the alien clement in the mixture was neither Egyptian 
nor did It belong to any of the kindred peoples. It was 
something quite foreign and certainly Asiatic in origin— 
that variety which Von Luschaii has rolled Armenoid,”’ 
If the Anatolian broad-heads" were the distributors of 
the black pottery obtained from the cast, representatives 
of their stock may have reached Crete as well as Egypt 
before the introduction of metal-working. The evidence 
obtained from graves shows that they were pressing west- 

3 aliQ Tlf FttJff Atiitf. bf ol the XjifF iJk 
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ward into Europe long before the dose of the Neolithic 
Period, although not in such great numbers as in the 
Copper and Bronze Ages, 

Another view of the problem has been urged by Dr. 
Duncan Mackenzie. He considers it probable that while 
the Libyans were developing the black-topped style of 
pottery «the allied Neolithic people of the jEgcan, in a 
wider European context, were creating the peculiar style 
of black hand-polished ware typical, for that early period, 
of the ^gean. Well on in this Neolithic epoch”, he 
says, ‘‘must come the Egyptian-looking black-topped 
ware found in the Copper Age tombs of Cyprus, whose 
significance in this connection was first pointed out by 
Furtwangler as being a new indication of race connection 
between the Egyptian and East Meditemuiean of that 
period, and of a northward movement of the Libyan race 
consequent upon, and caused by, the first appearance of 
the Egyptians proper in the Nile land. If, as is likely, 

this northward movement began before the .Slgean dvili- 
^tion had attained to such consistency in itself and such 
influence outwards as could have had any definite echo in 

Egyp^ should have sufficient explanation of the 
fact that of imported remains in Egypt none from the 
iEgean region go back to this early period.”^ The pot¬ 
tery with geometric designs found by Professor Flinders 
Petne at Abydos may therefore have come from North 
Africa. 

It will thus be seen that the problem as to whether 
Crete traded with Egypt in Ute Neolithic and the earliest 
Minoan times must be left in the realm of conjecture. 
What seems certain, however, is that the island kingdom 
^ceivcd cuUyral influences directly or indirectly either 
from North Africa or Anatolia at an early period In its 

* (/ VgL XXrjI, py, 
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history. This could not have occurred without navigadon 
being well advanced. But, although such a conclusion 
seems highly probable, it would be rash to build upon it 
in absence of direct evidence regarding the existence of 
the regular and constant exchange of commodities, and 
the influence which would consequently be exercised in 
the development of art. “We can hardily as yet , writes 
Mr. H. R. Hal], *' speak of relations between Egyptian 
and .Egean Art in NeoJithie days, though it is by no 
means certain that such rektlons did not then exist, espe¬ 
cially since there is a probability that the jEgean dviKia- 
tion was ultimately derived, in far-away Neolithic times, 
from that of Egypt, or rather from one of the primitive 
elements that went to form ^yptlan culture,” ^ It should 
be mentioned, however, that a piece of ivory was found 
in Neolithic strata at Phsestos, in Crete. It may have 
come from Egypt. Shells have also been discovered by 
lulian archsologists in the caves of Liguria, which do not 
belong to the north Mediterranean coast, but are common 
along the Libyan coast. These are wave-worn and were 
probably carried to Italy by early navigators, but whether 
these were Neolithic or Early Minoan Cretans is uncertain. 

The makers of pottery with geometric designs must 
have regarded sea-washed Crete as a veritable Paradise, 
whether they came from Libyan grasslands fringing yellow 
desert, or the Delta region with its seasonal plagues, or 
from the uplands of Anatolia where in winter the passes 
are often snow-blocked. Quite a variety of climates is 
offered by the picturesque island, with its great mountain 
spine fretted by peaks which rise from 5000 to Sooo feet 
above the sea-level, its sloping forests of pine and oak 
and chestnut, and its sheltered vallej^s where grow the 

* Vfll, f. 

VoL XXV, f- 337^ 
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olive and fig and vine. A sharp contrast is afforded by 
even its northern and southern shores^ especially in winter* 
when the former is chiHed by bleak winds from the main¬ 
land, and the latter is as balmy as the North Afncan coast. 
During the greater part of the year the prevailing winds 
blow alternately from the north-east and north-west, and 
from the south-west and the south. The northern winds, 
ever welcomed through the ages in Egypt, attain greatest 
velocity in late winter and whiten the mountains of 
Crete with the snows they retain until July, while the 
currents from the south come chiefly during the months 
of autumn and early winter. Easterly and westerly 
breezes arc invariably light and of short duration, ** The 
cold current rushing over the easy north slope of the 
Balkan, and through the Rumelian gap, gathers fiirce*', 
writes Mr. D. G. Hogarth,^ «3S it neare the African 
vacuum. Local relief shelters the Adriatic coasts, and to 
some extent western Macedonia, Thessaly, and Bmotia; 
but Attica receives a full draught through the depression 
between its low hills, Pentclicus and Hymettus; the 
isles, especially Crete, are scourged to such purpose that 
the higher vegetation in many districts will only grow in 
triangular patches to southward of sheltering rocks. The 
counter-current blows off the Sahara with terrific energy 
for almost as many days annually as the steppe wind; but 
the high relief of Crete breaks its force from the .^gean, 
and it is on the slopes of the White Mountains, Kedros, 
Psiloriti and Lasitht, and the western coasts and isles of 
Greece that it expends the most of its storms and rams.*' 
The north wind, however, brings more moisture to the 
peninsula. But the rainfrU diminishes towards the south, 
‘*till little is left to Attica or the Cydad isles but a hard 
cold current of more bracing and stimulating sort for the 

1 /Tjbsrfr £di^ pp. 55 ^ ttf. 
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healthy human frame than is found anywhere else in the 

area of the Nearer East ”, 
Between Jidy and September the north-east or north¬ 

west wind falls in the late afternoon, and then ** the over¬ 
heated land b^ins to suck a current off the cooler sea— 
that familiar inifat breeze which, after a short intc^ of 
stillness following midday, sets the caiques dancing in 
every Levantine harbour ”, At midnight the land breeze 

commences to blow seaward. 
Early navigators among the isles must have soon 

learned to take advantage of morning and evening breezes 
as they passed from harbour to harbour with their com¬ 
modities. In the the wanderer Odysseus spends 
his last day among the Phieadans on the isle of Seberia 

longing for the sun to set. He 
to the radiant sun 

Turned wistful eyes, anxious for his decline. 

After supper he was escorted to the vessel which was to 

convey him to Ithaca. Ere the port was cleared he 
‘^silent laid him down”, and when the rowers 

With lusty stroke upturned the flashing waves, 
Hi$ eyelids, soon, sleep, falling as a dew. 
Closed flast. 

All night long the vessel sped like a falcon, swiftest of 

the fowls of heaven ”, 

The brightest star of heaven, precursor chief 
Of day-spring, now arose, when at the isle 
^Her voyage soon performed) the baik arrived.* 

Tclemachus also sails at midnight, when 

hlufs-cyed Pallas from the west 
Called ibreh propitious breezes; fresh they curled 
The sable deep, and, sounding, swept the waves . . , 

> BMa XIII. * C«wpcr’» ImuiiEiva. 
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A land brecu filled die canvas , . . 
Thus all night long tbe galley^, and till dawn. 
Had brightened into day, cleared swift the flood.^ 

In early spring navigation is perilous in the ^gcan, 
and even In summer winds may veer suddenly without 
warning. It was a mtUtm or summer gale that caused 
the ship on which St, Paul was being carried to Italy to 
meet with disaster. The “south wind blew softly”j and 
" they sailed dose by Crete Then arose “ a tem¬ 
pestuous wind called Eurodydon’*, a hard north-eastern 
which comes In violent gusts and covers the heaving bays 
with sheets of foam. And when the ship was caught,” 
says the Biblical narrative, “and could not bear up into 
the wind, we let her drive." The mtlkm was encountered 
by the captain of the vessel, who paid so little heed to St 
Paul’s warning, in late autumn, when, as was wonted to 
be said, “sailing was now dangerous because the fast was 
now already past 

Classic legends of heroes who were shipwrecked like 
Odysseus, and of sea monsters and syrens, are eloquent of 
the perils which the sea rovers of the .ffigean confronted 
with unflinching courage and increasing skill wrung from 
hard experience. But as man has ever achieved greatest 
progress when confronted by difficulties, the (slanders be¬ 
came the first traders on the Mediterranean, They were 
lauded for their seamanship in song and story—those 
self-confident men so proud and cold, of whom the god¬ 
dess Athene spoke to Odysseus, the wanderer, when on 
the Island of &heria: 

Mark no man; question no man; for the sight 
Of Strangers is unusual here, and cold 

I fliwk II tnuliljeaji, 5 3, * Itiviu 
• uriif ^ Tlic flit -mi ihv freal daj of in tht montb of Sep^ 

iunWr- 
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The wekomt by this pcfipte shown to such- 
They, trusting in swift ship^ by the free gwit 
Of Neptune traverse his wide waters^ borne 
As if on wings, or with the speed of thought.' 

In early Minosn times Crete must have proved as 
attractive to settlers as it did to traveller Lithgow in 1609, 
when, describing the plain of Khania, in the north-west, 
he wrote: **Trust me, I told along these rocks at one 
time, and within my sight, some sixty-seven villages; but 
when 1 entered the valley, 1 could not find a fbotc of 
ground unmanured, save a narrow passage way wherein 1 
was, the olives, pomegranates, dates, %ges, oranges, 
lemmons, and pomi del Adamo, growing all through other, 
and at the rootes of which trees grew wheate, raalvasie, 
muscadine, leaticke wines, grenadiers, carnobiers, mellones, 
and all other sortes of fruites, and hearbes the earth can 
yeld to man, that for beauty, pleasure and profit it may 
easily be surnamed the garden of the whole universe, being 
the goodliest plot, the diamond sparkc, and the honey- 
spot of all Candy (^Crete). There is no land more tem¬ 
perate for ayre, for it hath a double spring tyde; no soylc 
more fertile, and therefore it is called the combat of 
Bacchus and Ceres; no region or valley more hospitable, 
in regard of the sea having such a noble haven cut through 
its Ixjsomc, being as it were the very resting-place of 

Neptune,” 
The year is divided into three seasons. After the 

gales and rainstorms of Winter comes in March a luxuriant 
and balmy Spring, when fragrant and many-coloured wild 
flowers, anciently sacred to the Earth Mother, bloom 
everywhere in great profusion. Flocks and herds that 
were “wintered” in the valleys are driven once again to 
the uplands, where rich fresh herbage springs up in abun- 

(c Boei 
Book VII 39-44- 

17 
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da.nce. Rivers auid streams Dash in the sunshine; torrents 
leap gladljr among the rocks^ and the sound of falling 
waters mingles with the constant hum of Insects and the 
songs of melodious birds. In April turtle doves are 
numerous In passage; in Crete as In Egypt and Babylonia 
they were associated in other days with the goddess of 
love. 

When the gre)’' dusk blots out the splendour of sunset, 
and the olive wwhlers are silenced in the olive groves, the 
nightingale's sweet **jug-jug” and clear pensive carol 
ripples through the shadowy woodlands. The shepherd 
who has ascended the mountain slopes to his summer 
shelter does not hear the songster of night, but at dawn 
he is awakened by the wise thimsb which sings its song 
tw’Ice over", and ere long in the growing brightness his 
heart rejoices to hear once again the full-throated chorus 
of blacl^lrds and linnets and woodlarks in leafy woods, 
where silent lizards come out to listen to the pipes of 
Pan, where rough satyrs dance merrily, and wide-eyed 
nymphs peer shyly through congregated trees and whis¬ 
pering water reeds at the human intruders of their soli¬ 
tudes, Higher up the slopes are scented pine-woods that 
murmur in the breeze like the everlasting sea. Spring 
comes slowly up this way. Beyond the forest zone the 
snow retreats grudgingly, and ts replaced by the bright 
foliage of Alpine plants in sheltered nooks, and especially 
on the southern mountain face. When the glistening 
diadem of snow is robbed from Mount Ida, and no 
storm-cloud comes nigh, its bald crest looms greyly across 
the hlue Mediterranean. 

There are villages on bracing upland valleys, and in 
these the present-day descendants of the ancient Cretans 
lead simple and secluded lives, like the earliest pastor- 
alists. Herding their Docks, they climb shelves of rasp- 
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jng rock, wearing the tjuiaint skin boots with protruding 
heel anti toe pieces that were invented by their remote 
ancestors. Hither may have come by preference many of 
the booted Anatolians who were attracted to the Island in 
Mittoan times. In midsummer, when the valleys beneath 

are parched with heat, and their fields and gardens must 
needs be irrigated, a temperate climate prevails on the 
plateaus. The nights are cool and refreshing, and amidst 
the hushed silence of the mountains the voices of men 
who guard their flocks can be heard calling from great 
distances through the rarefied air, when the Sphaklot^ 
who claim to be descendants of the Dorians, come to mid 

the shecpfolds. 
It is on these uplands, where Artemis still cares for 

her nimble-footed herds, that the greatest activity is dis¬ 
played In Spring-time and early Summer. In the rich 
alluvial valleys the small farmers have not much else to 
do than to survey their growing crops. Their fields were 
ploughed and sown before the “storm season" came on, 
and they secured ample nourishment from the drenching 
rains. The harvest falls In May on these lower grounds, 
but on the uplands it cannot be gathered in before July. 
After crops are threshed and stored, the fruit is ripe for 
plucking-, then grape juice flows crimson from the wine 
press, and sweet oil from golden olives. 

In ancient times Crete yielded a rich surplus of its pro¬ 
ducts which was available for purposes of ti^e. Ships 
were loaded with skins and wine and oil, dried fish and 
sponges, dried fruits and sacks of barley, which were bar¬ 
tered for the commodities of other lands. The seamen 
visited island after island in the .Egean sea, and they 
ventured westward to Sicily5 the mainland of Greece was 
but a day’s Journey*, eastward lay the shores of Anatolia, 
where the second city of Troy had rich gifts to offer in 
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exchange for heavy cargoes. In time Egypt attracted the 
fearless mariners. It lay towards the south-east, and 
when favourable winds were blowing could be r^hed in 
the space of two or three days. They may have heard of 
this rich and wonderful land on the Syrian coast, or per¬ 
haps there were Cretan traditions regarding it. Birds that 
flew thither may have guided them. In the story of 
Uenuamen, the Eg^’ptian emissary who was forced to 
remain in Cyprus, that melancholy man laments, gazing 
across the sea, '* Seest thou not the birds which fly, which 
fly back unto Egypt? Look at them; they go unto the 
cool canal. And how long do I remain abandoned hcrcl*'^ 
Let us follow the island mariners to the homeland of their 
ancestors, voyaging in the track of migrating birds. 

In the Cretan period. Early Minoan I, is embraced 
the Third Egyptian Dynasty (c. 2980-2900 a.c.). A 
change had taken place in the administration of Egypt, 
Pharaoh Zoser having transferred his court from ie 
south to Memphis, the London of the Nile Valley. He 
was the builder of the first pyramid—the step pyramid of 
Sakkara; and his activities extended to Sinai, whither he 
sent annual expeditions to work the copper mines. Early 
Cretan traders must have returned home with wonderful 
stories of his great achievements. But they were doubt¬ 
less more greatly impressed by the tireless Pharaoh Sneferu, 
who did so much to strengthen and consolidate united 

He battled against Asian hordes which invaded 
the Delta region, constructed roads there, and fortified 
strategic points on the eastern frontier. This monarch 
built great river vessels for purposes of trade and defence, 
some of which were over a hundred and seventy feet 
long. As he also dispatched on one occasion, as he duly 
recorded, a fleet of forty ships to the Syrian coast to 
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obtain cedars from Lcbanotij it is evident that Mediter¬ 
ranean navigadon had been well advanced ere his time. 
He may have been not only familiar with the achieve¬ 
ments of Cretan mariners, but perhaps even employed 

them, 
Snefero was the last king of his line. The Fourth 

Dynasty (r. 2900-2750 B.c.) produced the stern and 
masterful Pharaohs—-Khufii, Khafra, and Menkaura 
who erected the immense pyramids near Cairo, In this 
Age imposing royal statues were carved from material as 
hard as diome, that of Khafra being one of the triumphs 

of Egyptian art. 
Direct evidence of Crete’s connection with Egypt 

during this, the Old Kingdom, period is of scanty char¬ 
acter, It is not to be wondered, however, that such 
should be the case. The marvel is that any traces at aM 
should survive of trading relations conducted at such a 

remote period. 
To emphasize the importance of the few significant 

finds that have enabled the Sherlock Holmeses of Archffi- 
ology to prove that such relations did exist, it should be 
explained that after copper came into use in Egypt, fine 
stone working became possible, and developed rapidly. 
The invetitlon of the copper drill enabled workmen to 
construct shapely bowls, vases, jars, platters, and other 
vessels of porphyry, diorite, alabaster, and other suitable 
stones. Craftsmen took evident delight in their handi¬ 
work. In one of the tomb scenes, two of them are de¬ 
picted squatting on the ground drilling out stone vessels. 
The artist imparted to their faces an expression of sclf- 
consdous reserve which suggests that they were accus¬ 
tomed to hear their praises sounded and took pride in 
their skill. Hieroglyphics placed between the figures 
record a characteristic conversation. “This is a very 
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beautiful vessel,” says one, and his comrade replies, ‘^It 
is, indeed”* 

These stone vessels were in great demand, and dis¬ 
placed in the market the rough hand-made pottery, which 
consequently deteriorated in quality; evidently it was 
manufactured chiefly for sale to the poorer classes, and, 
as burial rites have ever been of conservative character, to 
be placed in graves. The same thing happened in Crete 
after the introduction of metal. There, too, stone vessels 
caused much unemployment among the potters, and Jess 
skill was displayed by those who supplied cheap vessels 
of baked clay to a declining market. 

It is of special interest to find in this connection that 
the Cretan stone vases among Early Minoan relics show 
points of resemblance to those of Egypt. The most 
important evidence, however, is derived from strata of 
Middle Minoan 1, Some fragments of carlnated bowls 
belonging to this period resemble closely characteristic 
Egyptian carlnated bowls of the Third and Fourth 
Dynasties, The Cretan vessels were made of Liparite 
imported from the Lipari islands, which arc situated to 
the north of Sicily, and were apparently visited by the 
adventurous mariners of Crete in Early Minoan times. 
No doubt can remain that these Cretan bowls were copies 
of Egyptian models, and these were probably carried 
direct from the land of the Pharaohs. 

The copper drill, which filled the hearts of Egyptian 
potters with despair, was in time surpassed by a more 
wonderful mechanical contrivance, which ultimately re¬ 
stored the prestige and popularity of their ancient craft. 
Sometime during the Fourth Dynasty, when the indus¬ 
tries were being stimulated by the Pyramid-building 
activities of the Pharaohs, and inventive minds were con- 

^ C^ailcd'i tTiOf liliaa, ji pf 
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stantl^ directed towards the solution of difficult problems 
with purpose to simplify and expedite the work of coji- 
structioHj an ingenious ttaftsman produced the potters 
wheel. He was probably a citizen of busy Memphis* 
As much is suggested by the fact that the new invention 
was afterwards associated with Ptah, the god of that dtyj. 
and his southern form, Khnumu, of the First cata^ct 
colony of artisans. These deities were depicted shaping 
the sun and moon and the 6rst itiati and woman on the 
potter s wheel. The discoveries and inventions of pious 
worshippers were always attributed to the culture deity. 

As the shapely products of the potter's wheel had to 
be burned with more care than the old hand-made articles, 
the problem of firing was solved by the Introduction of 
the enclosed furnace. Results were then obtained which 
placed the workmanship of the stone-vessel workers in 
the shade. One can imagine the proud inventor carrying 
his wonderful jars and vases to the ropl palace to receive 
the congratulations of the Pharaohj and perhaps a decora¬ 

tion of which he was richly deserving. 
The new pottery attained speedy and widespread 

popularity. Both in Egypt and Crete the potters first 
imitated the vessels of stone and metal- Endeed the 
Early Minoan workers, when they decorated their produc¬ 
tions, painted imitation rivets on the handles* The Cretan 
Sckn^keliannefi (vase form), with beak spout , bridge 
spout'', or “ teapot spout", had been evidently modelled 
on similar copper and stone vases of the Egyptian Old 
Kingdom Period. Tiading relations between the Cretans 
and the Nilotic peoples must therefore have been of a 

direct and intimate character. 
But although Crete thus borrowed from Egypt, just 

as any modern country may borrow an inventioti from 
another, its civilization maintained its strictly local char- 
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acter. It was because the iskitd craftsmen had attained 
a high degree of skill that they were able to adopt new 
methods, and contribute to the general growth of culture. 
They were not mere imitators who slavishly copied the 
methods of their neighbours. Their own inventions 
were in turn borrowed by others. 

The study of Cretan pottery shows that its culture 
was of local growth and that development was not due 
merely to outside influence, although outside influences 
may have at periods provided the stimulus which caused 
craftsmen to produce something new and improve upon 
what was being done elsewhere. The spirit of rivalry 
involved has ever made for progress. 

Dr. Duncan Mackenzie, who has acted as Sir Arthur 
Evans's ” lieutenant” in Crete, and is “the chief authority 
on Early Cretan pottery”, as Professor Burrows says/ 
was the first to deal with the development of ceramic art 
of the island in a manner which has thrown much light 
on the growth of its civilization. The American and 
Italian archaeologists acknowledge freely his influence and 
estample as an accurate observer, and constantly refer to his 

masterly analysis ” of Knossian ceramic art. He has 
woven a wonderful narrative from the collection of frag¬ 
ments dug out of the soil, setting in order what had for 
so long been confused and obscure,* 

Trial pits were sunk at various points on the hlU of 
Knossos and inside the palace, with purpose to ascertain 
the contents and depth of the Neolithic stratum. It was 
found that the average thickness from the virgin soil 
upwards was about six metres, the greatest being eight, 
in the lowest layer, fragments were obtained of a sooty 
grey ” pottery which had been hand-pulishcd outside and 

^ Titt Dhtp^-trin ik Cr/jr, p, 4®, 

^ 1^Smdint XXIir maA lubtc^uHit 
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Inside, The primitive potters made vessels of rough 
shape from poorly sifted clay, which had neither necks 
nor differentiatod bases: there was no decoration. The 
second metre yielded a similar ware, but a few fragments 
were found to be ornamented with geometrical designs, 
the V-shaped zigzag being either filled in with or sur¬ 
rounded by dots. Some authorities believe that this 
geometric motive is of northern origin. It appears on 
Late Neolithic and Bronze Age pottery In our own country 

and throughout the continent. 
In the third and fourth metres a small percentage of 

the fragments are incised. Then in the fifth metre appears 
a new development. The incised geometric designs arc 
found to be filled with gypsum or chalk. Here begins 
the ” light on dark " ornamentation of Cretan pottery. 
This style of pottery has been found in the first stratum 
of Troy and ^so in Egypt. Whether it was imported 
into the Nile Valley from Crete or Asia Minor is, how¬ 
ever, uncertain. The evidence afforded indicates either 
a racial drift from some cultural centre, or the existence 
of commercial connections between widely separated dis¬ 
tricts at a remote period in the Neolithic Age. The 
interval represented by this scratum was of a lengthy 
duration. 

Another new development occurs in the fifth metre. 
The commonest primitive ware, which shows gradually 
improving workmanship, is no longer wholly plain. After 
the vesseb were polished, some of the potters began to 
decorate them with waved rills which ^ve a rippling 
aspect to the surface. This style of ornamentation in¬ 
creased in popularity during the period represented by 
the sixth metre, and was not only effected on the out¬ 
sides of vessels, but also Inside the jutting rims. 

W^e now approach the dose of the Neolithic Period. 
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The pottery increases in quantity^ and among the new 
forms which appear are cups which are evidently the 
prototypes of the Kamares vessels of a later age, 

in the seventh metre we are in the period of transi¬ 
tion between the Stone and Bronze Ages. It comes up 
to the level of the floor of the first Knossian palace, and 
as the ground was levelled before this building was 
erected, the eighth metre of the Early Minoan Period 
appears to have been swept away. Fragments of it may 
have become mixed with those in the seventh stratum. 

The seventh metre is of special interest because it 
contains the earliest specimens of painted ware. The 
potters who ornamented their vessels with white-filled 
geometric incised designs, began to paint them instead. 
This departure opened up endless possibilities of develop¬ 
ment, At first the early zigzags were imitated, but in 
time new decorative motives evolved, and then came a 
free use of various colours, with variations of “light 
on dark” and “dark on light” designs. Varnish was 
used to gi ve a more lustrous surface than was obtained by 
hand-polishing. This early painted and varnished ware 
was hand-made. In the Latest Neolithic Period, however, 
the clay was finely sifted and well baked. Instead of being 
dark, like the earlier productions, it was of a bright brick- 
red colour. Apparently the enclosed furnace had come 
into use in Crete before the introduction of the potter’s 
wheel. It was when the potters succeeded in baking 
this red ware that the “dark on light” designs came into 
use. 

At Phffistos similar results were forthcoming from a 
pit sunk below the palace door. The hill had been levelled 
prior to the erection of the palace, and only metres of 
the strata remained. “I was able", writes Mosso, who 
conducted this excavation, “ to confirm the result of Dr, 
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Macketizic's itivesttgation of the black pottery upon the 
virgin soil beirig plain. A little higher appears pottery 
with decoration of punctured dots and lines. In a later 
period the decoration of the pottery becomes more com¬ 
plex; imitation of basket-work is found, and the deeply 
incised lines are filled with white chalk. The vases 
become more elegant, and have decoration in white on a 
black ground. This pottery is identical with that found 

in the Troad and In Skily.’* ^ 
When Cretan pottery attained its highest development 

in the Middle Mitioan Period, it found a ready market in 
Egypt, which never produced ware so richly coloured or 
elaborately ornamented. In another direction the Cretans 
also surpassed their teachers. This was in the carving of 
vessels of stone. The island craftsmen began by imitating 
Nilotic forms, but used a softer material which allowed 
their artists freer play. The greatest surviving triumph 
of Cretan decoration on stone is the so-called Harvester 
vase from Aghia Triadha, near Phaistos. With consum¬ 
mate skill the artist depicted upon it a procession of men 
marching four deep, who arc evidently taking part in 
some ceremony. One of the figures holds in his right 
hand an Egyptian sistrum, and is followed by a number 
of lusty singers. The drawing is entirely devoid of 
Egyptian conventionalism, and possesses a degree of 
naturalism which is typically Cretan. It is a spirited im¬ 
pression of an emotional group of human beings, and 
strikes quite a modern note. These stone vases were 
manufactured in Crete long after the new pottery had dis¬ 
placed stone and metal vessels as artides of everyday use. 
It is believed they were covered with thin layers of gold, 
and could have been purchased only by wealthy persons. 

Another direct connection between Egypt and Crete 

I Pdlam CrMTp p. 1$. 
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is the button seaJ. It came into use in Crete during the 
Early Minoan II and lU Periods. Mr. H. R. Hall 
thinks it passed from the island to the Nile valley, where 
the cylinder seal had long been the popular form. Sir 
Arthur Evans^ on the other hand, is inclined to regard it 
as being of Delta origin. Be that as it may, there can be 
no doubt if is a relic of direct trade oversea between the 
two peoples. 

The interesting problem here arises: By what route 
did the Cretans navigate their vessels to the Egyptian 
coast ? One view is that they sailed across the open sea 
to the Libyan coast and the Delta, and another that their 
route was along the Asiatic coast by Cyprus, Mr, H. R. 
Hall has pointed out in this connection that the Mediter¬ 
ranean tribes “who attacked Egypt in the reign of 
Rameses III actually did take the longer route**. He 
grants that single ships might have directly crossed the 
sea, but says that “the probability remains that the longer 
and safer route was the original one by which connection 
was first established, and that it was not until the approxi¬ 
mate position of either Egypt or Sicily was well known 
that the direct route could be first dared’V 

It is probable that the Cretan mariner^ first came into 
touch with the coast population of Egypt, who were known 
as the HaaUj that is, “ fen men” or “ swamp menThey 
were a seafaring folk, and were regarded by the Dynastic 
Egyptians as aliens. The magical spells of the “ Book of 
the Dead" were forbidden to them. About the time of 
the Sixth Dynasty references are made to the fia-mhti, 

which meant “all the northerners”. In the Eighteenth 
Dynasty it w^ applied to signify the Anatolians and the 
inhabitants of Greece. The early Cretans may have been 
called the Ha-nebu also. A more direct and later term 

* Tlf Aim*al ^ ski Bfmik Sfiw/ sn VIIJp pp. 1JJ-S* 
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applied to them was the Ktfiiu. Maspero has suggested 
that Keftiu signified the people and Ke/d the land. Accord¬ 
ing to Hall, KefHu is the same expression as Kefd^ '‘signi¬ 
fying *at the back of’, or ‘behind'; l.e. the land Keftiu 
was the ‘hinterland’, the ‘Back of Beyond* to the Egyp¬ 
tians**.^ In the Bible Crete is referred to as Caphtor. 

Figures of the Keftiu In Egyptian tombs of the Empire 
Period are typically Cretan, with wasp waists and girdle 
and Minoan kilt, and hair falling over the shoulders in 
pleated tails. They carry vessels of Cretan shape with 
characteristic decorations. Towards the end of the 
Eighteenth Dynasty the racial designation Keftiu drops 
out of use, and names of tribes are given. By that time 
the island had been overrun by conquerors from the main¬ 
land who sacked and destroyed the palaces and overthrew 
the Knossian Dynasty. 

* TiU AjtMtfdl ^MtAtAriUj Vlll, 1 
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Trading Relations with Troy 

CbAidiu Findi id Early Shipping TniiEc—Copper Agt La Cypnu 
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The Influence of ^gean culture, which assumed its spe¬ 
cific character in Crete, extended as far distant as Troad, 
that strip of north-western Anatolian ooastknd which 
came under the sway of the Trojans, “In the Early 
Minoan period ‘Crete'”, writes Mr, and Mrs. Hawes,^ 
“was in contact with Egypt on the one hand and with 
Hissarlik (Troy) and the Cyclades on the other—pupil of 
the former, teacher of the latter,” It is possible that 
Troy’s earliest connection w*ith Crete goes back to the 
Neolithic Period, for finds have been made in the stratum 
of the first city of flakes and small artifacts of obsidian. 
This highly-priaed stone liws probably carried over the 
sea from Melos rather than along an overland trade route 
from Sinai. 

^ Fcrtfmmmrr ^ y, 
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It would appear that there was a certain amount of 
r^Iar shipping traffic on the vEgean Sea in Neolithic 
times. Crctej as we have seen, imported obsidian from 
Melos long before the introduction of metal working. 
The beginnings of the trade can be traced at Magasa, 
where the flakes were found to be associated with an 
extremeljr crude pottety of great antiquity, and it was well 
developed apparently during the later stage of Neolithic 
culture, to which the obsidian knives from Knossos are 
assigned. It Is unlikely that Melos was uninhabited when 
obsidian was first worked there. Ultimately its people 
exchanged it for marble from Paros, which was utilized to 
shape rough amulets or flgunnes of the mother goddess. 
But, so except for the evidence afforded by these finds 
of obsidian, no other indications that the Cycladic islands 
were occupied during the Neolithic Age have been forth¬ 
coming, Stone weapons have, however, been found in 
southern Greece and on the large island of Euboea, 
Some of these are so small that they seem to have been 
charms, or votive objects, rather than real weapons, The 
JEgean Neolithic folk were evidently a peaceful people, 
and it may be that island communities utilized wood freely 
for implements of daily use. Wooden hand ploughs and 
wooden bowls were used in the Scottish Hebrides until 
a comparatively recent date, and the Egyptian peasants 
carried staves to drive their herds, and found them suffi¬ 
cient for purposes of defence. 

The early peoples who reached Crete probably came 
by way of the Cyclades, either from the Anatolian or 
Grecian coasts, fefore they accomplished this feat, the 
art of navigation must have advanced considerably. If it 
is held, on the other hand, that they passed direct oversea 
from Cyprus or Libya, we must conclude that they were 
skilled marine)^ who possessed well-equipped vessels and 
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were quite capable of conducting a. sea traffic from the 
very beginning. Perhaps when the Cretan inscriptions 
can be read seme light will be thrown on this aspect of 
the problem. 

Among the isles, Crete, with its long record of human 
activity, was ever prominent in promoting commerdal 
intercourse, and as mercantile enterprise was the principal 
factor in its development, Troy was probably reached by 
its wind-bronzed and adventurous mariners, who, having 
familiarized themselves with the **swan ways*’ of the 
Cyclades, undertook the exploration of the eastern and 
western shores of the ^gean Sea, gaining knowledge of 
prominent landmarks like Mount Athos and the massive 
mountain ridge of Samothracc. 

Traffic by the sc^ as well as by the land routes, must 
have been gready stimulated after the knowledge of how 
to work metals became widespread. Ship could then be 
constructed more stoudy and with greater celerity, and 
must consequently have increased in number. Pharaoh 
Sneferu’s order for a new fleet of forty odd vessels to 
convey timber from Phoenicia is an interesting example of 
the manner in which ambitious monorchs might strive for 
mercantile supremacy. No doubt it was in consequence 
of the growing competition that experienced seafarers 
made voyages of exploration and opened up new routes 
in all directions. Malta, as wc have seen, received obsidian 
from Melos; it also imported jade, which probably came 
from Anatolia. Jade was carried as well to Sicily, and as 
the Cretans imported liparite from the Lipari islands, after 
they had established a connection with Egypt, it was 
probably by them that jade objects were distributed west¬ 
ward. 

It is uncertain when Cyprus was first visited by the 
Cretan mariners. The Neolithic relics of that island are 
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notably scanty, and some think it was not occupied pnor 
to the age of metals, as it is devoid of Neolithic strata. 
No doubt the earliest Cypriotes, who settled in the eastern 
river valleys, came from the Syrian coast- Their pottery 
was hand-marlg, and ornamented with incised designs, and 
compares more closely to Anatolian than pre-Dynastic 
Egyptian or Cretan varieties. The island had its Copper 
Age, and towards the close of it wheel-made pottery was 

manufactured. 
It is held by some authorities, including Myers and 

Hall, that copper was first worked in Cyprus. If such 
was the case, It is remarkable that the island has not 
yielded traces of early commercial connections with Crete 
and Egypt* ‘*Up to the present,” says Mosso, “there 
is no evidence that copper was worked in the Isle of 
Cyprus before it was used in Egypt and Crete. * . . The 
word Cyprus comes from the name of the plant iftnrjMr, 
which is -the henna (LaWMitia used for dyeing 
the nails red.” * Cypriote copper blades arc of later date 
than those found in Crete, and the earliest fiat axe of 
copper is of Egyptian Neolithic form.* 

There can be no doubt that Cyprus had a Copper 
Age before the Age of Bronze. The same cannot be 
srid with certainty, however, regarding Crete. Copper 
weapons have been found in tombs;, but they are small 
and of votive character, and the larger ones, of which they 
were copies, were perhaps of bronze. The few copper 
dagger blades that have been unearthed are difficult to 
place, and the view has been urged that bronze Is as old 
in Crete as copper. The Island of Minos “shows", 

^ ZI4MEV vf pp. up 

* Thc^ic who CiToiiT the orips of pci|^f*w*r'kinf Icrfc chat tile 

E^ptisin capper irtvl^ts irc copv« of of Cjfpmi. It cz* t>£ ihowa^ m. thfi ether 

hindf that Mime of ih.^ wpper irtificti ire copiei of Kcolithie fonni. 
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Mrs, Hawes sap, “ the same phetiDmenon as Hissarlik,’ 
the sudden appearance of bronze at a date not later 

than 25®° Of! tbe evidence at present available 
no Copper Age can be predicated for the island. , . , 
The natural conclusion is that Crete knew nothing of 
copper until it knew tin also and the superiority of the 
alloy. This knowledge must have come through the 
extension of trade relations^ not by conquest, for no 
country shows more independence in its metal series than 
Crete.”* 

Whence was the bronze obtained by the Cretans? 
Was it from Egypt or Anatolia? Both Crete and Troy 
were able soon after the dawn of their Bronze Ages to 
import silver, which during the Old Kingdom Period was 
rarer than gold in Egypt. The silver may have come 
from the same region as tin. One possible source of 
supplies of silver was Cilicia, where silver mines are still 
worked; the other was Spain, in which country evidence 
has been forthcoming of early commercial relations with 
Crete. 

Once the secret of how to work metals passed from 
centre to centre of Neolithic culture, the ingenuity ex¬ 
pended for long Ages in the shaping of artifacts of flint, 
obsidian, and jade was directed into new and inspiring 
channels. Cretans, Trojans, Cilidans, and Cappadocians 
alike may have been stimubted to inaugurate a new era 
by foreign influences, but they did not remain as sbvish 
imitators, The pupil not only strove to excel the teacher, 
but even to surpass him. As in our own day a new 
invention may be improved by a people who have 
borrowed it, so at the dawn of the Metal Age the bor- 

I SchlicBuna wh wran^ iti tkwrtinf Uiat Hbwtik fTmyJ hid 1 Copper Afe. 
* Mr*. Kiwet uu[ Oitieii^ p. jj. {Aiueritsn Siploritnn Society, PhiU. 

dcipUa, 1908,) 
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rowers appear to have contributed towards the develop¬ 
ment of a discovery which was to revolutionize the andent 
world, j^igean Bronze Age culture has distinctive futures 
which establish its independent character. It was not of 
sporadic development. The indigenous influences which 
were manifested during the lengthy Neolithic Age were 
not cut a(F by the importation of metal, but were rather 
given opportunity to achieve freer and more brilliant 
growth in every sphere of human activity. That being 
so, we are confronted by an exceedingly difficult pro¬ 
blem when we seek to discover whence cither Crete or 
Troy imported bronze, or the copper and tin with which 
to manufacture it. The influences exercised by local 
cultures rend to conceal the sources from which borrow¬ 

ings were made. 
Copper was known in Egypt in pre-Dynastic times. 

Indeed, some authorities hold that it first came into use in 
that country, “It was the custom of the proto-Egyptian 
women, and possibly at times of the men also,” says 
Professor Elliot Smith, “to use the crude copper ore, 
malachite, as the ingrcslient of a face paint; and for long 
ages before the metal copper was known, this cosmetic 
had been an article of daily use. It is quite certain that 
such circumstances as these were the predisposing factors 
in the accidental discovery of the metal. For on some 
occasion a fragment of malachite, or the cosmetic paste 
prepared from it, dropped by chance into a charcoal fire, 
would have provided the bead of metallic copper and the 
germ of the idea that began to transform the world more 
than six^ centuries ago." At first copper was used for 
small ornaments and then to make needles, one end of a 
copper wire being bent down to form an “eye”. In time, 
chisels and axes and other implements were manufactured 
in Imitation of those of stone which were in use, Every 
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stage in the history and evolution of the working of 
copper", he holds, “ is represented in Egyp^ and is pre¬ 
served under circumstances that enable us to appreciate in 
some measure the motives which led the Egyptians on, 
step by step, to the full realization of the immensity of 
the power they had thus acquired/’^ Professor Elliot 
Smith follows Dr. Rcisner in this connection* 

Others hold that copper was first worked in Asia. 
Professor Myers, as we have indicated, favours Cyprus.* 
Mr. Hall, who supports the view that the knowledge of 
corn passed from Pdestine to Egj'ptand Babylonia, thinks 
that the knowledge of metal may have come from the 
same quarter, Sinai, Syria and Cyprus being ** the original 
focus of the distribution of cO'pper over Europe and the 
Near East. Copper came gradually into use among the 
prehistoric Southern Egyptians towards the end of the pre- 
dynastic age. And they must have obtained this know¬ 
ledge of it from the Northerners." Mr. Hall adds: 
“ Dr. Reisner considers the Egyptian evidence alone, and 
not in connection with that from the rest of the Levant",* 

It is also contended that the manufacture of bronze 
was not an Egj-ptian invention, and that Troy and Crete 
W'cre probably in touch with the centre where copper was 
first hardened by tin and antimony. Mr, Hall suggests 
that this art “came from the Middle East, where tin is 
found, to Greece, as well as Babylonia and, eventually, to 
Egypt".® Babylonia, like Cyprus, had a long Copper 
Age. 

No direct proof has yet been forthcoming, however, 
that Egypt imported its first bronze implements. The 
feet cannot be overlooked that the oldest bronze relics yet 

* TAf AttMi pp. j tl 
■ /VrAilltrv Crww/M □/ V*u I* ^ J 
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found come from the NiJc valley. No dlscovciy has yet 
been made that bronze was manufactured elsewhere prior 
to 3000 B.C. A few objects of bronze have been found 
in First Dynasty tombs. Maspero gave Angelo Mosso 
a piece of metaJ plate from an Abydos tomb to analyse. 
The test showed copper 96.00 and tin 3.75 per cent*',"^ 
Another important relic is the famous bronze rod of 
Medum", which belongs to the Third Dynasty period. 
It was found embedded in the fillings of a mastaba associ¬ 
ated with the pyramid of King Sneferu. Pure copper was 
also used extensively throughout Egypt for the manufac¬ 
ture of weapons and implements from pre-Dynastic times 
till the Twelfth Dynasty. Iron was known at an early 
period, and is referred to in the Pyramid texts. It pro¬ 

bably had a religious significance. 
The Egyptians may have received their earliest sup¬ 

plies of copper from Sinai, which they visited to obtain 
turquoise In the Neolithic Age.* We know that expedi¬ 
tions were sent to work in the copper mines in that region 
at a later period (Third Dynasty). Whence was the tin 
obtained to harden the copper? A possible source of 
supply is North-western Arabia. That it could be found 
there is suggested by the Biblical reference to the spoils 
taken by Moses from the Mldianites, which included 
“the gold and the silver, the brass, the iron, the tin and 
the lead Another possible source is Anatolia, where 
tin is said to exist. The raiders against whom Pharaoh 
Sneferu of the Third Dynasty waged war on the Delta 
frontier may have come down an ancient trade route, 
having ascertained that rich plunder could be obtained tn 
Egypt. There is also tin in Italy as well as copper, but 
the earliest copper weapons found in that country are of 

1 DiFism tf ^ ^7* " p, 5^ 
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adva.nccd Cretan type (Middle Minoan), Local forms 
which have been found arc not of earlier date. 

It may be that Egypt’s scanty supplies of tin during 
the Old Kingdom Age came from more than one source. 
Mr. W, M. Muller secs on a Sixth Dynasty relief “.^geans 
bearing tin into Egypt”. If the figures referred to arc 
^geans, they were certainly Cretans. It is of special 
interest to find in dealing with Egypt’s early imports of 
metal that a socketed bronze hoe of the Sixth Dynasty 
resembles examples fix>m Cyprus and South Russia which 
are preserved in the British Museum. This artifact may 
have come down the sea trade route by which sporadic 
supplies of tin and bronze were carried. The manufac¬ 
ture of bronze in Egypt never assumed great dimensions, 
on account of the difficulty experienced in obtaining tin, 
prior to the Twelfth Dynasty. Its early Metal Age was 

mainly a Copper one. 
After the mariners of Crete began to bring home sup¬ 

plies of bronze, its traders no doubt did their utmost to 
acquire the secret of how to manufacture it. It may be 
that, like Solomon, who sent Hiram of Tyre annual sup¬ 
plies of wheat and oil in return for timber from Lebanon 
and skilled workers in metal,’ a Cretan monarch made 
arrangements with an Egyptian or Anatolian Hiram to 
send him artisans who were skilled In the manufacture of 
bronze. 

One of the places in Crete where bronze was cast 
was a headland on the Gulf of Mirabello about three 
miles east of Goumia. An ancient copper mine there is 
called by the peasants Chrysocamino ”, which signifies 
“ the oven of gold ” or **the golden furnace”. Describ¬ 
ing it, Dr. Hazzidaki writes; The seashore rises for 
al»ve too metres, and here is the cave with so small an 

1 fjpi 1-iLf and 14 it 
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entrance that one has to go down and creep in on bands 
and knees. The cave is 52 metres long, the roof is 
irregular in height, about 2 metres near the entrance, that 
is, 1 metres from it, and in the middle it reaches a height 
of 20 metres, and at the <ar end it is 12 metres high. 
The walls and roof are covered with stalactites, and the 
rock is calcareous. Great blocks of stone have fallen from 
above, especialljr at the lar end of the cave.” Small 
fragments of primitive pottery of uncertain date were 
found in the cave, and also pieces of Middle Minoan 

times. 
Smelting operations were carried on near the entrance 

of the cave, as is indicated by a piece of crucible found by 
Dr. Haziidaki, Inside, pieces of scoria were picked up. 
The copper appears to have been entirelj* worked out.^ 
Specimens of rock taken from a cliff in the vicinity have 

yielded a small percentage of copper. 
Bronze was also cast in Gournia. This is proved 

“ by the finding of scraps of bronze and slag, pure copper 
adhering to smelting vessels, a crucible pot for carrying 
a charge of metal, and by numerous stone moulds, into 
which the molten metal was run for making knives, nails, 
awls and chisels”. Copper was used for the manufacture 
of bowls, jars, and other utensils, but ** weapons were of 
bronze, containing as much as ten per cent alloy with 
copper ” * Copper daggers with an extremely small per-- 

centage of tin have also been found. 
But although copper could be found in Crete, the tin, 

as has been indicated, had to be imported. "By the 
be^nning of the Bronze Age writes Dr. Mackenzie in 
this connection, "the valley of the Rhone must have 
played a dominant role of communication between the 

* Crm FflriTPDfT- pp. 1, * C* iSoo i-c. 
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great world of the Mediterranean and the north; by that 
time it was probably already the high continental trade 
route towards the tin mines of Britain," Angelo Mosso 
also favours the hypothesis that Crete’s early supplies 
came from England. ‘*We know the road", he says, 
** followed by the caravans bringing English tin through 
France to the mouth of the Rhone at the end of the 
Neolithic period, while no trace of any trade in tin has so 
far been discovered in the East," * Mosso’s reference to 
the “East" applies to "the mountains of China where 
tin is found ”, 

Mrs. Hawes, who favours a Nearer Eastern source, 
writes as foUowst the Fumpclly expedition 
returned from Turkestan in 1904, one of the members 
brought potsherds indistinguishable at first sight from the 
brilliantly mottled ware found at Vasilikl during the same 
season. . . . The strong likeness between the two fabrics, 
of which the writer has personal knowledge from having 
handled them together, is more reasonably explained by 
intercourse than by accident. Moreover, X)r. Hubert 
Schmidt, who accompanied the expedition, reports that a 
neighbouring tumulus (near the large one in which the 
pottery was found) gave him a three-sided seal-stone of 
Middle Minoan type, engraved with Minoan designs— 
man, lion, steer, and griffin. How shall we explain those 
evidences of j^lgean influence in Southern Turkestan? 
They must be brought in line with other proofs of 
contact." 

This distinguished lady archsologist refutes Dr. 
Muller’s view that the .£gcans who carried tin into Egypt 
obtained their supplies from a trade route that connected 
Central Germany with the sea coast. “ The backwardness 
of Europe in learning to employ metal", she says, is 
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undeniable.** Hungary, like Cyprus, had a Copper Age 
before bronze became known. “ We see”, she writes, 
“ that at r. 2500 b.c. Asia Minor shared with the 
the knowledge of bronze, whereas three centuries later 
Europe was still in the Stone Age. . . . As further ex¬ 
planation of the priority of bronze in Asia Minor, we 
may now suggest the probability that, long before tin was 
discovered in Europe, it was being brought overland 
through Asia Minor, and also by way of Transcaucasia 
and the Black Sea from distant Khorassan, Strabo’s 
Drajigiana, where its presence has been cotihrmed. Exca¬ 
vations at Elizabethpol in Transcaucasia have revealed a 
culture in early contact with the JEgean.”^ She thinks 
that carriers “ not unlike the swift Scythians of Herodotus, 
frequented both the tin-producing region south-east of 
the Caspian and the copper region of the Danube at an 

early date".* 
Troy was a probable “clearing house” of the early tin 

and bronze trade. 'We should therefore visit it before 
dealing with.®gean commercial connections with Western 

Europe. 
Our course is a north-eastern one across the island- 

strewn .ffigean Sea. This way went the Homeric Ach$ans 
who fought for the possession of Helen, the heiress of the 
Spartan throne, and no doubt with desire also to expand 
their area of political influence in the interests of com¬ 
merce. We cast anchor as we draw near the southern 
shore at the mouth of the Hellespont. Since the dawn 
of history myriads of vessels have passed beyond this 
point to navigate the narrow strait, the modern Darda¬ 
nelles, that leads towards the Sea of Marmora and the great 

Black Sea beyond it. 

^ Mn. Hftm refer* in ihii rgrtfleetEon to E+ 
114 *r ^ ^ 33. 
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The famous Troad lies before us. 11 is a country which 
does not make much appeal nowadays, but must have 
offered many attractions to early setders. The valleys 
are suitable for agriculture; there is excellent herbage 
on the hillsides for flocks and herds, and an abundance 
of game among the mountains. Duritig winter the south 
winds from the Mediterranean impart to it a milder 
climate than prevails in the Balkans, or the uplands of 
Phrygia, and the summer heat is tempered by the cool 
Etesian winds. Water b plentiful; there are numerous 
springs and generous rivers flowing from the mountains. 
Withal there is an abundance of timber, much good day 
for brick-making, and an endless supply of limestone with 
which to erect dwellings and strong, high walls to protect 
litizens and their domesticated animals against the attacks 
of bears and lions and cunning wolves that prow] through 
the forests and up and down the green valleys, not to 
speak of human enemies. 

We land at the mouth of the famous river Scam and er, 
turning our backs on the unpicturesque tongue of Euro¬ 
pean land known to the ancients as Chersonesus, and in 
our day as the peninsula of Gallipoli; we also take our 
eyes from the shouldering hills of the island of Imbros, 
behind which towers sublime Mount Saoce, the loftiest 
peak of Samothrace, on which the god Poseidon aforetime 
sat to watch the Homeric heroes performing mighty feats 
of arms. 

Our steps are directed inland, and we proceed to cross 
the Jong and windy Plain of Troy, remembering 

Old unhappy fstr-off things 
And battles long aga 

Yonder towards the south-east, blue above the ridges of 
woody hills, is the Anatolian range of Mount Ida, which 
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forms a noble frontier of the Troad; there Faria tos once 
a shepherd; thither, too, fled ^neas after Troy fell. To 
the west is the high coastland of the -ffigean Sea, and east¬ 
ward and north-eastward are broken groups of featureless 
mountains divided by pleasant v^eys. Less than 4 miles 
in front of us we can distinguish a boat-shaped hillock, on 
the spur of a sloping hill, rising abruptly from the plain: 
that is famous Hissarlik, the site of the ruins ot the 

various citadels of Troy. 
The memoried plain is bordered on either side by the 

Rivers Simoets and Scamander. There are marshes to 
avoid, as in Homer 3 time, but these are easily detected 
at their utmost limits by the dumps of bng graces and 
weeds, and of whispering tamarisl^ which also fringe the 

steep and crumbling river banks. 
The Simmis has shrunk to a few inches in depth, for 

it is now late summer; pufrs of wind blow day dust from 
its clay-caked and stone-strewn bed. Down a beautifol 
valley it flows westward, as if to cross the plain towards 
the .ffigean Sea, until it curves round a ridge of hills and 
directs its course to the shore of the Hellespont. The 
more fiimous Scamander is about 2 feet deep and about 
20 feet in breadth. When, however, the snows are melt¬ 
ing on the Ida range it is exceedingly turbulent, and of 
such great volume that it carries down trees and boulders, 
and occasionally overflows its reedy banks to submerge the 
plain. The SlmtEis similarly rages furiously at this period. 

There is an interesting reference in the Umd to the 
sudden rise of the rivers after a “doud burst". When 
Achilles drove one part of the Trojan army into the city 
and another into the Scamander, 

the plain he found 
All flooded D*er, and, floating, armour fair, 
And many a corpse of men in battle slain. 
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The Scamander was supposed to be increasing for the 
express purpose of resisting his advance. The roar of its 
spring Hood resounds in the sonorous hexameters of 
Homeri but sinks to a spray^-Uke hiss in an English trans- 
lation. 

Rearing high 
His crested wave, to SijnerU thus he^ cried: 
** Dear brother, aid me with united force 
This mortal's comse to check; he, unrestrained, 
Will royal Priam’s dty soon destroy. 
Nor will the Trojans his assault endure. 
Haste CD the rescue then, and from their source 
Fill all thy stream, and all thy channels swell; 
Rouse thy big waves, and roll a torrent down 
Of logs and 5tone% to whdm this man of might." * 

We reach Hissarlik and ascend it to survey a maze 
of ruins. The fields around us were tilled and irrigated 
aforetime, when there were watchrnen on the “ topless 

towers" to give warning of the approach of raiders. 
These keen-eyed men could see far up the valleys; nor 
could vessels cross the Hellespont without their know¬ 
ledge; and they had glimpses to the west, across the 
Scamander, of the Mgezn Sea, which is but 3^ miles 
distant, and were thus able to herald the approach of the 
galleys of Crete, 

Before Schliemann began to excavate on this wonder¬ 
ful hillock, by cutting a deep broad trench through the 
various strata, it towered about 16a feet above the level 
of the plain; but when the earliest Neolithic people first 

. chose it as a settlement, it was not much more than 50 feet 
high. Distinct traces survive of nine cities in all, the 
latest being the Troy of the Roman Age. Each city, 
after the first, had been erected on the levelled debris of 

’ Buck XXI (Derby*1 340 tt 
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the previous one. So the hiU, like a stooping giant, 
gathered from age to age an increasing burden for its 

ffreat unwearied back. , . • 
Troy I was built in the Neolithic Age. Its deposit 

of from 12 to 14 fret indicates that it endured for many 
long centuries. Portions of its walls constructed of smidl 
stones, here and there in herring-bone pattern, were laid 
bare by Schliemann. As the foundations, in some parts, 
do not reach the bedrock, it is evident that the hillock 
was occupied for a considerable period before stone was 
utilized for building purposes. The earliest defensive 

works may have been ramparts of earth. ^ ^ 
Hlssarlik was apparently from the earliest period the 

citadel of the city which lay round it on the plain. Hve 
dwelt, in a palace, the king and his frmily, and here also 
were stored the treasure and winter food-supply of the 
tribe. When enemies poured down the mountain passes, 
or across the Hellespont from Europe, the citadel became 
a shelter for women and childrenj and for flocks and herds^ 
inside its walls, too, the warriors found safe retreat when 
attacked by overwhelming numbers. The hill forts and 
brochs of Scotland appear to have served a similar purpose. 

Within the area of Troy’s Neolithic citadel traces 
survive of the stone foundations of houses and of certain 
erections usually referred to as “shccp-fblds . Of special 
interest arc the remains of pottery which have come to 
light. The fragments unearthed by Schliemann were of 
the hand-made variety, and these arc numerous and varied 
enough to show that the Trojan ceramic art was developed 

locally and attained a comparatively high degree of excel¬ 
lence. Invariably the pottery is dark and d«orated with 
geometric designs, the incisions being filled in with white 
chalk as in Crete and Egypt. A fine surfree finish was 

effected by the use of the smoothing-stone. 
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Doubt has been expressed as to whether all the 
bronze Implements which Schliemann associated with this 
carijf stratum really belong to it. Some of these may 
have fallen down the sides of his trench^ and got mixed 
up with the rdtes of a deposit with which they had origi¬ 
nally no connection. It appears certain, however, that the 
Neolithic city was in existence at the dawn of the Metal 
Age in Crete, for some of the bronze implements In 
question arc unlike those found in later strata. 

The second city was erected befbre 2500 b.c. Whether 
or not there was a fresh racial infusion we have, as yet, 
no means of knowing. It is significant to find in this 
connection that there are distinct traces of development 
from the Neolithic period, especially in the ceramic relics, 
a sure indication that a considerable portion of the old 
stock remained. For the first time the hillock was levelled, 
a process which no doubt obliterated much valuable evi¬ 
dence, and it then stood about too feet above the sea- 
level. Retaining stone walls, which sloped inward, were 
also erected, and those round the south-western and 
western sides of the eminence can still be traced. 

This was the city which Schliemann believed to be 
Homer^s Troy, because it contained a great amount of 
burnt debris. But in this he was mistaken. Shortly 
before he died, however, he found some Myccnaan pot¬ 
sherds which afforded a due to the mystery and enabled 
Dr. DOrpfeld, the distinguished German archseologist, 
who conducted subsequent excavations, to locate Homer's 
city in the sixth stratum. 

Dr. Dorpfcld has divided the history of the second 
stratum into three periods. These may 1^ referred to as 
Troy El A, B, c. The ci tadel of Troy II a, was litde 
more than a tribal fortress about loo )'ards In diameter. 
There were two main entrance gates, one on the south- 
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western side and the other on the southern. The pottery 
which was manufactured resembled the hand-made variety 
of the Neolithic settlement, but the workmanship dis¬ 
played was on the whole inferior. Apparently we meet 
here with the decadent period during which vessels of 
stone were being constructed with the use of copper drills. 

In the Stratum 11 b the new pottery makes its appear¬ 
ance, The Egyptian potter s wheel had evidently reached 
Troy as well as Crete, while the enclosed baking-furnace 
also came into use. There can be no doubt, therefore, 
that a brisk trade was being conducted along the trade 
routes both by land and sea. Considerable progress was 
effected also in architectural work, brick as well as stone 

being largely used. 
The evidence of Stratum 11 c shows that the citizens 

of Troy were progressing by leaps and bounds. Traces 
of destruction by fire of earlier buildings suggest that 
fret^uent conflicts were waged round the fortress, and it is 
possible, therefore, that the extensions and alterations which 
were effected from time to time were rendered necessary 
to maintam the prestige of the city in stirring and difficult 
times, when hordes of nomads were enabled by the aetjui- 
sitton of metal weapons to overrun large portions of tem- 

tory, , 
It was during the period covered by the deposits of 

the second city of Troy that the great masses of Asiatic 
pastoral nomads pressed into Europe and conquered the 
more passive and more highly-cultured agriculturists of 
the Mediterranean race. As much is indicated by the 
burial remains of the Early Bronze Age in Europe, which 
show that a broad-headed people pressed westward, first 
along the uplands and then across the valleys, in increasing 
numbers, here adopting the funerary customs of their 
predecessors, and there introducing their own. 
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Troy continued to develop its own civilization, resist¬ 
ing, it would appear, for a long period the raids of 
piundering barbarians. That its wheel-made pottery was 
not imported is made evident by Its distinctly local charac¬ 
teristics. The hand-made jars, with side projections, pierced 
for suspension, which were characteristic of Stratum 11 a, 

assumed more artistic character in Stratum 11 s, when the 
wheel came into use. Another link between earlier and 
later times is the ** face urn". These interesting Trojan 
products indicate that the decoration of pottery may have 
had a mythological significance. Zigzag, St- Andrew's 
Cross, herring-bone, and V-shaped designs, as well as 
rippling lines, trickle ornaments", and dots, may there¬ 
fore have meant much to the people who believed that 
their food-supply was the gift ot a deity, or group of 
deities, whose favours they constantly invoked by per¬ 
forming ceremonies and offering sacrifices. In the Odyssey 
the Phteacians toasted the deity when they drank together. 
King Aldnous, addressing his guests after Odysseus had 

partaken of his meal, spoke as follows:— 

PontcinotSs! mingling wine, bear it around 
To ev’ry guest in turn, that we may pour 
To thunder-bearer Jove (Zeus) . . . 

When, at length. 
All had libation made, and were sufficed, 
Departing to his houses cadi sought repose.' 

Food and drinking vessels may have been dedicated to 
deities as well as the potter’s wheel, which, as has been 
indicated, was credited to the god Ptah in Egypt. The 
spirit of the god, or of one of his emissaries, may have 
been in the cup- It is of interest, therefore, to find that 
the lips of some of the Troy vessels are ornamented with 

* Souk VII truaililiDil). 
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circles enclosing dots. One characteristic fragment shows 
two circles with a straight line drawn down between them. 
It Is obvious that the potter desired to represent a face 
with staring eyes. Schliemann believed that the face was 
intended for that of an owl, and constantly made reference 
to "owLhcadcd” vases. Another fragment, however, 
shows dearly that the crude artisuc efforts were directed 
towards the representation of the human face. No attempt 
was made to indicate the nose line, but the eyes were 
fairly well shaped, and above these the eyebrows were 
drawn also. In other examples the eyebrows and nose 
were shaped like a bird in flight, the eyes being represented 
by perforated circles, while a straight line represented the 

mouth. 
This tendency towards realism is found to be less 

pronounced, however, as the vessels become of more 
complicated and finer construction. The arched eyebrow, 
the eyes and ears, yield to purely decorative tendencies, 
and become symbols, as do also the dots, rings, and cones 
representing female breasts; the swastika on the lower 
part of the body is evidently a fertility symbol. This 
process of developing symbols from natural objects can be 
traced even in the Paleolithic Age. It does not follow, 
however, that the change robbed the ornaments entirely 
of their religious and magical character, difficult as it may 
be to discover where a symbol is divested of significance 

and a purely artistic motive begins. 
The Trojan method of representing the human face, 

with the bird-wing-shaped nose and eyebrows and the 
eye dots, is paralleled by similar designs on objects from 
the Greek islands. Interesting examples of the same 
artistic motive have been found in the East Riding of 
Yorkshire. In a trench surrounding a burial cairn on 
Folkton Wold were discovered chalk drums associated 

fctda> la 
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with unburnt bunals. These arc orjiamentcd with spirals, 
St. Andrew’s Cross, and other characteristic Mgenn de¬ 
signs, and also with the eyebrows and eye symtols. As 
the latter appear on standing-stones of the Marne and 
Card valleys in France, and on early Bronae Age vessels 
in Spain, it may be that the chalk drums arc interesting 
survivals of racial or cultural influence which reached 
these islands across the English Channel by way of 
Spain,* 

The second stratum of Troy is remarkable for its 
treasure hoards. Schlicmatin found no fewer than seven¬ 
teen of these. The most famous is theroyal treasure”, 
or, as he called it, “the treasure of Priam”, which, with 
the assistance of his wife, he concealed during the work¬ 
men's dinner-hour. The objects were of rich and varied 
character. In a silver jar had been stored two great 
diadems of elaborate construction, which were worn by 
females of high rank. One is composed of four rows of 
small heart-shaped leaves of gold connected with fine wire, 
and is fringed with a row of larger pendants suggesting 
the human form. On either side are tails, terminating 
with larger pendants in a bunch. This diadem is about 
the breadth of the forehead, and when clasped round the 
head the hair was bunched above it, while the tails fell 
downwards and lay on the shoulders. Elaborate ear-rings 
were also worn, as well as rich necklaces made of small 
gold rings strung together, and bracelets of twisted gold. 
Some of the ear-rings are of spiral design. The spiral is 
also associated with the rosette to ornament elaborate gold 
hairpins and broad bracelets. A small gold eagle-shaped 
ornament is of special interest, as it indicates the sanctity 
with which that bird was invested in this r^on. 

Included in the hoard are several bars of silver, which 

^ SritilA Mmurmm Ciudt^ ^li 
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may, as Schllemann suggested, have been used for mone^, 
A silver dagger was no doubt a royal weapon used on 
occasions of great ceremony. Like the bronze daggers it 
was pierced so as to hold the rivet with which it was 
attached to the handle. One dagger handle is carved in 
ivory and is reminiscent of Palseolithic Magdalenlan Artj 
for it is shaped to represent a crouched animal. A bronze 
handle of similar design has been discovered in Etruria, 
and is now in the Kestner Museum at Hanover. 

Among the objects in lead, special reference should be 
made to a figurine of the mother-goddess. It is of some¬ 
what conventional design, like the terra-cotta figurines 
found in Cyprus, Mesopotamia, and Greece, and those of 
marble and other stone in the Cydadlc islands. The face 
is stern, with a hard drooping mouth, and the eyes stare 
cold and angrily. Long curls dangle down from the ears; 
tlie neck is exaggerated and crossed with symbolic mark¬ 
ings, and the hands are clasped across the breast. The 
female chaiacteristics are pronounced, and on the lower 
part of the body the swastika, or hooked cross, is depicted 
on a V-shaped projection surrounded by round bosses. 
The legs are merely suggested, and may have been used 
as a handle, or as a spike to be thrust into the soil of a 
holy mound. Votive figurines found at Anau In Turke¬ 
stan, and those also from Sumerta, were attached to nails, 
or terminated like nails, so as apparently to be driven into 
sacred shrines, for the same reason as the visitors to 
sacred wells drop pins into them, or attach rags to over¬ 
hanging trees. Prayer-nailing still obtains in the East. 

It may be remarked here that the third, fourth, and 
fifth citadels of Troy, which cover a period between about 
1000 B.c. and 1500 B.C., are of no great account. The 
city shrank in importance after the occurrence of a great 
disaster which Is indicated by the fire-swept remains of 
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Stratum II c. The sixths or Homeric Troy, will be re¬ 
ferred to in a subsequent chapter. 

Since Schliemann's day, attempts have been made to 
relegate the “ treasure of Priam ” to a comparatively late 
period, one nearer Troy VI than Troy 11 a. Indeed, it 
has been asserted that this rich hoard fell down the trench 
from the sixth city stratum. But although Schliemann 
sometimes nodded, like Homer, his location of the trea¬ 
sure can no longer be disputed. In 1908, Mr, Seager, 
the American archeologist, discovered a similar hoard on 
the island of Mochlos, which lies about two hundred yards 
off the north-eastern coast of Crete in the picturesque 
Gulf of Mirabcllo. For some 4500 years the treasure 
had reposed in a necropolis of the Early Minoan Period, 
happily secure from the attentions of generations of tomb 
robbers. The island is barren and without a water supply, 
and was consequently never suspected of containing any¬ 
thing of value. At one time it may have been part of a 
peninsula which sheltered a natural harbour much fre¬ 
quented by the earliest mariners. 

The hoard included gold diadems, rings, pendants, 
hairpins, and fine chains, “as beautifully wrought”, Sir 
Arthur Evans has remarked, “as the best AlcKandrian 
fabrics of the beginning of our cra'U There were no 
spiral designs as at Troy, but wonderful artificial leaves 
and flowers. Of special interest arc the gold bands “ with 
engraved repoussi eyes for the protective blind-folding of 
the dead”. These, Sir Arthur suggests, were “the distant 
anticipations of the gold masks of the Mycen^ graves 
Bead necklaces were probably charms. Associated with 
these articles were miniature stone vases of local material. 
Some were of Early Egyptian form, and all were of ex¬ 
quisite workmanship. 

^ 1^. 
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An engraving on a ring in this hoard depicts a ship 
with a sail and a full equipment of oars. Troy may have 
been visited by the men who crossed the seas in vessels of 
this kind. Traces of Cretan commerce have been forth¬ 
coming at Hissariik, and Trojan artifacts have been found 
in Crete. In [909 discovery was made at Phacstos of a 
fragment of pottery which resembles fragments of the 
same date (Early Minoan IIj found in the second dty of 
Troy. Relics of Cretan connections with Troy have also 
been found at Vasiliki and other eastern sites. 

Crete’s reputation for metal-working was widespread 
among the ancients* but no one dreamed, before Mr. 
Seager made his important discovery* it was of such great 
antiquity. The remarkable technique displayed shows 
that the craft had a long history. It no doubt owed 
something to Egypt* if, indeed, it was not established on 
the island by Egyptian traders. «Of the jewelry worn 
by the Pharaoh and his nobles* in the Old Kingdom* 
writes Professor Breasted* “almost nothing has survived* 
but the reliefs in the tomb chapels often depict the gold¬ 
smith at his work, and his descendants in the Middle 
Kingdom have left works which show that the taste and 
cunning of the first dynasty had developed without cessa¬ 
tion in the Old Kingdom.”^ The Cretan ornaments have 
distinct local characteristics. Like the painters and potters, 
the goldsmiths showed a distinct feeling for nature* as in 
their leaf and flower designs; one notable ornament is the 
Cretan equal-limbed cross. Of special interest* too* is a 
clover-leaf ornament—an anticipation of the Irish devo¬ 

tion to the shamrock. 
At the time the articles in the Mochlos hoard were 

manufactured* there must have been many wealthy men 
in Crete. Those whose ships visited Troy and Spain 

Hnfarj ^ p. 
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were probably the possessory of articles of stiver as wdl 
as gold. But none of these have been discovered. Per¬ 
haps some of the Early Minoatt silver artifacts were so 
highly prized that they were kept as heirlooms. Dr. 
Xanthondtdes found two silver daggers iti a tomb at 
Kumasa, near Gortyna, while excavating tombs of the 
Early Minoan III Period. They were ribbed and of tri¬ 
angular shape, like other daggers of bronze. Associated 
with these metal objects were steatite ^‘libatioti vases”, a 
rough marble figure of the mother-goddess, three minia¬ 
ture vases with lids on a reel-shaped stand, and an earthen¬ 
ware vessel of teapot shape with geometric ornamentation. 
Sir Arthur Evans discovered several silver bowls of the 
Middle Minoan Age at Knossos. Among the finds of 
the American archaeologists at Goumia is a shapely silver 
Cup with handles, from a house tomb, which recalls 
Homer's reference to “a silver cup, the work of the 
Sidonians It is, however, of much greater antiquity 
than anything which can be credited to the Phcenicians. 
Perhaps it was won by the individual in whose grave it lay 
for displaying skill as a boxer. A double silver cup was 
awarded to the Homeric athlete Epeius, who “knocked 
out" Euryalus at the funeral games that followed the 
burning of Patroclos.* Joseph,* who was so greatly 
honoured by the Pharaoh, was the possessor of a silver 
cup, and must therefore have been wealthy as well as 
infiuentiaL 

The Cretans may have received their supplies of silver 
from Troy, where, as is shown by the artides made from 
that metal in “Priam's treasure”, it was abundant enough. 

Some hold that this silver came from Spain, and their 
theory will be dealt with later in this chapter. Others 
favour the view that the Trojans and Cretans imported it 

* IV, SilL * flttd, XXiJl, 7+1 ti itft • OamuV, «IiT| a. 
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from Lydia or Cilicia. It is possible that silver was 
obtainable by the island mariners at primitive commercial 
centres at or near Miletus^ Ephesus, or Pitane. But of 
this there is no direct proof. The remarkable feet has 
to be given recognition In this connection that no traces 
of early ^gean trade have been found at any of these 
points,^ Even the islands of Samos, Chios, and Mitylenc 
have felled to yield any indications of commercial con¬ 
nections with Crete and the Cyclades during the Early 
Bronze Age. *'Except for their north-western corner , 
writes Mr, Hogarth, “ the Asiatic coasts of the AEgean 
lay, until very late, outside the culture-area associated 
with the name of that sea. But If 'tis true, tis strange t 
Why did the Cretan and other ^gean sea-rovers, whether 
pirates or merchants, or both, fell to settle on these par¬ 
ticular coasts and isles ? They had pushed their wares 
into Hissarlik, and had filled all the opposite shores of 
Europe with a culture much higher and more vigorous 
than any which has left a contemporary trace in Ana¬ 
tolia.” Mr. Hogarth believes that “there must have 
been some strong continental power dominating all the 
west-central coast of Asia Minor from an inland capital 
It must have been a non-maritime power, careless about 
developing its coast lands, but careful to keep others away 
from them." This power was the Hittite—‘the confedera¬ 
tion of peoples controlled by the Hatti, the “white Syrians” 
of Greek tradition, whose ancient capital was situated at 
Bc^haz'kOi. It is possible that the early .®gean influ- 
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enc«s which permeated Anatolia were introduced through 
the medium of Troy, 

Troy appears to have existed during the Late Stone 
and Early Bronze Ages as the capital of an independent 
state. Its earliest settlers were probably of the Mediter¬ 
ranean race, and congeners of the Neolithic folk of Thrace 
and the Danube area, who had pressed northward through 
Syria and round the southern Anatolian coast, or by way 
of the ^Cilician gates*', to the western shores of the .^gean 
Sea, afterwards crossing into Europe. This racial move¬ 
ment, which radiated also throughout the agricultural 
valleys of Anatolia, appears to have taken place before 
the broad-headed Hatti, who were a pastoral people, 
became the dominant race. It may be also that there 
survived among the mountains descendants of the ancient 
Palaeolithic races. The Etruscans, for instance, whose 
racial affinities are obscure, are believed to have come 
from Anatolia. 

The Danubian cultural area, was of wide extent. It 
included part of southern Russia and part of south¬ 
western Austria, the whole of Thrace and Macedonia, 
and a portion of Thessaly. At several centres a high 
form of Neolithic culture was developed, ‘‘There is 
reason to believe”, writes Mr. Hogarth in this connection, 
“ that some population, racially kin to that which developed 
the iEgean culture, was present on the Anatolian coasts 
from early times, and also that there had been very early 
passage of influences, and perhaps of peoples, from Bal- 
kanic Europe to Asia Minor. Not only has the earliest 
sub-Ncolithic stratum at Hissarlik produced pottery and 
weapons closely resembling those of Neolithic Danubian 
graves, but at two other places where sub-Neolithic 
settlements have been explored in north-west Asia Minor, 
Danubian analogies arc even more certainly to be rc- 
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marked. Those places are Boz Eyuk in Central Phrygia* 
and Yortan in Mysia. The vases of the latter site, where 
there is a cemetery of the earliest Bronze Age, show close 
analogies with Cj'priotc forms, and suggest that the ear¬ 
liest migrants from Europe spread sporadically far down 
through the peninsula to the Levant. ^ 

Like Anatolia, the Danubian area was a melting-pot 
of races. In addition to the Armenoids of Hatti type 
who invariably clung to an upland habitat, but also fused 
in localities with the Meditcrraneiin peoples, the lair 
northern peoples pressed southward to absorb the local 
culture and fuse with the earliest settlers. The ethnic 
friction which resulted caused periodic migrations of dis¬ 
placed peoples. There was, therefore, much crossing and 
rc~crossing of the Hellespont and the Bosphorus m the 
Late Neolithic and Early Bronze Age Periods. 

Troy, by reason of its situation, must have been ever 
a meeting ground of various ethnic elements. Many 
desperate conflicts, no doubt, were waged 00 its windy 
plain long ages before the Homeric era. There were 
rich spoils besides in its citadel to attract the invader. It 
lies at the end of the northern trade route which runs 
through Anatolia towards Mesopotamia, and must ever 
have been a “ market-pbcc ** for traders, wjio could 
exchange there their far-carried commodities for the pro¬ 

ducts of Thrace and the ^gean. 
Various axes of green and white jade, which Schliemann 

found in the stratum of the first city, may be relics of an 
ancient trading connection with the cast, as the knives 
and arrow-heads of obsidian appear to be of a connection 

with the Cyclades. 
When the jade objects were first found they caused a 

flutter in archaeological circles. It was pointed out that 

^ idwj p* jlv 
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scrapers and other articles made of jade had been found 
associated with the Swiss Jakc-dwcllings, and at Neolithic 
sites in Brittanjr and in Ireland^ as well as elsewhere 
throughout Europe. The belief obtained generally that 
these jade artifacts were imported into Europe from the 
borders of China, and Professor Fischer esepressed the 
wish “that before the end of his life the fortune might 
be allotted to him of finding out what people brought 
them to Europe Professor Max MOiler believed that 
the jade-carrying immigrants were the Aryans, "If”, he 
wrote, “the Aryan settlers could cany with them into 
Europe so ponderous a tool as their language, without 
chipping or dipping a single fecct, there is nothing so 
very surprising in their having carried along, and carefully 
preserved from generation to generation, so handy and so 
valuable an instrument as a scraper or a knife, made of a 
substance which is am perettHius**^ 

It is not now believed, however, that all the jade 
objects found in Europe came from “a common fk-distant 
home in the Kuen Luen Mountains*’, Since Mailer 
connected his Aryans with jade, the two species of it, 
nephrite (jade proper) and jadcitc, have been found in 
different parts of Europe. Nephrite has been discovered 
in Siiesla, Austria, and North Germany, and It is believed 
to exist in Sweden, while jadcite, or a similar rock, was 
found not long since among the Alps. It is probable, 
therefore, that the Swiss and other scrapers were chipped 
from pebbles of jade picked up by the European Neolithic 
people. The quantity and quality of the Hissarlik axes, 
however, suggest an eastern source of supply, and it may 
be that these and the Maltese polished axe pendants of 
jade are genuine relics of primitive commerce. As the 
latter were charms, it would appear that the magical qual- 

• SchUfRMan'i i/i*^ p. a4*. * Lrtter t» Timi, tSlh, 
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ities of jade were given recognition at a remote period. 
Among the Greeks it was the “kidney stone”, and among 
the Spaniards, who imported it from Mexico, the “colic 
stone". Various rare stones were believed by the ancient 
peoples to have curative qualities. Instances could be cited 
of the possession, by representatives of ancient faitiilies at 
the present day, of stone charms of this kmd that have 

long been treasured as heirlooms. 
Although archeologists are less inclined nowadays 

than they were a generation ago to believe in the exist¬ 
ence of Neolithic trade-routes which extended from the 
borders of China to Brittany, or to connect certain races 
with relics of similar character found in widely separated 
districts, there can be little doubt regarding the exist¬ 
ence of commercial relations between different cultural 
areas. The introduction of metal appears to have done 
much to stimulate international tr^e. In the Early 
Bronze Age the influence of the ^gean, which may have 
“inspired every stage of culture" at Hissarlik, as Mr. 
Hogarth suggests, appears to have penetrated Thrace. 
Evidence has been forthcoming that two main trade- 
routes crossed Germany, one from the head of the 
Adriatic, and the other from the lower Danube valley. 
It has been suggested that some of the amber found in 
Crete came down these trade routes from the Baltic.^ 
France was similarly crossed by the Rhone valley tradc^ 
route, down which, in time, tin from Cornwall was 
carried. That the Cretans were the earliest seafarers to 
come into direct touch with these routes is suggested by 
various interesting links of evidence. The most remark¬ 
able are the Egyptian gbss beads found in South Ger¬ 
many, and the Egyptian blue-glaze beads taken from 
ancient graves on Salisbury Plain, which will be dealt 

1 Uiich of iht CntvCk imbn u rridcact/ fraia the 
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with m a later chapter, as the^ are connected with the 
Late Minoan Period. 

Certain Continental archseolc^sts incline to the belief 
that not only Crete but even Egypt was in direct touch 
with Western Europe at an extremely remote period. 
Summarizing their views, Angelo Mosso writes; “The 
vases found at Amerejo in Spain have the characteristic 
form of the Egyptian vases of the dose of the Neolithic 
Age. The resemblance of the Egyptian idols with those 
of Crete and the Continent is an established fact^ the 
burial sites are similar; the flat copper axes of Eg)'pt 
cannot be distinguished from those of the Continent; 
the evolution of art in Southern France and in Spain 
went on during the Neolithic Age, and we know chat 
navigation was general on the Mediterranean in the times 
preceding the introduction of copper—all these data give 
good reason to suppose that the pre-Dynastic Egyptians 
had relations with the west which enabled them to procure 
cassiteritc, which when mixed with copper rendered it 
harder. . , , We hope ”, he adds, “ that new discoveries 
may throw light on the relations of Egypt with Eng¬ 
land.”* 

There can be little doubt that the Cretan mariners 
sailed westward as far as the coast of Spain, although the 
precise period at which they first undertook voyages In 
this direction may remain uncertain. Spain could supply 
silver, copper, and other metals. The brothers Si ret* 
are of opinion that this country was the source of the 
earliest supplies of silver, the metal having been taken 
from the silver-bearing veins before the discovery was 
made how to extract it from lead as described by Pliny.* 

^ TAd Arcm ho/ p, 6±. 
* Ldi Jm miUl^ M. Ac L, Sirc^ pw 
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Mosso favours the view that the silver articles found in 
Crete were made from silver carried from Spkain by the 
early mafiners who sailed westward to fetch tin from 
the Cassitcridcs Islands, He makes no reference to the 

Cilician mincs.^ 
It is difltcult to fi* the movements of the early traders 

in chronological order. We cannot therefore ascertain 
from the archaeological evidence available when the Cretans 
came into touch with the western Iberians, with whom 
they apparently shared a culture of common origin. Prior 
to the Bronze Age a comparatively high civilization was 
developing in southern Spain. The votive figures found 
in this region resemble those of Cyprus, Hissarlik, Crete, 
and the Cyclades; even the sacral horns were given 
fecogiiitlon, Spanish Early Bronze Age artifacts also 
show dose resemblances to ^gcan forms, and the brothers 
Sirct found In several places in Spain goblets similar to 
those taken from Early Minoan strata in Crete, and 
others from the tombs of Abydos in Egypt. These 
vessels were associated with flat copper axes and copper 
knives with silver rivets, as well as stone and bone im¬ 
plements, Tin appears to have been Iws plentiful at 
the period to which these finds belong than silver. It 
may have come from the Balearic Islands, Brittany, or 
England—the first named being the most probable source. 

At Marseilles, where Greek merchants established 
themselves in later times, the visits of the Cretans must 
have stimulated trade along the Rhone valley route, 
which became gradually suflfused with .^Egean influences. 
The trade-route from the head of the Adriatic, leading 
towards the Brenner Pass, was similarly affected. Sicily 
and Italy have yielded suggestive evidence of early con¬ 
tact with Crete. Daggers and flat axes of Cretan shape 
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have been found in Italian tombs of the early metal age. 
Sardinia appears to have been visited also; it has yielded, 
among other things, specimens of characteristic ^gcan 
axe adzes, which have also been found at Troy, 

One of the most interesting links between ^gean, 
Trojan, Danubian, and Western European cultures Is 
the spiral decoration, which appears to have been intro¬ 
duced along the trade-routes. 

“The developed spiral”, writes Mr. Halt, “appears 
suddenly in Egyptian art on seals and (rarely) in paint¬ 
ing, at the beginning of the Twelfth Dynasty,* or shordy 
before,” that is, “at the end of the Third Early Minoan, 
or beginning of the First Middle Minoan Period in 
Crete.”* It appears to have been introduced into Egj'pt 
from Crete, for it occurs on objects of Early Minoan U 
and III date. There are spirals on the Trojan gold pins 
of “Priam's treasure". Mr, Hall favours the view of 
Much, the German archseologist, that “the spiral origi¬ 
nated in metal wirework ”. He thinks it may have been 
“an invention of early gold workers in Lydia that reached 
Troy, was in the Cyclades translated into stone carving, 
in Crete transferred to pottery and to the designs of 
button seals, and as a seal design came to Egypt, where 
it was promptly adopted as the characteristic decoration 
of the new form of seal that had as suddenly become 
popular in the Nile land, the scarab 

The spiral ornament travelled along the trade-routes 
through Europe. Rings made of silver wire twisted in a 
spiral have been found by the brothers Siret in Spanish 
tombs which have yielded the goblets of Cretan form, 
already referred to. In the Danubian cultural area the 
spiral occurs on pottery of the early metal age. Follow- 

“■ C. KrC. ^ Of Middle Muabld l|^ JEeanetfriy 

* Tki Jmrmml wf Part II, iid. 
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ing the road along the Moldau and the Elbe, It reached 

the shores of Jutland, and ultimately passed into Scandi¬ 

navia. It reached Engbnd cither along the Rhone or 

Danube valley routes. Reference has been madp to the 

Yorkshire chalk drums on ivhich it was inscribed. The 

New Grange stones arc decorated with it, and early Scot¬ 

tish sculptured stones show local adaptations of the design. 

Eastward from the Danubian area it penetrated as far as 

Koban in Russian Armenia, between the Caspian and 

Black Seas, where it occurs on objects taken from a pre¬ 

historic cemetery In which Babylonian inducnce is also in 

evidence. 
The earliest connection between Crete and northern 

Europe is indicated by the finds of Baltic amber in Early 

Minoan strata. It probably had a religious significance. 

Amber was carried down the Elbe and Moldau route as 

well as through the Rhone valley to the shores of the 

Mediterranean, and across to England, Scotland, and Ire¬ 

land, It is believed that this trade was flourishing along 

the Elbe route before 2000 b.c. 

The manner in which early commerce was conducted 

between the peoples of northern and southern Europe is 

indicated by Herodotus, who refers to offerings sent to 

Delos by the Hyperboreans, ”They" (the Delians), he 

wrote, ** declare that certain oflerings, packed in wheaten 

straw, were brought from the country of the Hyperboreans 

into Scythia, and that the Scythians received them and 

passed them on to their neighbours upon the west, who 

continued to pass them on until they reached the Adriatic, 

From hence they were sent southward, and when they 

came to Greece, were received first of all by the Do- 

donseans. Thence they descended to the Maliac Gulf, 

from which they were carried from city to city, till they 

came at length to Carystus. The Carysdans took them 
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over to Tcnos, without stopping at Andros; and the 

Tenlans brought them tinaliy to Delos," ‘ 

Reference has been made to the engraving of a ship 

on a ring from the Moehlos hoard. It is shown sailing 

from the shrine of the mother-goddess, who evidently 

protected seamen as well as landsmen, A similar ship^ 

carrying two sails as well as oars, was depicted on a sed 

stone of steatite, which also belongs to the Early Minoan 

Period. Two crescent moons above the mast seem to 

indicate that the vo^'oge was to extend over a couple of 

months. 

Other seal engravings show vessels with one, two, or 

even three masts. Some have complex riggings and well- 

braced yards. A seal from Mirabello shows a one-masted 

vessel with a square sail,* An ivory model of a ship found 

by Sir Arthur Evans in a tomb at Knossos has a hatch 

over its hold to protect the cargo. Terra-cotta and 

alabaster models were discovered at Aghia Triadha, near 

Phststos, by the Italian archscologists. A terra-cotta model 

from Palalkastro belongs to the Early Minoan Age. 

^*The modern vessels of the Cretan iishermen, and 

especially those of the dshers for sponges from the Isle 

of Kalimnos, differ little”, writes Angelo Mosso, *‘from 

the ships of antiquity.”* Occasionally Maltese boats are 

found to have the Morus eye on the prow, like the ancient 

Egyptian boats of the dead found in tombs. Beside the 

eye a flag is sometimes painted. There were ensigns on 

the prows of prc-Dynastic Nilotic vessels. Neolithic ships 

carved on rocks in Upper Egypt had sails and oars like 

the Cretan vessels, which they resemble in shape. Maltese 

boats retain the high prows of the prehistoric ships, and 

* IV, 31* 

^ uiti idiI twiftcdl r^opci of ox-hidc " 11^ 
* Dram ^ ^ iSa, 
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Italian cargo boats have oar helms simitar to those of the 

Egyptian river vessels. Sealarcrs have ever been intensely 

'conservative. Some of the curious superstitions that stUl 

prevail among them may be as old as the pre-Dynastic 

pottery of Egypt ‘and the maritime seal stones of Crete. 

Early Minoan sailors may have whistled to conjure the 

wind spirit, like our own fisherfolks, as they steered 

between the rocky isles of the Mgcan Sea, or struck out 

boldly now westward to Sicily, and anon eastward towards 

Cyprus and the Syrian coast. 

so 
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All portions of Crete were not affected similarly during 

the Earijr Mlnoati Period by the progress achieved by Its 

pioneers of civilization and the cultural influences that 

swept to and from the island shores northward and south¬ 

ward like the seasonal air currents* Indeed, the rural 

communities of the high plateaux and deep mountain 

gorges, especially in the west, were hardly touched at all, 

and followed as primitive ways of life as do their descen¬ 

dants at the present day, ‘Ht is still possible on the 

mountain sides, where the crop is scanty, to see ”, write 

Mr. and Mrs. Hawes, “men and women plucking the 

corn.’*^ This simple method of harvesting obtains also 

on the isolated Hebridean island of St. Kilda. 

Nor did the shoreland seats of Cretan progress advance 

on precisely the same lines. Each had its local culture, its 

groups of artisans and traders, and, perhaps, its indepen- 

^ Crta tir FBrftMmit£r 4^ Crjvrj>^ 37, 
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dent chief or king. Like early Egypt and Babylonia, the 
island appears to have been divided into a number of 
petty States. These may have occasionally vniged war one 
against another before an early Minos established a centra! 
government at Knossos and codified the laws, as did 
Hammurabi the Great, Indeed, it is generally believed 
among archaeologists that some of the disasters, like the 
burning of towns and palaces, which are still traceable on 
the island, were due to local wars. 

It is of interest to find in this connection that in 
Plato’s story of the “Lost Atlantis” references arc made 
to island chiefs. These dignitaries owed allegiance to the 
king, whose powers, however, were limited by the constitu¬ 
tion. When the people celebrated their annual festival, 
at which a bull was captured and sacrificed, “ they poured 
libations down on the fire, and swore to do Justice accord¬ 
ing to the laws on the column, to punish anyone who had 
previously transgressed them, and, besides that, never 
afterwards willingly to tran^ress the inscribed laws, nor 
ever to rule, or obey any ruler governing otherwise than 
according to his fiitber's laws”. There were ten chiefs at 
this ceremonial. “ They did not allow the king authority 
to put to d^th any of his kinsmen, unless approved of 
by more than half of the ten.”’ Here we have, in contrast 
to Oriental autocracies, a system of government which is 
of distinctly European character. The king, like his 
subjects, had to act in accordance with the laws of the 
state. Apparently the stone benches in the “throne 
room” of the palace of Knossos were occupied by men 
whose status was defined in the constitution. We should 
perhaps, therefore, recognize this interesting apartment as 
the meeting-place of Europe's first Parliament. 

One or two industrial and trading towns sprang up in 

^ Tkt Scftbo XV. 
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Crete which appear to have been, if not entirely indepen¬ 
dent of Knossoa, at anyrate sufficiently so to ensure their 
development. A group of these were situated on the 
"tail” of Crete formed by the Gulf of Mirabello, and 
embraced by the modern provinces of Hierapetra and 
Sitia. This part of the island is approached from Knossos 
and Photos through twisting valleys among the Lasithi 
mountains, where there are many passes which could be 
held by small forces against large armies. The isthmus 
narrows to only 8 miles between the Gulf of Mirabello 
and the modern town of Hierapetra, and several small 
river valleys penetrate to the central uplands from either 
shore. The mountain spine of Crete is divided by the 
longest of these valleys, which is followed by the modern 
road between Hierapetra and Kavasi, To the east a 
rugged mountain range protects the frontier of Sitia, 
dominated by the peak of Aphendis Kavusi, which rises 
to a height of 4829 feet above the sea-level. Sitia Is the 
ancient country of Eteocretans, who were believed by the 
Greeks to be the earliest settlers on the island. 

In a little valley called Gournia, because of its trough- 
like shape, which opens on the Gulf of Mtrabello, dis¬ 
covery was made by Mrs. Hawes, then Miss Harriet 
Boyd, the distinguished American archeologist, of the 
ruins of a compact little town. It is picturesquely situated 
on a limestone ridge, about a quarter of a mile from the 
sea beach. A little river flows past through cultivatable 
land, and wild carob trees surround it. The shorcland is 
rugged and rocky, with many murmurous creeks, and 
across the gulf, which narrows here like a Highland loch, 
are long rolling hilts with here a hollowing curve and 
there an aspiring peak, 

Gournia, like other Cretan towns, was unfortified, ft 
had very narrow streets which were paved, and some were 
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cursed streets of stairs ”, as Byron sang of Malta. The 
two longest central thoroughfares ran north and south, 
and these were approached from west and east by ascend¬ 
ing streets, those on the east side being the steepest. A 
spacious oblong public court—the public “park”—opened 
fram the south, and above it on the western slope was the 
little {ulace with doors opening on the streets, and elbowed 
by private houses Uke a noble cathedral in a modern town. 
The “west end” was evidently the fashionable part of 
ancient Gournia. A little beyond the palace, a narrow 
street leading eastward from the western main thorough- 
frre, slopes upward towards the public shrine of the 
mother-goddess. The large eastern wing of the town 
was the most populous and thickly built. 

An excellent idea of what the houses were like is 
obtained from a series of enamelled plaques discovered by 
Sir Arthur Evans in a basement chamber of the palace of 
Knossos. These apparently were once part of an elaborate 
mosaic. The artists took pride in depicting a variety of 
houses, and happily paid sufficient attention to minute 
details, so as to convey to us across a gap over thirty 
centuries an excellent idea of the methods of construction, 
and to a certain degree the habits of life of the occupants. 
All the roofs were flat, but some were surmounted by 
small attics erected in the centre, which gave the square 
buildings an ink-bottle shape. The houses vary from 
two to four stories in height. Their aspect is somewhat 
modern. Single windows had four panes, and double 
windows from two to six. “ The red pigment in the 
windows of the mosaic”, writes Sir Arthur Evans,* ‘'sug¬ 
gests that some substitute for window glass was In use— 
perhaps oiled and scarlet-tinted parchment.” But all 
windows were not thus covered. Some were quite open, 

1 ^iAd Erimli SsAml ^ VsiL VIIJ^ if iFjp 
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and in certain instances the windows of a second stoij 
had scarlet filling, while those of the third had none, 
“The upper door-like windows,” Sir Arthur says, “ recall 
a feature repeated in some of the miniature wall paintings. 
In these, groups of ladies are seen standing in similar 
openings, as upon a balcony. In other cases the women 
seem to be seated at open windows of a more usual type, 
and in one instance there is visible a part of a curtain, 
apparently of light material, perhaps drawn at night as a 
protection against mosquitoes.” 

One type of house has a single door; another has two 
doors like a modern semi-detached villa. In cases where 
no doors arc shown, the gables or backs of houses may be 
represented. Tenements are suggested by plain erections, 
with what appear to be outside stairs ascending from base¬ 
ment to roof. Towers, perhaps watch-towers, are also 
represented. Some buildings appear to have been con¬ 
structed of stone in the rectangular method, others with 
rubble strengthened by horizontal beams; in many cases, 
too, the ends are shown on a villa front of round beams, 
which supported the roof and the floors. 

In Gournta the earlier and poorer houses had loose 
walls of small stones set thinly in clay. Improved methods 
of construction can be traced stage by stage until the 
masonry resembles the “Cyclopean” style, which appa¬ 
rently was of northern origin. Lime, plaster, and clay 
were used for facing walls. Upper stories, as a rule, were 
of brick, supprorted by timber. 

This interesting town was entirely destroyed by fire 
about 1500 B,c. “ The conflagration ”, writes Mrs. Hawes, 
“left proof of its strength in many parts of the excava¬ 
tions, Wooden steps and posts were entirely burned 
away, leaving deposits of charcoal and marks of smoke 
grime; bricks were baked bright red. In a ground-floor 
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room of the palace lay a large tree-trunk^ which had sup¬ 
ported an upper floor or roof, completely charred through, 
but retaining its original shapej the central hall of the 
palace was choked with such timbers. Limestone was 
calcined, steatite was reduced to crumbling fragments; in 
a doorway of the palace lay a shapeless lump of bronze, 
once the trimmings for the door. Strangest of aU was the 
cflFcct on plaster. , . . The intense heat reconverted it 
into unslaked lime, and this, under the first rain, again 
formed plaster, encasing vases, or anything else on which 
it fell, in an air-tight, almost petrified mass. Sometimes 
at the core such a mass was sdJJ moist. In time, we 
looked to rooms where the destruction had been most 
complete, and where the pick struck such solid opposition, 
to yield us the best returns; for in theni the possessions 
of the ancient burghers remained undisturbed, awaiting 
the patience of our workmen to knife them out.*' ^ Articles 
of pottery which were thus hermetically sealed for over 
3000 years have retained much of their ancient beauty of 
colour as well as of form. 

Small portions of the town at the north-western and 
south-western ends were reoccupled after the conflagration 
took place. But if an attempt was made to revive the 
prosperity of Gournia, it did not meet with success. The ' 
site was completely abandoned before, or during, the 
Homeric Age, and has since offered no attractions to 
settlers. 

Built as it was on a limestone foundation, where every 
inch of space was valuable and no levelling was possible, 
Gournia retains few traces of its original structures. A 
refuse heap in its vicinity has yielded pottery fragments 
of the Early Minoan III Period (<. 2600-2400 a.c.), and 
burials on the neighbouring slopes are of even remoter 

^ p. 11, 
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date. Apparently the valley was inhabited from the 
beginning of the Bronae Age (f. 2800 B.C.), first by agri¬ 
culturists, then by traders and artisans, for whose wares 
the mariners found a ready market. Finds of obsidian 
suggest that the site was first chosen by a community of 
the “ crofter-fishermen ” class, which produced daring 
seamen and enterprising traders. 

The oldest buildings in the town belong to the Middle 
Minoan III Period (c. t900’l7oo b.c.). These are 
situated at the extreme north-eastern and south-western 
ends, and it seems possible that other dwellings intervened. 
The town as a whole dates from the Late Minoan 1 
Period (c. 1700-f 500 B.c,), Possibly many of the houses 
of which traces survive occupy the sites of others of greater 
andquity and slighter construction. A town of growing 
prosperity was likely to be entirely rebuilt in the process 
of time. Besides, political changes may have occurred 
and caused disasters, like those which overtook the earliest 
palaces of Knossos and Phxstos in the Middle Minoan 11 
Period, although no traces of these survive among the 
Gournia ruins, and the town as we find it may date from 
a first reoccupation period. Thus there may have been a 
Gournia I which was succeeded by Gournia 11, the town 
with which we are dealing, and there might have been a 
Gournia HI had the social revival, which is indicated by 
the few later buildings of the reoccupation period, been 
allowed to develop. 

For some 200 years, that is, from about the late 
period of the Hyksos occupation of Egypt till about the 
beginning of the reign of Thothmes III, the great con¬ 
quering pharaoh, Gournia was a flourishing and important 
industrial and trading centre. The stones which pave its 
little streets were worn down by the booted feet of its 
busy citizens. In an age when triers had to barter wares 
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which were worthy* to compete with the products of Egyp^ 
art was stlmukted by commerce. The best pottery was 
of 35 exquisitely graceful design as the finest ceramic pro¬ 
ducts of any country in any age, and the decorative designs 
were often as elaborate as the soft colour effects were 
worthy of the high degree of technical skill attained. The 
artists sometimes developed the spiral and geometric 
motives, and sometimes used with fine effect familiar sea¬ 
shore subjects, like the octopods, sea-urchins, sea-snail$, 
sea-anemones, corals and shells, as well as riverside reeds 
and flowers waving in soft winds. Mottled designs with 
shading effects were also in fevour, and the resulting 
colour effects were no doubt as pleasing to contemporary 
purchasers as they are to us at the present day. Some of 
the vessels were evidently copies of the products of metal 
workers, for the decorators painted on imitation rivets. 
One of the models was the silver cup found in the house 
tomb, and already referred to. It is of graceful shape, 
with two handles and a finely fluted rim. 

The special charm of Gournia is the light it throws 
on the everyday life of its cltiiens. Bronze hooks of 
modern shape and a pierced leaden sinker indicate that 
they fished from the rocks, and visited in boats those 
feeding-places in the little bay where shoals were to be 
found at certain states of the tide. It may be because 
they used shell-fish for bait that they decorated their 
shrines and pictures with shells, thus associating them 
with the mother-goddess who provided the food supply. 
That there was a fishing community in the small towns is 
suggested by a fresco at PhylakopI, Melos, which depicts 
fishermen carrying fish, which they grasp by the tails, 
from the sea beach. No doubt they were sold in the 
market-place as, we gather from tomb pictures, was the 

case in Egypt. 
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One of the most Interesting finds was a cirpcnter's 
kit which had escaped the attention of the plunderers and 
the ravages of fire. It lay under a floor* where it may 
have been concealed by a workman who, poor fellow, 
probably hoped to find it again. It contained, among 
other things, several bronze chisels, a saw, a double axe, 
and a pair of tweezers. In a room of the same house 
were storage jars, day weights which had probably hung 
from a weaving-frame, a three-legged cooking-pot, cups 
and bowls, a jug, a whetstone, and so on. Another room 
yielded a bronze sword, as well as a variety of household 
vessels. In the storeroom stood an oil vat made by a 
potter. But a more complete specimen was discovered 
in another and older house. It rested on a stone slab, 
its spout projecting outward on a level with the base. 
‘'There can be little doubt as to its use”, writes Mr. 
fiosanquet, describing a similar vat found In another 
Cretan town. In the modern process the olive kernels 
before being pressed are drenched with hot water, and 
the product after pressing contains more water than oil. 
The oil in due course separates itself and rises to the sur¬ 
face, and it is necessary either to ball it out from the top 
or to drain away the water from the bottom. - - . The 
latter method is in general use, large and complicated 
tanks being constructed on this principle; the Prsesos jar 
illustrates the simplest form of it, in which, after the con¬ 
tents have been allowed to stand some time, the tap is set 
running and the water escapes, a watcher being ready to 
stop the flow and change the recipient as soon as the oil 
appears.”^ Spouts which were utilized to run off water 
and oil from the vats have also been found. Various 
household articles discovered in different parts of Gournia 
include “Ali Baba” storage jars, a shallow dairy basin in 

* Aww! Sriiiii Stiail ti AAmx, V?], VITI, p, iSS. 
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which milk was set for cream, fillers, cwer-llke jugs, clay 
bottles, cooking-pots, hand-lamps resembling little fiower 
vases, cream jugs, and small saucepans. A “Baring- 
bowl" on three legs no doubt provided sufficient light 
for a well-siacd room. Of special interest was the dis¬ 
covery in the basement of the palace ruins of seven 
stone and earthenware lamps, three of which were broken. 
Probably they were used to illuminate a Large room on 
an upper floor, as Mrs. Hawes suggests. They are of 
more elaborate design than those found in the houses 
of burghers, being shallow shapely bowls with socketed 
pedestals for fbcing on a stone or metal standard. Three 
round projections like billiard-table pockets held the float¬ 
ing wicks, and were connected with gutters. Apparently 
this kmp was made in a variety of forms. 

There were no fireplaces in the Cretan houses, but on 
chilly evenings apartments could be warmed with portable 
fire-boxes, the lids and sides of which were pcrforatecL 
House drain-pipes found here and there indicate that 
sanitary appliances were not confined to palaces. 

The litde town shrine, situated high on the limestone 
ridge, is one of the most fccinating attractions of ruined 
Gournia, It was approached by a narrow and ascending 
paved road, “a much-worn way”, says Mrs, Hawes. 
Much worn also are the three stone steps leading into 
the little enclosure with low protecting walls. It was but 
lo feet square;, and could not therefore have accommodated 
more than three or four persons at a time. Here grew a 
sacred tree, and below it stood a round day table, or altar, 
which was found entire with a fragment of a cidtus vase 
standing upon it. There appears to have been three 
figures of the mother-goddess. One of crude and formal 
shape is almost entire, A snake curls round the waist and 
round one of the shoulders, and the arms arc upraised 
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in the Egj^ptian attitude of adoration, forming the ** Ka” 
sign. The eyes arc hollow, and the mouth is not shown. 
Other two heads are similarly mouthless, and one re¬ 
sembles the £ice vase designs of Troy. Two clay doves 
were probably associated with one of the Idols. Portions 
of arms entwined fay snakes may have faclonged to the third, 
A double axe with a disk in relief on a fragment of clay 
had evidently a symbolic significance. Three tube-shaped 
cultus vases have the horn symbols surmounting the 
handles, as well as six to eight loop handles formed by 
conventionaliacd snakes. These are usually referred to 
as “trumpets*’. 

In the palace and elsewhere other sacred objects were 
found. One is a bronze figure of a man or god stending 
on a pedestal with a nail-like projection, like the Baby¬ 
lonian votive figures. His hair Is pleated in three long 
tails, one of which wriggles like a snake down his back, 
while two fa)! in front and, following the shoulder bnes, 
meet across his breasts. A loin-doth is attached to the 
usual waist girdle. The figure stoops forward slightly, 
with hKid tilted sideways; the left arm hangs by his side, 
and the right is raised and doubled in, so that the hand 
points towards the heart across the body. Probably this 
was a religious pose. Small figurines of a seated goddess, 
a miniature 8-form shield, a bronze cockle-shell, and an 
earthenware imitation of a triton shell were probably 
charms. 

The little palace of Gournia was being gradually re¬ 
modelled when the destroyers swept through it, robbing 
Its treasures and slaying the occupants. Like the greater 
palace at Knossos it was erected in labyrinthine style, with 
narrow corridors and groups of apartments leading one 
from the other. There was also a central court, and an 
outer court which may have been a market-place. It 
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appears to have been in some parts two, and tn others 
three stories high, the roof of the central court being 
flat to form a terrace, to which access could be obtained 
from the windows of the second stoiy* On the basement 
were storerooms, bathrooms^ public rooms, and probably 
bedrooms. So thoroughly was the palace rifled before 
being set on fire, that few finds of any value have been 
discovered in its rubbish-heaped apartments. 

A goodly number of seal stones were found in Goumia, 
of Middle and Late Minoati design. These were used to 
impress the trade-marks of merchants and others, and 
were attached to a belt worn round the wrist. Some of 
the signs look like hieroglyphs: others have a religious 
character. One of the most interesting of the latter class 
is a female figure wiring a bcU-mouth skirt, standing on 
the back of a deer. This may be a form of the early 
Artemis. Hlttite deities usually stand on animals’ backs. 
Another seal shows two females, who appear to be dancing 

like the women in one of the Palaiolithic cave pictures. 
A third has a prancing bull, a fourth three goats dancing 
round in a circle with legs opposed, suggesting the Baby¬ 
lonian dancing he-goats, which have a stellar significance; 
a fifth the double axe, a sixth the femiliar octopus, while 
a seventh is a lion crouching below a palm-tree, perhaps 
an Egyptian design. One of the most beautiful seals is 
of green onyx, on which two dragon-flies with heads 
opposed and wings outspread are exquisitely carved. It 
is worthy of the best Cretan gem-engraving artisans. 

If there was a Goumia 1, it must have been of much 
less account than Goumia 11. The strongest settlement 
on the isthmus during Early Minoan times was at Vastliki, 
which lies about 2 miles inland on the road to Hierapetra. 
Its oldest ceramic remains (Early Minoan II) make it 
contemporary with the Mochlos settlement, and antedate 
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the pottery* fragments (Early Mmoan II!) of the Gournla 
refuse-heap. 

The Vasiliki remains are situated on a limestone knoll 
in a narrow valley, which was andently the strategic **key " 
of the isthmus. The highway runs past it, and it com¬ 
mands a wide prospect north and south. Rough limestone 
ridges rise on either side. Brigands from the hills would 
have found it difficult to capture, and merchants could 
not carry their wares along the trade route if its chief 
were hostile. 

The knoll is protected on the northern and western 
sides by a bare difF about 15 feet high: Its southern and 
eastern sides slope down to the banks of a mountain 
torrent. Buildings were erected on the summit, which is 
comparatively level. 

The little citadel, or fortress town, was first buUt about 
1500 B.C., or earlier. It was not a place of any impor¬ 
tance during Middle and Late Minoan times, when 
Goumla was flourishing. 

Mr. Seager, the American archaeologist, who under¬ 
took the excavations at this important site, has divided 
the history of Vasili ki into four periods.^ 

Of the buildings of Period 1 no traces survive. Ob¬ 
sidian artifacts found in this early strata are of superior 
type to those from Gournia, They indicate a commercial 
connection with Melos, perhaps through Mochlos, then a 
promontory. The pottery, with the exception of a few 
fragments, is hand-made, and had been developed from 
Neolithic varieties, “ The goblets", says Mr. Seager, 
** show an advance upon a Knossian form of the First 
Early Minoan Period, which in turn has been compared 
with pottery found by Dr, Petrie in First Dynasty de¬ 
posits at Abydos." 

‘ jp. 49, so. 
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The Period 11 buildings can be traced. Trading 
relations with the Cyclades had evidently become more 
intimate. One of the popular wares was a buflf cky hand¬ 
made varietyj painted in Cyciadic style. It resembles 
fngments found at Phyialcopi in bdclos^ and other frag" 
merits from sites in eastern Crete, Here we have a 
departure from the Bronze Age ceramic sequence at 
Knossos, indicating local development on independent 
lines. Obsidian was still used, bronze being evidently 

scarce, , 
Period HI was the most flourishing period at Vasilikr. 

The houses of Period 11 were levelled, and the whole 
settlement was rebuilt- It is uncertain whether or not 
this change was due to a fresh ethnic infusion into the 
district or to intertribal strife which affected the “ balance 
of power Vasiliki had now apparently trading con¬ 
nections with Egypt, Cyprus, and Troy. A distinctive 
pottery, the mottled variety, displaced all others in popu¬ 
larity. It was wheel-made, and the Egyptian potter's 
wheel had therefore come into use. The wheel-made 
fragments of Periods 1 and 11 may have been import^, 
but this, of course, is uncertain. The possibility remains 
that there were early trading relations, direct or indirect, 
with the Delta region or Libya. “ Some of the Vasiliki 
shapes", writes Mr. Seager, “ occur in Cyprus, and the 
hard red surface of ceruin pieces resembles both the early 
incised ware of Cyprus and the bhek-topped pottery of 
Dr, Petrie’s Dynastic Egyptians,” The « black top ’’ was 
probably the result of baking pots upside down over an 
open fire. Certain Vasiliki forms—the spout vase", 
the “bulged bowl", the “egg*cup” and “tea-cup"— 
have been found in the second city of Troy, but the 
Trojan variety is less finely wrought than the Cretan. 
This mottled pottery has been discovered also on the 
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Cydadic island of Amor^os and in Spain. Reference has 
already been made to its resemblance to Turkestan speci¬ 
mens which Mrs. Hawes has examined. It may, as has 
been suggested, have been distributed along the tin 
trade and copper trade routes which were “ tapped ” by 
Cretan mariners. At the close of Period III Vasiliki was 
destroyed by fire. So thoroughly was the settlement 
plundered that, as Mr. Seager writes, “only three pieces 
of bronze were found on the site; two half axe-heads . , , 
and a dagger of the Early Minoan triangular shape”. 
The pottery was preserved as at Gournia among the 
heaps of fallen plaster from the upper stories. Lower 
stories were constructed of stone. 

In Period IV, which was disturbed and decadent, hut¬ 
like houses were erected. The mottled pottery went out 
of use and was substituted by a coarse ■V'ariety, with white 
geometric designs painted on a dark surface, similar to 
the Early Minoan fragments found in the Gournia refuse- 
heap, After a period of uncertain duration, represented 
by a deposit of metres, the knoll was abandoned. The 
builders of Gournia II may have established their sway 
over the isthmus. It seems probable that a political up¬ 
heaval took place. The Gournia crania of the Early and 
Middle Minoan Periods indicate that the population was 
mainly long-headed. Broad-headed skulls were repre¬ 
sented by only 8,5 per cent among those found. The 
proportion of broad-heads increased greatly in Late 
Minoan times,^ 

Stepping eastward from Gournia we pass the little 
island of Mochlos and the larger one of Psyra. Mochlos, 
as indicated, has yielded important relics of the Early 
Minoan Period. On Psyra there have been excavated the 
ruins of houses of Late Minoan date, which were con- 
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temporary witK those of Gournia, In one a portion ot 
painted relief hai survived. Characteristic pottery and 
finely executed stone vases have also been brought to 

light. 
Our faces are turned towards the land of the Eteo- 

cretans, the "true Cretans" of classic tradition, whose 
archaeological records go back to the Neolithic Period. 
At the village of Kavasl, our road, which is little better 
than a mule-track, begins to ascend, and we cross the 
high frontier of Sitia through a steep, rocky pass. Then 
we descend into a stretch of country lying between the 
central mountain spine of Crete ajid its northern shore, 
from which many torrent-shaped gorges and narrow 
valleys run inland. Several villages are passed ere we 
reach Sitia Bay, At Mouliana, Dr. Xanthoudidcs has 
excavated beehive tombs which contained, among other 
things, long bronze swords. These belong to the much' 
disturbed Late Mlnoan Period, Farther on is the village 
of Khamezi, where the same archseologist has assigned 
a house ruin to Middle Minoan times. We passthrough 
the valley of Skopi, which leads us towards Sitia Bay, 
The valley of Sitia, which is embraced by the looping 
River Stomio, is exceedingly fertile. The olive and 
the vine flourish exceedingly, as do also the grain crops. 
Villagers elect to dwell on elevated sites on account of 
the malarious condJdans of the low grounds. 

About a mile distant from Port Sitia, along the sandy 
shore, is a low headland jutting out from the hills that 
fringe the eastern side of the valley. Round it the rough 
highway twists sharply, and on the summit is the little 
hamlet of Petras, Here the deep bay is sheltered from 
northerly gales, and affords a safe anchorage close to the 
shore. Wc recognize at once that Petras must have been 
an important place in ancient days. Like Vasiliki, it was 

(CSCS) si 
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A strategic “ of a trade route; the highway which tt 
dominates is the easiest approach to the Eteocretan High¬ 
lands; the natural harbour was the "nursery'* of a sea 
trade, and the valley provided a surplus of food to pro¬ 

mote it. 
Mr. Bosanquet conducted excavations on this site in 

igoi.^ The results, although not too encouraging, were 
not without importance. The hillock had been reclaimed 
fifteen years previously by a couple of Moslem brothers, 
who employed " a large force of labourers to demolish the 
ancient masonry, and to form the hill-side into cultivation 
terraces'*. The destruction wrought was "systematic and 
complete”. Large blocks of limestone and ashlar had 
been built into the field walls. Traces were obtained on 
the west side of the village of a building nearly 19 yards 
long, but it was impossible to deterrnme its breadth. In 
one apartment was found a Kamares jar which is probably 
of Middle Minoan date. A round tower once stood on 
a plateau above the headland, which was approached by a 
road cut for a few yards through the rock, and another 
was situated below the highway. A rubbish heap on the 
north-east slope of the settlement yielded "masses of 
Kamares pottery in all degrees of coarseness and delicacy”. 
Mixed with the heap were stone chippings, suggesting the 
process of rebuilding, probably in Late Minoan times. 
Obsidian flakes taken from trial pits indicate that Petras 
was inhabited from the Early Minoan Period, if not from 

Neolithic days. 
From Petras wc follow the serpentine track along the 

rugged shore for a few miles, and then turn southward 
round the hill range surmount^ by Mount Modi towards 
Grandes Bay. It is a lonely journey. There is an abun¬ 
dance of game on foot and wing, but the chief stalkers 

^ ^ £4f RriiiiA ^ VoL VJ 
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arc the ground vermin. The hills are intersected by a 
maze of tortuous vailcp* with patches of faded grass and 
clumps of munnuiing trees, broken by bald brown ridges 
and bluff grey crags. Seaward we have glimpses through 
winding glens and over basin-shaped valleys of beetling 
Clifts and streaks of sandy beach fretted by foaming wav<^ 
and of blue islands girdled by the dazzling waters in 

bright sunshine. 
At length wc descend towards Palaikastro, which lies 

about 3 miles across a beautiful valley. Olive groves 
stretch from the foot-hills towards fields of waving grain 
that form a belt along the sborcland of gravelly ridges 

and yellow sand. 
The bay is flanked on either side by promontories 

that jut seaward like the great toes of a crab. Towards 
the south-east its graceful inland curve is broken by a 
little headlaud with steep sides, resembEng an overturned 
boat, but with a flat summit. Between this bluff acropolis 

and the southern range of hills stood the ancient town of 
Palaikastro. Its site is known as Roussolakkos, which 
signifies "the red hollow”, the redness being due mainly 
to the cruntbling bricks of ancient buildings embedded in 
the accumulated debris of long centuries. Part of the 
plain is marshy on the north side of the acropolis. 

Perhaps this sheltered bay is the natural harbour 
referred to in the Biblical narrative of Paufs voyage in 
“a ship of Alexandria sailing into Italy. , . . Wc sailed 
under Crete over against Salmone; and, hardly passing it, 
came into a place which is called The Fair Havens, nigh 

whereunto was the city of Lasea.”* 
Although lai^r and more important as a trading- 

centre than Gournia, Palaikastro was less compactly built. 
Excavations have revealed a long straggling town re- 

^ fi-l. 
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sembling an overgrown village. It was traversed from 
one end to another by a paved thoroughfare, appropriately 
named Main Street" by the representatives of the 
British School at Athens. Towards the western end 
another street crossed at right angles, and a second, 
branching to the right in the south-east quarter, ran 
round a block and joined another side street. Plunderers, 
ancient and modern, have wrought much havoc among 
the buildings; some of its hewn boulders appear in the 
field walls of the little farms in the vicinity. 

The house ruins which have been unearthed are of a 
Late Mlnoan town contemporary with Goumia. Traces 
have been also obtained of an earlier town of the Middle 
Minoan II Period, which was probably destroyed. 

Outlying sites Indicate that the valley was inhabited 
from the earliest times. One of these has been located at 
Magassa, the mountain village already referred to, where 
the coarse archaic pottery, stone houses, and obsidian 
flakes belong to a period long anterior to the introduction 
of metal. Rock shelters indicate even more primitive 
conditions of life. 

The houses were larger than those at Gournia, and 
were more massively built. No doubt they resembled 
the villas of the IGiossian mosaic with two or three 
Stories, elaborate windows, and attics, resembling **deck 
houses”, on the flat roofs. One or two had spadous 

apartments, and it is possible that they were occupied by 
several families dosdy related. 

The pottery ranged from Middle Minoan times to 
the Late Minoan Period of decUne. In a single room of 
a house in Main Street were found seventeen shapely 
“fillers". Some arc of the type carried by the “cup¬ 
bearer" of the Knossian fresco, while others arc of pear 
form with narrow necks, jutting lips, and small handles. 
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111 addition to these md other highly-decorated vases, 
special interest attaches to the many domestic utensils, 
including cooking-vessels, pans for baking bread, candle¬ 

sticks, lamps, and portable fire-boxes. 
An ithportai^t sanctuary site has been excavated by 

Professor Myrcfi near Palaikastro. It is situated on the 
ridge of hills that fHnge the southent'side of the valley, 
and rises abruptly^behind the town, and on the slope of 
its highest eminence, called Petsofa, Here were unearthed 
a large number of day votive figurines of human beings, 
animals, &c., in'strata enclosed by walls. Evidently there 
had been a sacred building here, but it cannot be described 
as a temple, for its ruins resemble those of the ordinary 
dwelling-houses at Paiaikastro. Three distinct layers 
were cut through. The lowest is of clay, red on the sur- 
lace, but containing no relics. “It doubtless represents”, 
writes Professor My res,^ “the original packing of earth 
to level the endosure; and in that case its red colour is 
due to prolonged baking by the bonfire on its surfecc,” 
The next layer, which is of dark earth, was full of ashes and 
charcoal fbgments, and “crowded with figurines'*. Broken 
pottery and figurines were also found tn the surface layer. 

The male figurines have either painted or moddled 
upon them the characteristic Cretan loin-cloths and kilts, 
with waist-girdles and boots or slippers. In one instance 
there is a body wrapper " in relief^ which'is drawn over 
either shoulder, and crosses at the back and over the 
breast. This garment presents “very close analogies”, 
says Professor Myres, “with the Scottish plaid, which is 
first wound round the waist and then has the ends crossed 
in front, brought over the shoulders, crossed again on the 
back, and secured by being tucked through the waist folds, 
so that the ends hang down Tike a tail 

I Amxmal ^ Brimk StiW Of Vftt* IX, pSh- 3 S® *f • 
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Most of the female hgurlncs have the usual pinched 
waists^ tight bodices^ and bell-shaped gowns. The head¬ 
dress varies, and in some cases looks startlingly' mexiern. 
In one case we have a Dolly Varden hat with crimped 
brim and a trimming of rosettes; in another a low crown 
with the brim curving in front like an inverted horseshoe, 
and one of the expanding sides set oif with a frill or 
plume; a third is high and conical, looking somewhat 
like a lamp. Sometimes the head-dress is an elaborate 
hair-dressing, probably on a frame, resembling a high 
peaked nightcap bending forward, and crossed by a couple 
of broad white bands. The bodice has always a low necic, 
the breasts being covered by a thin under-garment, or, as 
the frescoes suggest, a sbfF model of the bust. Usually a 
wide standing collar rises to a point behind the back. 
Jutting outward. 

Traces of paint indicate that the costumes of the Cretan 
ladles were not awanting in tasteful colour-effects. Some 
of the hats appear to have been white, while brown, green, 
and black gowns were decorated with triple horizontal 
bands between which triple bands crossed at a slope. 
Like the bodices, these might also be elaborately embroi¬ 
dered in various colours with striking designs. 

These male and female votive fi^rines appear to have 
been representations of worshippers who deposited them 
perhaps as charms to protect themselves against the influ¬ 
ences of evil. Most of them are standing, but a propor¬ 
tion are seated on four-legged chairs or low stools with or 
without backs. 

That cures were also supposed to be effected by placing 
models in the purging bonffr^ is suggested by the large 
number of votive arms, legs, heads, and bodies. The 
single limbs vary in length: in one case a protruding 
thumb suggests that it is the affected part. There are 
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several forearms with or without hands, and in fine case 
the whole arm is attached to part of a female body. 
Detached feet and heads, the upper part of a female show¬ 
ing protruding breasts, and a male body with leg stumps 
may indicate the locations of disease. On the other hand, 
it is possible that those who deposited these models may 
have desired to increase the skill of the hand, the strength 
of arms and legs, the supply of human milk, and so on. 
A man setting out on a journey might have cast into the 
sacred fire the model of his legs, so as to ensure his safe 

return. 
The Petsofa fire ceremonies may have been of similar 

significance to those which were anciently held in our own 
country. Our ancestors believed that all the forces of 
evil were let loose at times of seasonal change, and human 
beings and their domesticated animals required to be 
specially protected against them. At the beginning of 
each quarter they lit great bonfires to thwart the demons 
and fairies, and also to secure luck and increase. The 
quarter-day was the settling-day” between, mankind and 
the supernatural beings: those which were the source of 
good things were propitiated, and those which were the 
source of evil were bafHed by the performance of cere¬ 
monies of riddance. In parts of the Scottish Highlands 
boys still light Beltane (May Day) fires and drive cattle 
over the ashes to charm them against the influence of the 
evil eye, the spells of witches, and the attacks of furies. 
The New Year’s Day bonfire is even more common. It 
is uncertain whether it has been called a bonfire because 
bones used to be burned in it or because it was the source 
of boons”. In England the Midsummer fires were 
called “Blessing Fires As in Scotland and Ireland, 
the folks danced round them and leapt through the flames 
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when they burned low. Brand quotes an Interesting old 
translation, which runs: 

Then doth the joyful feast of John the Bapitst take hb turnCj 
When bonfires great, with lofty in everie townc doe buinc^ 
And yong men round about with maides doe daunce in everie 

sueete. 
With garlands wrought of motherwort, or else with vervain sweete, 
And many other fiowres fairer with violets m their bandes, 
Whereas they all do fondly thinke^ that whosoever standes, 
And thorow the flow res behddes the Eame, hb eyes shall feel 

no paine^ 
When thus till night they dauncM have, they through the fire 

amaine 
With striving mindcs doe mnne, and all their hearbes they 

therein. 
And then with wordes devout and prayers they solemnly b^n. 
Desiring God chat alt thetr illcs may there consumed be^ 
Whereby they thinke through all that yeare from agues to be free* 

Others made a wheel of fire, which they cast down at 
night from a mountain-top. 

They suppose their mischicfcs are all likewise throwne to hell, 
And chat from harmes and daungers now in safe tie here they 

dwell. 

Sometimes the folks are also represented at these 
festivals. 

Supping raylk with cakes 
And casting my Ik to the bonefire,^ 

The beliefs enshrined in these old customs, which have 
survived after so many centuries of Christian influence, 
afford us a due to the motives of the Cretans who cast 
images into their fires. In addition to the male and 
female figurines found at Petsofa there is also a large 
number of models of tame and wild animals* The com- 
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moncst of them is the ox, which suggests that the charm¬ 
ing of cattle was of great antiquity* Calves, dogs, goats, 
and rams were probably represented for a similar purpose. 
It cannot be held, however, that the models of unclean 
animals and ground vermin were cast in the fire because 
men desired that they should be increased in number or 
protected against attack. These included the fox and 
weasel, the hedgehog, which was supposed to steal the 
milk of cows, and the pig, which was abhorred as in 
Egj'pt, Palestine, Wales, and Scotland. Apparently the 
offerings were made for a variety of reasons, like those 
made at «wishing wells” and "wishing trees” in our own 
country at the present day by the folks who perpetuate old 
customs in a playful spirit. The Cretans probably pro¬ 
nounced blessings over the models of domesticated animals, 
and curses over the bestial enemies of mankind, believing 
that spells were confirmed by the magical action of fire. 
In ancient Egypt images of the Apep devil-serpent were 
cursed and spat upon before being committed to the 
flames, so that its power of working evil might suffer 

decline. 
Other clay models found at Petsofa include miniature 

cups, vases, bowls, and jugs, as well as little plaques with 
lumps of clay represen ting bread. In such cases the desire 
was apparently to ensure the food-supply. Tree-like 
objects suggest a belief that fruit-crops could be increased 
by the influence of the fire spell. Several symbolic objects 
were, no doubt, protective offerings. These included 
articles with four C spiral terminations and balls of clay, 
which may have been charms against the "evil eye”, like 
the "luck balls” which were manufactured and sold In 
these islands in comparatively recent times. 

Another Eteocrctan seaport which drove a busy trade 
in the Late Minoan 1 Period was Zakro. It is situated 
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about 8 miles from Palaikastro. Rather than follow the 
rough mule-path over the plateau and through twisting 
vales and narrow gorges, we prefer to sail round the 
rugged coast with its beetling cUife and shingly slopes. 
On our way we pass the boats of the sponge divers. The 
famous sponges which grow along the eastern shores of 
Crete arc still in as great demand as in the days when 
Hellenic warriors utilized them as comfortable pads—which 
also absorbed perspiration—in their helmets and boots. 
We wonder at the power of endurance displayed by the 
divers. One has been submerged for ninety seconds; 
here another has waited on the floor of the ocean thirty 
seconds longer, but we are Informed that he is not a 
record-breaker. 

We tack round a rugged headland and enter the little 
natural harbour of Zakro, which affords excellent anchor¬ 
age nrar the shore. It is sheltered from every wind 
except the east, which, however, is of rare occurrence. 
The gusty north winds are deflected by the mountains, 
and when they rage on the open sea and toss high billows 
round Cape Plaka, Zakro Bay is comparatively peaceful. 
Many a Minoan ship must have run in here to escape a 
sudden me!tern which was strewing the Mediterranean, with 
ribbons of snowy foam. 

The litde saucer-shaped plain, fronted by a beach of 
sand and shingle, is marshy in part, and consequently 
malarious. It has, however, its vineyards, patches of 
cornfield, and clumps of olive-trees, and a small popula¬ 
tion. High and frowning ridges of bluish limestone 
enclose it on every side, and the River Zakro, which flows 
southward from a gorge on the western side, and turns 
abruptly eastward towards the sea, has a resemblance here 
to the letter L. The valley behind the plain stretches 
for about 6 miles, and varies from i mile to 2 miles in 
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breadth. It id approached through narrow rocky passes, 
one of which leads to Upper Zakro. 

On two mountain spurs on the northern side of the 
plain, which are separated by a dell, are ruins of houses. 
Their builders selected these elevated sites to escape 
malaria. The acropohs was on the highest part of the 
western spur, and could be approached from the southern 
side only. Here, within the area enclosed by massive 
walls, are the Zakro pits of archiEology. The largest was 
visited by Italian archaeologists in the early days of Cretan 
research, but was not thoroughly explored until Mr. 
Hogarth conducted his systematic excavations in 1901.^ 
The deposit was about 8 feet in depth. It yielded three 
obsidian flakes and fragments of implements of bone and 
of bronze pins and blades. There were also bits of stone 
vessels. « The mass of the find ", Mr. Hogarth writes, 
” was in earthenware, and Included about eighty unbroken 
vases among thousands of fragments,'* Four-fifths of the 
pottery was Late Minoan I, and the remainder of the 
Kamares variety (Middle Minoan), with Eteocretan char¬ 
acteristics. The VasiJiki mottled ware was represented, 
but there was no trace of Neolithic ceramic products. 
Some pottery was obtsuned In a second pit and among the 
foundations of houses. 

On the opposite spur are the ruins of well-built houses 
of a prosperous community. The foundations of these 
were of stone, and the upper stories of brick supported by 
timber. Erick was also used for the inner walk, which 
were faced with plaster. Floors were covered by concrete. 
Evidence was forthcoming that the little town had been 
destroyed by fire. The buildings varied in siM and design. 
One had fifteen apartments on the ground floor, and was 
probably a small palace; another had six, and a third eight. 

^ Amt! ^ Pi« ^tiaiA ^ VoL VIJ, pp* 111 «« iff. 
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These houses yielded some bronze relics and a good 
deal of pottery, itiduding a charaetenstk Cretan shell- 
shaped crucible for smelting copper, perforated by a 
number of holes at one end. But the most reimrk^le 
relics were the day seal impressions. Of these Mr. 
Hogarth found about five hundred, a sure evidence that 
Zakro was the home of rich and prosperous merchants. 
Trade was conducted with Anatolia, and perhaps also with 
Mesopotamia, along the routes terminating on its coast, as 
well as with Egypt. Zakro’s position suggests that its 
trade with Egypt was direct, and not by way of Cyprus. 
At the present day it is the last port of call for JEgean 
craft bound for the Libyan coast, where sponges are also 
obtained. 

The pottery from the pits indicates that there was an 
earlier Zakro in the Middle Minoan 11 Period, when 
Palaikastro 1 was founded. Apparently Zakro 11 was 
destroyed, like Gournb 11 and Falaik^tro II, in Late 
Minoan II times (c. 1500-1450 fi.e.). 

Zakro's dead were burled In caves in the adjoining 
gorge. In the vicinity of Upper Zakro the scanty sur¬ 
viving remains of buildings, and the tombs which have 
been located, suggest that the valley had settlers from the 
Early Minoan Period until early Hellenic times. There 
are stiQ a few poor villages. 

In our survey of Eastern Crete we come last of all to 
Praesos, the andent capital of the “ true Cretans ", It 
does not lie many miles from Upper Zakro as the crow 
files, but is separated from it by a ridge of rugged hills 
that runs north and south. The most convenient way of 
approach is from Sitia. This Inland site is perched on 
a small plateau enclosed by two streams. These unite 
below in front of it, and form the River Sitia, which runs 
through a 7-miles-Iong valley towards Sitia Bay. South-* 
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ward the road shritilcs to a narrow pass, which could easily 
be closed against an enemy. It makes a long detour by 
way of Klandra and Zyro towards Zakro valley. 

The Pr^esians informed Herodotus that Crete was 
twice stripped of Its inhabitants, only a remnant being left 
on each occasion. The first disaster resulted from the 
expedition which Minos led against Sicily, and the second 
after the Trojan war, when the greater part of the popu¬ 
lation was stricken by famine and pestilence. Men of 
various nations flocked to Crete, **but none came in such 
numbers as the Grecians".^ 

Evidently classical writers believed that the ** true 
Cretans" were representative of the aboriginal inhabitants 
—the ancient seafarers who suppressed the island pirates 
and colonized the mainland of Greece, the Cydadic islands, 
and Lycla and Catia in western Anatolia. But excavations 
at Prsesos have failed to support this hypothesis. Before 
the Early Hellenic Period the little town was not a place 
of any importance. It was certainly not a centre of 
Mlnoan civili7»tion. The people who erected the inland 
stronghold were evidently invaders who came before the 
Greeks—perhaps they were the destroyers of Zakro and 
Palaikastro. It may be that, like the Hellenes, they were 
of Indo-European speech, and represented an early wave 
of mingled Ach$an and Pclasgian stock from the con¬ 
tinent.* As there are traces that they perpetuated Minoan 
religion! in early classical times, it may well be that they 
fus^ with the people they conquered, and were influenced 
by their modes of thought, and that In consequence the 
Greeks did not realize that they were intruders like them- 

^ HtnJotmf VET, 170^ fyt#. 
^Lol cUujcad timtM lJii£ Elra Crftuu d[d avi i|vjk Grpcltr UMiil Greek 

dunclcn, b&wetrr, in thdr wksch not yet been fmA Tbc aldut 
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selves. The conquered people majr have beer early 
settlers from Anatolia, and not of the same racial stock 
as the setders of North African ongin. 

The Frisian invasion probably occurred in the Late 
Minoan III Period. All the buildings which can be 
credited to the so-called “ true Cretans" are of a later age. 
The earlier inhabitants, the real "true Cretans'*, arc 
represented by the relics found In the cave of Skakis above 
the river gorge at the north side of the plateau. Here, 
in what may have been either a dwelling or burial-place, 
were found fragments of pottery of the Neolithic and 
Early Minoan Periods, and also some sherds of the 
Kamares (Middle Minoan) variety. Prior to the coming 
of the founders of Praesos, who erected beehive tombs 
and worshipped a mother-goddess closely resembling the 
Trojan deity, the plateau was probably a graiing-place for 
the inhabitants of the fertile valley stretching towards 
Sida Bay, In Homeric times the island had many ethnic 
elements. The following reference in the is 
signiheant:— 

There is a land amid the sable Rood 
Call'll Crete; fair, fruitful, circled by the sea. 
Num'rous are her mhabitants, a race 
Not to be siimm'd, and ninety towns she boasts. 
Diverse tbeir language Is; A^aians some. 
And some indigenous are; Cydonlans there, 
Crest-shaking Dorians, and Pelas^ans dwelL^ 

In the neict chapter we wilt visit the imoortant sites 
of Southern Crete, 

^ XUL 



CHAPTER XII 

The Palace of Phaestos 

The Great Memra Ptaiu—Site cf PhHtHi—Tlac TrbJ Pfit—Neolithic 
ftematnf—The Whilc'i Backbone—Kcllpt^^ Sl^nificince vt Sca^ihelli— 
^ndcat Muilcal Inurumenta —The lion Charm—Eelida rcg^Mtng Iren— 
Dbaidian Rason—Fim and Second Fakw af Ph^iErt—Grind Stairway and 
"Hill nf StiM**—Villa of A^hht Tdadha^Famooi Cat Freaco and E|yptlan 
Pretoiypei—Scolptored Stone Vum—The Kln^ and h» Wamon—-Boserfl 
and Bull-baiEen—Pmcetiian on “Harreitcr Vatc"*—A Punted Swtjpha^tn— 
Bull Sacrifice—^hiHotecn nf Hailrt—Bo rial Cereraony-Friesa and Fritfienee 
—The Doiiblc aic Symbol—Belief about BaTeni and Bore*—The Other- 
world. 

Having surveyed eastern Crete we return to Candia with 
some knowledge of the character of the ancient civilization 
which culminated in the palace glories of Knossos. It 
remains with us next to visit the southern part of the 
island, which is fragrant with the memories of Minoan 
Phaestos, and the city of Gortyna, established by the in¬ 
vading Greeks and rebuilt by the Romans. 

We strike southward by the road which crosses and 
ascends the river vaUeys until we reach Daphnes, and hnd 
a break in the mountain spine of the island which leads us 
to the great Messara plain. The sea is shut off fay rugged 
Kophino mountains that Iringc the coast and divert the 
flow of the River Hieropotamos towards the west. 

Phxstos had a strategic situation. Its palace stood 
upon a low mountain spur commanding the western 
approach to the Messara Plain. When the site was located 
by Professor Halbheir, the Italian archeologist, slight 

t81 
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traces only remained of its ruins in a field of rustling 
barley. A noble panorama of mountain scenery is here 
unfolded before us. To the north-east is Mount Dktc, 
and to the north-west the greater Mount Ida* the monarchs 
of sublime and massive mountain ridges, “ The outline 
of the moun^ns", writes Mosso, "differs little from that 
of the Apennines, but the blue colour is more intense. 
Between the ridges the slopes fade in the distance till the 
blue blends with the grey of the sky. The villages look 
like eagles’ nests pwched on the cliffs, each girt round 
with a garland of olives, they too shading into blue. . . . 
Before the sun sets the shadows in the ravines of Ida 
deepen into Indigo, and the rocks of the whole chain 
become violet-—an optical phenomenon rarely seen in the 
Alps, The poets of classical Greece allude to this violet 
colour in the mountains round Athens, In Italy only the 
shadows become violet, but here in Crete the rocks are 
violet.”* 

When the palace of Phsstos was excavated, it was 
found to be of smaller extent than that of Knossos. 
Beneath its ruins were found traces of an earlier building 
resting on a Neolithic deposit. 

An interesting account is given by Mosso of trial pits 
he sunk below the latest palace floor to the virgin soil, 
with purpose to ascertain the character of the earliest strata. 
The deepest of these was metres on a slope of the 
hill, while the shallowest was only metre. Evidently 
the ground had been levelled for the foundations of the 
palace. 

As at Knossos, it was found that the earliest settlers 
were in a more advanced stage of civilization than those in 
eastern Crete, who built stone houses and hollowed out 
rock shelters. This is of special interest in view of the 

* Pi£4»m »/ Cre* ohJ fiifiV Mmliitrtt pp. jgL 
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theory^, tentatively urged in some quarterSj that there 
were settlements of peoples from North Africa and 
Anatolia in Neolithic times. 

The deep pic at the western side of the palace yielded 
important finds. About 6 feet down, the foundations of 
a primitive dwelling were laid bare. On the floor was 
lying a portion of a whale’s backbone, which, like simitar 
relics front the Ligurian caves, may have been regarded 
as a charm. Lower down in the remains of a still older 
dwelling were sea-shells which had evidently a religious 
significance, as the Knossian shrine objects have indicated. 
Two varieties of well-baked pottery came to light—a dark 
and a red. Animal bones included those of the oxen, 
sheep, boars, hares, and birds. Certain pointed bone 
implements may have been potter's tools. The carved 
femora of great birds are believed by Mosso to have been 
mouthpieces of musical instruments—the pipes of Pan or 
a primitive bagpipe.^ At a depth of 4 metres there was a 
roughly-shaped headless figurine of the mother-goddess. 
It has the characteristics of Cycladic and Trojan relics of 
like character. Near the figure lay a piece of magnetite. 
“According to the analysis*', Mosso writes, “it consisted 
of oxydized iron. Wc may be certain that it was a sacred 
stone from the fact that the Neolithic folk had not made 
a weapon or a hammer of it. Possibly they believed it to 
be a meteoric stone: it was known at that period that 
these atones came from heaven, for they appear with a 
luminous track and fall to earth with a sound.”® 

In Egypt iron was anciently known as the metal of 
heaven ". One theory of heaven was that it was formed 
of a rectangular plate of iron which rested cither on the 
mountains that surrounded the earth or on pillars. This 

{« WB> 
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divine metal was used as a charm. In the Scottish High¬ 
lands it is supposed to prevent fairies and other demons 
from attacking mankind, and it serves a similar purpose 
in India and West Africa, The fact that Copts arc for¬ 
bidden to use it to exorcise demons indicates that it was 
of magical potency in ancient Egypt. Perhaps it was on 
account of Its association with pagan religious beliefs^ like 
the car-rings worn by Jacob's wives, that it was not used 
in the construction of the Jewish altar. 

Then Joshua built an altar unto the Lord God of Israel in 
Mount as Moses the servant of the Lord commanded the 
children of Israel, ss it is written in the book of the law of Moses, 
an altar of whole stones, over which no man hath lift up any inon.^ 

A piece of magnetic iron was found in the Neolithic 
stratum of Troy, which also yielded small ritual dishes 
like those of Fhaestos. It has already been stated that the 
Phaestian ceramic sequence accords with that of Knossos. 
Obsidian knives gave indication, as elsewhere on the island, 
of trading relations with Melos before the age of meul. 
‘‘These knives ", writes Mo^, “cut so well that during 
the excavation I always kept one in my pocket to cut my 
pencil poiiiL*’* They continued in use long after the 
introduction of bronze. An excavator informed the writer 
that he found a worker with an obsidian razor. Asked 
why he used it, he remarked that his father had done so 
before him. In Egypt the earliest razors were of flint, 
A small flint razor recently found in northern Scxidand 
had a comparatively good shaving edge, as was proved 
when put to the test. 

The ruins of the early palace of Phaestos were levelled, 
and formed in many parts a foundation for the later 
palace. Owing to this fortunate circumstance, pottery 

^ Tiii, 30, |i- » ^Chry/wl^it, p. tg- 
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aod other relics were preserved. The early palace was 
erected m the Middle Minoan 1 Period (c, 2^00 s-c.), and 
the work of constructing the second begun in the Late 
Minoan 1 Period (c, 1700 b.c,). Excellent specimens 
were obtained from the hrst buildings O'f the due Middle 
Minoan Kamares pottery. But other finds were of scanty 
character. A little gold lay beside charred wood. It 
probably ornamented a small piece of furniture”, as 
Mosso suggests. Remains were also discovered '*of a 
cabinet with quadrangular tablets of very hand terracotta 
which fitted together, and some cornices in repoussd work 
with undulating designs, resembling the cornices which 
were in fashion at the b^inning of last century Evi¬ 
dently the Cretans, like the Egyptians, had excellent 
furniture. 

The later palace was of less extent than its rival at 
Knossos, which, however, it resembled in many details. 
Nor has it yielded so many relics. The destroyers 
appear to have plundered it thoroughly before setting 
it on fire. 

The most imposing feature is the **grand staircase”, 
between 40 and 50 feet wide, which led tip to the Hall 
of State, or Reception Hall. There is nothing to compare 
with this noble entrance at Knossos. It has been con¬ 
jectured that state ceremonials were observed in the hall, 
the walls of which were probably decorated with frescoes. 
A small room leading oJF the hall is surrounded by stone 
benches, and may have been a “ waiting-room " for guests 
and ambassadors. In the interior of the palace is a spacious 
central court, 150 feet long and 70 feet broad, surrounded 
by a maze of apartments, as is the one at Knossos. The 
theatral area was at the south-east corner. 

About z miles towards the north-west of Phatstos, at 
the hamlet of Aghia Triadha, there was a smaller palace 
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picturesquely situated on i sloping mountain ridge, and 
overlooking the sea. It is usually referred to as a “ royal 
villa”. The ceramic remains on the site indicate that it 
was occupied as far back as the First Middle Minoan 
Period. When the villa was erected in First Late Minoati 
times, portions of an earlier building were utilized. It 
was an imposing building, and was entered by a flight of 
steps. Around It stood in the first period a number of 
substantial houses, which may have been occupied by rich 
traders or Cretan aristocrats. In the second period the 
villa appears to have been a communal dwelling. 

Like the Knessian palace, the villa was, when the 
destroyers had wreaked their vengeance upon it, not 
entirely plundered of its archseologlcal treasures. Frescoes 
have been happily preserved. The most famous of these 
depicts a cat hunting birds in a marsh. It was evldendy 
painted by one who had seen similar studies in Egyptian 
tombs at Beni Hassan and Thebes. The Cretan artists 
were inferior draughtsmen to their Nilotic contemporaries, 
but they were finer impressionists. In Egypt the cat is 
statuesque and cold; at Aghia Triadha the ferocity and 
murderous instincts of the callous animal are conveyed 
with impressive vivacity; the artist undoubtedly conveys 
the mo<^, although his technique is faulty. The Egyp¬ 
tian was essentially a stylist, and rarely produced the 
nervous art which was so characteristic of Crete, 

Three stone vases, with figures sculptured in relief, 
which were found in the villa, are triumphs of Minoan 
art. On one is a group of warriors with shields, and two 
outstanding figures, one posed stiiBy with outstretched 
right arm, and grasping a long stafiF or lance as if issuing 
a military- order, and the other with a drawn sword resting 
on his right shoulder, standing at attention. The second 
vase is divided into four zones, in which appear the figures 
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of boxers, bulls, and tor«wlors. Some of the boxers wear 
helmets, and others are bare-headed; they all appear to 
have something equivalent to the boxing-glove on each 
of their hands. The buU-baitcr Is seen leaping between 
the horns of the rearing buU, In Crete, as in Plato s 
♦‘Lost Atlantis", the sport or religious ceremony of bull- 
baiting was conducted without weapons. The gymnast 
seized the approaching animal by the horns and turned 
a somersault over its back, coming down behind the 
animal. Various representations of this feat are shown 
on seals found on Cretan sites and at Mycenm. Sir Arthur 
Evans found at Knossos ivory figures of leaping gymnasts 
who were probably bull-baiters. On a gold cup from 
Vaphio, which is preserved in the museum at Athens, 
are two figures of bulls. One is charging furiously, 
while a female gymnast grips the left horn under one 
arm and the right horn between her legs, A male gymnast 
is falling off its back. The other bull is caught in a net. 
A KnossLan fresco depicts two women and a man attacking 

a bull. 
The third vase from Aghia Triadha is called by some 

archaeologists the “Harvester Vase" and by others the 
“ Warrior Vase ", Round it marches a carved procession 
of animated human figures who are evidently taking part 
in a ceremony. That this ceremony was of religious 
character seems certain, because otieofthe men is holding 
up before him the Egyptian metal rattle called the sistrum, 
which was used to summon the god and charm away 
demons in Egyptian temples, and is referred to in the 
chants, " Do we not behold the excellent sistrum-bearer 
approaching to thy temple and drawing nigh," called the 
Isis priestess, invoking Osiris. . , , “ Behold the excellent 
sistrum-bearer and come to thy temple. Come to thy 
temple immediately 1 Behold thou my heart, which 
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gricveth for thee. Behold me seeking for thee. . . . 
Lol I invoke thee with walling that rcacheth high as 
heaven.” * 

This sistrum-bearcT on the vase has not a pinched 
Cretan watstj and may represent an Egyptian. He is 
singing or wailing, as are also three of his immediate 
followers who may be women with upper garments of 
leather. Perhaps they are invoking the spirit of the 
slain com-god. 

The procession appears to be led by a long-haired 
elderly man, wearing a bulging robe decorated with a 
scale pattern and heavily fringed. He carries a long 
round-handled staff over his right shoulder. Is he a 
priest, or a victim in a wicker-work c^e who is about 
to be sacrificed ? All the figures arc marching in step— 
performing, in fact, a sort of Germanic “ goose step ”, 
and most of them carry threc-pronged forks, the prongs 
being attached by cords to the long handles. These re¬ 
semble the harvesting-forks still in use in Crete. Some 
of them, however, are fitted with short scythe-like blades, 
which may have been used either for cutting corn or 
pruning trees. A single figure—evidently a youth, is 
stooping low and grasping the thighs of a man who turns 
round with open mouth as If shouting defiantly a cere¬ 
monial utterance of special significance. 

Those who see in the procession the celebration of 
a naval victory hold that the three-pronged implements 
are really weapons. But no such weapons have been 
found in Crete. If the ceremony was not a harvest one, 
it may have been connected with the spring-time invoca¬ 
tion of the deity of fertility. Mr. Hal], who regards the 
vase as one of “the finest pieces of small sculpture in the 
world ", sees upon it “a procession of drunken roistering 

1 TAj! ^ Jdjhf by fr T. Dcaaiii pp. ii tt Mf mpd it 
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peasants with agricultura] implements.'*^ ** Extraordinaiy 
technique was required ”, write Mr, and Mrs. Hawes, 
**to represent four abreast, each seen dlstinctSjr, one 
beyond another. The Parthenon frieze presents no more 

difficult problem in low relief."* 
Another decorated object found at Aghia Triad ha is a 

sarcophagus of limestone shaped like a chest, which has 
been assigned to a period prior to 1400 b.c. It is 52 
inches long, 18 inches broad, and 32 inches in depth. 
The body which it enclosed must have lain in a crouched 
position, like the bodies placed in the pre-Dynastic 
Egyptian graves and in those of the Late Stone and 
Bronze Ages in Western Europe, The sarcophagus had 
been covered with plaster on which were painted scenes 
of undoubted religious significance. At either end are 
chariots. In one, which is drawn by two griffins, a 
woman Is escorting a swathed pale figure, apparently the 
deceased, on the way to the Othcrworld; in the other, 
which is drawn instead by horses, are two female figures. 
A long panel on one of the sides is unfortunately badly 
damaged. It appears to represent a sacrificial scene. A 
bull is being slain, and a man plays on a double flute 
while its blood pours into a vessel. The panel on the 
other side is in a good state of preservation, and affords 
an interesting and suggestive glimpse of Cretan funerary 
services. At one end the swathed figure of a youth 
stands before a tomb or shrine beside a conventionalized 
representation of the sacred fig tree. In front, and facing 
the deceased, a priest approaches carrying the model of 
a boat — perhaps the “ferry boat” of Hades in which 
the soul is to reach the “ Isle of the Blest ”, after 
crossing the valleys and mountains like the Indian Yama 

* TJ^ Aafitnt i/lki £dfff ^ 

* jyt# Firfrmnntr ^ p« 1 
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and Babylonian Gilgamcsh. Two priests follow behind, 
carrying offerings- Turned in the opposite direction are 
three priestesses, or, as some think, two priestesses and 
a priest. The first pours a red liquid, cither wine or 
the blood of the sacrificed bull, into a large vessel placed 
between two erect posts on pedestals. These posts are 
surmounted by double axes on each of which a raven 
is perched. The second priestess carries a couple of 
vases suspended from a pole, one in front and one behind, 
which is carried on her right shoulder. The third figure 
—either a priestess or a priest—plays a seven-stringed 
lyre held high in front. 

The costumes are of special interest. Facing the 
deceased the three priests wear robes suspended from 
their waists which terminate with tail-like appendages. 
These are evidently the skins of animals. Egyptian 
priests wore panthers’ skins. The first priestess, who 
bends down beneath the double axes, likewise w^rs an 
animal’s skin, but she has also an upper garment with 
half sleeves and a broad blue sash which comes down 
under her left arm to the waist. Probably this sash 
formed a St. Andrew’s Cross on the back like the pkld 
on the Petsofr figure, which Professor My res has com¬ 
pared to the Scottish plaid. The second priestess wears 
a long blue gown suspended from her shoulders and 
reaching her ankles. The bodice has a floral edging and 
the gown is decorated. She wears a flat round cap, and 
appears to have a sash like that of the first priestess. 
The lyre player is similarly attired, but has no sash, and 
the head is bare. 

In the next chapter the significance of the tree-pilbrs 
and double axes will be dealt with. Plere it may be 
noted that the ravens take the place of the doves as the 
birds of the Mother Goddess, The reason is obvious. 
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Doves symbolized fertility and Immortality, while ravens 
were associated with destruction and death. In the 
Scottish legends regarding Michael Scott, ravens and 
doves, flying from opposite directions, approach his corpse 
after death. The fact that the doves are the first to 
alight is taken as ait indication that Michael's soul will 
go to heaven. The ravens are the messengers of Satan. 
Throughout Europe and Asia the ravens arc birds of 
ill omen, who foretell death and disaster. .They were 
associated in Greece and Italy with Apollo, the great 
patron of augurs. Crows were similarly of ill repute. 
According to some writers, a number of them fluttered 
over Cicero's head on the day he was murdered. Dark 
and melancholy birds were evidently regarded as forms 
of the spirits of darksome Hades. They were, it would 
seem, associated from an early period with a sepulchral 
cult. So were doves. Perhaps the raven cult believed 
in a gloomy after-life in a Hades as dismal as that of 
Babylonia, while the dove cult had hopes of ultimate 
happiness. In Egypt both the cults of Osiris and Ra 
believed in Heavens and Hells. The Ra cult associated 
their Paradise with the sun; It was a place of everlasting 
light; while their Hell was a place of darkness, lit for 
but a single hour in the twenty-four by the sun's rays. 
In it lost souls were tortured in pools of fire, or they 
remained in the place of outer darkness, where they 
suffered from extreme cold. 

In this religious scene on the Cretan sarcophagus, 
the raven spirits of Hades, perched above the double 
axes, appear to be receiving a propitiatory offering of 
blood or wine. It may be inferred, therefore, that they 
could be prevailed upon to show favour to the dead. 
The kings and heroes of the Greek epics were transported 
to the "Island of the Blest", while others had to sojourn 
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in gloomy Hades. Perhaps the Cretan who was interred 
in the sarcophagus was regarded as being worthy of a 
happy iate In the after-life. He was, no doubt, a youth 
of high birth- In Egypt the paradise of Ra was reserved 
in early times for kings and queens and their families. 



CHAPTER XIII 

Cave Deities and their Symbols 

DcmcEtf Md tjic NameltSB Fmtci—Fomtof Motlic^-|odd«—-The "Eagle 

Lady" with Snake<5Lrdle--Prntotypcf of Hittiii and A»yryw **Winged Dift " 
_Hem CompcHiie Mnnitjcri beoinic Symboli—The Ci^ci of ^eut—-LwEhi 
Plaieaii—The Dittua Votrve Offeringv—The Cbifioi of a Dcitf^-Cave of 

Kamarca^Tbe PJwn of Nida^-^^acrcil Cate of Mount Jda^Monntiin Religion 
—Well VVonliip-^The "'Seten Steepen " Bclref—Creiin TMmur a Cave God 

^Pillar SyEoboli ia Cmc* Egypt, and Babylonk—Pitlan u Mounoini and 
eWorld Spines"—The Oiirtan Spine Amulet—Tree and Pillar Wonhlp^ 
“ Homs of CooKoation" mj Sky Pillarf—I>Ciiible-iie Symbol—Spiriu in 

WeaponiH—The God of the Ase 

*‘The Cretans say'\ Diodorus Siculus wrote, “that the 
honours rendered to the gods, the sacrifices and mysteries, 
are of Cretan origin, and other nations took them from 
them. Dcmeter passed from the Isle of Crete into Attica, 
then into SicUy, and thence into Egypt, carrying with her 
the cultivation of corn" ^ 

On the other hand Herodotus, writing of the Pelasgi, 
says: "In early times the Pelasgi, as I know by informa^ 
tion I got at Dodona, offered sacrifices of all kinds and 
prayed to the gods, but had no distinct names or appella¬ 
tions for them, since they had never heard of any. They 
called them gods (Btch disposers) because they had 
arranged all things in such a beautiful order. After a 
long lapse of time, the names of the gods came to Greece 
from Egypt, and the Pelasgi learnt them, only as yet they 
knew nothing of Bacchus, of whom they first heard at a 

much later date,”* 
^ fftrolanti. If, 51. 
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There Is^ no doubt, z keritcl of real histoncal truth in 
these traditions. The Demeter to whom Diodorus refers 
is nor, of course, the beautiful goddess whom the Grecian 
sculptors conceived of, but rather the Phigalian cave 
monster, the black horse-headed liiry with snakes hiding 
from amidst her tangled locks. In early times she had 
many forms—terrible and mystical forms. Some idea of 
these Is obtained from the study of the seal impressions 
discovered by Mr. Hogarth at Zakro. In one phase she 
is the “eagle lady”—a woman with prominent breasts, 
widespread wings, and an eagle’s head, wearing the snake 
waist girdle and the bell-shaped gown, or simply an eagle 
with a fan tail, and nothing human but her breasts. 
Several seal specimens show that this primitive form 
developed into a symbol which may have been a prototype 
of the Hittite winged disk and the Assyrian disk of 
Ashur. One is a column with fin tail and surmounted 
by winged human breasts, above which is a round bee¬ 
hive-shaped cap* others are variants, and then comes a 
fully developed symbolic object, with breasts represented 
by double spiral coUs resting on a double bec-hive-shaped 
body with double outspread wings. 

In another phase the goddess has a goat’s head, wings, 
a short columnar body, and spreading skirt. A god is 
similarly depicted with pants and waist girdle. A ram's 
head appears on another seal impression of like character, 
and in a variant the head of a “sea horse”. Winged 
sphinxes recall Egj’ptlan forms. Of special interest Is a 
bull-head deity with female breasts, wings, crouched-up 
legs and fan tail, which may have been bisexual. This 
form tends also to grow into a decorative symbol. The 
Minotaur was a bull-headed god. 

Composite monsters include deities with human bodies 
and lions’ heads resembling those of Egypt, two dogs’ 
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heads divided by a wing and united by a fen tail, a female 
sphinx with human breasts, butterfly wings and lion's legs, 
a human bead with wings and lion's legs, and so on. The 
form of the Hittite and later Russian double-headed eagle 
is suggested by a conventionalized lion’s head with birds' 
heads protruding from the ears, curving inward in oppo¬ 
sition. In almost all cases the animal and composite 
animal forms tend to become decorative symbols. 

The “Black Demeter" of Phigalia was, as has been 
indicated, associated with cave worship. In Crete there 
were many sacred caves. Of these the two most femous 
were those reputed in classical traditions to be the birth¬ 
place of Zeus. One is on Mount Ida and the other on 

Mount Djete- 
it is possible that these rival caves were sacred to rival 

cults. Beneath Mount Dicte was situated the city of 
Lyttos, which was, according to legend, hostile to Knossos 
and an ally of Gortyna. In references of this character 
there may be memories of ancient inter-state rivalries in 
Minoan Crete which survived into the Hellenic Period. 

Hesiod,^ dealing with the Zeus birth-legend, relates 
that the goddess Rhea carried her babe to Lyttos. Other 
writers were familiar with the legend that Zeus was nursed 
in the Dictsan cave. Diodorus® apparently endeavoured 
to reconcile the conflicting claims on behalf of the Dict^ean 
and Idscan sanctuaries by stating that the god was first 
concealed in the one and then transferred to the other to 

be educated. 
According to Dionysius of Halicarnassus® it was the 

Dictsan cave which Minos entered to receive from Zeus 
the code of Cretan laws, Lucian stales that Europa, the 
mother of Minos, was carried thither by Zeus, his father, 

who had abducted her.* 

i Wrtf, V. +77. > V, 170. *yfin^ Ri*, II. Si. * Dial. Aiar^ XV, j. 
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To visit the Dictsan cave we must first reach the 
upland plain of LasJthi, to the south^st of Knossos, 
which is about 5 miles long, and roughly half that in 
breadth, and has an elevation above the sea-lcvel of some 
3000 feet* Mountains surround it on every side, the 
highest peaks being Aphendts Sara kin os (Mount Dicte), 
which rises to 5223 feet, and Selena to the north-east, 
which is almost as lofty. A river traverses the plain from 
end to end, and is fed by many hill torrents. It finds no 
valley Outlet, but pours into a great cavern towards the 
north-west. According to local belief, it appears again 
lower down as the river Aposclemis, which enters the sea 
a few miles cast of Candia, 

This upland is approached from the west across the 
Pediadhan Plain, situated at an elevation of about 200 feet; 
the mule track then winds its way sheer up the mountain 
face. From the cast the traveller leaves the western shore 
of the Gulf of Mirabello, and following the valley of the 
river Kalopotamos, makes a similarly difficult ascent by a 
zigzag path. 

The Lasithi plain, embosomed among sublime moun¬ 
tains, is exceedingly fertile and comparatively populous. 
The climate resembles that of the more favoured parts of 
Switzerland. Neither olive trees nor carob trees grow 
upon it, but the vine flourishes and the grain crops are 
excellent. The nightingale which pipes so sweetly in 
lower valleys is here unheard. At morn and sweet even¬ 
tide, however, the thrush and the blackbird carol amidst 
the pear and apple trees. On yonder grassy slopes are 
the familiar wild flowers of temperate dimes, induding 
the homely yellow buttercup. The winter is somewhat 
severe, and it is customary when it approaches to drive 
flocks and herds to the lower valleys, where they are 
sheltered and fed until the advent of Spring. 
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On one of the ridges of Mount Dktc are the ruins 
of the city of Lyttos, and on another, right opposite, the 
modern village of Psychro. Five hundred feet above 
Psychro is the double cavern associated with the legends 
of Zeus—the famous Dtetsean cave. As hu' back as the 
“'eighties” it was known to contain archaeological relics. 
The earliest finds were made by goatherds who were 
accustomed to shelter in it, and after these passed into the 
hands of dealers, various archeologists paid visits to 
Psychro and the cave. It was not, however, until 190Q 
that thorough and systematic exploration of it was con¬ 
ducted by Mr, D. G. Hogarth. 

This accomplished archxologist did not achieve success 
without overcoming considerable difficulties. Rock-falls 
had occurred In the cave, and he had to have recourse to 
blasdng operations. Besides, part of it is ever flooded, 
“Water flowing in from the cast has”, writes Mr. Hogarth, 
“penetrated in two directions right and left. The main 
flow to southward has excavated an abyss, which falls at 
first sheer and then slopes steeply for some acso feet in all 
to an icy pool, out of which rises a forest of stalactites.”^ 

Inside the cave were found portions of waDs, a paved 
way, and bits of sawn marble an inch thick which may 
have covered it, an altar-like edifice beside which lay a 
small stone ‘‘table of offerings” and fragments of about 
thirty other “tables”, lamps, cups, broken vases and ashes. 
Professor My res found one of the cave “tables'* in 1896, 
and another was purchased from dealers by Sir Arthur 
Evans in the same year. 

The deposit, which was deepest and least disturbed in 
the north-west part of the upper cave, was divided by 
strata of pottery fragments and animal bones, between 
wntch lay ash and carbonized matter. The oldest pottery 

I Amai ef ik* mt VI, 
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was of the Kamares (Middle Minoan) variety. In the 
surface layer were lamps of the Roman period and a stiver 
Bjrzanbne cross, indicating that long after the cave ceased 
to attract crowds of votaries, the memory of its sacred 
ch aracter survived a mong t he people. Terra-cotta figu ri ncs 
were also found. 

When the upper cave was thoroughly explored, Mr, 
Hogarth prepared to take his departure. Before leaving, 
however, he sent some of the workers down the steep 
slope to conduct a search in the lower cave. Here, to the 
astonishment of everyone, a great archatologlcal harvest 
awaited the gleaners. Hundreds of metal offerings were 
lying in the mud around and below the water, and among 
the niches formed by stalagmite, some being almost 
enclosed like flies in amber. In two days the lower cave 
was cleared. ** Four days later”, Mr, Hogarth relates, 
“ I took all the bronze pieces, amounting to nearly 500, 
the objects in gold, hard stone, Ivory^, bone and terra-cotta, 
a selection of the stone tables of offerings and of the 
pottery and specimens of skulls, horns and bones found 
in the upper Grot, to Candia. What I left under the 
care of the village (Psychro) oflicials included no fewer 
than 550 unbroken specimens of the common type of 
little wheel-made plain cup, all obviously new at the time 
they were deposited in the cave, and a great store of 
bones,” ^ 

The bronze figurines of human shape are of both 
sexes. They are usually posed in devotional attitudes, 
and may represent votaries or deities, or include both. 
One figurine is clearly Egyptian. It wears the high 
double plumes of the god Ra, and seems to have been 
deposited about 900 b.c. by some pious wanderer who 
believed, perhaps, that the Theban deity and the Cretan 
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Zeus were identlcaL Animal figurines indude rams, bulls, 
and oxen. An ox and a mm with projections from their 
shoulders fit into a miniature chariot which may have been 
a god*s vchide. On a gem in Sir Arthur Evans's collection 
A chariot is drawn by goats, as was the car of Thor, the 
Germanic Zeus. Models of weapons are comparatively 
numerous. These indude the double axe, lance-heads, 
darts, and knives. A knife with a slightly curved blade 
has a human head finely carved at the end of the handle. 
Among the ivory and bone ornaments special interest 
attaches to ” three volutedike objects ” which, as Mr. 
Hogarth remarks, “ are closely patailded by Bosnian fibula 
plates". They sJso surest the well-known "spectade" 
symbols on Scottish sculptured stones. Hairpins, needles, 
and brooches figure among the finds. 

There are two conspicuous caves on the slopes of 
Mount Ida, in which votive offerings were deposited. 
The first, on the southern side, is situated above the village 
of Kamares, and is faintly visible from Ph^stos- Pro¬ 
fessor Mytes explored it in the " nineties" and found, 
among other relics, the first specimens of the now famous 
“ Kamares pottery The other cave, towards the north¬ 
east, has been identified as the rival of the one on Mount 
Dicte. In front of it a colossal altar was carved out of the 
rock, but at what period there can be no certainty. Pro¬ 
fessor Halbhcrr, who conducted excavations here, was less 
successful than Mr. Hogarth, He obtained, however, a 
number of votive offerings in terra-cotta and bronze. The 
latter, which Include shields, come down to the ninth and 
perhaps even the eighth centuries b.c., and show strong 
traces of Dorian influence. 

This Zeus cave on Mount Ida can be approached 
from the romantic plane of Nida or Nitha, which lies about 
S miles east of the central peak of Ida at an elevation of 

6W) w 
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over 30D0 feet, [t Is sbout 2 mllc£ [ong and mile 
broad. The snow vamshes in the month of May. The 
seduded upland is then covered with fresh green pasture, 
to which shepherds drive their flocks, as did their ancestors 
in ancient days, when the grass in the lower valleys withers 
in the great summer heat. Yellow wild flowers of the 
buttercup variety are as thick in the grass as are poppies 
in some fields of corn. This feet may have given rise to 
the classic legend that the sheep which graze on Nida 
plain acquire golden teeth. Modem shepherds say that 
the pollen of the wild flowers does leave on the teeth of 
their sheep a perceptible yellow stain. Travellers who 
have dimbed up to the plain speak with enthusiasm of its 
cool, bracing atmosphere, and the clear starry nights of 
wonderful listening silence amidst the serenity and grandeur 
of the mountains. Ancient Cretans who worshipped their 
deities in such places must have expcnenccd the feelings 
of awe and devotion that so profoundly impress the mind 
in lofty solitudes "fer from the madding crowd’s ignoble 
strife 

The practice of performing religious and magical cere¬ 
monies in caves goes back, as we have seen (Chapters I 
and II), to remote Palaeolithic times, when the huntsmen 
dwelt in them, buried their dead in them, and in some drew 
figures of animals uid demons or gods on roofs and walls. 
In Crete, caves were sanctuaries in the Neolithic Age. The 
cave of Skalais at Pratsos, for instance, has yielded Neolithic 
as well as Kamares pottery. No votive oflfcrings earlier 
than Middle Minoan have been found in the Dictsan 
cave. The lowest stratum begins with that period. Out¬ 
side in the terrace deposit the Neolithic figments were 
apparently deposited by water. What seems probable is 
that the Lasithi plain was a mountain lake in Neolithic 
times, and that it gradually subsided as its river found a 
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subterranean outlet. For a considerable interval after¬ 
wards the cave may have been completely filled with water. 
If so. It was probably regarded as sacred on that account. 
Elsewhere sacred caves have Invariably, wells, and some of 
th^e are supposed to be possessed of curative properties. 
Drops of water falling from roofs are said to cure deaf¬ 
ness, restore fading eyesight, and heal wounds. In these 
islands "wishing wells” receive offerings of pins and other 
objects, especially on May Day. Rags of clothing are 
attached also to trees or bushes overhanging weEs an¬ 
ciently sacred. This practice obtains m Crete as well as 
in the British Isles and throughout Western Europe. 
Writing at Aghia Triad ha, Angelo Mosso has record^; 
"Every day , . . I passed a curious tree covered with 
fetishes. , , . Near a ruined church stands an olive-tree 
hung with bits of rag which the peasants tie on the 
branches, hundreds of shreds of every colour, worn by 
rain and wind. , . , 1 asked what the curious decoration 
of the tree was, and was told that anyone who suffered 
from malarial fever binds it to the tree with a shred of 
his clothing, a hatidkerchiefj or a ribbon, and s,ays a prayer, 
hoping to be cured thereby. . . . Witchcraft is common 
in Crete. Rags and dirty bits of stuff, into which the 
witches profess to have banished diseases, are constantly 
found in the walls of churches.”Here we have one 
reason why offerings were deposited in caves and thrown 
into the fire at Petsofa, near Palaikastro. The "wishers” 
affected a ceremonial connection with a sacred place to 
“switch on*' the good influence and “switch off” the evil 
influence, which was negatived by being bound. 

The “seven sleepers” of various countries Ue In sacred 
caves. They appear to be identical with the spirits of 
vegetation, which slumber during the winter and return 

^ Tkt FdUcf* if amJ skiir Brny^r^ ^ 200-t^ 
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in spring. At the bi^nnitig of each year the Greeks held 
a festival which was called *‘the awakening of Hercules 
The god returned, like Tammuz, from the underworld to 
bring fenility to the earth. Deities of this class were 
supposed to be born anew every spring. Mr. Bosanquer 
found at Pabikastro, in the Hellenic temple of Jupiter 
Dicteon, a grey marble tablet with the following inscrip^ 
tion:— 

“Hail, O great child, son of Kronos, omnipotent, who cometh 
yearly to Dicta seated on the hyena, escorted by demons. Accept 
the soTig which we raise to thee accompanied by the lyre and flute, 
standing round thy altar, O benefactor. 

In this place the Cured received thee, O immortal child, from 
the hands rrf thy mother Rhea.” * 

Evidently the cave-god of Crete, whom the Hellenes 
identified with their Zeus, was supposed to awake from 
his underworld sleep each year. In other words, the 
Earth Mother gave birth to him in the mountain sanc¬ 
tuary. This young god Is found associated with the 
goddess on Cretan seals. It has been shown in a pre¬ 
vious chapter that there also existed a variant myth about 
a young goddess which survived in the Detneter-Perse- 
phone legend, At what period the myth of Rhea and 
her son was introduced we have no knowledge. It was 
possibly of Anatolian origin. The Phrygian Kybcle-Attis 
myth is of similar character. 

It would appear that W'e have traces in Crete of more 
than oJie religious cult. But behind alt the developed 
conceptions and imported beliefs lay, apparently, the back¬ 
ground of primitive religion which the earliest settlers had 
brought with them and adapted to local needs. The 
oldest religious practices survived, no doubt, among the 

^ ^ CftM ehfir A. M»h^ f 3aJ. 
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masses of tKc people* just as the practice of tying rags on 
the olive-tree at some spot anciently sacred survives at the 

present day. 
The comparative study of Cretan religious symbols 

tends to show that, like the Fehsgians, the Minoans wor¬ 
shipped deities of the underworld—the « hidden deities ” 
of Egyptian religion—who were Fates or Disposers , 
and were originally nameless. That is, they worshipped 
the spirits of nature and the spirits of ancestors. These 
symbols include pillars, the horns of consecration'’, and 
the double axe. Withal there were sacred wells and 
mountains and sacred animals associated with the Great 
Mother" which were represented in symbols, as is shown 

by the evidence of the seal Impressions. 
The worship of pillars seems to have been connected 

with the worship of trees and mountains. In EgjT>t it 
was believed by certain cults that the iron vault of heaven 
was supported by two mountains, **Outof one mountain 
came the sun every morning, and into the other he entered 
every evening. The mountain of sunrise was called 
Bakhau, and the mountain of sunset Manu."^ Another 
theory was that the sky rested on two pillars, and a later 
one, which obtained, however, before the pyramid texts 
were inscribed, set forth that there were four pillars— 
**thc pillars of Shu”—one at each cardinal point. The 
pillars in time were regarded as the sceptres of the gods 
of the four quarters. According to the teachings of the 
Ra sun cult, the cave-like openings which the sun entered 
at evening and emerged from at morning were guarded 
by lions, or the deities with lions’ bodies and human 
heads which the Greeks called “sphinxes The northern 

Egyptian Uon-^od was Aker, 
In Babylonia it was believed that the sky was sup- 

■ E. Willi* VttL I* pp, 157. 
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ported by the world-surrounding chain of hiCs, Reference 
is made in the Gilgamesh epic to the mountain of Mashu 
or Mashi; that is^ the mountain of the Sunset ”, Its 
cave-like entrance is guarded by scorpion-men, or a 
scorpion-'man and a scorpion-^woman. 

Their backs mount up to the rampart of heaven. 
And their foreparts reach down beneath Aral In (the Under¬ 

world) , . . 

From sunrise ui sunset they guard the sun.^ 

There was a door on the cave, and Gilgamesh was 
allowed to pass through it to penetrate the dark tunnel 
leading to the Sea of Death, which only Shamash (the Sun) 
could cross.* Gilgamesh was the first ”opener of the 
way". Like the Indian Yama and the Egyptian Apuatu 
(Osiris) he discovered the path leading to Paradise, and 
discovered how mortals could be ferried over the dreaded 
s^. 

The symbols of the Babylonian gods Ea, Anu, and 
Enlil were tiarras, or mountain-like cones, resembling 
somewhat the bee-hive-shaped caps on the Zakro sealings. 
Temples were erected like pillars or peaks. Ea's temple 
at Eridu, like that of Merodach at Babylon, was called 
E-sagila, which signifies “ temple of the high head ”, or 
“the lofty house”, Eniil’s temple was E-kur, “moun¬ 
tain house". Various deities were symbolized as pillars 
surmounted by heads. Ncrgal’s symbol was a lion’s head 
on a pillar, Zamama's a vulture’s head on a pillar, Mero- 
dach’s a !ancc-head on a pillar, and so on. Anshar, “ the 
most high”, was, in astronomical lore, the polar star, which 
was figured as a he-goat, or satyr, on the summit of the 
peak of heaven. The Assyrian Ashur was sometimes 
symbolized by a disk enclosing a feather-robed archer, 

^ K4,ag^i jp, t&fi. ^ \fyik mnd | 
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resting on a bull’s head* with spreading horns, on the 

summit of a standard. 
Ea, in one of the myths^ built the world as am archi¬ 

tect builds a house”* According to the Rip/eJa the 
Aryo-lndian god Indra similarly constructed the house of 
the universe* which appears to have been supported by the 
“world tree”* The world-supporting tree* Ygdrasii, 
figures in Teutonic mythology. Mount Mcru, the Indian 
Olympus, which supports the Paradise of ludra* is “ the 
world spine”. In Egypt the dgJ or tt/) amulet is 
the spine of Osiris in his character as the world-god, 

Accordlng to Wiedemann means “firm”, “estab¬ 
lished”. This amulet was laid on the neck of the mummy 
to ensure resurrection. In Chapter CLV in the Book of 
the Dead the picture of the symbol is given, and the de¬ 
ceased* addressing Osiris, says: “Thy back (backbone) is 
thine, thou who art of the still heart (Osiris) . , . I bring 
unto thee the ded^ whereupon thou rcjoicest. These are 
the words to speak over a gilded ded made from the heart 
of the sycamore and placed on the neck of the glorified 

one.”* 
The ded symbol is a pillar surmounted by four cross¬ 

bars, Budge says that these bars “are intended to Indi¬ 
cate the four branches of a roof-tree of a house which 
were turned to the four cardinal points”. In the story 
of the search made by Isis for the slain Osiris it is related 
that a tree grew round his body and completely enclosed 
it. The King of Byblus had this tree cut down and made 
it a pillar for the roof of his house. Isis (lew round the 
pillar in the form of a swallow, and was permitted sub¬ 

sequently to carry it away. 

^ Eihgtw tn/ Aajusj 
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The body of Osiris was afterwards dismembered by 
Setj but Isis eollectcd the portions. The backbone was 
found at the Nilotic city of Daddu or Tettu, At this cult 
centre Osiris was “ lord of the pillars ”, and the hiero¬ 
glyphic signs of the city include two Osirian pillars with 
cross-bars. Here a great festival, which the Pharaoh 
attended, was held once a year, and observance was made 
of the solemn ceremony of setting up “ the pillar symbol 
of the backbone of Osiris Like the amulet, the pillar 
may have been made from “the heart” of the sycamore 
tree. 

In his fusion with the world-god Ptah, Osiris was 
Invariably repre^nted as a mummy grasping in his hands 
in front of him a stalF surmounted by the cross-bars, 
and the ankh or life symbol, 

Bata, the hero of a well-known Egyptian folk-tale, 
who is evidently an early form of Osiris, exists for a time 
as a blossom on a tree-top, then as a bull, and then as two 
trees which grew up on either side of the entrance to the 
King’s palace,* 

It will thus be seen that the sacred pillar, tree, or 
mountain was the god, or the spine of the god, which 
supported the universe. As the world-god Ptah sits on 
a mountain, his head supports the sky, and his feet reach 
to the underworld. 

The idea that a spine was a charm for stability in life 
and death is probably of great antiquity. Spines of fish 
were laid on the bodies of the dead in Palicolithic times. 
In Crete the necklaces made from the vertebrae, of an ox, 
or sheep, had, no doubt, a magical significance. The 
Ligurian and Cretan Neolithic people who carried home 
portions of the backbones of whales may have believed 

^ ^ th Vpl, Up. p, i ta. 
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that by doing so they prolonged their lives and charmed 
their dwellings against attack and disaster. 

The dolmens and the single standing-stones—^the 
archcEological “Bethels*'—which were set np in the Neo¬ 
lithic and Bronze Ages throughout Europe, may have 
been symbols of the god of the pilL-trs, as well as “spirit- 
houses" of the dead. In India standing-stones arc usually 
erected below trees. The tree spirit may have been 
believed to sleep for part of the year in the stone, 

A mass of evidence has accumulated to indicate that 
pillars, mountains, and trees were worshipped in Crete, 
pre-Hellenic Greece, and Anatolia. The “ Lion's Cate ** 
of Mycenaj shows two lions supporting the sacred pillar. 
They are evidently, like the Egyptian lions, the guardians 
of the world deity. Cretan s^s depict the mother god¬ 
dess on a mountain-top supported simlkrly by a couple of 
lions, and also standing or seated between a lion and a 
lioness. The Cretan pillar is seen similarly guarded by 
lions, griffins, bulls, sphinxes, or wild goats. When the 
sacred tree is shown like the pillar, animals guard it also. 
An intaglio seal shows water-demons on either side of a 
sacred tree, heraldically opposed, and holding jugs above 
the branches. These demons have been compared to the 
Egyptian hippopotamus goddess Taurt- The Babylonian 
lion-headed eagle, a form of Nin Girsu (Tammua), which 
figures on the silver vase of a Sumerian King of Lagash, 
is supported by two Hons, on the backs of which its claws 
rest. The Anatolian goddess Kedesh, who was imported 
into Egypt in the Empire Period, stands nude on the back 
of a lion. The lion was evidently the symbol of the 
earth, and the various figures of Hons devouring animals, 
found ill various countries, probably symbolized the earth 
receiving its propitiatory sacrifice. Myths about the 
mother-serpent (the earth-serpent) attacking and disabl- 
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ing the eagle may have been connected with a similar 
belief. 

Sir Arthur Evans, who first threw light on the signifi¬ 
cance of the pillar and other symbols of Crete,* believes 
that tree and pillar worship in Palestine and Anatolia was 

taken over from the older stock” by Semites and 
Hittites. A later infusion of Minoan ideas into Anatolia 
and Palestine was caused by the colonizing Philistines, 
Carians, and Lyctans who were of ^gcan origin. 

** The undoubted parallelism observable between the 
tree and pilkr cult of the Mycenaean (jEgean) and that of 
the Semitic world”, writes Sir Arthur Evans, “should be 
always regarded from this broad aspect, . . , The coinci¬ 
dences that we find, so far as they are to be explained by 
the general resemblance present^ by a paralld stage of 
religious evolution, may be regarded as paralld survivals 
due to ethnic elements with European affinities which on 
the east Mediterranean shores largely underlay the Semitic. 
- , , The worship of the sacred stone or plUar known as 
Massiha or nosh is very characteristic of Semitic religion.” 
There were also Semitic sacred hills and sacred trees. The 
two pillars, supporting the Philistine temple of Dagon, 
which were pulled down by Samson, no doubt had a sacred 
character. In Scandinavian legends the sacred tree sup¬ 
ports the chiePs dwelling. Sigmund, Volsung’s son, draws 
from the house tree, called “Branstetek”, the magic sword 
which Odin thrust into it, saying; He who draws the 
sword from the stock shall have it as a gift from me, and 
it will stand him in good stead”.* 

In Crete altars and tables of offerings were supported 
on pillars. On seals a columnar form was sometimes 

^ icul PiLEir Colt pad iu Ratfetioai". ia TM 
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given, as has been mdicated, to animal-headed deities. 
Pillars were actual!/ worshipped, being the abodes of 
spirits. On a cylinder firom Myoenc, for instance, a male 
figure is posed in an attitude of adoration before “ five 
columns of architectural character with vertical and spiral 
flutings''. No doubt the pillars of Egyptian and Grecian 
temples had originally a religious significance. In Chris¬ 
tian churches ancient Pagan symbols have been perpetuated 
as architectural conventions. The cock, which was sup¬ 
posed to be a charm against demons, and consequently 
perched as a sentinel on the **world tree” of Teutonic 
Mythology, still appears on spires, where it indicates how 
the wind blows. In Scottish Mythology the north wind 
brings the evil spirits and the south wind the good spirits. 
“Shut the windows towards the north, and open the 
windows towards the south, and do not let the fire go 
out ”, is an instruction given in a folk-tale by a man who 
desires his house to be guarded against the visits of 
demons. The Teutonic Jotuns were in the cast. Thor 
always went eastward to wage war against them. 

The “horns of consecration” were originally the horns 
of the sacred bull or sacred cow. In Egypt the cow-gtxl- 
dess Hathor was a world-deity. Heaven rested on her 
back, and the under part of her body, which is usually 
shown covered with stars, formed the firmament. Her 
four legs were thus the sky pillars. Another belief was 
that the sky rested on the horns of the sacred animals. 
Thus we find a reference in the " Book of That which is 
in the Underworld " to the “Horn of the West”,^ appa¬ 
rently the same as the "pillar of the west" and Sunset- 
Hill”. The sun-god Ra, who absorbed the attributes of 
all other deities, is referred to in the “Pyramid Texts” as 
the deity with "four horns, one toward each of the car- 

I Jir ^ cjtr VqIi if f* 
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ditijJ points".^ In Crete the horns were of great ritual 
importaijcc. "At times”, Sir Arthur Evans writes,* 
"these have the appearance of being actually horns of 
oxen, but more generally they seem to be a conventional 
tmiutlon of what must be regarded as unquestionably the 
original ty-pc—that is, a kind of Impost or base terminat¬ 
ing at the two ends in two horn-like cjccresccnces. Some¬ 
times this cult object appears on the alt^-. At other times 
it rises above the entablature of an archway connected 
with a sacred tree or on the roof of a shrine. It is fre¬ 
quently set at the foot of sacred trees.” Occasionally the 
double axe is surmounted on a staff between the horns, 
A horned cult object in terra-cotta, with the eye symbol of 
Anatolian pottery painted on the base, was found in one 
of the Cretan votive caves. The horned symbol has ^n 
found associated with early Bronze Age relics in Sardinia, 
Italy, Switzerland, Spain, and the Balearic Islands, which 
were probably the Cassitcrides islands in which tin was 
found. It may be that the Cretan symbol was distributed 
by early sea-traders. In Syria the altar of Astarte had 
horns. The "horns of the altar" arc referred to in the 

Bible. 
The double-axe symbol was evidently of remote origin. 

Weapons were In the animistic stage of primitive culture 
believed to be possessed of spirits, and were given indi¬ 
vidual names, "Every weapon has its demon” is an 
ancient Gaelic axiom. The sword of the Scoto-Irish folk- 
hero Fmn-roac-CouI was called ** Mac-an-Lum . In^the 
Indian epic, the MahAbhdrata^ the warrior Arjuna receives 
a celestial weapon from the god Shiva. "And that weapon 
then began to watt upon Aijuna”, the narrative proceeds. 
" And the gods and the Danavas ^TitansJ beheld that 

* RiSptw mai ridijJlrnf H. 
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terrible weapon in its embodied form stiiy by the side of 
Arjuna of immeasurable energy." * Rama of the Rdm^yuHti 
ts adored by the spirits of his celestial weapons.® The 

Indian weapons were all named. 
That this belief goes back to Palatolithie times is 

suggested by the evidence of Egypt. “The common 
word given by the Egyptians to God, and god, and spirits 
of every kind, and beings of all sorts, and kinds, and 
forms, which were supposed to possess any superhuman 
or supernatural power, was", says Professor Budge, 
“ ‘Neter*. The hieroglyph us^ as the determinative of 
this word, and also as an ideograph, is the axe with a 
handle. The common word for goddess is Netert.” 
Professor Budge shows that “ from the texts wherein the 
hieroglyphics are coloured it is tolerably clear that the axe 
head was ^tened to its handle by means of thongs of 
leather'*.* As holes were bored in axes at an early period, 
Mr, Lcggc considers that the jfastenings indicate that the 

symbolic use of the axe "goes back to the Neolithic and 
perhaps the Palaeolithic Age". He adds: "It is now, I 
think, generally accepted that the use of the stone axe 
precedes that of the flint arrow-head or Hint knife; and it 
thoroughly agrees with the little we know of the workings 
of the mind of primitive man that this, the first weapon 
chat came into his hands, should have been the first mate¬ 
rial object to which he offered worship". An axe Is 
worshipped by a priest in Chaldaian garb on an Assyrian 
agate cylinder. The axe also appears as a symbol “In the 
prehistoric remains of the funereal caves of the Marne, of 
Scandinavia and America '*.* We have already alluded to 
Its appearance on the standing-stones of Brittany, and to 

3 Kctjon tnaililLimJ, f. 127. 
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the theory^ that Labyrinth is derived from LaBrys^ *^the 
axe". Professor Maspero shows that in Egyptian “ a town 
afterif ts 'a divine town an arm is ‘ a divine arm 
He adds that is employed metaphorically in Egyp¬ 
tian as is * divine’ in French’’.* 

Votive axes, too small for use, have been found In 
Cretan graves and sanctuaries. The earliest form was the 
single flat axe: the double-headed axe was first made after 
copper came into use. Mosso gives interesting particulars 
regarding votive axes found on the Continent. Some of 
these arc of a friable sandstone^ and could have served no 
practical purpjose.® Small axes, which were pierced for 
suspension, were used as charms in Malta and elsewhere. 
The sacred axe survives to the present day in the Congo, 

* Etmtn Jtli'fJuiflfilf ti Tuq? 



CHAPTER XIV 

Decline of Crete and Rise of Greece 

CfiqtcmpqnTy R Ellen of Crete^ ^gyp^i Babylon—Caxic in rbt Age of 
Abraham—Political Changes in Wotera Ajia—Inicf-itate Struggles in Cirlo 
— Relations ol Palace Kiiigi with Small Tdwiu — Egyptian Labyrinth and 
CretaA Falkcti—The Rise ef the Hi Elites—Their Raid on Babylon—Fall of 
KnwKH—Lyclan Tnudition of Royal Ritals—Hyksoa m Egypt—Hyksos Belie 
m Crctc^Iotroducuan of the Hone—^Cretan Culture In the Cytlvks and on 
Greek Mainluid^—The Golden Age of Minq*—^EighteeiiLb Dynasty Wan of 
E^ypt—The Cause of tUdal Motcinenu—Overthrovt oi Minoan Fbwer— 
Cfetc^a Tirade with Egypt and Western Euro-pe—^Egyptian Beadj in Eogllih 
Brome^age Grave—The Tin Trade of Cornwall-—FeLisgEan and Aebxan 
Conquerors — Lul Period of Cretin Cirihnitiqn—Prchiitori^ Dyoiiiici of 
Gfwoc—The Northern Conqiicroti—-Sca-rMid an Egypt—The Homertc Siege 
of Tmy-^DorLin Aurdiy—lonii the Culture Cradle of Hutorie Crccee. 

Crete’s Early Mmoan Age embraces roughly about six 
hundred years, from i28oo fi.c. till 22oo B.c. During its 
third period Troy II was destroyed by fire. In Egypt the 
Sixth Dynasty Kings, which included Pepi 1 and Pepi 11^ 
reigned over a powerful kingdom for a century and a half, 
and then followed an obscure period of three centuries, 
during which rival States struggled for supremacy, in 
the end the princely family of Thebes rose into prominence 
and established the Eleventh Dynasty, Babylonia was 
similarly divided into petty kingdoms. About 1650 b.c. 

the northern Semitic State of Akkad became powerful 
under Sargon I, who was reputed to be of miraculous 
birth and to have been rescued as a babe from an ark 

III 
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which was set adrift on the River Euphrates.’ His son, 
Naram Sin, erected tfie famous stele which depicts him 
winning a victory over a pigtailed people in a wooded 
and mountainous country. He flourished about the 
beginning of Crete’s Early Minoan II Period, and, like his 
fcther, proclaimed himself « King of the Four Quarters”. 
It is possible that both these monarchs penetrated Syria 
and Palestine, They appear to have held sway over part 
of Elam and Sumeria. Towards the close of the Early 
Minoan II Period, Gudea was patesi of the Sumerian city 
of Lagash and traded with Syria, The power of Akkad 
appears to have been shattered by an invasion of the 
Gutium from the north. After these invaders were 
expelled, dynasties flourished in the Sumerian cities of 
Erech, Ur, and I sin. Thereafter the Amorlte migration 
culminated in the rise of the Hammurabi Dynasty at 
Babylon. 

Some authorities believe that the Herakleopolitc Kings 
of Egypt of the Ninth and Tenth Dynasties were descen¬ 
dants of foreign conquerors who entered through the 
eastern Delta and destroyed the mummies of the great 
Pyramid Kings of the Fourth and Fifth Dynasties. This 
is possible, but the evidence is of so slight a character that 
any conclusions drawn from it cannot be regarded as 
definite. 

When we reach Crete’s Middle Minoan Period 
(2200-2100 D,c.) a new Age begins to dawn over the 
ancient world. The Theban Kings of the Eleventh Dy¬ 
nasty establish their sway over the whole of Egypt. In 
Baby'lonia the Sumerian power suffers decline, and two 
sets of Ins-aders, the Amorites in the north and the 
Elamites In the south, wage a determined struggle for 

* lu thii tn<ljrMI two Scniiilc eulcn, Shimtkia ud tl»e Imct SJurna-ShinL were 
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suprcmaqr. This is roughly the Age of Abrahim, whose 
migration from Sumerla northward through Mesopotamia 
into Palestine appears to have been one of the results of 
the ethnic disturbances waged in his native land. 

Troy has lallen, and invaders from Thrace have pene¬ 
trated eastward through Anatolia to constitute an clement 
in the MuskLPhrygian blend. The Hittites are powerful 
in Cappadocia, and are extending their sway into northern 
Syria. 

Of special interest is the Biblical reference to the battle 
of four kings against Sve. 

“And it came to pass in the days of Amraphel King of Shinar, 
AriocJi King of Ellasar, Chedorbomer King of Elam, and Tidal 
King of Nations; that these made war with Hera King of Sodom, 
and with Birsha King of Gomorrah, Shinab King of Admah, and 
Shcmebcr King of Zeboiim, and the King of Bela, which is Zoar,"* 

Amraphel is believed to be Hammurabi of Sumer 
(Shinar), Arioch of Larsa (Ellasar) a Sumerian dty king 
who was a son of the Elamite monarch, and Tidal a 
Hittite ruler. This confederacy may have been formed 
against common enemies in the Western Land (Syria and 
Palestine) in the interests of trade. It could not have 
been of long endurance. After twelve years of subjection 
the western tribes rebelled,* and the four allies again 
“smote them”. Thereafter Hammurabi threw off his 
allegiance to Elam and extended his sway over the greater 
part of Babylonia and Assyna, while he also included the 
Western Land in his sphere of influence. About the 
same period (2000 B.c.) the Twelfth Dynasty was estab¬ 
lished in Egypt, its first great king being Amencmhet 1. 

During the Middle Minoan I Period, which is roughly 
contemporaiy with the Eleventh Dynasty- of Egypt, the 

M 
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earlier palaces of Knossos and Phaescos were erected. It 
Is probable that the^ were occupied by independent rulers 
who occasionally came into conflict like the l^bylonian city 
kings. Each may have had his sphere of iniluerice on the 
island. At any rate it seems certain that such great build¬ 
ings represented centralized power which drew into the 
service of the monarchs large masses of the population. 

Both palaces were destroyed at a later period, but as 
they did not fall sitnultaneously they do not seem to have 
been attacked by a common enemy from across the sea. 
The fact that the first Phtestos palace endured longest 
suggests that its monarch was the conqueror of Knossos 
and the destroyer of the first palace there. 

The fall of Knossos occurred in the Middle Minoan II 
Period (r, 1100-1900 B-C.)- Evidences have been forth¬ 
coming both at Knossos and Phatstos of disturbances in 
the early part of this period. .At its close the first 
Knossian palace was destroyed. The later palace must 
have been rebuilt soon afterwards, for portlona of the 
earlier walls were utilized. Probably the stricken State 
made a speedy recovery. It may have, indeed, over¬ 
thrown its rival in turn. When the first palace of Phsestoa 
fell, its destruction was so complete that it lay in ruins 
for about a century. The second palace was not erected 
until the Late Minoan I Period, which began about 
1700 B.C. No portion of the earlier buildings were then 
made use of. The whole site was completely levelled and 
covered with cement over the Middle Minoan remains, 
which were happily preserved in this way among its ruins. 
It is possible that this second Phsstian palace wis erected 
by the ruler of Knossos. According to Strabo, Phazstos 
was a colony of the northern State. 

Before the first palaces were erected at Knossos and 
Phaestos, small towns flourished in eastern Crete. One 
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of these^as has been indicated, was situated near the Island 
of Mochlos, where the tomb treasures give indications of 
commercial and industrial prosperity during the Early 
Minoan Age. Vasiiiki was also, without doubt, an im- 
portant trading and governing centre. Petras, on the 
shore of Sitia Bay, may have been the stronghold of one 
of the petty States then in existence. 

When the first palaces of Knossos and Phccstos were 
erected the Cretans were trading with the Twelfth Dynasty 
merchants of Egypt. The spiral design had become 
popular among Nilotic seal engravers, who combined it 
with the lily flower, and the Cretan potters imitated them. 
Middle Minoan vases from Phaestos are decorated with 
the Egyptian lily spiral, which in one case is utilized in 
quite a new way. The papyrus designs were also taken 
over by the Cretan artists, and used with characteristic 
freedom. So greatly admired were the Kamares vases of 
Crete's Middle Minoan Period that they were freely 
purchased in Egypt. Professor Flinders Petrie found 
fragments of them in a tomb at Kahun of the Twelfth 
Dynasty, while a Cretan vessel was found by Professor 
Garstang in a grave of similar date at Abydos. 

It was during the Twelfth Dynasty that the great 
Egyptian Labyrinth was erected. Its builder was Pharaoh 
Amcnemhet III. According to Herodotus it had twelve 
covered courts and three thousand apartments, half of 
which were underground. “No stranger", says Strabo, 

could find his way in or out of this building without a 
guide". It Is possible that the Egyptian Labyrinth was 
an imitation of the mazy palaces of Crete. 

Probably it was owing to its dose commercial connec¬ 
tions with Crete that Egypt received during the Twdfth 
Dynasty such liberal supplies of tin that bronze was freely 
manufactured. 
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Towards the close of Crete’s Middle Minoan II Penod 
the Twelfth Egyptian Dynasty came to an end, and the 
Sebek-Ra rulers of the Thirteenth Dynasty established 
their sway, which became centralized in Upper Egypt. 
Foreign settlers were increasing in number in the Delta 
region. In Asia great ethnic disturbances, due to wide¬ 
spread migrations, were in progress. The Hitdtes had 
grown powerful and were known both in Egj-pt and Baby¬ 
lonia. Assyria was overrun by a non-Semitic people who 
ultimately established a military aristocracy in northern 
Mesopotamia and brought into existence the Kingdom of 
Mitannl. In time the Hammurabi Dynasty of Babylon 
was overthrown by Hittite raiders, who were followed by 
the Kassites. 

It is possible that the fall of Knossos may have not 
been unconnected with the social and racial changes due 
to the settlement on the island of roving bands of pastoral 
fighting-folks. These may have been employed as mer¬ 
cenaries by rival Cretan kings. A memory of the ancient 
island conflicts appears to survive in the following refer¬ 
ence by Herodotus to the Lycians; "The Lycians”, he 
wrote, “are in good truth anciently from Crete, which 
island, in former days, was wholly peopled by barbarians.^ 
A quarrel arising there between the two sons of Europa, 
Sarpedon and Minos, as to which of them should be king, 
Minos, whose party prevailed, drove Sarpedon and his 
followers into banishment. The exiles sailed to Asia, and 
landed on the Milyan territory, Milps was the ancient 
name of the country now inhabited by the Lyciansj the 
Milyae of the present day were, in those times, called 
Solymi. So long as Sarpedon reigned, his followers kept 
the name which they brought with them from Crete, and 
were called TermilE, os the Lycians still are by those who 
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live in their neighbcuirhood. , - . Their ciistoms ^re partly 
Cretan, partly Carjan."" Herodotus also noted that the 
Lydans took the mother's and not the father’s name”— 
an interesting and perhaps significant fact when we con¬ 
sider the prominent part taken in social life by the Cretan 

women. 
That the destruction of Knos^5 was due to internal 

revolt, which may or may not have received outside aid, is 
highly probable. It was rebuilt at the beginning of the 
Middle Minoan HI Period, but before its rulers had 
attained to the fiill height of their power a long era of 
prosperity was in store for the smaller towns, Gournla, 
Zakro, Psyra* and Paiaikastro began to be important 
trading centres before 1700 bx., and ere the second palace 
of Phsestos was erected. It was after the Knosslan palace 
was remodelled that these towns were destroyed. 

Ere the Middle Minoan III Period had drawn to a 
close the Hyksos invaders had overrun Egypt, and the 
Himtes, Mitannians, and Kassitra were in ascendancy in 
Mesopotamia and Anatolia. Commercial relations between 
Crete and Egypt were no doubt hampered for a time, but 
they appear to have been resumed again. Perhaps the 
island kingdom received refugees from the Delta region. 
These may have introduced the art of writing on papyrus 
with i pen, which came into practice before the banning 
of the Late Minoan 1 Period. 

The Late Minoan 1 Period endured for about two 
centuries (c- 1700-1 500 e.c,). Trade became exceedingly 
brisk, and Gournia, Paiaikastro, and eastern towns reached 
their highest development. The fact that Zakro became 
important suggests intimate relations with E^ypt. Sir 
Arthur Evans has discovered at Knossos an alabastron 
lid bearing the personal name of one of die late Hyksos 

A r, I7J. 
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Pharaohs, Khian, whose throne name^ Seuserenra, appears 
on a figure of a lion found at Baghdad. A seal im¬ 
pression foitnd by the same excavator In the royal villa 
near the palace bdongs to the early part of Late Minoan 1, 
It is of special interest because the subject is a horse which 
has been carried overseas In a one-masted vessel. This 
animal was introduced into Babylonia by the Kassites, and 
was called “ the ass of the east The Mitannians, who 
were probably allies of the Rassites, had horses and chariots, 
and the horse appeared in Egypt during the Hyksos era. 
Perhaps the successful invasion of the Hyksos was due to 
the use of cavalry. 

Sir Arthur Evans is of opinion that his Knossian seal 
impression is a record of the Introduction Into Crete of 
the thoroughbred horse. Mr. and Mrs. Hawes state, 
however, that they possess an Early Minoan seal stone 
on which a horse figures. This feet is Interesting. It 
may not indicate that the horse was a domesticated animal, 
although it may have been a sacred one. The Demeter 
of Phigalia, as has been stated, was horse-headed. In the 
Paleolithic Age there were wild horses in Europe, and in 
one of the cave-pictures of the Aurignacian Period a man 
is shown beside small horses with a stave on his shoulder, 
suggesting that he is herding them. At this remote period 
the animal was freely eaten. There is no evidence that 
the horse was used in warfare much earlier than the Kas- 
sitc Period in Babylonia, and it was certainly quite un¬ 
known in Egypt before the Hyksos Age. 

Cretan culture extended during the Late Mtnoan I 
times through the Cycladic islands. At Phylakopi, in 
Melos, a second city came Into existence round its obsidian 
“factory". Cretan products were freely imported and 
Cretan script was in use. In one of its buildings, which 
may have been the palace, was found a well-preserved 
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fresco showing flying fish skimming over transparent 
waters in which lie shells, sponges, and rocks. It was 
undoubtedly the work of a Cretan artist. In all proba' 
bllity there was a Minoan colony at PhylakopL 

But Cretan influence was not confined to the islands. 
Both MycenEC and Tiryna on the Grecian mainland were 
stimulated by it as early as the Middle Minoan 111 Period. 
The contents of the shaft graves of Mycenae, which 
Schliemann assigned to the Homeric Age, are of Late 
Minoan I antiquity (f. 1500 B.c.), as are also boar-hunt 
frescoes recently found at Tiryns, which are distinctively 
Cretan, and the famous Vaphio cups with the bull-snaring 
scenes. The Peloponnesian colonies of Crete appear to 
have been established in the Middle Minoan 111 Period 
(f, 1800-1700 a.c,). In Boeotia there were settlements 
in Late Minoan I times, if not earlier, and tombs have 
yielded Cretan, and imitadons of Cretan products, which 
confirm the traditions of the source of early Grecian 
culture, the religious mysteries, and so forth. With 
Cretan modes of life came Cretan modes of thought to a 
people who were not much advanced from the Neolithic 
stage of culture. It Is probable that the Islanders formed a 
military aristocracy from which sprung the kings who ruled 
the various impornnt city States in pre-Homeric times. 

PausaiiUs^ tells us that the lion gate of Mycens and 
the walls of Tiryns were the work of the Cyclopes who 
laboured for Proctus. He writes, too, with conviction of 
the men in ancient days who were guests at the tables 
of the gods in consequence of their righteousness and 
piety”, and adds that “those who were good clearly met 
with honour from the gods, and similarly those who were 
wicked, with wrath. The gods in those days were some¬ 
times mortals who are sdU worshipped, like ArisD^us, and 
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Britomartis of Crete, and Hercules, the son of Alcmena, 
and Amphiarus, the son of CEcles, and beside them Castor 
and Pollux."^ So were the indents who believed In 
giants and gods identihed with them. 

During the last centmy of the Late Minoan I Period 
the Hyksos were overthrown in Egypt, and the Theban 
Eighteenth Dynasty was established. The Cretans were 
known then in the Nile valley as the Keftiu, and charac¬ 
teristic wasp-waisted figures carrying Minoan vases were 
depicted In the tombs. It was during this period that the 
later Phxstian palace was erected. 

The Late Minoan 11 Period, also known as the 
“ Palace ” Period, began towards the dose of the reign of 
Pharaoh Thothmes I, the fiither of Queen Hatshepsut. 
It lasted for about half a century, from f. t^OO till 
1+50 B.C. One by one the coast towns perished, the latest 
to survive being Palaikastro, which some identify as the 
ancient city port of Heleia. Some think that Palaikastro 
existed as late as the Late Minoan 111 Period, and was 
ruled by an independent prince. 

It is uncertain whether the towns were plundered by 
piratical bands from the Cyclades and the Greek mainland, 
or were wiped out by the central Cretan power which was 
established at Knossos. The later Knossian palace was 
remodelled during Late Minoan II times, and did not 
therefore suffer from the depredations of Invaders. It 
would seem that we now reach the age of the legendary 
Minos who struck down all rivals and became supreme 
ruler in Crete, “The first person known to us in history 
as having established a navy”, writes Thucydides, “is 
Minos. He made himself master of what is now called 
the Hellenic Sea, and ruled over the Cydades, Into most 
of which he sent his first colonies, expelling the Carlans 

1 Vilt. i. 
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and appointing his own sons governors; and thus did his 
best to put down piracy in those waters, a necessary step 
to secure the revenues for his own use. For in early 
times the Hellenes and the barbarians of the coast and 
islands, as communication by sea became more common, 
were tempted to turn pirates, under the conduct of their 
most powerful men; the motives being to serve their 
own cupidity and to support the needy. They would 
fiUi upon a town unprotected by walls, and consisting of a 
mere collection of villages, and would plunder it; indeed, 
this came to be the main source of their livelihood, no 
disgrace being yet attached to such an achievement, but 
even some glory. An Illustration of this is furnished by 
the honour with which some of the inhabitants of the 
continent still regard a successful marauder, and by the 
question we find the old poets everywhere representing 
the people as asking the voyagers—Arc they pirates?’ 
—as if those who are asked the question would have no 
idea of disclaiming the imputation, or their interrogators 
of reproaching them for it. The same rapine prevailed 
also by land."* 

The Empire of Minos appears to have embraced part 
of the Greek mainland. Athens was compelled to send 
its annual tribute of youths and maidens to Knossos, 
and Tiryns, Mycen®, Lakonia, Pylos, and Orchcemenos 
became important centres of .£gean culture. The tradi¬ 
tion that the Cyclopes who erected the walls of Tiryns 
came from Lycia may be due to the tendency to fore¬ 
shorten historical events. It is possible, however, that 
Minoan traders had already settled on the Anatolian coast 
and maintained commercial relations with the Peloponncse 

and Crete. 
Thothmes 111 of Egypt, the great conqueror, flourished 

* HuloFj vfiJk 4» S (Itickiid Crmwltf"* triailiCws). 
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during the later part of the Late Minoaa II Period. In 
the hymn addressed to him as &om the god Arnonj the 
priestly poet declares: 

I hai'c cone giving thee to smite the western land, 
KcTtyew (Crete) and C}'priis are in terror.’ 

The activities of Thothmes did not extend to Crete, 
but there can be little doubt that hb operations exercised 
a marked influence on the trade of the island kingdom. 
Probably it prospered greatly under the settled conditions 
which he brought about, as it had evidently prospered 
after the expulsion of the Hyksos from Egypt. A brisk 
demand for Cretan imports in the Nile v^ey may well 
have been one of the causes of the commercial boom 
which is suggested by the increasing wealth of Knossos 
during the Late Minoan II Period. 

The great Egyptian wars, however, were bound in 
time to affect Crete in another direction. The expulsion 
of the Hyksos brought about a pressure of peoples in 
Syria, Anatolia, and south-eastern Europe, which was to 
test the stability of existing States. Semitic hordes poured 
towards Babylonia and hampered trade; at the same time 
they reinforced the growing power of Assyria, The 
Mitatinian area of control was being circumscribed and 
Hittitc prestige seriously affected in Cappadocia. Ere the 
Hittltes were able to profit by the weakening of the Syrians 
and Mitanntans, against whom Thothmes III was battling 
constantly, they must have been forced to direct their ex¬ 
pansion westward. The plain of Troy was probably at 
this period the scene of many conflicts. In the Danubian 
area there appears to have been much ethnic friction. 
Invasions from Anatolia and the constant pressure exer¬ 
cised by northern tribes directed a steady stream of pas- 
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toral 6ghdng-folks soutKword through the Balkans and 
into the northern States of Greece, The mainland capitals, 
including MyoeriE and Tiryns, which had become centres 
of ^gcan culture and trade, must have offered strong 
temptations to the hardy mountaineers of Thessaly, whence 
the Achseans are supposed to have come. Probably the 
migrations of the pastoralists were propelled by migrations 
from the north. The ultimate result of these migratory 
“folk-waves", which increased in volume as time went 
on, was the destruction not only of the Mmoan Empire, 
but the complete overthrow of Knossian power in Crete 
itself. The Palace Period was the Golden Age of Cretan 
culture, which suffered steady decline after 1450 b.c. 

It was probably during this half-century of Mtnoan 
ascendancy chat Crete’s overseas commerce assumed its 
greatest dimensions. The organized navy ensured the 
safe passage In the JEgean Sea of ships which tapped the 
Danube valley trade, and penetrating the Dardanelles got 

into touch with caravans from the east. It also helped 
to foster trade with western ports. The Rhone valley 
route running to Marseilles appears to have been, as has 
been Indicated, one of the sources from which British 
tin was received. 

At what period this traffic had origin is at present 
wrapped in obscurity. It seems probable, however, that 
it was carried on as early as 1500 B.c. One of the reasons 
for this belief is the discovery of Egyptian relics in 
soutbem England. Among the relics taken from Bronze 
Age graves arc numerous Egyptian beads of blue-glazed 
frience. “They are beads, moreover, which", writes Prtr- 
fessor Sayce, “^long to one particular period in Egyptian 
history, the latter part of the age of the Eighteenth Dy¬ 
nasty and the earlier of that of the Nineteenth Dynasty_ 
There is a large number of them In the Devizes Museum, 
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as the)* are met with plentifully in the Early Bronze Age 
tumuli of Wiltshire in association with amber beads and 
barrel-shaped beads of jet and lignite. Three of them 
come from Stonehenge itself. Similar beads of ‘ivory’ 
hive been found in a Bronze Age cist near Warminster; 
if the material is really ivory it must have been derived 
fiom the East. The cylindrical faience beads, it may be 
added, have been discovered in Dorsetshire as well as 
W’lltshlre.” Mr. H. R. Hall, dealing with the same 
Egyptian relics, says: " My own interest in the matter 
is due to the fact that in the coarse of the eitca^tions 
of the [Egyptian] Fund at Deir el Bahari, we discovered 
thousands of blue glaze beads of the exact particular type 
(already well known from other Egyptian diggings) of 
these found In Britain. Ours are, in all probabyity, 
mostly of the time of Hatshepsut, and so date to about 
1500 B.c.”^ Similar beads have also been discovered in 
Crete and Western Europe. The British finds help to 
fix the age of Stonehenge, the inner circle of which, 
according to Professor Boyd Dawkins, is formed of stones 
taken from Brittany, 

By whom were these Egyptian beads carried to Britain 
between 1500 b.c, and 1400 B.c.? Certainly not the Phoe¬ 
nicians. The sea-traders of the Mediterranean were at 
the time the Cretans. Whether or not their merchants 
visited England we have no means of knowing. It is 
possible that they did. It is also possible, and even highly 
probable, that during the early Bronze Age In England, 
which may have been of greater antiquity than has hitherto 
been supposed, there existed a comparatively high degree 
of civilization, and communities of traders. 

According to Diodorus Siculus, tin was carried in 
wagons by the people of Belerium (Land’s End) to the 

^ TAm i}/ AreAMtltgf 1 4Ji Pf- 16^j V- 
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Island of which could be reached at low tide. The 
tin was purchased on Ictis b]? traders and then shipped to 
Gaul, being afterwards conveyed overland to the mouth 
of the Rhone on pack-horses. Ships crossed the English 
Channel as early as Neolithic times^ when the earliest 
settlers of the Mediterranean race migrated from Gaul. 
The Veneti of Brittany in Casar's time had a navy, as 
well as trading-vessels, like the ancient Cretans. In the 
early Bronze .^e amber was imported into England from 
the mouth of the Elbe, so that a connection was established 
between our shores and the Danubian trade route. Gold 
was carried from Ireland and Wales and Scotland to 
Scandinavia. It may have been due to the racial migra¬ 
tions which followed the expulsion of the Hyksos from 
Egypt that the men of the round barrows” invaded 
these islands in the early British Bronze Age, Probably 
they followed In the tracks of the traders up the valleys 
of the Danube and the Elbe as well as from the Alpine 
districts towards Brittany. It need arouse no surprise 
that the effects of the distant Egyptian wars should have 
been felt in Europe. The building of the Chinese wall, 
which directed westward the drift of Asiatic nomads, was 
the indirect cause of the laJI of Rome. 

Crete’s Late Mtnoan II Period of splendour and com¬ 
mercial prosperity was brought to an abrupt close by the 
sack of Knossos. This disaster must have fallen like “a 
bolt from the blue”. It was evidendy as unexpected as 
it was complete. Workmen were engaged in renovating 
the stately dwelling, new frescoes were being painted, and 
builders were erecting a new wing, when the invaders 

^ One ii thjt I^u £1 th^ lilt orWiilati h| chu 
ptrltiii the iilind wai nof <nlit¥ly fram the Tbjc iLLe oT Thuct lu* 
jIw been JderttrEHl ai I-rtii. Aaothcr H tb-it tht rcfcmice i« to SU MklutP* 

M^ud-C oa the uuEh. ooiiE o# whjdb u WECh inAiiiluad it law 
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swept inland from the seashore, put to the sword soldier 
and artisan, and probably women and children, then 
plundered the palace and set it on fire. Phsestos palace 
and the villa of Aghia Triadha shared similar fates. 

It may be that the invaders attacked Crete when its 
army and navy were engaged elsewhere. The tradition 
recorded by Herodotus, which is of special interest In this 
connection, sets forth that Minos went to Sicily in search 
of Da;dalus, the great architect, and there was murdered. 
An expedition followed to avenge bis death, and besieged 
Camicus for five years. Their efforts were, however, 
unsuccessful. On their way home their vessels were 
wrecked on the south coast of Italy, where they founded 
the town of Hyria. Thereafter, the Frisians informed 
Herodotus, “men of various nations fiocked to Crete, 
which was stripped of its inhabitants'',^ Memories of 
Minoan colonies may have mingled with this tradition. 
One of the several cities called Minoa was situated in 
Sicily. 

It is generally believed that the destroyers of Knossos 
were not Achreans alone, but the mixed peoples on the 
Greek coast who had come under the Influence of Mlnoan 
civilization. Thucydides says that after Minos had formed 
his navy, and communication by sea became easier, “ the 
coast populations began to ^pply themselves more closely 
to the acquisition of wealth, and their life became more 
settled; some even began to build themselves walls on the 
strength of their newly acquired riches ”, These Cretan- 
ized mainlanders were subjected to the constant pressure 
of the northern tribes. ”The country called Hellas*', 
wrote Thucydides, **had in ancient times no settled popu¬ 
lation; on the contrary, migrations were of frequent 
occurrctice, the several tribes readily abandoning their 

^ Vtlj IJQf t^J. 
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homes under pressure of superior numbers. » * • The 
goodness of the land favoured the aggrandizement of 
particu-Ur individualsj and thus creat^ faetiotij which 
proved a fertile source of rutn. It also invited invasion* * 
It is possible, as some have tirged, that Minos himself 
was a conqueror of Crete, and was supported by Pciasglans 
^id Achaans who liad acquired the dements of Minoan 

.'culture on the mainland. 
The Late Minoan 111 Period begins with a partial 

revival of Minoan civilization. A portion of the Knossian 
palace was reoccupied* and new houses were erected at 
Gournia and Paiaikastro beside the ruins of those which 
were destroyed in the early Palace Pjtriod. Trading 
relations with Egypt were resumed, and hundreds of 
Cretan vases of Bilgelkannen type were imported into the 
Nile valley. These and others were imitated in laience 
and alabaster by Egyptian artisans. But Cretan culture 
was on the down grade. The island artisans of the Late 
Minoan III Peri^ were imitators of their predecessors, 
and sometimes slovenly imitators; they invented nothing 
new. It was an age of decadence, and transition. Ulti¬ 
mately Knossos and the small towns were entirely deserted, 
and the people retreated to the inner mountain valleys 
and plateaux. The Cretans ceased to be known in Egypt 
as the Keftiu during the reign of Amenhotep III, the 
father of Akhenaton.* The founders of Prscsos, who 
claimed to be the "true Cretans", were no doubt de¬ 
scendants of the old Minoan peoples and the Achseo- 
Pelasgian elements from the Continent. 

But although Late Minoan III culture perished by 
slow degrees in Crete, it flourished in Cyprus. Apparently 
large numbers of Cretans and Cretan colonists from the 
mainland settled on that island and achieved a political 

^ Tiu If t- ^ i j 7 g iXt 
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ascendancy^ over the natives. Others settled on Rhodes. 
About the same time the Mincan cojpnks in Lyda and, 
Carla were strongly reinforced, and for a period, tf Greek 
tradition is to be relied upon, the Carians monopolized 
the sea trade of the jEgean. It is believed that large 
numbers of Ci^tans also fled to Phoenicia and stimulated 
maritime enterprise in that quarter. 'Hn the Homeric 
poems ”, says Professor Myres, “ more visits are paid by 
western seafarers to Phoenicia and Si don than ‘Phcenician’ 
merchants pay to the west. , . . The wide Phoenician trade 
of historic times had dearly begun to grow as die Minoan 
sea-power fiiilcd,”^ 

About a century after the fall of Knossos, Mycena*, 
Tirjrns, and other mainland towns had reached the height 
of their prosperity. It is possible that they owed their 
supremacy to Hittite influence. At any rate, persistent 
Greek trends associate their rulers with Anatolia. The 
walls of Tiryns were reputed to have been built by Cy- 
dopes from Lyda, and Pelops, who gave his name to the 
Peloponnesus, was reputed to have come from Asia Minor. 
‘*The account given by those Peloponnesians”, says Tbucy- 
didcs, who have been the recipients of the most creditable 
traditions is this. First of all Pelops, arriving among a 
needy population from Asia with vast wealth, acquired 
such power that, stranger though he was, the country was 
called after him; and this power fortune saw fit materially 
to increase in the bands of his descendants.”® The com¬ 
plicated family history of Pclopidae and Atrid^ is of special 
interest in this connection. At reus, son of Pelops, married 
his son Plisthenes to Aerope, granddaughter of King Minos 
of Crete. Her father had given her and her sister to the 
King of Eubcea, because it had been foretold he would die 
by the hand of one of his children. The sons of Aerope 

»T*» Aitut Vf. *rs- * F±ltfn*tut9 tt'ar, f, 6-9. 
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were Agamemnon and Menetaus. Afterwards Atreus 
married Aerope, hU daughter-in-law, and brought up her 
sons, who were consequently called the Atridx, But this 
hckle lady deserted Atreus and became the wife of his 
brother Thyestes. Then Atreus took to wife Pelopea, 
whose descendants were called the Pelopidx. He was 
not aware that this lady was his brother's d^ghter. 
Many crimes and calamities arc associated with the tra¬ 
ditions of these princes and princesses,' The chief interest 
they have for us here is the wonderful relation the tradi¬ 
tions regarding them bear to the history of the period. 
A Mlnoan king of Crete is to be slain by his own kin 
from the mainland, and invaders from Anatolia inter¬ 
marry with Cretan stock In the Peloponnesus, This 
appears to be as good history as the reference in Ezekiel 
to the ethnics of Jerusalem: “Thy birth and thy nativity 
is of the land of Canaan; thy father was an Araorite, and 
thy mother an Hittite’V Myceni's mother was a Cretan 
and his father an Anatolian, perhaps of Indo-European 
speech like the military aristocracy of the Mitannian State, 
which appears to have for a period achieved political 
ascendancy over the Httrites. 

In this connection special Interest attaches to our own 
legends about the invading giants who gave their names 
to Alban (Albion) and Erin. It seems prol^ble that 
these giants symbolized the folks who overran Great 
Britain and Ireland in the early Bronze Age. ** Alban " 
(genitive of ** Alba ") or ** Albion ” and " Alps ” are de¬ 
rived from a common root, signifying “white”. Were 
the invaders of ancient Britain “ Whltclandcrs", i.e. an 
Alpine folk? 

The Mycenaean period of Greek civilization was re¬ 
membered as that of the third or Bronze Race of Hesiod. 

tCMBl 
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'*Their gear was of bronze, they had bronze houses; they 
tilled the soil with bronze; black iron there was none." 
Nestor, in the liiad^ refers to the Bronze Age folk as the 
heroes of an earlier generation who were greater than 
Agamemnon and his host, 

r lived with men, and they despbed me not, 
Abler in counsel, greater than yourselves. 
Such men I never sw, and nc*er shall see, 
As Pirithows and Dryas, wise and brave, 
Cocneus, Exadius, god-1 ike Polypheme, 
And Theseus, .^geus’ more than mortal son. 
The mightiest they among the sons of men. . , 

Another dement which entered into the ethnic fusion 
in Mycentean Greece was the Danubian. The influence 
of Danubian culture extended as lar south as Thessaly, 
where the Achseans were predominant. These Achtran 
pastorallsts were drlifiung southward into the Peloponnesus 
as early as the Late Minoan I Period, and some of them 
may have reached Crete. But their greatest migration 
appears to have occurred at the close of the Pelopid 
Dynasty, and it is probable that they were the late con¬ 
querors of Mycen® and Tiryns, After holding sway in 

^ the Peloponnesus for a period of uncertain duration, they 
were overthrown in turn by the Dorians. 

About the time that the legendary Pelops secured the 
ascendancy of his stock on the Greek mainland, Crete was 
in a state of decay. In Egypt the brilliant reign of 
Amenhotep III marked the zenith of Egyptian power in 
the Nile valley and Syria. Mitanni, in northern Meso¬ 
potamia, which was ruled by kings with Indo-European 
names, was being thr^tened on one side by the growing 
power of Assyria, and on the other by that of the Hittites, 

it {Dttt/Ji tTAEuIitiaa), 
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After Akhenaton,^ the dreamer king, ascended the Egyp¬ 
tian throne and inaugurated his religious revolution, the 
kingdom of Mitanni was overthrown, and the Egyptian 
Empire In northern Syria went to pieces. The Hittites 
had leagued themselves with the AmoHtes, and were 
pressing southward, gaining control of the trade routes 
from Babylonia and Egypt. 

The eastward expansion of the Hittites was accom¬ 
panied by a shrinkage of their power in the west. Rein¬ 
forced by folk-waves from Thrace, the people of the 
Phrygian area then began to gather strength, and asserted 
themselves later as the Muski,^ the forerunners of the 
historic Phrygians, The sixth city of Troy also came into 
prominence. It was contemporary with, Mycetise and 
Tiryns, and like these cities owed its rise to the fusion of 
Danubian and .^gean cultures, the latter predominating. 

This was Homer's Troy, and so powerful did it 
become that when the Achsans entered into possession 
of the Peloponnesian centres of Mycemean culture they 
found that it constituted a serious menace to their ascen- 

As in Egypt, descent in Crete and its colonial settle¬ 
ments was by the female line. The Achcean chiefs there¬ 
fore followed the example of Atreus by marrying a royal 
princess, so as to secure the succession of their descendants 
to the thrones of the various States which they over¬ 
powered. Menclaus had married Helen, Queen of Sparta, 
and departed overseas on an expedition. During his ab¬ 
sence, Priam, King of Troy, abducted Helen, who became 
the wife of his son Paris. The Trojans were thus enabled 
to claim Sparta as part of their dominions. On his return, 
the Achsean monarch found it necessary to fit out a great 

* PrcitacDCnj la |l|/r OW Trtnmi«ne Uw/ rrrETTcd to U *||he 
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expedidpn and inaugurate the famoua siegeof Troy, sd as 
to recover the queen by whose right he held the Spartan 
throne. Such appears to be the historicaj germ of the 
Homenc narrative. 

The Greeks dated the period of the Trojan war as 
from 1194 till 1184 G.c. This appears to be an accurate 
calculation. A few years previously, io 1200 b.c., the 
second great sea raid on Egypt took place during the 
reign of Rameses III of the Twentieth Dynasty, Perhaps 
the absence of Menelaus was not unconnected with this 
adventure. 

The hrst sea raid occurred about a quarter of a century 
earlier, during the reign of Mernc-ptah, son of Rameses II. 
It was conducted in conjunction with the Hittites, and 
taken part in by the Shardana, who may have given their 
name to Sardinia; the Akhaivasha, usually identihed with 
the Achxans; the Shakalsha, who may have been Cretan- 
ized Sicilians; and the Tursha, perhaps the Turseni, who 
were represented in Etruria. The piratical peoples were 
probably remnants of the Cretans and their conquerors. 
They were defeated by Mcme-ptah, but some settled in 
Libya and became mercenaries in the Egyptian army. 

The second raid was of great dimensions. It included 
the Danautia, the Danaans, the Shakalsha, the Tursha, 
the Tikkarai, who may have come from Zakro in Crete, 
and the Pulesd, the Philistines. The sea force which 
sailed south by Cyprus was supported by land raiders 
from North Syria and Anatolia. Among the latter were 
the Philistines, who gave their name to Palestine, 
Rameses HI won victories on sea and land, being assisted 
by the raiders' kinsmen, the Shardana mercenaries. 

It is suggestive to find that the siege of Homer's Troy 
occurred a few years afterwards. The conquerors of pre- 
Myccnian Greece, having been foiled in their attempt to 
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overrun Eg}'pt, sought expansion eastward, and had hrst 
to strike down the Phrygian city which threatened their 
supremacy. 

Troy VI had been built about 1500 b.c., that is, about 
the beginning of Crete’s Late Mlnoan II or Palace Period. 
It was surrounded by great stone walls 16 feet thick and 
20 feet high, which were surmounted by first a brick and 
then a stone parapet, which added another 6 feet to them. 
The wails were Aanked by three great towers about 30 feet 
in height. As the stone-work has Egyptian characteristic^ 
it is possible that the builders were Imported from Egypt 
during the Eighteenth Dynastj'. There were at least 
three city gates, and these were all on the southern side. 
Wells were sunk to the water-bearing strata of the hill. 

When Troy VI was set on fire it did not suffer so 
greatly, being largely built of stone, as did the second 
city. The houses were, however, overthrown, and the 
upper portions of the walls demolished. Scarcely an 
object of any value survived the sack of the wealthy city. 
The ceramic remains are partly Mycensean, or Late 
Minoan Ill, and partly Trojan. 

After the fail of Troy the European elements In 
Anatolia were strengthened. Carlan and Lyclan pirates 
infested the seas. There were also settlements of .Egean 
stock in Cilicia, The Muski-Phrygians, pressing east¬ 
ward from central Anatolia, appear to have contributed to 
the overthrow of the tottering empire of the Hittltes. 
In Palestine the Philistines gradually extended their area 
of control, moving steadily southward, as the Empire of 
Egypt shrank by slow degrees. 

The Achffians of Greece met in time the same fate 
as their predecessors of the Late Mycenaean Period, the 
Pelopid Dynasty. About two generations after the Trojan 
war the Dorians, who had been gradually filtering south- 
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ward through Thessaly, gradually achieved ascendancy. 
In time, assisted by Illyrian allies, they overran the Felo- 
ponnese. The dispossessed Achaean aristGcracy and fol¬ 
lowers were forced into the land of the loniatis, which 
afterwards became known as Achaia. Dorians also found 
their way to Crete, which, like Rhodes, was eventually 
conquered. 

For generations Greece was devastated by inter-tribal 
wars, and lapsed into a condition of decline. Periodic 
migrations took place of its merchants and traders and 
artisans, and these settled In Crete, Sicily, Sardinia, and 
Italy, Many found refuge in Anatolia, where grew up 
Ionian Greece along the coastland of Lyda and Caria, 

"It was in JEgean Ionia", writes Mr. Hall, "that the 
torch of Greek civilization was kept alight, while the 
homeland was in a mediseval condition of comparative 
barbarism; Cyprus, too, helped though she was too far off 
for her purer Minoan culture to affect the .£gean peoples 
very greatly. It was in Ionia that the new Greek civili¬ 
zation arose: Ionia, in wbom the old .£gean blood and 
spirit most survived, taught the new Greece, gave her 
coined money and letters, art and poesy, and her shipmen, 
forcing the Pheeniclans from before them, carried her new 
culture to what were then deemed the ends of the earth.”* 

^ Tki Anium Hifi^ wi tit AVer £011; 
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— Ever^Eii legend of, i&j; Minos-Zeoi 
legeevdp 

— ** Fetish CTOM^ofp I4r. 
^ goat and Dtonj^ns iii„ 1:39, 

( — Bull tribe tu, 159L 

* — godd« CQ]t ^Uptemc in^ xartil 
I — posiiion of vnmen b+ xaxtii, 71, 

I 333^ 
goddess of, and aae aymboh 16 r. 

— godded nf, and Scotlirit CkETIcadip 

I 
— Doruns in, 336. 
— cariy aliens iik, 197, t9dL 
— early prcgresG in, 2m 
— early sellers in, 2x7. 
— early trade of^ 21^5:, 
— earth mother of^ 173 tt re^, 
— E^pt and, 19a 

— dimates and naturtll fetlLtres oT, 199 

— copper finds in, 2x9. 

— qn Capper Ago in, 219, ihx 
. — copper prohlem of, SUi 
! — Cro-&{agn0D gowm In, XJf, 30^ 49, 

163. 
— Cycladic islands 320, jai, 
— Cyprus and, u8 rf lif. 
— Detncltr and, iBo, *93^ 
— Bcmeler and Dba>'^tts 157, 
— axe lymbol in, 16a. 
— BaJlk artibef in, 249. 

— hoaing and bnU-bairtf^ b, 3®fi, 2S7, 
— tsronEe working in, 314, 225* 
— barial ctutonut in^ xlui^ xUv. 
— Earth Mother af, xHt, 

cave worship in, idz. 

— clftssicT.I tm^llDfls reganding,^ IJ5. 
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Crclc (lIam/. 

— Vaiiliki'* poiLcfy ind inule-, 264 es 
/fSJ* 

— AdiacAQ m^Fisicjn of^ J3S+ 

— uliquity qf dviUnlba flf, aviii, ^I5t, 
J91, 

— AhalolLul tjpcs [5a j^. 
-- Artemu [n^ ^ 

— AuiigEudaq AXtiit and, [63. 
— ihc ESnisLnixn mpicrief^ 1^7, 

— the MictcHwir* 
—the ind Rttssan 

bell". i63« 
— ihc sea raids ofi 109^ J la 
— iht qdrd, ^4^. 
— tin ffOUH England, 335, 334 

— Ud Imports (fom Uw East* 326. 
— pottay Ibki with the ^1, 234, 
— tin irad^ with Ejgypi^ 224. 
— trade wiLh Cycladic isUndSr 241. 

— Ph»tq« palfLCtr ^1 ^ 
— inJUTi Iraq, and mcHiotain wailhip^ 

307. 
— silver tad tm from Spain^ 247. 
— snake goddesi m Jaience, 1^9. l^Qw 
— female attiie in, 140, 14 r. 
— fUr sytsbdls, 141. 
— nave dwellers in* H J* Z44. 
^tbe &ull cliiip 1^. 
— the Bullon Seal 214^ 
— the D^edaltii legendp ii2^ iijp ir4^ 

Moebten tmatue, 2^ 

^ molher goddess and sop, ^02. 
— * * Hidden " deities of^ joj, 

^ Neolithic ihipfm^^ 199^ 
— no temples in Minnui timeft 137. 
— thdncs of+ 137 if 

— Palaw Penodj 332. 
— pMirs lamotia vcv^^ige^ 302- 

— harvester vue prowsloq, 287 it 
lif. 

— hotn symbob Hlkd l^lnr J39, 
310. 

“ in the 110; aSoL 

— ihc Zem-Europ^ regendp flg^ til. 
— Knossos dbcoTCFicSp * 17^ irS ft 

— life in liitle townSi 252 it jwy 

Crete {iffti.} 

linkf with Scolluid and England^ 

27K =7J> =74p 275. 
~ Minns as Judge ^ Dead, 111. 
— ibe ^finotaor legend, ii2» 113, 1x4^ 

zS8. 
— Zeus of as eegeutkm deity, 162. 
CrD-Msgnan maOp 17 55^ ifrt 

^ in AiLrignaciaD ^age^ aS ti r^. 
— — the Lost Atkntb tbewy, 103. 
-- ut efp 2S 
“ -“.Nenlldific did eatensliuteT 58. 
-surrimlofp 5J. 54, 146, 147. 

C^Magn^ii imcc, buriaj emtom^ of, 
xiiv. 

-cremation pmetised Ijy, vifT, 
-tram flC, dL 

Cm-Magnoa women, attire of, like 
Cretan, ffij (see Ffms& s/tiri}^ 

Cfonoa. iS3p 162, 173* 184* ^ 
Cross^ ilie Cretan. 141, 142. 
— the ktatleae, 141. 
CnlEuie gods, [56L 

Cjdadesp mTHdcm of C<ele from, 322 
Cydiidlc ulandB^ in Cielin Msiqiy^ 33a 
— “ Crete’s trade with* 217, 241. 
Cyclopean remiJni in Crcecc* 87 at 
Cypnu, 3d£. 
— sea raids OO Egypt. 334. 
^ Mae iymbot in* z6ol 

— copper fir?! worked 219, 222. 
^ Cretan induence in^ 217* 218; 329. 
— early 5CtE.lccunta in, 198L 

— Egypt and^ 324. 
— induence of, on GreMCp 33^^ 

Ihedaluii Aohilleab shield and* 12S. 
— lEgcnd of* ix3p 113. 

Dance; the religiauSp in Gonraia Crett^ 
26 3h 

— the rdigKTdXp the Fa^olilhici 2^3^ 

Eknubim aiitural areSr 242^ ^24- 
— — .4chmu from, 325, 
— — rfEgean infiyciwre in. 24^ 
-edniks cf^ 243. 
-KLfltLencc ofp in Giecoc, 332, 
— the SpiraJ pfoblem, 34& 
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Dftik Dtiiis {i« M^adt 
iS3. 

Dfcrk ZcDSt 151, ! 

DAwkilU, PlHJt BayA^ 33d, 

Dud, of^ Miiuot M£^ 11X, 155, 
1S4+ ifi5j Zciiio, 155; €biHi u, III 

Dciiih, god of, Z™ ai^ 153^ 155, 
Demetei-, 17303, 
— iLf com goddeu, 175, 

— u CrctUk mf]Lhi?r of Dionjmn, 157. 
— Ms and, J5&, 17S, 179^ igfiL 

— Kofe a form iSi, iSa. 
Kofe-Foscplinsne and, 178 r/ 

— Ptkstessei ofp and tnarragcs, t6& 
— Rhea and, 174. 
— ila&c circle lit« of, alir. 
— as soma of food supply^ 176. , 

— the acria-lacadsd, 
— Blacky YelloWp aod Oran, 6411 ^ 
— Cretan goddes mprlj ^ 

— Cretan prfelQ o4 2^3, 294- 
— foliiTal of, 176. 

— tb« Bkclc, Green* and VelioWp 179, 
iSi. 

— the mysteries of, 176, 177- 
— the Phtgalbn, alni, 795. 
— with marc’s bwd, j8o^ iSi^ 1 
DcmDus, Palxoliihic, 47 tf 4^, 

Dbcttean cavt, ah', 154, 395 rf 
— — wly findi iiT+ 116. 

— — Hogaith's wwk iri+ 117. 
— — ins^pcfon refcrtitig to, 3)00. 
DIodoeoi Siculus, Cr^ctan ongin of 

At, ijS, 17a. i?7, 291, 394, 295. 

— -on Eflg3aodt tin trade, 326, ' 

3S?. 
DionTsus^ i^son of Demeter, 157, 
— Oete and Thnelaii* 155, 
— Z«tt mild, 153, 155 if iif. 

— n^^Eeria of, and the Odria% ij6, 

177- 
— pig and g™t and^ i|g, 

— the hull and, 159. 

IMona, oracle of, t66, 1^7, 

tWlf Vatdcfi hats in audetit Cme, 
J73_ 

l^iphin frcaco, 128, r29r 

' — ibe, Dcmeler and, iSa 

Dotd^gne Valley, Pletilocenc man In* 
17 ri 

Ikifwni^ in Crcte, 2S0, 

— ibeir dEficendanti in Crete, 305, 
— oonquHtt c/, ij*, 3J3. 

D^rpTeM, Diu, an ercmAtioii, li; «x- 
caniioiis al Ttuy, 232 e/ uf. 

Dorc goddd«, the Ctctaa, 59, 167^ 

Doves, agot ^91. 
— ifl Crete, and Babyloata, 204, 

262. 

— Cretan goddess amlj 17^^ 

— Settilrnims and, iSS. 

— the Black, Itf^d of, ifi6+ 
Dragons, makes and* 174. 

Drainage ^Eemi at KnosvSf tjt^ 
-m Eftfcgrlcmia, ijj, 

Eagle, Babylonia and, i8S^ 
— sonl as, xML 

— » a godj aln|* Kiviii,. 307. 
** Eagle Lady", (be, 294. 
Eorih Balbef, the, 170, 171* 
^ god* Zeus 4^ 15a, 

Earth goddess, Derneleras, iSo, iSr. 
Earth Motbei, 6f, 173, tfii. 

^ — as “abe who tend* ttp gifts* 175. 
— ■— in Greek and Gaclk lore* 67* 

— ^ Black Lamb^' and **Elaet 
Boar** ftssodaled witb, 63. 

— — Europe and, 186, 1S7, 

— — Etenw wn of, 1S7. 
— — Sowers sacred lo^ 203. 
-her hIovs, 304. 
-Nelth as, J73, 174, 

--Peliu^gus as nn of, 137. 
— — iJocping god aikd, 302. 

-snakci and dngom and, 174. 
-snakea, doves^ dotphins, &c.| and, 

184. 
“ — the Cretan, aliv, alv, tgok 
— — ihe rndian, 177^ t jSr 
— — the and, 176, 
Earth *na^, 182. 

--— goddess as, ^7.. 
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Egypip 1 Unk with Efmn«, Jra. 
— Antiqihty at Osbioc cull, 164. 

— t M ro^k tiie of, ud Adintu le^ndi 
109. 

— sea. fwd* on+ t09i l Ki 
—^£ifoui«Dliigficii3tanl»%^ [^6*. 
~ sQluire of EIctuinidlL tD^crics, 177. 
— Isii-Dcmelcr Ibk, IJ^i 179. 

— J<ac[)h*i iilw cup* 240. 
^ Miius mad Ouiii, |] 
— mannlaiiu orimrucazid sunset* JOj- 
^ Ndth Md CretUk Gtett 159^ 

i6a 
— Ncoticlilc shippln^i 199, 

— OM Kingdottt kIauikia wi'ih CnctEi 
206, 

— OsirU mi ft cnllure god, 196^ 
— skj goddtiaA of, J73p 174 
— snkk# goddEss ofp 174, ]$8, 

— sGuince of tin nppJy of* 223, 224 
— iphEDta of. In C^Ei£, 294 

— ucftio|i]^DU5 figunnos In* JCi, 
— Stooc vmstm ci* 207. 
— inveotton of pott£/i wheel, 109. 
^ soTvi^'iI of uidcm race type iii> 147 

eJT 
— Oddftr GilgwncAhp and Hcim«, bIti. 
— Rm iii Cre5e, 293L 
— liiStrQin ftnd “ bqll rwef 40, 

^ nxn D(f luft und Oiiru, 142. 

— the ‘■bailon seal"; 214. 
— the hhak dove Icgcqd^ t6|k. 

— the **tm men " und ^‘iwAtnp men % 

?I4 
— naiilcA of Cietftii% Sc,, Uk, 3t4, 31^ 
— Falsolitbie emnuil-headed ddtio 

ftndr xexin. 
— FftlunjliLhic juid NodUlliic Aga Ibk 

S». 
— piMidba of* kldii, 191. 

— podtioa of womon tn, 353. 
— poiiefy Q$, nmJ OcCiJi, ftti, 

— pie-djuBStic bodia found iUp 147 rf 

— the jpimJ pfa^dccop 248, 

— wofid Apicc lymbcits* 305p jdSl 
— Axoon fts Zcni of, 152. 

— ftK symbol oTp JXI. 

— bukbooe chftrm mad aiitiqiiiiy of. 
kXfttL 

— Fftt^oEUiic oii^n at rrligibds eos- 
toffls, ftxjdL 

^ beads bom^ in Englandp 245p 325, 

— hft-UBual deilia inp 169, [ 7a 
— bronze finds 222. 22:J^ 

--- Greek godi uxL 39> 
— Hftmma god ht, xxviii, 171, 

— bobble skirts in^ 
— Hooicru: Twf mad, 333. 

hormr of ercmsilDn in, xbh xliili 

—IndneiKe of. m Cretan rcl^on, utxJr', 
ftksrr, rSLf. 1S3. 
intmnediftte in. 30- fti- 

Crete’t rcliipaut boitowing ftom, 163, 
1^4. 

— CrEie^s mde whb* 190* 195 tf sej.* 
205, 258 it rif., 36j *1 inf. 

ciEMched burials inp xxxix. 
— Cypfnsftnd, 19S, 
— datk pottery ofp 196. 
—early ftfiens in, 197. 

— fnnenuy twliefi itip usvid^ kxxift^ 
^ mouse enre in, xxiz. 

— ^[nnse god of, kxx. 
— mmt charm sn, 33- 
— naiurilly m Qinmih ed bodta io* mki^ 

— the OKMSK core in* xxjj- 
— NeelltliEc larntmen of, 144 
— obiidian m, 145. 

— airgEn of agrienUure m, 197, 
-- o«igin of mummllioatLan m^ xndx. 
— iron ktioWn mrly trip 223, 

— Knossoi pftbice period andp 127^ 
^ lions &s giardifttts mp 307, 
— magical images in, 

— hlalift^s modent link with* 250. 
— ^looo god of, ft bcftli^rp %%xL 

— ** mothea " cult iiip i63, 169. 
— chronology of Cmc nndp ro7* 192 r/ 

— coppetfirst iroekcd in, ijOp 219, 221^ 
— fftiOc blendii^ in^ i5Cft 
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— «w Enodu^of, 183, 
— ercatUiB Ebeo^ sio, a- 
—^ klojialic mnniyi i. 3 

— pi^ tmbqo in, i jS, 
■*— piltar wonihip 111+ 

— nliiioii^ q^K wiib Ktij’liuidj, *461* 
^— religion tiEvd mngic iop 

— sa£r«l 4Qwts of, J04. 
— »Tage gqddosci of, 63, 
— M raidfi on* ^34, 333 
“ BiiK u Oims, 153L 

— gwm ic&L lo Httdte*, 241 m. 
— bmirestiiig tn Osiriaji pundue, al, 

xlL 
— H^popotuniu goddess ih JOf, 
— homj 9IJ piibn'’^ joei, 
— lion Joftj aSj, 
— Isis as THOllKr of 157* 
— tbe Lost Atlantis legeiid and, 9S el 

S4f. 
— tho tistniiti oJ, in Crete* 2^7,^ 2&S. 
^ tomb oflciiiigi, In, 

Egyptian, biftoryH^, and Cretan blsEofy, 

313 S'-tty- 
England, Black Annii, a mvage; god^ 

dcsi^ 61 

—' lung Lem fia, 

— early ComLslt da tiade« 2*6, 243, 

3^. 3^. 
— m [« Agei; ti 

— St, FAnVi Ofi Flngan MK^t ^Mw 'JS* 
^ the spiiaJp 24^ 

— Caxfiitciides ulands and* 247* 
— care dwellert raf, 144, 

— Cretan fiicceretnonicaand^ 373, 174, 
— Detnetej and hags erf, iSa 
— Egyptian Iwads in, 243 323 32^, 
— liand lace Id, ji, 

— maypole cosJonii in, 66* 67* 
^ mrniic cnie in^ axia. Rest 

— standing Stoiici in^ Ic^ds erf* S8, 
— tribal giant of, jjt. 

Eolith*, Dtideworllip SnUa*. lad GeOde 
on, 24, 

Esquimani, Magdalemaha and, 1701 
Etoocrccan Uighlandip 36S rf 

EueocRTtaos, the, 267, 
— eapital of, 

— iegendi of, 
— tihnks ol, 27^, afio, 
Ktrasoms, tbOp 24% 

Euiipide*, 175. 
Etunpi tsco 
Eumpe, ijo, 193 
— fij funn of Iiti, 163 

earth mother and, tS6p iSj. 
— the Zens kgeikd rcgmdiiiigp 1JO^ 111. 
Evan*, I-ady, on Cretan female aiiire, 

t40v 141- 
■ En^mis, Sir ArthoTp Dktjrai] rclia^ 
-tarty Knosso* finds, 11% tt 
— --Egypt and Ci«e, 195 n ay, 
-ifwy model nf ship, asa 
— -- m grave of Zeo*, 154- 
-<m he«e m Crete, 310, 
— --on Minoan period*, 
-on htinoi legend, 167, iKS. 
-- oa Mochloa Lrcasliie, 

-Ml fal^bthic oflgln of pic- 

Eorkl s%av uaiip xxxiiL 
— — — on pillar wonhlp^ 30S, 
-purduue of Kltossas file by, 

116, tJ7- 

^ — make girdles^ 163 
— --tl!w Cretan bouse, ajj, 256, 
-the fetish CFOU ”, 14!, 
Evil eye ohumi, 273 

Faienec, Cretan^ art trlumpki In, ryg, 
Faijiefi aa she “motheia”* 167 
— KHili of dead oinong the* JOCxiiL 
Famell^ Di,, iSr, |g6. 

FiUe, Dcmetcr as goddess oC I7d^ 
Father, the Groat Oe*# Fa/hr}^ 
FemaJe attUOp the Cretanp 2f2; Fklzo^ 

Hthic and Cretan, ik, 35, 49^, 163. 

Finger muttUtion, in FaJjieolEthle and 
later sges^ jo r/ 

Fire ccreniDnie*, in Oete, 273 rf uf. 
-in Soodard and England, 173 

-in £>enietct Iq^cxiEC 178L 
-in liis legend, j 79^ 
Fuh, the Gdb HSp t73 
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FIic% LiKi^ ef, Zem 152. 

Folk tals, disinhatkifL of nrtlSicta uad^ 
ixmT. 

-- ar^jm of, ni* ndJ, 

--PiJcoliilik of oErijun, jtiL 
Fool J5, ^ 

France^ T^puim iziilEKace in, 114&. 
^ Ftlwlilhic AgQ in 

Fyfe, Mr.j cxothUoiu^ 

CsMr rj3. 

— Cretin coddcEs wmJ* 1741 175, 
— DemetfifiBd, 17J, 

— Demetcr, PorKphc^c, and Themis 
onshdotsof, iSl. 

— Neilh i&dp iSl. 
— Rh« and, 174^ 

— the Earth Mother^ 67p 173 
Garstin^, fiokacr^ on Hiltite id%ina, 

171- 

Ge* ihe Earth Mother, 67 (see 
Gelirr, the Greek, 173, 
GtologicaJ A^a (sw /rr 
Glints and gpd% 32a. 

— u b.th«s of ^Ddsp 170, 171. 

—eoantriei aJIcd ifter jji, 
— Pdaictis Legend, 1S7. 
Girdle, ibc magic; 163. 
Gludal Epochs (see Av 

Gladstone, W- E-p on prc^HcJIcmc dis^ 
cpveries, 87. 

Glasgow, Fiknlithic ia« iyp» 
rtEXEiL 

Goat, Dionvaui issociated tdth, I59, 
— goddes, 394. 

— the, Athene aodp 1S3, 
— Zeus and, i3B. 

Goats, 05 pUlar guardians, 307, 
— gods and* 299. 

Goddess, as wind deit7, 69, 

— Eabylonian and Egyptian deraotiSpdS- 
Elide, Yellow^t and Gmi DcmeteiSp 

^ ^5- 
—- Green Netth of Lihjpi, 65- 
— Paheojithie and AaEyruuip 4^ 

— Anatolian and Fklmolithle, 49^ 50. 
(euej 

Goddess 

— tttflge EngLUh Hl^k Aiints^ dl. 
— ^fxaikh with himmHp ^ 
— ^'^eirlh tiiake" aj, 6.7^ 

— lienee l^res of the Cretan, r 39, 
140. 

“ Bnakc and dorr, 59 ef 
— the Cretan and doilldc iiCp I, 
— tigly and beatLtilltd fbnBi of Indjkn, 

64^ 

— culls, vtixDxn and, S^avi ti itf . 
GoddcascspasN^sextal dciiiesv 170. 
— as destroyen and pEserrers, 165. 
— ai motfaen, iaitt«S| and wivc% 169, 
— belief In fpiiaie oi4gin of rife^ [£8 ^ 

s^. 

-Gaia, Dccneber, PeflCphone, and 
Thcmia, iSi, 

— in in Egypp Bibyloniip and 
Greece, 1691 

— on Cretin seojsp 594, 395, 

— Pali^lrthio and Bahyloqlatit 3a 
— the eagle Udy % 

— the Gotttnii ahHne group 3dl, 263. 
— the Cretan mountains *0^ 
— the goat andp 194. 

t^oda. In PaIzoUtIue Agc^ 47 gf 
CcHTtyaa, 39^ 

Gonnua, in Clrlaii tListery, 319 
— bnonre working neatp 2^4, 229, 
— ibe town of, meivatkm of, i^gfXff, 
Great Father, Ibcp 17a, 

-in GfecCCp Eii^s and AfUlolup 

l?t- 
,-bdieCt asiodaiod with, ilviL 

Gfeat Mptbet (see M^fJk d/r/A^ and 
AfafA^^ 

-u y^sexual deaty, 169^ 
-As canJi mothetp 6j^ 

-as efuib mother in OetCj alir, 
a1tf+ 

— — the Gonmui shrine, sSip 262, 
— — in Cydadic isbuids, 317. 

-- in FaLnoirthic and kier ^ca, 
iaali. 

-- animaJ fonnf ofi 183, 184^ 
-Bcmeteraa, 157, 175, 

se 
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-Aphrodiif 13+ 157^ 
-ED^lijih ULd SntiMi ukI, 

6i, tit ft 
^ ^ fierce and beturolGnt turns at, 

6^,65. 
-li&m wifc 5071^ 
-aa EDollber d detnam and ddlks, 

173. 
-- u »am of all idS ft 
^ — Gaia, Aud ticl: >0l&iKM7lL£, xSl. 
-goddess of Hith and death, iItL 

^-aoufce of food %\viL 

-’mCrette, JS7i 1^4+ i?*- 
— — Palaeolithic mod Babybnkn, JO, 
^ — the Cretan and Grtok goddesses, 

17J- 
-Ncili 1S| t^Or 
— — Neolithk worihippm of^ 59, 

— — Rhea « the Ctetant 157- 
-Isiiaa, 157, 
-son anrd, JM. 
-- wonhtp (d, widespread, 69, jOj 71. 
-Zeta mod, (53, 
Grc«:» Apollo mod the mim, 291. 
— etspqre of Miojost 33J- 
— fonna of Zeus, 

— HcTEoei, Odiii, alri. 
— hisUHiaiif and ttie Hetote 7| Mi 

tff* 
— Laffixa, ^*Qween of Libya 172, lyj, 

^ Fbcenicians mod aDdio^mc votihip, 

17^ 

— rise of Mycnae and Tirynst 330> 
^ the Eko^tan mystcfies, t76w 177. 

— the Lost AtkntU leeeaid* 98 ft ififh 
— the Tftjjao wafT 334, 
-- Worlds Ages iheoiTp ^ 7, 

— Zcoi u Great Ftther» t7K 
“ AehaEajis in, jjt 
— agricaltaral myths qf, |Sol 

— mxe ^mbol ioi i5a 

— y^imal deillei^ifi, (69. *70. 
— Haminc^ god in^ xxruir 

historians nf, and Minos^ 114- 

— inHueoce trf lonim on, 
— imsnderi of Cxete f™m, 32^. 

Greece (rm/.} 
— Jade Icire itip Z45. 

— magical hoago hii jS. 
— mntlker cnlts nip i&j ft iff^ 
— eraxaatlLm m1| aJL 
~ Cretan colockiei io, 3»l* 
— Crete's trade wUh, 205- 

— Dmnubiin inii^coce iot 33^ 
— dark age in, Jj6t 

— early seltlcm in* Jiy. 
— Earih hlolher nfp 67, 
— grids ot from Ej^l, 293. 
— ^l<H3Se God of^ me. 
— Mycdizan period in htiCofy nfp 331* 

J3^ 
— Neolithic gmves oik 146^ 

— orarlcs of* 1^* 
— odgin of mythology oC 166 ft iff. 

— Pelopid dynasty mt 330-3:* 
— Illoriaii HiTttsicrti of, 332, 
— reloponneuan legend of, yjp, 
— polar wntslup ini J09* 
— pie^HcllEnhc pUce-fianaei IR, ifit. 
— radftl fii«on in^ liih 
— Rome and legends of* t^ 
— sEfluix of cclttire ofp Uv. 
^ stone wonhip in, iS^ 

^ the Gdlo of, 173* 
— Tolcminn, aiacvL 
Greek mythologj, prodbtt nf a coltaicd 

a^j ^ fix. 
Gvtm Boor, €L 
Green l>emeterii [£l» 
Green goddes^em, fifk $5* 

Grimdildi mm, Mi sef^ 
-Bowman type of dcoUs, 27. 

Grole, his HeDimic vUwi* 73 ft tff- 

Hades, bdkfis residing, 291* 292. 
Hogs mi goddesses, 61 ft iff. 
Hallp H. R, on ACgean cmlirntmilp 
-on Crclmn-Egyptian sem tomtei 

214, 31S“ 
“— — on Egyptian hoais, 103, 196* 
^ ^ — on Neolithic ihippfng, 199^ 

-on loiiroe of agrioilture^ 2221- 
-on the ^rolp 24R 
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fod, aseiieiatcd with hill fetkip 

a[XvtL 

— — niigTllk»liofwoniirppei^Qf,33^ii, 
xxviiL 

— fioda, the Eigypluo^ Hiitltt, mod 
Grceki JJl* 

--2eiiap i5i 

H^cner niisddess of Scodmud^ 6S. 
Hmnd kwe, 31 4t 
Hmireiter vi«p 3S71 iSf, 2S9. 
Ihiwesp Mr. mod Mrt^ Cmlc mod Tur* 

kcflmiip £36p 

— -' — on D«tuk sea tTwl^ ai6p 
141 Jt. 

— — --OB Ctfto’a Copper pfobJ^EQ, 

Il9i 

-- --M cmr^ tio ttmdc^ aafi. 
-00 hofYC^^cr ¥msep tSfi. 

““-on Khoimasmo dn trmfk^aaS^ 

^7- 
— — “ — oaScbliem^^^sdiswenesp 

Si. 

— — — — imfroiriTc hmealii^ 252, 
— --“ tbo Goomim Sud^ 3J4 

"V- 
Hcbnewip nKMuc mod fHflQt tOlKCSp 

rnmxL 
H«catep J75, 

Hckn of Ticyp kIiu oa|ih theory re- 
gudin^, 79. 

HeHenesp the coming ofp 73 /# j^y. 
— Z™ 09 |im! af, 152^ 15J, 171, 
ilm, 173, iSi 

— I^mim mndp 1/2^ 173. 

Hcrtolev 3J1- 
“ mwakeaii^ of, 302, 
— Tiryzu mod* BS. 
HenitGs^ am goMe of bouU^ IL 

■“ in Demeter-FermephoiiE legend, 179- 
— ibe pilEmr of^ xl»L 
Hefodocoi^ 327, 31 
— invuioa of Cmcp jsS. 
— oil rauly Crelmnip 10^ 
— on early Irmdiiigp 244^, 23a. 

“ on Egyptimii fb^ivaJ, 177. 
— on Ifdth mod Gmim, |52. 
— on 43f!gtn of godi^ j66. 

Hcnmfotns 
— dill Felm^iaii myiholf^, 11S6, 167, 

29J- 
— ofl Felcjgtait^ 75, 
— no the Ciiiamt 153. 
— Osju, DidBynu, Bacchna^ 156* 
— tatwo in Egypt* is^ 
— Pmskn Icgeodt, 27^1 
— lie Eoropl legend* 111. 
Hedod, 295, 331, 332. 
Hesliip 173. 

Hcsarldt {«* Frsy). 

Hlitory in toythq!^. rf 
Hlltiiis, jja. 355. 

— mjchitectcrmi DLcEhods qf^ r£2. 
— u ^iher wofibippert* 171. 

— Oelmn htatory mud hiiEoiy nf* 141, 

— 6-form mhield arid, 16©. 
— grain fnmn Egjpt for, 241 m. 

" HEied cmTO sf| 162. 

“ i^bob of* uid the Creemni 263. 
— the, on Greek nmnlimd^ 33a 
— the, predecQ^ors of, =42. 
— thcp winged diik tif* 294+ 

Hoguihi !^[r.* Dictwm emve fiodg, 297 
4fi 107. 

——on tiriy Cretan trade, 241, 242, 
— — with Evmm tn Chett* 1 

— — cm Cremn infiiicime is I'roy* 245. 
— — lbs Zmgrn; «mb^ 166, 

-Zakro fiodj, 277 3^^, 395* 
-cm weather eemditiona of Near 

20a 

— — on cthcEicm of AnmtoUm mnd BaJ- 
kmns* 242, 243. 

" Holy MoShcM^'* enJts of, 167 i£f. 
Ilomcrp 334. 

— descHptlim of Troy, 227 rf 
— OdysM«a m Crett, rjXmfj^, 
— on ethniem of Crete, 260. 

— rekreneeii in ^ree enpt^ j-iAt 
— ^Id of AehiJkSp 12S. 
— metnopcs of KnO$$gs pmlmce in, 136^ 

riwaamns pf, u CTctmns, ti2, 123, 
126, iji e/fiy. 
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Homer (4^.) 
— Ok Troy of* 3J3. 

IJoitifric Agtr ihc, 76l 
ilam^ |£^49ld|^ UcIlBDiogkAl cltta 

iiit r/ 
Homt of cpii5ccntkllt I4I1 JC^ 

in Citu, 3m 

— In PnliBoIltblc Eojope* Jto. 
Hjwnlh iA reii^kKiA t6i. 

Hykw period wJ CretCi 319^ 3a& 
Hypereia, SidlyAS, 131. 

lorus, le^vwl of, f ^ 
Tcc Ages, xix. 

— ^— ut Kvi^'al in fbuitli glockl epDch, 

39^ 
-in myth^o^, 5. 
— — seeand naiergl&ciol epoch, 13; 

Oietleiiii nuuit JJ; MofuECTHin man, 
]6; Lbird glAdml Cpddl, l6^ 17^ third 

inle^ijifud epoch, 17; Auiigrutcian 
culture, iS, T$^ ao; SolutnmticiJliiie, 
so I feuith gkoal epodit SO rl 

MngdalenUm cultnre, zt dum- 
tion of glocm] aiird busgkciai epochs, 
^ 25; rcl%km &nd art during^ ^ 

€f hflh and iiath glacud epochs 
in Seotlandt 55 a 

-pteforUi f^na of fooith gkend 
period, xxxiL 

-the Lort Atlaniif theoiy, I03 0 

— — i»Dci kobled during^ ixvi 
^ — liskiw c< ifl cT 

tda, Monnlp the Anatuikn^ 23$^ 
— — Ehe Cretau, iJv, 154, 10+, 395, 

399. 3«i- 
the, iHvtt cttpa In, Z4£L 

-solar myth theoiies Tegaopding, 

— Troy mid ill plain, azy ir «p. 
Indk, Agru imd Crelan god, X56r 
— Cieton legend and Goiuda it-grryi, 

txz: 
^ GdgTUDBhf Vnmw^ &e_| 3014^ 

“ Shilktrauk Ifigendi iS^ 

— wnrid''j ogei Iheory, 6, 7, flL 
— world heose of IndrOf 305, 

Indb (ran/.) 

— Yflmo^ Osms, At, itri* 
» Zeus BOd 15^ 

— bj-senuLj deUi» in, lyCr 
— Black Kali^ a goddett of, 64. 
— Diaigm ood Srii 64- 

— charming of houief bp 33. 
— crcmolioD in, iclL 

— «fth eopddesa ot uy* lyfi. 
^ blhm’ and roother deitib of, [73. 

— goddosea o( and aundlng stofica, 

154. 
^ g)Qds and goddeae in. vutii 
—• llmmoer god in, xaiviii. 

— mother enU in, 16^ 
— Mouse god of, ana, icjrai 
— jcligian and nrog^ in, 47. 

— the dmighL demon of, kaiv, 

— the Wodd gun^f 17^- 
— weapon dworn 4JO, 310, 311- 
look, Greek colony of, 33d 

— mflncnce of* « Gmce* liiL 33)6^ 
Ireland, in Ice Ages, rz f* 
— wesipom demona, 4a 
— woriirs ages theory, 6, 7, 
— CrtHikm Cmoich wor^ip hti hj. 

— euly gold exports of, jjy. 
— heroes nfi trabed in Scodand, jr, 

— jwle in, 
— ihe spicai, 249. 

— nioilw goddess ef* 6S, 
^ pig labod tn, 
— trihol giant of, 331. 
— wajirttna^ draitida in, 43^ 

" vempon. tn^ JlO^ 

Iris religions symbol, 161+ 
Irani in amckni Egypt, 233, 

— lore, aSj tf uy* 
Idilar, ijs. 

kiOt as 4 bi-*cmkl deilyf [69, 

— 44 a lepcftt gflddeii^ 174. 
’— os one of the zoothcfii, 169^ 

— Dcmeterandy tsi^ tySy 1791, 
snake rorm d; 1^3. 

— the mysledes o^ 177+ 

Indy, a link wiih a^f* 
— henm symbol in, 310, 
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ftMJy 

— Crctiui iniuence m, 24^, 14S. 

— till tiadt 235. 

Jmdc^ kficicot tmdc b, 3 id. 

— bdici^ FcgHidlng, 34 j, 

^ souice ttT Eyiupfui iuhI AiutdllaQ 

objects of, 24:Jp 244. 

Jcwdlay Bi Traj^* a^lS ef 

— ui Crete, 233 ti 

— in Egypt, 439. 
(»« Ziut), 

Jiti^ of dcflJp Zeus [55; Nifio^ U, 

III, 155, 1^ a£nA Up []] ef 

Jijy, 

Juno, I7J. 
— Cretan of* 157* 

Jupiter (see Zati}^ 

Kamares ware, iSo^ 39^7 *f 51 j. 

KeftiUp ihe, Cttftna as, 214, 315, 

Khamcrip find* at, 

Kboiassan, tb fcom^ 227. 

Kiitr tbcp in Crete* 315. 

Knosaosp eacaTatba ot ptbee, x 17 rf 

w^. 

— relations of, with smatl tomis^ 254 

it le^* 

— the **Clap-bcSirer*’ friaca^ 1|3 

— drainage qf^ t^t* 

— early disooyerf^ II5p iifi^ 

— early poltefy ofp 210 rf xnf^ 

— earliest scttkinent at* idx^ 162, j. 

— history of, 315 a 

— Odysaettsm* 132*^ rxfi 
“ Fhasto* and, 2S2 f/ Uf. 

^ sack of, 327. 

— the pabec ofp Ehrinos in* 137# 

Kore-Persepbone, ryS £t sif. 

— Demelcf andp iSi, 1S2. 

Labynnlh, the E^ptianp 317, 

— origin of naincp |£|, 

— aie symb^ and, 312 

— the, Thetem and, iij. 
Ljidy of wild creature", 59^ 

Lamu* **Queen of Ltbrja^p 173, lyj. 

Lang^ Andrew, axiL 

^ ^ sonnet cm Honierk unity , 94 
LangnAge, I2ce ptobEctus and, liiE, Uv. 
Lay&rdp Sir A- IL, s^rice* lo SchJte^ 

namif 94 

libya, Moek dove ]qg;c[H| and, 
— Octo and, tgcK 217. 
— Enropcaiti fn, 334, 
— LamiAp queen oi* 172* jyj, 

Libyan sfaidd, a* s^mbd m Crete and 
Greece* t59, z6a 

IJE^yuUp in Crete, 162. 
Life* female or$g$u of* 16S £t 
— tbeoj^ of mide of* 170, 171. 
Ugbtuingii^ Lord ofp Zem a** tfi^ 
tidct gate nf £9 £t J07, 

331+ 

Lbogwdpjoj. 
— Tammnz and, ^07^ 

— llwj Rhea iud, 173. 
Lion* and "mother goddess^ 59, 6ot 
— and wniM spine % J07. 

^ in mythoEegy- %p 
— Cietan goddesa and* joy. 
Upaiiiei vEssda ol^ 2ok 
Lpet Atlontii* ttie, Crete ti 

Lnve goddess* Demclof as* 176 (see 
Gadaktiti}. 

I^ek balJ^ 375* 

Lock tirb«^ 33p 34. 
LycHi Cietons in, jyi. 
Lyculi^ 335, 

— they &ete and* 31S, 319, 
Lydixp axe name in* 16I. 
— diver fromy 240. 
Ljttos* 295- 

Maetdonia* Neolithic cnllnre in, 242. 
Madknuie. ih. Duncan, u Sir Aithnr 

Evona's oaisianl, Jiy. 
— ---on Ijiacic pottery, i^B, 

— --mi early tin trade* 225, 23^ 

— -an Eiutory in Cretan ponaty, 
ajor/ 

MiMlan stage of CtdLUre* 23, 

Mag^, Neolithic folk In, 144, l£2* 
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— — ME icvit«i la, 391^ 40. 
-** bull ymrcf " io^ 40, 
-nrvivaj ef mm 55, 

Mb^c Bnd J7 tJ jvy. 
sDunx ofp 4J, 43, 

— wutj^ CiimcTcficum of* 43, 44. 
— rrlijgiati ond^ 44 t/jsf, 

^logieil chnttiu far dnd uid lining, 41, 

43- 
Malc origin cTUle^ 17D, 171. 

MiUtii, mxi sytdbol 113+ r60p 313. 
— IxHtt fif, wiilt Hotiu e^ics, a^o, 
— jwic iiip 244, 245^ 
— P^IxoliiliiE IILU3 in* ^1, 5i. 

— KtcatopT^qas f^rincs and «te tma- 
Icu of, ja 

Mfljrmf^p niiipi^l ctutoms a^mstcd 
With, jj, 

Maffailk*>^ CifiMns and^ 24?p 335* 
at4^ 

— on Keftittp Z15- 
Mnietniti la 167 rf (ace 

Mimer, Pldiloctflf iJndl foiifid ajp i r. 
Maypole tusioms, 6i(3L 

McdilErroticaEi met^ C^luts and Iberl-^ 

M»i H?- 
-ia Crete, 5J^ 146, J.&3, 

“ — in Enropc Mid ATrfci, 58L 
— — in Ttt>y, 342. 

-early nugratknw of, 148 of, 

-iM Ailaatif theory aod^ 103. 
— — nrigici and dktiibaiktn of!p |7, 53. 
-- Falscolithic raca uid, 5a 
-rcl%iofi of, 164. 
— — Seifpi's ibcory reeftfdiag, 147* 
— — pMD-Egyptiui gravies, 147 
BldoSp in Cratui hktary,, 3^^ 521. 
— the PhyliVopd £sh fraco, 359. 

— Cnte'aNcolidilcseatfade whlmviyp 
USf 3j6 

— Dr, Dh Mackcame'i work on^ ny, 
— Fh»t0i B.ndp 
— Vmsdiki and, 565, 

Merteboip ui E^pdan hiitcpryp 333, 
Meirinun tiilge of enUurOp 33. 

MexIoOf jade lore b, 345. 

— lale inUiiductHn of metaj votking 
KDp JO4, 

—the Loss Aihrifii kgcoil tad, 
AIDlcTp ffugh, Ills theory Rgtfdiilg 

of Diytli% ajiL 

Miocm, in Cretan legmdp ijy* 
Miqoa^ dtki called^ 3^ 
Minoan Agea, nrtiewof, 

— ^ Egyptian and BthyloaEan Kistocy 
during^ 313 ^/141^. 

— renDdap Sif Althktt Evans's diviskm 
o(i, 

Minfi^ 53£x 

— as a jEw^ge in Hadcs^ 111, 135, 184, 

i«S* 
— as lOlcT of Crete and Cydad^p 77, 

iJOi iafip Jii, 3i3i 333. 

— aj aeinl-diTiiie patriarth, 1S7. 
— Zeps. arid, rfi^p 188, 

— inventor of sdcooe of jadiiviidcncf^ 
117. 

— Bull dan tS^. 
— KiPg, as aixi of Zenap 97p t i t, 295, 
-perkidd'p tio^ 

“ — Thncydiiles on, 77. 
— Ir^ndj of, 136, 31S. 
— Minotaur oed^ 191a, 
— Osiris ajuJp 1S4* 

— palace uoavaiedp 131 
— throne of, 

“ pecbably a throne fULtoet 114- 
— the Homeric Aldnous as^ j 32^ 

Minotaur, Boh clan and^ 1E9, 

— Mumh andr 97, l87f ^*90, 595. 
— Darit and^ 1S3, iSS;. 
— the, Cre^ l-^nd of, 112p 1 tj- 
Milaoni, in Grnek huto^, 333, 333. 
Mithra, 114 m bi-MSUaJ ddly, 17a, 

Moddos, bland *f, treasure foand ODt 
338, 339^ 266, 317, 

Monism, mitetiaJiidi; IdBalislicp ^ 3. 
Moisop Aofeio, E3, 326p 313, 
“ ^— on Crete's natuiJ heamit-^^ afii 
-on CreteV iM|Bp t^tx 

--on ^ypt'a rdations with Eng¬ 
land, 546, 
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— ^ CH3 (ia[k Al FbpcsfciSi 
— _ ^ Ci'-ciAfl ind i^Alx134it3^}iH= 

Eultufei, XX., xkL 

» — wiiAuil^ AFElIir 
Muthff goddw XL FhifestaSr 
-At Fmcs, sSOb 
^ ^ In ryTTaelic ulandAi ^^7^ 
-FubenUtbk witi^ at. 

-(he &Hiiinia ibibcj ati, »2- 
^ of ilic fodbf. RbcA t? 

— tbe Gr^ (sec Gmti 
Mothenp ihe^ 175^ 
-« cidis ofp, 167 0" s£f, 

-cnlicfi la 
— — GaIa^ DcmctcTp i&c. p [Str [Sa. 

— — ia Cre«e, 173. 
^ouIuBAp bada atp 367. 

Moimt Idi, (see Ida). 

Dicta (fee I>kf£h 
&ifDoatom AS '* world spw ”k 3^S- 
Mountaici goddesa, 205. 
— — Creian and the ScDtlildap 

-C»iAn goddev aS| i?a- 
-“ the CTetan-p 
MoanlAJa iempl»d. 3P4- 
MooniaiD wofiMpp 3je>3 ef 
MacuiUms of mmniA And fuo&el. 0 

Stf* 
MouKp in Gmce, ]6t^ 
— catei Aiiik]uiiy rmL 
-3Q EiJglAodp and ScotlAndp 

xxix. 
— gods, sonree of duoseA And cum, 

xxxu 
— gods, Thdtli ind Apoda av ixx. 
— Auparstitiacu^ ocHidetDocd tauahp 

xxxi. 
MousLcnxn mxap 1^5 0 

— — in 
-farrlving tineas oi, 54^ 
— atagcp xj. 

-in I’bwiucB^ SJh 
— — bixnA] cmtomi in, 40. 

-- Lost AtlindA theory tndp lOj. 
MifLIctp Max^ oq jiade tnt^:^ 344- 
^-bdIat myth theoricSi ^790^ 

MtiUcTp \S\ M+ fc on tin Uad^ 124, 224 
Mu^icU liistJiimEniA In Crete^ t&J- 

Mytctilt, 315, IIJ. 
— the *' lioa % 0 «P"j J07i 3^1- 
— axti ^nabud im 1601 

— Cicte Aodp 1?|| if 3^3- 
— dimvmcs xij 87 0 lif. 

— dhniaof, 331- 
^ MIboao empire and, |53t 3^5^ 
— pf ospeniy of, j jG. 

MyM, Profrk 271 0 s?7- 
MystcrieSt the IDcttsmbn^ 176, 177. 

— the Greets (Hrb And, 136, 

--FtHxUis on, lS7i 
— the Ms, 1774 

— the Demeteri 176, 177- 
MystiCEBDp la Egypt And Grew, 15^, 

IS7^ ^ 
Afyliiokigy^ Ceciaii legend of Zcits, 153 

0 
^ Creation thcoil A, 2^ ^ 
^ ** dkngexons gods '’j tSi, 136. 

— Egy^iCiitn influences in Cretc^ xxxir, 
XXX¥, 

» iccorch of proci^KSp ]37, r83L 

— Zeos And MifHSt ito^ 111. 
— Minos AS Orf Dtad, ill. 
i-- tbe Minotnnr* 112. 

— coatpATAtlra Hudy of, xxiii« 7^ 
— cxpcnenCcS refeaed la, XXJe, mev, 

7i 
— early Greek kbtofy in* 73 0 r^^ 
— early hiilrsty b, 33f>, 331, JJt 
— UerodntDs cm* idj 0 

— histockal legends Inp Sy if uf. 
I — Minn's ihcmy reg^tdit^, Axilh 
^ pcdliJcflJ a^wet of, %. 
— pnnudve elementi In* TE4. 

tTHces of m.’wxg/csY ui„ 6(1, 61, 

NAtnixlimi, in Itidia, Axxr. 
Needier inTeodoci oI £isi with eye, a. 

Nellh, i35. 
— As A hi^sexDAl ddly, 169. 

Keolilhic Age, xt Ph^os, 2S3 01£^. 

-- in rtAnubian Atea, 242. 
-in Tfofr 530 ii 
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-^ Unkt wilh r«bci;slitbic in E^yp(^ 

S^- 
— — begiimlnfi m Crete* 
" buriiJ costoEii xiaijL 
— — czemMiiDfi cuKtam tap lii* ct i£^, 

-— Cffilfi And Tmy in^ ^ 

-C^Ludic in* 217 
--Engtiih ihippii^ iq, 

-FalzraHtJsic xndp xLtc* 50. 
--^iinnlithu: liin'k^ wiUi* 57, 

-pMiEfj of* in CnlCp aio tt 
— Msx lymbolp jii* 

NcoUdiie cuUiLi^tltnki willi FWb^tlikt 

S^-S^ 
Nftdkh&c auuip u m ngficuilmiil^ 1419^ 
-- imcs of* tn Crete, I44* 
-F^fllxolltbic Add* 50^ 
— — iHt Gncal Mo^Wp 172. 

KcoUdiic Period, in CrcfCt itj. 
Ncolilhic noes^ in SoEUoHlAnd ind Bri- 

Ubin, 5S. 

Nida, Pl*in of, ^99, 3CICL 
Nimrod* Cretim legend andp i r e. 

Obmdiadp In'Hdltd^ aiE. 

— CretAO liAde iriili Mein, xviiip 145, 
i$2^ 196* 2J6> ai7, 26Jp 1S4. 

— Rndii ia Creiep Gre«e» Cypitts, 
Egypt* and Tioy, I45, 

—^artibetiofp l44p 145. 

— Creran trade in^ t^, 217, 
— ficjda ofp aE Ptu^dB, 2S+. 
Odin, '/•cm, aibdp [52, 
Odja&eii^ 121^ 10^, 
— in Crete, 132 tiuf. 

— solar myth ibcosj rcgoidliig;* J9. 
— $m AdVEdtom of* 202- 
Otfytiry, the* 7^ 

^ ~ Crele In, 1 la 

— — laJid and m bnezas ioi 30i, 
— ™ eibnics of Cretcp a3o. 

— — PhiEflciaiu Ds CretBUUp 122, 113, 
J3J 

“ — like ^ver copL, aL^fii 

Omudenls ai dmrnup 4t* 42, 
Oddi, 172, 

Onru (rg#/.) 

— ab culture god And source of lifiSp 15)6* 

157. 
— aa a ' ^ dangeroOA god^* 1S5, iSt, 
— aa Biicehua (Dkmym), 1561 

— tfidibcme symbolp ^Djp 306^ 
— agricolEaral parulLse oi^ xL 
— Afltiqdty of cult of* xd^ 
— Bala jindp rjS. 
— Crete and* 1SI4, tSj. 

— MJnoesndp jxi* 114, 
— R^cfiesof, 177, 
— tine ju3d* r jS* 159. 

— Tiiptuleniiu and* iSo, 

Otherwarld txli^ in vaiiaoB cofEth 
tri«t XXalE^ 

— boiia] emtOM AJid, al rf 

Filice penod 10 Cfetep 322. 
--cod of, 329. 
Palaces {KA JTmfflsoi and PA^wstiajt tbc 

Gobmia pabce, 262* 26j- 

PttlmlllJltC Agep in FAJesdne^ 33^ 
— — lioks ■priih NeoJiiMc in Egypt* 

52- 
-Necilitliic Enki witiip 57* 
— — paantJngi in idv* 

-aiihnal-hcaded deities in, aatrL 
-bnriU outoms iji* *TTTi. 

— — CAltle doniEstbciaed iHp 197. 
— — race typei of* Ul Seodand, jpEaiii 

— — Xlipt oi; xxiiL 

FkLeDlilhk Ages dltlil^ of, ara. 
— — Aloaso Oft Cretan |ink$ widip lAj 

aaL 

,-sayths and lal^ otp aaii, iTiji. 
— Btlife, Cretnn and* ai* 49, 
— aac symbol^ Jt!, 

— bull rooterp 401 
— ctvei* 162* jS±^ 
— dhaims, 4t| 41, 

" OiUarep Stniti adtli Ncolilliict 52, 

53^ 
— — Alilian stage in FiaoEe, 54, 55, 
PAjasdithic fugic* in modem tiiseip 
PUxoUtlik maop Chellcan itagCp 13; 

Mousteiian slAge, 16; Aungnaoui 
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PiiLwiliLlii^ mm IjfffiWiO 
1^20; Solurtrc^ CtaltUf4S, tO; 

Mn^^tiwui stage, 3| ft 
— — ClrcKMAgdoa type nirviva^ Sh 54- 
-le^giiaa umI nUfic, 44 ef 
— — godt jmd dePQo^ of, 47 // 
— ^ iatrLEectud IMe of, 
-Led AilantU ihaory ajidr 103^ 

— — KeeUtbie andi 50^ 
— — trues of^ In Mdtar 51^ 5^ 
pdzollLhie fwOA, Ka AtmtoUs, £4^ 
PabdkAstfo, In CretAQ bisttwyj 319 ff 

Uf. 
— cxtaVdtkKQS at, S69 fi u^. 
— Hay 0^ W ^*Tbbc Fdr HaTcnS**, 

269. 
— ’(rotlvc EgtifiiM netTp 371 tf stf. 
— Hellenic uiscripiioQ at, joa. 

BdesUaei cm-pc dwdlleia in* 144 
— cfeoiatkoa Ie^ xlix, iJj. 
^ Hammer god id, xttviiL 
— IhCediUrmacKq. race in, 14£, 14-9^ 

^ FaJxdlillik 3ti^ in, 
Pim, tbe Kflichi of Cbr DcmcUTp 1791 

ParlUment* Enrope^s first, 253- 
FkidSp Cictte and, siy. 
Paolj Sl> PoIaikuLfo u ^'Tlic Fnif 

Havens ”k 3fi9 
^ — the IkmotLB veyige ol, 
T^tutsaniaSp J3]- 

— on Peis^ns, tS7- 
— the Bluk Demcter, tSo, 
— legcEidf of, asdichaoleg^ dues, 

it Iff, 
Peksgiaaa, 303, 
— in Crete, 379, ^So, 
— [a lE^nd urd histiacy, 74 wt wf. 
— gods ofp igij. 
— cnjlbalogy of, |S6^ 167* 
Pekj^us, an eponymous ano^or, i&y. 
Pdopid dynasty in Greece, 

PcTBephatw, 
Petlli, bE-sexUai dcilka ilip IJOl 
Pcimans^ fijc a god unoogp xlii« xULL 
Petros, find* at* 267 H 
Ptuie, Frof. Flitsden, 19^5, 19$, 317. 
Petsob, votive Ggurmca at^ aji </ 

PhAuunf, the, of Cretans u, 
lu, 12^, 126, 131 tt 

phsestoa, m Cretan huinry, ji6rf 
— link with Troy* 239 
— Early pottery ofj 212 ti 
— cacavafiona of palace of, 2S1 ft ff^. 

Phanukh, ^dinm and* ti4- 
PblgaHa^ Detneter figure ic4 179, iSo 

(ice 2?nmf/cr). 

Philiitinea, ifia* 3344 335- 
— mouse belief among, xkxL 
FbqEnicxXp C^tc dwdlfirS inp 144. 
— otve wnaabip In* 162. 
— early Egyptiin trade witb* 218- 
Fbeenknansp Cietans predecesfiora of, 

120. 
I — as succes»cs of CreEusT Ija 

— Ionia and \ht^ 336^. 

— rd^kaa idcu of, (ya 
Fhry^jia, 333, 335. 

m EteDsmun myEtcrics, 176. 

— tabooed In Egypt, Crete, Wales* 
Soodand, and Ireland, [59. 

— the ^yptuji talxKV 156^ 
— the Hebrew taboo, saxi 

— Cretan Zeta-Dronysoft and the, 159 

— Dcmetcr and tbe* r39« 183^ 
— Earth Mother and, 183 
— earth spirits and, 176. 

— Pelasgiu whJ, iSy. 
— votive JEgnrincs of, iii Crete,. 275+ 

^ Zeus and, tSS. 

Pillar wnistupv 303, 307i 309 
-world apme symbok, 305* 
PUlara, of consecfatlnciand, 

Pitcdowtl aknU^ 15, 
Pindar, ou female origin of life, [68^ 
l%to, tS9 190, 2S3- 

^ — the Elcmanian mystaies,i I7€l 
I — tbe Erenof legend, 
I — the Lo4t Atlaatil l^^nd, 98 ft 

I PEeistoocte A^, 9. 

-Vtnoni oi, to a 
— — the Lo&t Ailantu Irgrnd and, 

I 102. 

I Ptiny, 246, 
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Pl-uu^r m DetncLcr-Pef^^f^Qf kg^mlp 

Foseiklciiip i?j- 
— in Crcun Icceod^ ua, 1S7+ 
— boll vid, 1%, 

Pciltfif** wbcctf mTcntj^n <if, aegt 
PoLtcrj^, culiat lA C^pm.^ 2191 
— Ifom I^iikM^rop 270 

— &om &kfOk 377. 

— TfojM uid Dumbunr 242. 
— ^tun GoQmk, 260 
— frcira VutEAi^ 264 ef 
— KiAufcs^ 297, 19®, 299. 

“ fram FnH«, 27S £i 
— ducov^iici Difi at 2J1 Bf^F, 

— CicExo, in taaibejn Tnrkestjuip 22^ 
—^ ia CrctHiip 

— sytnbolk decMlioA of, 234^ 
— like primitive blacky race cdoveincfib 

4EhJ, 195 

— of EteocfCtuUf 278. 
— Lcf'Ctuls ofp 279, 

— m:aratioiH n, 27a £/ 
— ethnis t>t, 279^ 2S(X 

Pnotcsscs^ oq GrUH tfjTcifliegils, 2891 
29a. 

Pifjfl, iiluad gJ, 2j66, 3)67, 3191 
Fdmpellj evpedirb&B, 19^ 197^ 

Kicei (5« Aat^}. 
— carlj setlkfS in Crete;, I4J, 144, 
— m Crete, riSa, 
— in Tjrqy, £42- 

— Leal AibntiA theoi^^ 98 i/ s^., 

103- 
— F^il^Utbie &iid Ne£ili(bic* 50. 

PiLnlilJlic: aitii Nedlilliic:, meet- in 
Emtipc, 57. 

— Poki^ithic SilndvfllEp xKip 53p 54, 

— vnrviviJ flf oily peoplE^j, 147 

— tb^ MedltenKCLOin race in Crete, 
— hfoed beads in^ 146, 

— tj^fiiedmtdiiimofNcdithicA^ 
2x*r^ mip 

— linipiistic Ert£s erf; lUi^ \iy. 

EUcs 

— mwretnmts of, in Xcirfltiit ind 
Btoam J47 *:/ jis^, 

— tbe FibcoliibiCp 11 tf 26 f* 

— iteflflop)rg«ii figufiiura as evidence 
rcgoniilig, ja 

— wioraen^ podtloi] b dcierent, uxiiL 
— Horld's age* tfaeocy ajid+ 7, S. 
FUin* god d; Zeus aa, 

Rii’em* deiiira aod, 290, 291. 
RciiVEleer m £lrjtiic^ 55. 

Ecifincr* Df*, coppej-wo^yng in %}'ptj 

Rel%ion ancl ougiCp 44 

Rcl^ious ditvelgpineflU aM the same 
CS^erTwiiere. isjtv ay, 

RhiLdKmejitbiiSp brother dMbOk m. 
— Hzjudan-Crmii link, 132. 
Khca, as Cretiii CroiE MoUier gDfddc&s» 

157. 
— » tuaLher of Zens* 153. 
— CreEmn fom of, 173. 
^ Cretu goddess Hibd| ha 
— Detndcf and, 175, 182. 
— Jupiier {Zsa}f lad, 302^ 
— SuHi of* ilviL 

— the pre Hclkiuc, 174- 
Rbodcst 3J&* 
— Cretm reitlements m, jja 

RIpl^, FiEiksofi on Cro-Magnon tjpcj 
1^ 

Rome, tnogt^ Images in, 38. 

— preTiktoric Creek legends in, iSS. 
Riuskp " ptmver bdi" d* 163. 

SaEora, god of, Zens as, igt, 
Saniiuy systirmsi the andentp at Knos^ 

Crete^ 131 j tbe BabySourae^k IJJ. 
Sarcophagus, from Aghia TcuLdhar 2S9. 

19CL 
Sardinia.^ 336^ 

Siupedon, broilierof Mboi, tiu 
■— tmrfi ofp jlt 
Sangery* in aijrthoJogy* 6e^ $t* 

Soyce^i. Frel«Dr* ma symbol of BaI^- 
lonkp [41^ 
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ScuidiuTim^ OtfiiUi md Frcyi 

— Frej‘A 4 dtiijr. iS?- 
— gold fwtfl Ireluiidi ScuLbaift md 

527. 
— 043D| Tyr* and Zcos, 152. 
— Thwrf fci WCkfId 3Jbap«> BBL 
^ worM"& lEieotyi Dw 
— ihc earth (kcber, 

— wtt symbol 311- 
— CmtioEL thi^' in, 2* ^ 
^ UfUDEncr god lap xxviL 

— liand ion ioi 
— tree woc^ip in^ 
Scefp 164- 
— Cretan god aud^ 156- 
— TxmmtK and, sx^tL 
SchlicmaaQp Hcinrkfa, i iSr 
-cxc&vatkMia at Tjoj^ 2 JO 
-the Atlantis h^eod, 98 ^ wf. 

^ ^ life and disco?en« al^ 3t Hf. 
-(Ml j^dc finds, ±45, aji4. 

— Hr, Paul, the Lost Aikntk tbcoiy, 

99- 
Scotlandp bdu!^ rqi^udiii^ irlodi and 

— Callk&ch and Cretan g^eddest, 
— ** sxvp mhtndh ", 3^. 

— Cretan *^dnlpfelo fresco" and ^"swiia- 
ming elephant on saij|>tDred itoccs^ 
[39 jf. 

— mouse mre in* ixii, m* ral 

” NeoUlhic plou|:fu mt itf* 
Oshian pumdisr in, xf. 

— Pa^obthk sDTviiviis Ln* jb. 

— pig taboo lit, 159, 
— pUid of, and Cretan, ijl. 

— EBce types in* iji- 
^ reindeer in, 55* 
— fifth and aiath gUctil epochs In, 55 

€i ISf. 

— Engli^ hag like hog (d# 63, ^ 
— finger ntuitMlon in, Jt. 
^ fi3lk loie colLcming in,^ J.9:. 

— goddess ol^ Jia a staiidii^ stimcp tS4- 
— ** haoger bdt“ ol, 163, 
— Imh warruHs trained in, 71. 

— luck ocreinotiis in* 34* 35^ 36*. 

Scotland 
— fillt kniing, 35, 
— bull laciifiHa In, 153. 
— Cailleaeh of* fiSi and Greek GeU^ 

173 
— cave dwellcR of, 144. 
-- Cretan fire cetenHuiics and, 

Donetcr and hags of^ tSct 
— doves fliwi ravens in, folk belief re^ 

gardnigp ^1. 
— carlj ^Id expoeti aif 2^7* 
— Earth Mother of, 67, 6S er stf.f SS* 

183. 
^ cajlh warn in, 67^ 

Cretan god and Ehaimid, 
— Eailh Mother asni pig and serpent, 

iSj- 
™ iron lore, 284- 
— in I« Agesj ] ( rf j^. 

— prfaniiive tiarvcsdq^ 252. 
^ tree and wdi oaermg^ 301. 
— weapon demons, 4jO, jm 
— Zcfda legend and kelpk legnnda^ 

111. 
— Aulian ani&^ in, 54, 53 
— standing Etoties tn legends ofi 
— atoJic dreic belted in^ alv* ilvh 
Seagefi Mr,, Modilna tttaatize, 238^ 

— the VK^iliki Enda, 264 ef 
Seal impressons^ Crecaji,. 138. 

Seals at Goi^rem, 263. 
^ Cretan and Egyptkn links* 214. 
— Ihe Zakrq collcctinn, 178^ 294- 

-- S-rotm ihldd and* ffia 
— cTidcacc of shipp^ on* 
Sea lore, ancicot and toodem, 250^ 251. 

Sea raids on Cgypt^ 334^ 
Sea fihjcUA, in Cretan shiioest 138^ 
Semeloi as mother of l>ioayiui, 157^ 

Serpeni* the Greek GcUn ai, 173. 
— goddetis, the Cretan, 

goddesres (ecc ffMidnus^ 

Scren deepen; 30t+ 
Sheep; Zcua and, iSS. 
Shells, shipfang activities traced by^ 
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Shickl ijmboJf J 59^ 1 6ol 

— m MjfdpiWp 160, r6i+ 
Shipph^^r CnLLc\ M» titrtlep 30^ Jiy. 

^ Qctc^fr Kn iMiic wiili TfPjf> a j6 

— distribiitkKi of bora ^Ed 

— tloring OdM tjcnpir« periodr 335,- 
— CzdMk Ami 195 ^ 

jWf., 

— Kgiypt u)d Ei^koi, 336^ 
— in N^liLhic; liiDjca, 19^ 

— Camn uad Pbosunim n^ef CieUiii 

—>- Cff-ctMi) iLiiid Egyptian tTnil^ With 

Wttt£m E^irop^^ 24^ , 
^ CiEtas BIbcIc Sol tndc, 337. 

— C»Un exports tiA imparts, 34ti 
— CrctxB - Egjpptkn U XnaLCf 314, 

SIS- 
-- CfCtACkt^ tifped tiode RHits^ 34^. 

— Crete nod Cydudic 317 ^ 

— Egyptun limber impOrt% £r$L 
— Ctetc^s xndciit Tefflck* 350. 
— modern utd [uvcienl n^stonwi 350> 

35 j. 
— EngUsb^ In Ncnliibie limefip ^7- 
— mebil vrorkuig undp 
SfcdJvp 536. 

~ as ibe Hweric Jlypcfdaj ijl- 
— Cretin itLSuence 10, 
— Crete’s mdc vitb, 305. 

Silveip £-ndi tu Tfo^^ at 
— dog^is ukI crops Ijdp 34IX 

— snaiee of Cre^i supfiUes Qf» 240^ 
341. 

- MHICC of aify Bopplies oJ, 3301 

Sinin, copper mmcs of^ 
Skollt lAd bnin pdwej-p 37. 
— FabcolLliuEi lu^ej, 38. 
Sky piUizSp 3fD9 (*« Pkiiar wr^>}, 

Skyliikp tKe Q^lo iSf 173,, 
SleepetK the levenp joi. 
—^ Hetcidc! nne of Ihet 302^ 
— Zeui MS cme of, 301^ 

Smillij Frq^sor Eliiot, Cd Odrp|n 
wofkinff 10 Efypl, 221, 323. 

Smiihp E’lafessor I^mcTpI 

-on 1% iftcicflt mouse curti 

xiiii ^ 
— -on iiTDca-E^ptyini of Medi- 

lenaacap ncci H7 ' 
Sbakep Ihc Ddphtim, 174, A 

—- chozmerSt pne^esHS aSp 182. 
— girdlesn ai voUve otfctin^i, i6j. 
Snake gpdifiBS, 59, ifis, jog^ JjoS. 

-— — the Crelan ami Credt, 174. 

^5- 
-tbe GounUa sbiiper 
-tkemelcr andp 175, 18a 

--bience ffuies fidj J39, 140. 
— — Greek Eaitb Mctbcf is^ 67. 
— ^ Harm andj 1S8. 

— goddoaesp in Dete ud Egypt^ 

174- 
Snikcap Bcmeler wadi iSo^ J8l* 184, 

394. 
Solar myth ihcories^ 7®- p 

Solmnoi^ 

Solmfean cullonrp 3Cl 
— Period in Wenern EunapOp SJr^ 

Sow {ux P^, 

Saw-beBded Uemcters 139* 

Spain, influrtice in, 347. 

— CiTfdti silver bnom, I4OL 

— Cretan ^uui^1eri vkiled, 246. 
— Egyptian infldctiE^e in, 346i 

— wly metal Efide of* 246, 347i 

— hom syiiibul inp ^10. 

— F^Leobihic Ages io [m 

— Polsalitlilc ailife iop like Crcun |s« 
Pema/t aftrn], 

— al^er eft 23a 

Sphaklots^ descendants of Donans> 30$, 
SphiiiE^ joj, 

as pillar guardians, 307, 

— on Cretan weah, 294. 
Spine (see 

Spiral* tbe, problem qC^ 24®, 349. 

Spires* as pHtir iTmboli, 309L 
Starrymbob, 141, 142. 

Sleatopygom figures. Id Crete, 53, 
--goddesses andp ja 
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Steaiopygcw figure* 
— — Pd^QiUthk, Bafeyteniiii, iUlUsc, 

Egypiiui, jo^ ^ 
—-r- \hi bcaidedj 
Slcine ciTd«, « buml place*, 

■•— ipiritF of *3 ^*^ wiiliisi xlv. 

pilUrv jeIt. 
—.— Herme* and, , 
^ vaKi, in Egypt and Crete^ ao^vT 
_the " Bojcer “t J’ ami 

” WaiTWc", a;S6 !■/*??. 

— wcf^p, 
n-Defflctcr *Ti^i ilv* 

—— Hpioe eharma wkIi ^7- 
SEcFnehengc, agie flf+ 336. 
StoHM, ftamlcng, Earth Mother afid^ 

134- 
Sitat^ 237- 
StnpyaD dage of cujlnpc> 2'^ 
gapenettiOM^ antiqfltEy oJ, 

Swine {«sc 
SitfitKfland^ hMTJ symbol in, JlO- 

SyrUp horu symbol rp, 310^ 

TuEDmiu, ijry, iSi^ 
— u AOfi and Epoose of Iihtari 157- 

— antiqillly of cali of, J64* 
— Cretan god md^ 156^, 

^ Sorf and, ixvii 
Themis, ibe Tstafl, i3l. 
Thc«i»« 185, 1-90, 33^ 

^ the MtEVOtaiif legendp H4- 
Thessaly, Achians ttem, ja^. 
— KeoUtbie cultore iia^ 34a, 

ThirfwiJh on pre ildtemirs C^feeMi, 74 ^ 

Thrace, .Egcan coharc iDp 345. 
— m%railoi» fronip 333% 
— Neolithic culture ic^ 243. 

Thiti^de*, 3i2:p 333, 330. 
— Miaofi legends, 77, Hex 

— oft Trajan war, 80h 
Thundi^ god (aw 

Tift, Corni^ trtfkt isS, 34S. P^* J*?- 
— German or I'crxiait tisde?-23&r ^7* 

— imports IrOtn (he Eaalp 226t 227. 

— m Crete* sm 

Ttn {i!#*/".) 
— ihc (U^tcfide* islands, 147. 
— Cretan impofti ofp horn Wmletn 

Eurnprp 225+ 226. 
_sonroe of eatly aypphea of, 223, 224- 

Tiiyns, 331^ 3J3- 
— Lfi Cretan histoiy, 321. 
— discoveries at, 87 0 itf- 

— Minoaft empire and^ 3^5* P$- 
— prosperity of, 330. 
Tjians, Cfetan legitod of* 157- 
Tofteiidcic*, male and female in Gwtej 

Totemp driest King as injmiBalKHi 

189- 
TnlemUm, X3£2W| larVa 

— ^^pdan iia£» of, 
Thw life in Crete, 252 ^ hi?. 
Trade TDfiite*, eiridcnK; of* Egyptian 

taads in Ei^kfid, 326, 327. 
-KbjDTasttR tm trader 227. 

-the jade trade problem, 243i ^4+f 

-the Rhooe ’Malfey, 315* aadp 245, 

247* 
--throng Germany* 245. 
— Ilcfodotni on, 249, 254X 

Tm goddess. Dimeter asp 175, 
— ofTBingi in CrcLe aj>d Scottandp 301^ 
— worsbipv 162, 303, 3o6p 30Sp jogp 

^ 310 {tK Pillar wm&lfi}- 
— —' standing ftoaa and* 184. 
Trta^ Lady ofp Cretaii g^oddess as, 

TTojan waf, dale nfp J34- 

Tmyp 324* 334. 
— the dty of noraff, 333. 
« the spira] prE3blmn, 34E, 
— copper problem of, 22a, 

I —Cretan trade with* JOf* 2l6 0 1^., 

239, 24lt 245. 1*5- 
— Dfttpfeld with Schbemann al, 94h 

95^ 
— ethnics of, 243, 243- 
■— eaatiLttOftS and dBCnrcrtes at+ ajD 

0 r^f. 
— non find in, 2S4- 

. — jade End* m, ^43, 244- 
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Trtiy 

— Kiisg ftfvioc pokxj «idp t liX * 
^ dlCtlJ in, 23J. 

— Qbdi&Ln MS* 

— potluy And Cit-ti.a, 211. 
^ sicgE of HuixLEnct J34, 

—^ nlTer 24O1 241. 
— ftoEu m^b ll^ifDiy and^ 

— lin and brenee Unde of, 
— Ultmta^ c£t 227 W 

— Thacydid0 iiq stefie of, 2a, 
— VuUild'i Ltadt will4 36^ 
Tujk«stui^ btack pofctcjy' 

— Ci«tin poibcfy links wiih, 366. 
Tyic, HinJEB. ofy 

Ulysstt {«« 

Urmi3S^ 

Viinpirak, xlE. 

—' ovnfltion t. 
Vaphin nip^ 321. 

Va^ Jhfl Eosw"* ** Himst«r‘',Lnd 
*"W*Kidf% 3M#f 

VftSiEOti^ in Cieian histor/^ J17. 

links mcb Cyprm, 
Spain, Trc7^Tnikcttaii,£4L, i26|25gv 

265 </ 
— tuif imiit of, 226r 
— CEcaTaiiofu at, 

^ inid« of, widi Tfoy^ 23/^ 
— Zakro tnd, 277. 

Vcddt9, Honi«rk li^aicls and, Sa 
Vckhanoc, Ztm u, tSS' 
Vc35la, 17J, 
Vir£tii, EtenuJ, tbe^ Znu 

Wafss, wly goid OipOTti of, 337^ 

— Otherwofld bttlkh in, xxsixp aL 
— pt|[ taboo in^ 159^ 
-— the ** motbrarsi ^ od^ tSj d 

Water demona in GretCt 307* 
Wat«f wofidiip, 162, 17S, joi. 
WeapOD detnona, in India and Scnlland, 

40. 

— JlOt. 

Wed TToc&dp l*« 

WbaXc, tpine O^i aa O^tan charnip 

307. 
Wntdaud apitili^ ^09^ 

Wine £od^ Zeni a^ IS*- 
Wln^ likili^ tbe^ in CietaJi, Hiltitc, 

and Asyrian, 294. 

Wishing arells, in Ciete and Scotland, 
xa^, jor. 

Wumm u tomadon, 
— Cman piidt oss^ 2901 
— in Cmc and Lyda, 319. 
— In ttl^Dia, 167 r/ stp 

^ ailire of^ in Crf le and EgypCi and in 
Fslnlkhic Lima (a« Ftma/e 

— J&sbioli^ of^ id CmEe, 272. 

— ioipoctasoe of in goddw vonbip^ 
ittxviditff. 

— in and Smnefmn cdSdeiy» 
uxviL 

— mbcritaiioc thmngh, in CfOte and 

Egypt- 
» p«ztk» «f> in Crelje, 71. 
— Semllaa and attitiide towaidx^ xxxvii. 
World hoyacp the, 305. 
Wotld's ages (s« >^^nr]u 

World fpinc^ JQS J pillMTs and* "3®^ 

VcUow Demcier, iSi. 

^Icfo, in CjKlan bistocy, 319 ti 

— E^jpdan sea nddm from, 334, 
— excavaliom at, 27^ rr j;^. 
^ soaliogK ofj 294- 

173. 
— as a bi-scatiB] ddty^ 1&9. 

— M a deep^t 3«L 
— as a standing ttoco, 1S4. 
— as ddty of ir^clatkic, idl, l6z, 

— as Lho Groat Fathofi 171. 
^ Dirt^an Jopala OonncCikHa, 302^ 
— -giTCi Saw code to bliqo«i i 1 r, 
— m€^«i 60, 171, 295, 299, joa 
— in Cretan kg^d, [12, Jl^, It?^ 

JS7, 

— m D«wtof l^ndt 
— in Hcfiodk kgend, 75, 7$^ 
— the E^opd^ Icgendj ](0, III. 
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Zciu(m/.) ^ - 
— iht fcOmr inTtli ibtcty^ 7®. 

^ bU^ dom KAd, t66- 

^ boU rail [S9m^ 
— DiAiiyiiH MDjiy 

— «»g(c of, slilt 
— gr4fe oft til Oeie? *53* *54“ 
-- LasIU i7^r K71- 

— Ml* Idm ave wid* 3^®- 
— UtiiSA, K HHl of, JUr >9^ 

361 

Zciu(^VKi^) 
—- MIhh PiLt vid» 1^3. 

p^tiol Bgcifieucc of wnlii|> ci; 

(J2p iSJ- 
— Riiind,^ W 
^ the bdU aod, 159- “ 

— tbc CreUn ^ 
I fbe CS-etM kgcod ofi *S3i 154- 
^Oiepif Hid, 159. ^ 

— TtTMTO forCRJ of| ip. 
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